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Abstract

This final technical report covers the period from January 1, 1979 to June 30, 1984 for
DARPA Contract MDA 903-79--0201. The main purpose of this research was to study
Real-Time Communication Systems; i.e., communications systems destined to support ap-
plications with real-time constraints. The research effort included design and performance
evaluation of architectures and protocols for real-time communication systems, and in
some instances such as implementation and experimental evaluation. The research tasks
undertaken during the contract period and the corresponding accomplishments are:

Task A. Real-Time Protocol Performance Analysis

Accomplishments under this task are:

a) A tutorial on multiaccess protocols in packet communication systems.

b) Analysis of Carrier Sense Multiple Access with Collision Detection (CSMA-CD).

c) Design and Analysis of Message-Based Priority Functions in Multiaccess Com-
munications Systems in general, and CSMA in particular.

d) Derivation of the distribution of Packet Delay and Packet Interdeparture Times
in Slotted ALOHA and CSMA Schemes.

e) Investigation of the Performance of CSMA Local Networks When Supporting
Voice Applications.

Task B. Design and Analysis of Local Networks Suitable for Real-Time Applications

Accomplishments under this task are:

a) Design of a Round-Robin Scheme for Unidirectional Broadcast System Architec-
ture.

b) Conceptual Design and Analysis of EXPRESSNET, a High-Performance Integra-
ted-Services Local Area Network.

c) Analysis of Round-Robin Schemes in Unidirectional Broadcast Local Area Net-
works.



d) A tutorial on Scheduling-Delay Multiple Access Schemes for Broadcast Local Area
Networks

Task C. Performance Evaluation of Multihop Packet Radio Networks

Accomplishments in this task are:

a) Analysis of Two-Hop Centralized Packet Radio Networks, Under Slotted ALOHA
and CSMA Access Schemes

b) Throughput Analysis of Multihop Packet Radio Networks Under Various Channel
Access Schemes

c) Theoretical Results in the Throughput Analysis of Multihop Packet Radio Net-
works

d) Simulation of Multihop Packet Rdio Networks

Task D. Multinetwork Environments

a) Performance of Gateway-to-Gateway and End-to-End Flow Control Procedures
in Internet Environments

Task E. Architectural Design and VLSI Implementation of Local Area Networks

Initiation of an effort aimed at combining VLSI technology and the Expressnet
concept to support a multitude of local communications applications requiring
high speed networking.

The research performed during this period has been reported upon in our Semi-Annual
Technical Reports, in our Stanford Electronics Laboratories Technical Reports, and in the
published professional literature. This report includes appendices which contain reprints
of the related articles which have been published in the professional literature.
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I. Introduction

This final report covers the period from January 1, 1979 to June 30, 1984 for DARPA
Contract number MDA 903-79--0201. The research performed during this period has
been reported upon in our Semi-Annual Technical Reports, in our Stanford Electronics
Laboratories Technical Reports, and in the published professional literature. Accordingly,
this final report consists of a brief section describing the scope of research and its underly-
ing tasks, a section summarizing the accomplishments attained during the contract period,
a section listing all publications which appeared under this contract, and appendices which
contain reprints of the related articles which have been published in the professional liter-
ature.

H. Scope of Research and Underlying Tasks

The main purpose of this research was to study Real-Time Communication Systems;
i.e., communications systems destined to support applications with real-time constraints.
Examples of such applications are: digitized speech, video sensor and tracking systems,
seismic data, weather report, fire control, etc.

The systems considered in our studies are mainly of the packet-switched type. There
are several reasons for such a choice. First, a number of successful experiments have shown
that packet-switching technology is feasible under real-time constraints; in particular, ref-
erence is made here to the real-time speech experiments on the ARPANET, SATNET and
PRNET. Second, packet switching has the ability to provide mixed communication services
for real-time data and computer-to-computer traffic and to dynamically adapt itself to the
changing requirements of each mode, thus achieving efficient use of spectral resources.
Third, encryption is readily feasible in packet-switched digital systems, and thus renders
these systems advantageous, particularly when we are concerned with (military) speech.

Although the ultimate objective of all types of communication networks is usually the
efficient and reliable transport of data, there are advantages in using one type over the other
depending on the application and the environment. For example, some advantages in using
broadcast ground radio communications are: collection and dissemination of data over
distributed geographical areas independent of the availability of preexisting (telephone)
wire networks; the suitability of wireless connections for communication with and among
mobile users, etc. Satellite-radio communications, on the other hand, are best suited to
long-haul communication among distant sites. Networks of the ETHERNET-type are
suitable for local, in-building communications.

The support of most real-time applications will involve the interconnection of several
packet-switched networks, often of different types. Indeed, these various types have been
conceived to complement each other and support given applications in geographical envi-
ronments of different characteristics; it is very typical that DoD communication needs are
among geographically dispersed tactical and strategic forces and thus naturally span over
geographical settings of different characteristics. An example here is digitized speech in
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naval tactical and strategic operations where a network could provide (local) ship-to-ship
and ship-to-shore communication, and finally an ARPANET-like network could provide
communication between satellite ground stations and various DoD headquarters.

The basic distinction between real-time data and regular computer-to-computer traffic
are the following requirements and properties.

a. With real-time applications, a small network delay is required: indeed, with sen-
sore old data is obsolete; with digitized speech, the feasibility of real-time in-
teractive communication is only possible if small response time can be achieved;
small response time also allows speech to be £played" out without breaking up;
and finally, it allows buffering in view of smoothing the flow and playing back
continuously without introducing too large a total delay.

b. With real-time applications, timing information is an integral part of each mes-
sage.

c. With real-time applications, the information transmitted often is redundant (as,
for example, in target tracking systems with multiple sensors, weather data col-
lection systems and seismic data collection systems, etc.)

d. With real-time applications, a low level of information loss is often tolerable.

e. The input traffic pattern in real-time applications is different from computer-to-
computer traffic and interactive traffic, and may not always be approximated by
Poisson processes.

Given these observations, it is all too evident that the characteristics and requirements
of real-time traffic are very different from those of conventional computer-to-computer traf-
fic. The purpose of our research has been first to evaluate the performance and asses the
behavior of existing transmission protocols with real-time constraints in packet-switched
internetwork environments. Such studies are important in order (i) to determine the condi-
tions under which the real-time constraints are satisfied and (ii) to provide initial guidance
in the design and implementation of real-time transmission protocols. Another major
purpose has been to conceive new architectures and protocols particularly suitable for
real-time communication systems, and in some instances such as Expressnet, to undertake
implementation and experimental evaluation.

The research tasks undertaken during the contract period are:

Task A. Real-Thne Protocol Performance Analysis
Analytical evaluation of network protocols under real-time constraints; de'-
ivation of packet delay distributions in various network configurations and
for various transmission protocols; the handling of traffic with special char-
acteristics such as those encountered with voice applications; and the inves-
tigation of priority functions in multiaccess protocols.

TUsk B. Design and Analysi of Local Networks Suitable for Real-Time Applications
Studies into efficient conflict-free round-robin schemes, for local networks
and their suitability to real-time applications.
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Task C. Performance Evaluation of Multihop Packet Radio Networks
Analytical modeling and simulation of multihop packet radio networks op-
erating under various channel access schemes.

Task D. Multinetwork Environments
Multinetwork description methodology; simple characterization of single
networks in view of integrating such characterization in multinetwork mod-
els; study of internetwork protocol performance with respect to real-time
constraints.

Task E. Architectural Design and VLSI Implementation of Local Area Networks
Design of an interface of Express-Net operating under the Express Access
Protocol, and supporting a multitude of applications with different require-
ments; VLSI implementation of such interfaces and functions.

I. Summary of Accomplishments

Considerable progress has been made under each task. In this section we summarize
these accomplishments grouped by task.

Task A. Real-Thne Protocol Performance Analysis

Accomplishments under this task are:

a) A tutorial on multiaccess protocols in packet communication systems.

b) Analysis of Carrier Sense Multiple Access with Collision Detection (CSMA-CD).

c) Design and analysis of message-based priority functions in multiaccess communi-
cations systems in general, and CSMA in particular.

d) Derivation of the distribution of packet delay and packet interdeparture times in
slotted ALOHA and CSMA schemes.

e) Investigation of the performance of CSMA local networks when supporting voice
applications.

a) A Tutorial on multiaccess protocols in packet communications systems:

The need for multiaccess protocols arises whenever a resource is shared by many in-
dependent contending users. Two major factors contribute to such a situation: the need
to share expensive resources in order to achieve their efficient utilisation, or the need to
provide a high degree of connectivity for communication among independent subscribers
(or both). In data transmission systems, the communication bandwidth is often the prime
resource, and it is with respect to this resource that we view multiaccess protocols. In
this tutorial, we gave a unified presentation of the various multiaccess techniques which we
group into five categories: 1) fixed assignment techniques, 2) random access techniques,
3) centrally controlled demand assignment techniques, 4) demand assignment techniques
with distributed control, and 5) mixed strategies. We discussed their applicability to dif-
ferent environments, namely, satellite channels, local area communication networks and
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multihop store-and-forward broadcast networks, and their applicability to different types
of data traffic, namely stream traffic and bursty traffic. We also presented the performance
of many of the multiaccess protocols in terms of bandwidth utilization and message delay.
This paper appeared as an invited paper in the IEEE Transactions on Communications,
Special Issue on Computer Network Architecture and Protocols, April 1980 (see Appendix
I).

b) Performance Analysis of CSMA-CD

Packet broadcasting in computer communication is attractive in that it combines the
advantages of both packet-switching and broadcast communication. All stations share a
common channel which is multi-accessed in some random fashion. Among the various
random access schemes known, carrier sense multiple access (CSMA) has been shown
to be highly efficient for environments with relatively short propagation delay. Packet
broadcasting (and in particular CSMA) has been successfully applied to coaxial cables
thus providing an efficient means for communication in local environments. In addition in
such environments the possibility of detecting collisions on the coaxial cable enhances the
performance of CSMA by aborting conflicting transmissions, thus giving rise to the carrier
sense multiple access schemes with collision detection (CSMA-CD).

We extended the models used in the analysis of CSMA to cover the cases of collision
detection and variable size packets. It was shown that the throughput-delay characteristics
of CSMA-CD are better than the already highly efficient CSMA scheme. We characterized
the improvement in terms of the achievable channel capacity and of the packet delay at
a given channel utilization as a function of the collision detection time. Furthermore, we
established the fact that in uncontrolled channels, (i.e., with a fixed average retransmission
delay), CSMA-CD is more stable than CSMA, in that with CSMA-CD both channel
capacity and packet delay are less sensitive to variations in the average retransmission
delay.

We then studied the performance of the scheme in presence of variable size packets.
Numerical results have been obtained for the interesting case of dual packet size. It was
shown that a small fraction of long packets is sufficient to recover a channel capacity
close to the (higher) capacity achieved with only long packets. However, the improvement
experienced by the introduction of long packets is in favor of the lktter and to the detriment
of the short packets, establishing the necessity to design and implement priority schemes.

This analysis constituted a prelude to the analysis of priority schemes in systems
employing CSMA-CD; these priority schemes are of particular importance when traffic
includes data with real-time constraints. A paper entitled, 'Performance Analysis of
Carrier Sense Multiple Access with Collision Detection', has been presented at the Local
Area Communication Symposium, Boston, May 7-9, 1979, and appeared in Computer
Networks, Oct./Nov. 1980. (See Appendix I.)

e) Message-Based Priority Funetions In Multiaccess/Broadcst Systems

The proliferation of computer networks has brought about a wealth of applications that
impose disparate requirements upon the communication channels they use. In particular
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the traffic requirements differ to such a degree that optimization of access schemes for
one pattern is often detrimental to all the rest. Message priority offers a solution to the
problem. It provides a means of administering channel usage to meet these requirements
while maintaining high total utilization. We proposed priority schemes appropriate for
introduction into different architectures of local multiaccess communication systems to
achieve these desired results. The architectures examined are the bidirectional broadcast
system (BBS) architecture exemplified by Ethernet, the unidirectional ring architecture,
and the unidirectional broadcast system (UBS) architecture described under Task B below.
A paper entitled 'Message-Based Priority Functions in Local Multiaccess Communications
Systems', appeared in Computer Networks, Vol. 5, No. 4, July 1981. (See Appendix I.)

We designed a simple distributed algorithm which can support message based priority
functions using carrier sensing. The scheme is based on the principle that access right to
the channel is exclusively granted to ready messages of the current highest priority level. It
is suitable for fully-connected broadcast networks with or without the collision detection
feature, and can be made preemptive or nonpreemptive. This scheme is referred to as
Prioritized-CSMA or P-CSMA.

The difficulty in analyzing multiaccess schemes such as CSMA arises from the fact that
the system's service time is at all times dependent on the system's state and its evolution
in time. The same difficulty arises in P-CSMA and prevents us from using conventional
priority queueing results to derive its performance. We show, however, that by adopting
the 'linear feedback model" previously used to analyze CSMA, it is possible to derive the
performance of p-persistent P-CSMA. The analysis relies on properties of semi-Markov
processes, regenerative processes, and delay-cycle analysis. We completed the work in this
area. Analysis and simulation results have been compiled in Stanford Electronics Labora-
tories Technical Report #200 entitled 'Carrier Sense Multiple Access with Message-Based
Priority Functions," dated December 1, 1980. (The simulation work has been performed
separately under a contract with the U.S. Army Center for Communications.) A con-
ference paper has been presented at the IEEE National Telecommunications Conference
entitled, 'Performance Analysis of Carrier Sense Multiple Access with Message-Based
Priority Functions', Houston, December 2-4, 1980. A journal paper entitled, "Carrier
Sense Multiple Access with Message-Based Priority Functions', appeared in the IEEE
Transactions on Communications, Vol. COM-30, No. 1, January 1982. (See Appendix I.)

d) Distribution of Packet Delay and Interdeparture Time In Packet Radio Systems

The analysis of real-time protocols differs from the more conventional network anal-
ysis in that with real-time constraints the analysis has to be extended to include the
determination of delay distributions.

Existing analysis of slotted ALOHA and CSMA has led to the determination of the
average packet delay. This was achieved by formulating a Markovian model for these
channels with finite populations of users, each with a single packet buffer. We derived,
using the same Markovian model, the distributions of packet delay and interdeparture
times, and gave simple expressions for their moments. This has been the subject of Stanford
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Electronics Laboratories Technical Report #186 entitled, 'Distributions of Packet Delay
and Interdeparture Time in Slotted ALOHA Channels', dated April 1, 1980, and Technical
Report #187 entitled, "Distribution of Packet Delay and Interdeparture Time in Carrier
Sense Multiple Access", dated April 1, 1980. A paper entitled "Distribution of Packet
Delay and lnter-'"parture Time in Slotted ALOHA and CSMA Channels,' appeared in
JACM, Vol. 29, No. 3, October 1982. (See Appendix I.)

e) Lrvestigation of the Performance of CSMA Local Networks When Supporting Voice
Applications

In this effort we considered local networks of the broadcast bus type, exemplified
by Ethernet, and investigated the performance of such systems when supporting voice
communication. In particular we studied the effect on performance of various system
parameters, such as channel bandwidth, vocoder rate, delay requirement, allowable packet
loss rate, etc. For comparison purposes, we also considered an ideal conflict-free TDMA
case which is undoubtedly the most suitable for voice traffic exhibiting a deterministic
generation process, and thus provides the ultimate performance one can achieve.

In the above mentioned modeling effort undertaken to evaluate the average stationary
performance of CSMA and P-CSMA, it was assumed that for each user the packet inter-
generation time is a random variable with a memoryless distribution. When dealing with
voice applications, such an assumption is not adequate as the packet generation process
is to a first approximation deterministic. Moreover, due to the real-time constraints en-
countered in voice communication, average performance is not sufficient, and one has to
derive the distribution of delay or delay percentiles. This renders stochastic analysis rather
difficult, and therefore we resort to simulation techniques for this study. The version of
the simulator used in this investigation is that corresponding to P-CSMA. This was done
with the intent that if voice and data were to be integrated on the same network, then,
due to the strict end-to-end delay requirement in voice applications, one suspects that the
prioritized scheme would be more appropriate. Indeed, by giving priority to voice packets
over data packets, the scheme will help guarantee to a certain extent the delay constraint
for voice packets even in the presence of data traffic. In fact, analysis and simulation of
P-CSMA with two classes of traffic have already provided indication to that effect. Note,
however, that in the present study we considered that there exists only one class of traf-
fic, namely voice, and that it is given the highest priority. The only difference between
P-CSMA and CSMA in this case is that with the former there is an additional overhead
incurred in the implementation of the priority function whicTA degrades the performance
slightly as compared to CSMA.

When supporting voice communication, we define performance as the maximum num-
ber of voice sources accommodated for a given maximum delay requirement and a tolerable
packet loss rate. We studied the effect on this periormance of various system parameters
such as channel bandwidth, vocoder rate, delay requirement and packet loss rate. We com-
pared hese results to an ideal TDMA system which provides the ultimate best achievable
performance. The results show that for a given delay constraint D. and a given tolerable
loss rate L, there is an optimum packet size B, which provides the maximum number of
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voice sources. As long as the delay requirement D is not too severe (_ 200 msec.) and
the channel bandwidth W is not too large (I MBPS), then the performance of P-CSMA
is comparable to that of ideal TDMA. However, if either D. is small (5 20 msec.) or W is
large (> 10 MBPS), or both, then P-CSMA becomes inferior to the ideal case regardless of
the vocoder rate. This is basically due to the relatively small transmission time of a packet
for which P-CSMA is known to have a poor performance. As a result, we note that, when
the delay requirement is low, an increase in channel bandwidth with the expectation of
increasing the maximum number of voice sources is rewarded by smaller than proportional
improvement.

Detailed discussion of these issues appeared in Stanford Electronics Laboratories Tech-
nical Report #213 entitled, "Simulation of Message-Based Priority Functions in Carrier
Sense Multiaccess/Broadcast Systems", June 1981, and in a conference paper entitled,
"On CSMA-CD Local Networks and Voice Communication,* INFOCOM '82, Las Vegas,
April 1982. (See Appendix I.)

Task B. Design and Analysis of Local Networks Suitable for Real-Time Applications

Accomplishments under this task are:

a) Design of a Round-Robin Scheme for Unidirectional Broadcast System Architec-
ture.

b) Conceptual Design and Analysis of Expressnet, a High-Performance Integrated-
Services Local Area Network.

c) Analysis of Round-Robin Schemes in Unidirectional Broadcast Local Area Net-
works.

d) A tutorial on Scheduling-Delay Multiple Access Schemes for Broadcast Local Area
Networks.

a) Design of a Round-Robin Scheme for Unidirectional Broadcast System Architecture

In a unidirectional broadcast system architecture, signal propagation is forced to be in
only one direction. Broadcast communication is then achieved by various means, such as
folding the cable or repeating all signals on a separate frequency in the reverse direction,
so that signals transmitted by any user reach all other users on the reverse path.

Because of the unidirectional signalling property, an inherent ordering of the sub-
scribers can be achieved which allows an efficient conflict-free round-robin scheme to
be implemented. Details of the scheme, which we shall refer to as UBS-RR, have been
presented in the paper entitled, 'Efficient Round-Robin and Priority Schemes for Unidi-
rectional Broadcast Systems', IBM and IFIP 6.4 International Workshop on Local Area
Networks, Zurich, Switzerland, August 27-29, 1980. (See Appendix I.)

The importance of this scheme lies mainly in the fact that it is the predecessor to the
more efficient scheme, referred to as Expressnet and discussed hereafter.
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b) Conceptual Design and Analysis of Expresmnet, a Hfh-Performance Integrated-
Services Local Area Network.

Local Area communication networks have registered significant advances in recent
years. Currently networks operating in the 1-10Mb/s range and spanning a couple of kilo-
meters are commercially available. Although they are adequately satisfying current needs
for computer communications, it appears that, in the future, there will be an increasing
demand for communication resources as new system architectures (such as distributed pro-
cessing) evolve and as other services such as voice, graphics and video are integrated onto
the same networks.

Multiaccess broadcast bus systems have been popular since, by combining the advan-
tages of packet switching with broadcast communication, they offer efficient solutions to
the communication needs both in simplicty of topology and flexibility in satisfying growth
and variability. These systems have largely used random access contention schemes such
as Carrier Sense Multiple Access (CSMA). A prominent example is Ethernet. Although
they have proven to perform well in the environments for which they were designed, these
schemes do exhibit performance limitations particularly when the channel bandwidth is
high or the geographical area to be spaned is large. For example, it has been shown that
the performance of CSMA-CD degrades significantly as the ratio rW/B increases, where
r is the end-to-end propagation delay, W is the channel bandwidth and B is the number
of bits per packet (including the preamble needed for synchronisation).

In order to overcome these limitations we proposed a new approach, also based on
packet broadcasting. This type of network, called Expressnet, is a Unidirectional Broad-
cast System (UBS) type, in that it uses a unidirectional transmission medium on which
the users contend according to some distributed conflict free round-robin algorithm. (An-
other recent proposal of this type is Fasnet as in 'Fasnet: A proposal for a High Speed
Local Network', by J. 0. Limb, Proceedings of Office Information Systems Workshop,
St. Maximin, France, October 1981 and "Description of Fasnet, a unidirectional Local
Area Communications Network*, by J. 0. Limb and C. Flores, Bell Systems Technical
Journal, September 1982.) Expressnet was conceived jointly by our group and by Fratta
and Borgonovo of the Polytechnic of Milano. In this system the access overhead between
consecutive packets in a round is independent of both the end to end propagation delay
and the number of users connected to the network. Due to this feature this system over-
comes some of the performance limitations of the random access schemes as well as earlier
round-robin schemes such as the UBS-RR discussed in a) above.

Moreover, some features of Expressnet make it particularly suitable for voice applica-
tions. In view of integrating voice and data, a simple VOICE/DATA EXPRESS access
protocol was described which satisfies the bandwidth requirement and maximum packet
delay constraint for voice communication at all times, while guaranteeing a minimum band-
width requirement for data traffic. Finally, it is noted that the VOICE/DATA EXPRESS
access protocol constitutes a highly adaptive allocation scheme of channel bandwidth,
which allows data users to steal the bandwidth unused by the voice application.
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Expressnet was discussed first in a paper entitled, *The EXPRESS-NET: A Local
Area Communication Network Integrating Voice and Data', presented at the International
Conference on Performance of Data Communication Systems and Their Applications,
Paris, France, September 14-16, 1981; A Stanford Electronics Laboratories Technical
Report #220 by the same title was published in December 1980. A journal paper en-
titled, "EXPRESS-NET: A High-Performance Integrated-Services Local Area Network",
appeared in IEEE Journal on Selected Areas in Communications, Special Issue on Local
Area Networks, November 1983. (See Appendix II.)

A patent covering Expreusnet will be issued in the U.S.A., Europe and Japan.

e) Analysis of Round-Robin Schemes in Unidirectional Broadcast Local Area Networks.

Various service disciplines can be achieved in Unidirectional Broadcast networks. Ex-
pressnet achieves a 'conventional' round-robin discipline where users are serviced in a
predescribed order determined by their physical location on the network. If a user has no
message when its turn comes up, it declines to transmit and then must wait for the next
round before getting another turn. We referred to this type of discipline as the Non-Gated
Sequential Service discipline (NGSS). Both Fasnet and Expressnet can be operated in a
gated mode. In this mode only those users who are ready at the beginning of a given round
are serviced in that round. We refer to this discipline as the Gated Sequential Service dis-
cipline (GSS). In non-gated Fasnet users are also ordered according to their position on
the bus; however, following a transmission, the next user to transmit is always the most
upstream user who has a packet and has not yet transmitted in the current round. This
discipline is referred to as the Most Upstream First Service discipline (MUFS). UBS-RR
and Fasnet can support MUFS.

Using a model consisting of M users each with a single packet buffer, fixed sise packets,
and a Poisson arrival process to each of the M users, the above mentioned disciplines have
been analysed. The results have been reported upon in 'Performance of Uni-Directional
Broadcast Local Area Networks: Express-Net and Fasnet', IEEE Journal on Selected
Areas in Communications, Special Issue on Local Area Networks, November 1983. (See
Appendix II.) We showed that these systems, unlike random access techniques, can achieve
a channel utilization close to 100% even when the channel bandwidth is high or the prop-
agation delay of the signal over the network is large. In addition, the network remains
stable as the load increases to infinity without the need for any dynamic control of the
access protocol. The throughput delay characteristics are excellent and the maximum de-
lay is bounded from above by a finite value which is easily computed. As the throughput
approaches the network capacity the variance of delay reaches a peak and then drops to
zero. At network capacity the system becomes deterministic with all users transmitting in
every round. Finally, we noted that all three service disciplines exhibit similar performance
characteristics. However, in GSS and MUFS there is an element of unfairness which favors
upstream users over downstream users, while for NGSS the access protocol is completely
fair with all users achieving the same performance.
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d) A tutorial on Scheduiing-Delay Multiple Access Schemes For Broadcast Local Area
Networks

Although various ring systems and CSMA content;on bus systems have been in opera-
tion for several years, more recently a number of distributed demand assignment multiple
access (DAMA) schemes suitable for broadcast bus networks have emerged which pro-
vide conflict-free broadcast communications by means of various scheduling techniques.
Among these schemes, the Token-Passing Bus Access method uses explicit tokens, i.e.,
control messages, to provide the required scheduling. Others use implicit tokens, whereby
stations in the network rely on information deduced from the activity on the bus to sched-
ule their transmissions. In the paper entitled 'Scheduling-Delay Multiple Access Schemes
for Broadcast Local Area Networks,' presented at AFRICOM'84 (see Appendix II), we
identified three basic access mechanisms according to which these implicit-token DAMA
schemes can be classified. These are the scheduling-delay access mechanism, the reserva-
tion access mechanism and the attempt-and-defer access mechanism. Then we presented in
a unified manner those schemes using the scheduling delay access mechanism and compare
them in terms of performance and other important attributes. This class is suitable for
the Bidirectional Broadcast System configuration (BBS) where the only means for coordi-
nating the access of the various users following the end of a transmission is by staggering
the potential starting times of these users.

Task C. Performance Evaluation of Multihop Packet Radio Networks

Accomplishments in this task are:

a) Analysis of Two-Hop Centralized Packet Radio Networks, Under Slotted ALOHA
and CSMA Access Schemes

b) Throughput Analysis of Multihop Packet Radio Networks Under Various Channel
Access Schemes

c) Theoretical Results in the Throughput Analysis of Multihop Packet Radio Net-
works

d) Simulation of Multihop Packet Radio Networks

a) Analysis of Two-Hop Centrallsed Packet Radio Networks, Under Slotted ALOHA
and CSMA Access Schemes

Until recently, the work done on the performance of multiaccess schemes focused mainly
on the single-hop case, leading to a good understanding of the behavior of one-hop net-
works. Several access schemes designed specifically for single-hop networks or shown to
perform particularly well in single hop networks may suffer severe degradation in perfor-
mance in the multihop environment. One such example is carrier sense multiple access
(CSMA) with its 'hidden terminal' problem.

The analysis of multihop packet radio networks has proven to be a complex task.
In order to gain some insight into the behavior of these networks, one alternative was
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to analyze accurately simple but typical configurations. This we did in our study of
two-hop centralized packet radio networks (slotted ALOHA and CSMA). This work was
mostly done by the principal investigator (F. Tobagi) while at UCLA, and completed at
Stanford University. The study was published as papers entitled, 'Analysis of a Two-Hop
Centralized Packet Radio Network-Part I: Slotted ALOHA,* and "Analysis of a Two-
Hop Centralized Packet Radio Network-Part II: Carrier Sense Multiple Access,' which
appeared in the IEEE Transactions on Communications, February 1980. (See Appendix
M.)

b) Throughput Analsis of Multihop Packet Radio Networks Under Various Channel
Access Schemes

In addition to CSMA, several schemes have been proposed in the past for multihop
networks in view of providing improved performance, but no analysis had yet been per-
formed to evaluate these schemes. Recently, a model has been developed by Boorstyn and
Kershenbaum to analyze CSMA in a multihop environment. We extended the model used
for CSMA to evaluate other multiaccess schemes and compare their performance.

Among the many multihop access schemes which can be conceived today using such
features as carrier sensing, code division, etc., we have selected a few for consideration so
far in our work. They are such that they lend themselves to simple solutions (particularly
product form solutions). Although other schemes can be handled by the model described
above, the analysis becomes more complex, and in the early stage of this research, we
restricted ourselves to those listed hereafter. The access schemes define the conditions
under which a scheduling point results in a transmission. We divided them into two
major groups: the carrier sense type schemes, and the ALOHA-type schemes. In addition,
we defined capture as the ability for a receiver to correctly receive a packet despite the
presence of other time-overlapping transmissions. Perfect capture refers to the ability
of receiving correctly the first message to reach the receiver regardless of the number of
future overlapping messages; zero capture refers to the situation where any overlap in
transmission results in complete destruction of all overlapping transmissions.

The Carrier Sense Type Schemes considered are:

(i) Carrier Sense Multiple Access (CSMA)

(ii) Busy Tone Multiple Access (BTMA)

(iil) A Directional CSMA (D-CSMA)

In the ALOHA type scheme, a node does not sense the channel before transmitting. Two
protocols were considered for analysis:

(i) Pure ALOHA

(ii) CDMA-ALOHA

The analysis of the above schemes was performed and reported upon in the paper
entitled, 'Throughput Analysis of Multihop Packet Radio Networks under Various Channel
Access Schemes', presented at INFOCOM'83, San Diego, April 19-21, 1983. (See Appendix
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I.) A few topologies were considered to derive numerical results which show their relative

performance.

c) Theoretical Results in the Throughput Analbys of Multihop Packet Radio Networks

The work reported upon in the above mentioned paper was based on the assumptions of
perfect capture and zero propagation delay. Moreover, only schemes which lend themselves
to reversible Markov chains (and thus product form solutions) were considered. Since then,
considerable progress has been made on this subject. A more formal formulation of the
problem under consideration was done, which allowed some deeper insight to be gained.
In particular, a relation between the existence of a product form and reversibility of the
associated Markov chain was found, and a simple criterion for the determination of the
existence of a product form solution for a given protocol and topology was stated and
proved. The criterion is the following: 'A channel access scheme on a given topology leads
to a product form solution if and only i: for all pairs of transmissions i and j, transmission
i blocks transmission j if and only if transmission j blocks transmission i.' Moreover, the
equations expressing the throughput relationships previously derived heuristically and only
for the case of perfect capture, have been justified on theoretical grounds and extended to
the case of zero capture. These theoretical results have appeared in 'Theoretical Results in
Throughput Analysis of Multihop Packet Radio Networks,', presented at the International
Conference on Communications, ICC'84, Amsterdam, May 1984. (See Appendix I.) The
analysis of schemes for which a product form solution does not exist will require the direct
(numerical) solution of the balance equation of the corresponding Markov chain. The
writing of a computer program for the analysis of general networks and general protocols
is currently in progress. Also currently under investigation, is the analysis of the non-zero
propagation delay case, a case of indeed great importance.

d) Simulation of Multihop Packet Radio Networks

As the analysis of delay in multihop packet radio networks has proved to be extremely
complex and intractable, we have undertaken a simulation effort as well. In such a simula-
tion, not only were we able to relax some of the assumptions made in the analysis (Poisson
scheduling process, zero propagation delay, etc.), but we were also able to study other net-
working issues such as deadlocks, the effects of rescheduling delays and buffer allocation
schemes at the repeaters.

In an original version of the simulation program, called MULTIHOP, packets arriving
to a repeater are stored at the end of a repeater's queue (one queue per repeater) and served
on a first-come-first-served basis; the repeater always attempts transmission of the head of
its queue. If the transmission is not successful, due to a collision or to buffer shortage at the
next node, (an event assumed to be known instantaneously), then the packet is rescheduled
according to a rescheduling delay distribution. New arrivals at a node are denied permission
to enter the network whenever a packet is already stored in the buffer of that node, (thus
applying an input buffer limit scheme). The problem with that implementation was that
the scheme was prone to deadlocks. It should be noted here that deadlocks occur because
a packet is never dropped once it has been accepted into the network. Deadlocks would
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not occur if packets were dropped following a certain maximum number of unsuccessful
retries. But in that case dropping packets due to a shortage of buffer space is indicative
of bad management of network resources, leading to inefficiencies. The types of deadlocks
encountered were the two common ones, namely, direct and indirect store-and-forward
deadlocks. A solution to the deadlock problem was the implementation of the structured
buffer pool technique in conjunction with channel queue limit flow control. Although
these techniques have been traditionally described in the context of point-to-point store-
and-forward networks, they have been easily adapted to this kind of broadcast networks
by a simple modification. With these modifications implemented, the throughput-delay
performance curves for the various schemes have been generated (so far for a ring network).
A major result of this simulation was the indication that the buffer size at repeaters and
the allocation of the buffer space among the various classes in the structured buffer pool
technique could have an enormous effect on the performance of the schemes, and need to
be taken into account when comparing these schemes. Additional work is currently under
way.

Task D. Multlnetwork Environments

The accomplishment in this task is: 'Performance of Gateway-to-Gateway and End-
to-End Flow Control Procedures in Internet Environments'.

As computer communication networks multiply in number, it becomes more desirable
to interconnect these networks in order to broaden their user services. The interconnection
of networks is implemented through entities called gateways, which are interfaced to the
individual networks as hosts. As in the case of a single network, a reliable delivery of
packets between the end hosts must be provided. When there is some probability of
packet loss, the reliable delivery can be insured through a flow control mechanism such
as windowing which incorporates an automatic-repeat-request (ARQ) feature. In order to
study flow control in multihop networks, we first introduced a new technique for computing
the average delivery delay across a network. The packet delivery delay is defined as the
time elapsed from when a packet arrives to the source host until its first correct copy is
delivered to the destination host. The delay undergone by each copy across the network
is called the end-to-end delay and its distribution is assumed to be given. Moreover, the
loss of copies is assumed to be independent from each other and to have a given fixed
probability.

Since, in general, the delivery delay distribution of a packet depends on the end-to-end
delay of every copy of that packet, the exact analysis required the knowledge of the joint
distribution of the one-way delays. However, realizing that this joint distribution is often
not known, we developed a simple model to characterize the dependencies between the
end-to-end delays. To motivate this model, we considered two extreme cases. The first
case is that of fixed routing - all the copies take the same route through the network.
Given that first-in-first-out scheduling is utilized at the nodes, the order of copies at arrival
to the network is the same as that upon their departure. The other extreme case occurs
when the one-way delays are independent. This situation is realized when every copy takes
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a different path across the network from every other copy - i.e., there exists 'complete
alternate routine.

Based on the above observation we modeled the network as consisting of a number
of identical and disjoint paths. Every copy may be transmitted over any of these paths
with equal probability. Furthermore the copies that are transmitted over the same path,
although their ordering is preserved, have the same marginal end-to-end delay distribution.
In fact in a network where there exists a large mixing of different traffic at every node we
expect that all the copies in a stream experience approximately the same delay distribution.
On the other hand, the copies taking different routes to the destination sourca undergo
independent but again identically distributed end-to-end delays.

Based on some approximations, we could express the average delivery delay only in
terms of the mean and coefficient of variation of the one-way delay in addition to the time-
out period and the probability of packet loss. (Note that, for most communication systems,
analysis can only provide the mean and coefficient of variation of the one-way delay. Also,
results based on measurements or computer simulation are usually more accurate for the
first few moments than for the complete distribution of the delay.) As expected we observed
that, as long as the one-way delay is independent of the load, reducing the time-out period
always decreases the average delivery delay. However, we know that a shorter timeout
period results in a larger retransmission traffic which in turn should increase the end-to-
end delay. Therefore to account for this effect, we next assumed that the mean end-to-end
delay is given as a function of the total load on the network. Then we obtained a more
realistic behavior of the average delivery delay versus the time-out period. It was observed
that the average delivery delay is minimized for some optimum time-out period.

In an internet environment the flow control may be implemented between the source
and destination hosts, or it may be implemented across every network on the communica-
tion path, i.e., between the gateways as well as the gateways and end hosts. In this study,
we referred to the former case as end-to-end flow control (EEFC) and to the latter one
as gateway-to-gateway flow control (GGFC). Our objective was to make a performance
comparison between EEFC and GGFC. Furthermore, we considered the use of routing
and flow control algorithms to enhance the performance. The performance is measured in
terms of packet delivery delay, i.e., the time elapsed since the packet arrives at the source
host until the first correct copy of it is delivered to the destination host. This performance
is a function of the end-to-end delay and probability of loss across the network as well
as the input rate of retransmission frequency. We observed that, there is an optimum
retransmission frequency, or alternatively an optimum timeout, which minimizes the av-
erage delivery delay. We also observed that when the networks are in tandem, GGFC
offers better performance than that of EEFC. However, when there is a high degree of
traffic bifurcation between the networks, only under adaptive routing does GGFC result
in a lower average delivery delay than that of EEFC. When GGFC is employed, the opti-
mum timeouts may be computed at gateways and hosts using numerical methods. Then
any routing algorithm which minimizes the average delay in a network can be used to
minimie a cost function of the average delivery delays across the internet. This work
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has been reported upon in "Performance of End-To-End and Gateway-To-Gateway Flow
Control Procedures in Internet Environments*, Proceedings of CDC'82, Orlando, Florida,
December 1982. (See Appendix IV.)

Task E. Arditectural Design and VLSI Jmplementation of Local Area Networks

On one hand the Expressnet has proven to be an interesting concept for local network-
ing which is simple, efficient, and amenable to a multitude of applications with real-time
constraints. On the other hand the advent of VLSI technology has brought about many
new prospects for implementing network functions. We have initiated an effort to combine
these two aspects and implement in VLSI an Expressnet to support a multitude of appli-
cations. This effort is still in its early stages. The contribution of such a task is two-fold:
(1) to demonstrate the feasibility of the networking concept and prove its capabilities; and
(2) to demonstrate that a complete integration of network and communication functions is
feasible. In this report we merely present some exercises performed and our basic thoughts
on the subject.

We designed and built a prototype VLSI chip implementing the Expressnet link control
algorithm. The main purpose of this exercise was to learn more about how to use VLSI
design tools. This Expressnet IC implemented the following functions: serial-to-parallel
and parallel-to-serial data conversion, link access control functions for as many as eight
different data types, and address and train recognition functions. The functions such as
error correction and buffer allocation were not included in order to restrict the complexity
of the IC being built. Later versions of this IC may include such functions. The IC was
only partially debugged.

In an effort to expand on the work done in building the Expressnet chip, we perceived
the need to conduct a requirement analysis with respect to capabilities desired of an Ex-
pressnet interface chip. The requirement analysis was first done to identify various data
traffic characteristics and the number of trains required on Expressnet. The important
result that emerged out of this study is the need to support high end-to-end user through-
puts for some of the future applications. This was one of the major impetus for widening
the scope of the project to include VLSI implementation of higher level protocols.

Having identified various projected future data rate demands, we next turned our
attention to the measured performance of current implementations. All of the current im-
plementations of TCP/IP and Ethernet software had end-to-end throughputs which were
far below what the future applications demanded. We also studied the best possible per-
formance of a TCP type transport protocol on a sequential execution dedicated machine.
This convinced us that the major improvements needed in packet processing rates at net-
work interfaces require a radically different approach. Our approach has been to study
and utilise the parallelism that exists in communication algorithms.

In order to expose the inherent sequentiality of packet communication functions, we
designed a simple notation. The notation allows one to express precedence relationships
among various communication functions. Utilizing this notation, we expressed a standard
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communications architecture (namely, ISO's OSI reference model). The knowledge of this
structure is useful since it provides a limit on the parallel execution that is possible in any
implementation.

Due to limited resources, one may choose not to implement the maximum degree of
parallelism possible but to share computational and storage resources among many of the
functions. Thus, the actual parallelism used in any imp!ementation may differ from the
one that is shown to be possible using the above mentioned notation. In order to compare
various possible implementations, we needed a notation which will allow one to express the
real parallelism used in any particular implementation. Such an enhanced notation was
designed next by extending the earlier notation to include indications of resource conflicts
and actual flow of control which may be encountered in any implementation.

Using the extended notation, we next briefly examined many of the current implemen-
tations. These include a TCP/IP implementation on the V system, TCP/IP implementa-
tions on BSD 4.1 Unix, 3 MBPS Ethernet software on Altos, and an Internal I/0 protocol
of the V system kernel.

Currently we are engaged in identifying various parallel execution architectures suitable
for implementing packet communication functions in VLSI. The implementation architec-
tures are classified into four classes on the basis of the number of sites of executions used
as well as the types of execution units used. The single-CPU class consists of implementa-
tions which use a single general-purpose Von Neumann machine. This leads to sequential
execution of communication algorithms, and hence is not of interest. The Multi-CPU class
includes many diverse types of implementations. All of these have more than one exe-
cution unit and the execution units are of general-purpose Von Neumann type machines.
The General-purpose Parallel Machine class also includes more than one execution unit,
but the execution units are no longer general-purpose Von Neumann type machines. The
emphasis in this class is to utilize parallelism at the instruction level for any algorithm.
The utilization of parallelism in most cases is possible only when the algorithms have a
significant amount of vector or matrix calculations. The fourth class is that of functional
architectures. In this style of implementation, there is a direct correspondence between the
functions to be executed and the hardware units to be utilized. In other words hardware
units are specialized for the functions they are to perform. The number of such hardware
units to be provided then directly depends on the structure of the algorithm being mapped
onto the hardware. We feel that it is this class of implementations which is more relevant to
our needs of VLSI implementations of packet communications. We are currently studying
this type of architectures in more detail.
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IV. List of Publications Under Contract MIDA-79-C-0201, Jan-
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Multiaccess Protocols in Packet Communication Systems
FOUAD A. TOBAGI. mFmBiR. 1EE-

(Invited Paper)

Abstract-The need for multiaccess protocols arises whenever a resource Packet Communication
is shared by many independent contending users. Two major factors
contribute to such a situation: the need to share expensive resources in Let us now consider data communication systems, tile

order to achieve their efficient utilization. or the need to provide a hich subject of interest in this paper. Communications engineers
dezree of colnnectivitv for communication among independent subscribers have long recognized the need to multiplex expensive trans-
ior both. In data tran.nission systems, the communication bandwidth is mission facilities and switching equipment- The earliest tech-
often the prime resource, and it is with respect to this resource that we view
multiaccess protocols here. We give in this paper a unified presentation of iques for doing this were synchronous time-division multi-
the various multiaccess techniques which we group into five categories: I plexing and frequency-division multiplexing. These methods
fixed assignment techniques. 21 random access techniques. 31 centrally assign a fixed subset of the time-bandwidth space to each of
controlled demand asignment techniques. 4) demand assignment tech- several subscribers and are very successful for stream-type
niques with distributed control, and 51 mixed strategies. We discuss their traffic such as voice. With computer traffic however. usually
applicabilit.y to different environments. namel. satellite channels, local characterized as burs,, fixed assignment techniques are not
area communication networks and multihop store-and-forward broadcast
networks, and their applicahilit to different types of data traffic, namely nearly so successful, and to solve this problem, packet corn-
stream traffic and bursty traffic. We also present the performance ot man, munication sistems have been developed over the past decade
of the multiacces prot ols in terms of handwidth utilization and message [I ] - [71 . Packet communication is based on the idea that part
delav. or all of the available resources are allocated to one :ser at a

time but for just a short period of time. Here each component

I. INTRODUCTION of the system is itself a resource which is multiaccessed and
shared by the many contending users. To dchieve sharing at

HE need for multiaccess protocols arises whenever a the component level, customers are required to divide their

resource is shared (and thus accessed) by a number of messages into small units called packets which carry informa-
independent users. One main reason contributing to such a tion regarding the source and the intended recipient.
situation is the need to share scarce and expensive resources. One type of packet communication network, known as the
An excellent example is typified by time-sharing systems, point-to-point store-and-forward network, is one where packet
Time-sharing was developed in the 1 960's to make the power- switches are interconnected by point-to-point data circuits
ful processing capability of a large computer system available according to some topological structure. Packets are trans-
to a large population of users, each of whon has relatively mitted independently and pass asynchronously from one
small or infrequent demands so that a dedicated system switch to another until they reach their destination. The
cannot be economically justified. Two advantages are gained: multiplexing of packets on a channel is done by queueing
the smoothing effect of large populations on the demand them at each switch until the outgoing channel is free. Typical
resulting from the law of large numbers and a lower cost per examples are the ARPANET [71, the Cigale subnetwork [8],
unit of service resulting from the (almost always existing) TELENET [91, and DATAPAC [10].
economy of scale Another type of packet transmission network is the (single-

A second major reason contributing to the mnultiaccess of a hop) mnultiaccess/hroadcast network typified hy the ALOHA
common resource by many independent entities is the need network [I 11. SATNET [ 12. and ETHERNET [5] Here a
for communication among the entities: we refer to this as the single transmission medium is shared by all subscribers: tie
connectivttv requirement. An excellent example today is tile medium is sharedebyoall subscribers: th

medium is allocated to each subscriber for the time required to
telephone system. tile main purpose of which is to provide a transmit a single packet. The inherent single-hop broadcast
high degree of connectivity among its subscribers. The multi- nature of these systems achieves full connectivity at small
access protocol used in tile telephone system is conceptually additional cost. Each subscriber is connected to the common
simple: it merely consists of placing a request for connection channel through a smart interface which listens to all trans-
to one or several parties. a request which gets honored by the missions and absorbs packets addressed to it.
system if all the requiied resources are available. Yet a third type of packet network can be identified. It is

the (multihop) store-and-forward ,nultiaccess/broadcast type

Manuscript received September 6. 19M revised 1Jwuar, 7. J980. which combines the features exhibited (and problems en.
This work was supported by the Defense Advanced Research Proiecti countered) in the two types just mentioned. The best and
Agency under Contract MDA 903-79-C-0201.Order A0371 I. monitored perhaps only example of this type is the packet radio network
by the Office of Naval Research.
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ALOHA network in that it includes many added features such Furthermore, multipath effects in urban environments can be
as direct communication by a ground radio network between so disastrous that special signaling schemes, such as spread
mobile users over wide geographical areas, coexistence with spectrum, may be in order [14]. Finally. another point of
possibly different systems in the same frequency band, antijam growing concern today is RF spectrum utilization. This is
protection, etc. The key requirement of direct communication becoming an increasingly predominant factor in determining
over wide geographical areas renders store-and-forward the structure of radio systems, both in satellite and ground
switches, called repeaters, integral components of the system. environments. A packet radio system which allows the dy-
Furthermore, for easy communication among mobile users namic allocation of the spectrum to a large population of
and for rapid deployment in military applications, all devices bursty mobile user needs flexible high performance multi-
employ omnidirectional antennas and share a high-speed radio access schemes which can take advantage of the law of large
channel; hence the multiaccess/broadcast nature of the system. numbers, and which permit coexistence of the system with

The main issue of concern here is how to control access to a other (possibly different) systems in the same frequency band.
common channel to efficiently allocate the available com- Finally, we consider local area communication systems.
munication bandwidth to the many contending users. The These span short distances (ranging from a few meters up to a
solutions to this problem form the set of protocols known as few kilometers) and usually involve high data rates. The trans-
multiaccess protocols. These protocols and their performance mission medium can be privately owned and inexpensive.
differ according to the environment in question and the such as twisted pair or coaxial cable. Local area environments
system requirements to be satisfied. We devote the next few are characterized by a large and often variable number of
paragraphs to summarizing the basic relevant characteristics devices requiring interconnection, and these are often in-
underlying these environments, expensive. These situations call for communication networks

Consider first satellite channels. A satellite transponder in a with simple topologies and simple and inexpensive connection
geostationary orbit above the earth provides long-haul com- interfaces that can provide great flexibility in accommodating
munication capabilities. It can receive signals from any earth the variability in the environment and that achieve the desired
station in its coverage pattern and can transmit signals to all level of reliability. With these constraints, we again face the
such earth stations (unless the satellite uses spot beams). Full situation in which a high bandwidth channel is to be shared
connectivity and multidestination addressing can both be by independent users. Short propagation delays and high data
readily accommodated. The many characteristics regarding rates are the main characteristics that are exploited in devising
data rates, error rates, satellite coverage, channelization, and multiaccess schemes appropriate to local area environments.
design of earth stations have been fully discussed in a recent Multiaccess schemes are evaluated according to various
paper by Jacobs et at. (121. Perhaps the most important criteria. The performance characteristics that are desirable are,
characteristic relevant to this discussion is the inherent long first of all, high bandwidth utilization and low message delays.
propagation delay of approximately 0.25 s for a single hop. But a number of other attributes are just as important. The
This delay which is usually long compared to the transmis- ability for an access protocol to simultaneously support
sion time of a packet, has a major impact on the bandwidth traffic of different types, different priorities, with variable
allocation techniques and on the error and flow control message lengths, and differing delay constraints is essential
protocols. as higher bandwidth utilization is achieved by the multiplexing

In ground radio environments, the propagation delay is of all traffic types. Also, to guarantee proper operation of
relatively short compared to the transmission time of a packet, schemes with distributed control, robustness, defined here
and as we shall see in the sequel, this can be of great advan- as the insensitivity to errors resulting in misinformation, is
tage in controlling access to a common channel. It is important also most desirable.
however to distinguish single-hop environments where direct Having so far discussed briefly the basic characteristics and
full connectivity is assumed to prevail, and more complex system requirements underlying the various communication
user environments where, due to geographical distance and/or environments, we now proceed with a discussion of the multi-
obstacles opaque to UHF signals, limited direct connectivity access protocols appropriate to these environments.
is achieved. Clearly, the latter situation is significantly more
complex as it gives rise to a multihop system where global 1I. MULTIACCESS PROTOCOLS
control of system operation and resource allocation (whether Multiaccess protocols differ by the static or dynamic
centralized or distributed) is much harder to accomplish, nature of the bandwidth allocation algorithm, the centralized
Another dimension of complexity results from the fact that, or distributed nature of the decision-making process, and the
unlike satellite environments where earth stations are sta- degree of adaptivity of the algorithm to changing needs.
tionary, ground radio systems must also support mobile users. Accordingly, these protocols can be grouped into five classes.
With mobile users, not only does demand on the system The first class, labeled fixed assignment techniques, consists
exhibit relatively fast dynamic changes, but the radio prop- of those techniques which allocate the channel bandwidth to
agation characteristics are subject to important variations in the users in a static fashion, independently of their activity.
received signal strength so that system connectivity is at all The second class is that of random access techniques. In this
times difficult to predict; with these considerations it is class the entire bandwidth is provided to the users as a single
important to devise access schemes and system control mech- channel to be accessed randomly: since collisions may result
anisms that allow the system to adapt itself to these changes. which degrade the performance of the channel, improved
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performance can be achieved by either synchronizing users so either explicitly by a reference station, or implicitly by meas-
that their transmissions coincide with the boundaries of time urement of the propagation delay from the earth station to the
slots, by sensing carrier prior to transmission, or both. The transponder. In order to allow the TDMA modems to acquire
third and fourth classes correspond to demand assignment frequency, phase, bit timing and bit framing synchronization
techniques. Demand assignment techniques require that ex- for each received burst, a preamble is included in front of
plicit control information regarding the users' need for the each burst requiring typicahy from 100 to 200 bit times.
communication resource be exchanged. A distinction is made Thus clearly, TDMA is more complex to implement than
between those techniques in which the decision-making is FDMA, but an important advantage is the connectivity which
centralized (constituting the third class in question), and those results from the fact that all receivers listen to the same
techniques in which all users individually execute a distributed channel while senders transmit on the same common channel
algorithm based on control information exchanged among at different times. Accordingly, many network realizations.
them. The latter constitute the fourth class. The fifth class, both in ground and satellite environments, are easier to
labeled adaptive strategies and mixed modes, includes those accomplish [12], [14].
techniques which consist of a mixture of several distinct From the performance standpoint it has also been estab-
modes, and those strategies in which the choice of an access lished that TDMA is superior to FDMA in many cases of
scheme is itself adaptive to the varying need, in the hope that practical interest. 1. Rubin has shown that the random variable
near-optimum performance will be achieved at all times. representing packet delay is always larger in FDMA than in

We describe here the various protocols known today, TDMA [171 for comparable systems. Lam derived the average
either implemented or proposed, and discuss their perform- message delay for a TDMA system with multipacket messages
ance and applicability to the different environments intro- and a nonpreemptive priority queue discipline [181. There,
duced in Section 1. For, this we consider the (conceptually) too, it was shown that TDMA is superior to FDMA.
simplest situation consisting of M users wishing to communi- For both FDMA and TDMA, the fixed preallocation of
cate over a channel. This situation arises typically in a satellite the frequency or time resource does not have to be equal for
communication environment or in a single-hop ground radio all users, but can be tailored to fit their needs (assumed
environment. constant). Kosovych studied two TDMA implementations

[i9]. In the first, called contiguous assignment, the users are
A. Fixed Assignment Techniques cyclically ordered in the time sequence in which they have

Fixed assignment techniques consist of allocating the access to the channel. Each user is periodically assigned its
channel to the user, independently of their activity, by par- own fixed time duration. In the second implementation.
titioning the time-bandwidth space into slots~hich are assigned called distributed allocation, all access periods are of equal
in a static predetermined fashion. These techniques take two time duration, but the frequency of accesses can be different
common forms: orthogonal, such as frequency division multi- from one user to the other. It was shown that for situations
pie access (FDMA) or synchronous' time division multiple in which the transmission overhead (defined as guard time and
access (TDMA), and "quasi-orthogonal" such as code division synchronization preamble time) is large, the contiguous fixed
multiple access (CDMA). assignment implementation is better suited and provides

1) FDMA and TDMA: FDMA consists of assigning to each substantially better performance than distributed fixed assign-
user a fraction of the bandwidth and confining its access to ments, while when the transmission overhead is small, distrib-
the allocated subband. Orthogonality is achieved in the fre- uted fixed assignments provide slightly better performance.
quency domain. FDMA is relatively simple to implement and Finally we note that, even though the allocation can be
requires no real time coordination among the users, tailored to the relative need of each user, fixed allocation can

TDMA consists of assigning fixed predetermined channel be wasteful if the users' demand is highly bursty, as we shall
time slots to each user; the user has access to the entire channel explicitly see in the sequel. Given these limitations, one may
bandwith, but only during its allocated slots. Here, signaling increase the channel utilization beyond FDMA and TDMA by
waveforms are orthogonal in time. using asynchronous time division multiple access (ATDMA),

In the author's opinion, a number of disadvantages exist also known as statistical multiplexing [70]. Basically the
for FDMA when compared to TDMA. FDMA wastes a fraction technique consists of switching the allocation of the channel
of the bandwidth to achieve adequate frequency separation. from one user to another only when the former is idle and the
FDMA is also characterized by a lack of flexibility in per- latter is ready to transmit data. Thus the channel is dynamically
forming changes in the allocation of the bandwidth and allocated to the various users according to their need. The
certainly the lack of broadcast operation. The major disad- performance of ATDMA in packet communication systems
vantages in TDMA are the need to provide A/D converters corresponds to that of a work-conserving single server queueing
for overlap traffic such as voice, and rapid burst synchro- system, and is the best we can achieve under unpredictable
nization and sufficient burst separation to avoid time over- demand. Unfortunately, it is not always possible to accomplish
lap. However, it has been shown that guard bands of less than the necessary coordination among the users. This mode of
200 ns are achievable (as in INTELSAT's MAT-I TDMA multiplexing is possible only when several colocated users
system, for example) and many operational systems are (such as at the same earth station) are sharing a single point-to-
moving towards the use of TDMA [16]. Timing at an earth point channel.
station is provided by a global time reference established 2) CDMA: Unlike FDMA and TDMA, code division multi-
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pie access allows overlap in transmission both in the frequency terlminal access network developed in 1970 at the University
and time coordinates. It achieves orthogonality by the use of of Hawaii. employing packet-switching on a radio channel
different signaling codes in conjunction with matlied filters [I I I, [201. The simplest of its kind, pure ALOHA permits a

'or equivalently, correlation detection) at the intended re- user to transmit any time it desires. If they do so, and within
ceivers. Multiple orthogonal codes are obtained at the expense some appropriate time-out period it receives an acknowledg-
of increased bandwidth requirements (in order to spread the ment from the destination (the central computer), then it
waveforms); this also results in a lack of flexibility in inter- knows that no conflict occurred. Otherwise it assumes that a

connecting all users (unless, of course, matched filters corre- collision occurred and it must retransmit. To avoid contin-

sponding to all codes are provided at all receivers). However, uously repeated conflicts, the retransmission delay is random-

CDMA has the advantage of allowing the coexistence of ized across the transmitting devices, thus spreading the retry
several systems in the same band, as long as different codes packets over time. A slotted version. referred to as slotted
are used for different systems. Moreover, it is also possible ALOHA, is obtained by dividing time into slots of duration
to separate, by "capture," time overlapping signaling wave- equal to the transmission time of a single packet (assuming
forms with the same code, thus achieving connectivity and constant-length packets)[21 1 . [221. Each user is required to

efficient spectrum utilization. This interesting possibility falls synchronize the start of transmission of its packets to co-

into the class of random access techniques and is addressed incide with the slot boundary. When two packets conflict,
in the following subsection. the\, will overlap completely rather than partially, providing

an increase in channel efficiency over pure ALOHA. Due to
B. Random Access Techniques conflicts and idle channel time. the maximum channel effi-

In computer communication. much data traffic is charac- cienc available using ALOHA is less than 100 percent, 18 per-
terized as bursty e.g., interactive terminal traffic. Burstiness cent for pure ALOHA and 36 percent for sloted ALOHA.
is a result of the high degree of randomness seen in the res- Both schemes are theoreticall\ applicable to satellite, ground

sage generation time and size. and of the relatively low-delay radio and local bus environments. The slotted version has the

constraint required by the user. If one were to observe the advantage of efficiency. but in multihop ground radio, it has
user's behavior over a period of time, one would see that the the disadvantage that synchronization may be hard to achieve.
user requires the communications resources rather infre- Althugh the maximum achievable channel utilization is
quently: but when he does, he requires a rapid response. low. the ALOHA schemes are superior to fixed assignment
That is. there is an inherently large peak-to-average ratio in schemes when there is a large population of bursty users.
the required data transmission rate. If fixed subchannel This point is illustrated in comparing the performance of
allocation schemes are used, then one must assign enough FDIMA with that of slotted ALOHA when M users, each of
capacity to each subscriber to meet his peak transmission which generates packets at a rate of \ packets per second.
rates with the consequence that the resulting channel utiliza- share a radio -hannel of W-Hz [231. Figs. I and 2 display
tion is low. A more advantageous approach is to provide a the constant delay contours in the (M, A) and (W, .\) planes,
single sharable high-speed channel to the large number of respectivel,. showing the important improvement gained in
users. The strong law of large numbers then guarantees that, terms of bandwidth required, population size supported, and
with a very high probability, thle demand at any instant will delay achieved when the users are bursty.
be approximately equal to the sum of the average demands of 2) Carrier Sense Multiple Access (CSMA} [241. /251: In
that population. As stated in the introduction, packet com- ground radio environments the channel can be characterized
munication is a natural means to achieve sharing of the com- as wideband with a propagation delay between any source-
mon channel. When dealing with shared channels in a packet- destination pair that is small compared to the packet trans-
switched mode, one must he prepared to resolve conflicts mission time. In such an environment one may attempt to
which arise when more than one demand is placed upon the avoid collisions by listening to the carrier due to another
channel. For example, in packet-switched radio channels, users transmission before transmitting. and inhibiting trans-
whenever a portion of one user's transmission overlaps with mission if the channel is sensed busy. This feature gives rise to
another user's transmission, the two collide and "'destro "" a rpidom jces, scheme known as carrier sense multiple
each other (unless a code division multiple-access scheme i.s acces M ACSM 1241 . [251. While in the ALOHA scheme
used). The existence of some positive acknowledgment schentk only o ne action could be taken by the terminals, namely. to
permits tie transmitter to determine if his transnmission is transmit here many strategies are possible so that many
successful or not. The problem is how to control the access CSMA protocols exist differing according to action that a
to the comimion channel in a fashion which produces. under terminal takes to transmit a packet after sensing the channel.
the physical constraints of simplicity and hardware imple- In all cases, howvever, when a terminal learns that its trans-
mentation. an acceptable level of performance. The difficulty muissioi had incurred a collision, it reschedules the trans-
in controlling a channel which must carry its own control mission of' the packet according to the randomly distributed
information has given rise to the so-called random-access delay. At this new point in time, the transmitter senses the
protocols, among others. We describe these here by con- channel again and repeats the algorithm dictated by the
sidering again single-hop environments, protocol. There are two main CSMA protocols known as

I)ALOHA /201-122/: Historically, the pure ALOHA nonpersistent and p-persistent CSMA depending on whether
protocol was first used in the AI.OHA system, a single-hop the transmission by a station which finds the channel busy
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lo 2) If the channel is sensed busy, it waits until the channel

-"- -'-- '-R-'- F goes idle and then immediately transmits the packet with.. sLotoALo A probablity one (i.e., persisting on transmitting with p = 1 ).

106 e b.-000sBMA slotted version of these CSMA protocols can also be
considered in which the time axis is slotted and the slot size
is r s where r is the maximum propagation delay among all

S,3 _1SEC •pairs. Note that this definition of a slot is different from that
used in the description of slotted ALOHA. Here a packet

S, \%%!transmission time is equivalent to several slots. We make this
l0o 1sc .S. distinction by referring to a slot of size r s as a "'minislot."

.02- All terminals are synchronized and are forced to start trans-.03 -'

10 smission only at the beginning of a minislot. When a packet's
10 - arrival occurs in a minislot, the terminal waits until the next

FOA ""minislot boundary and operates according to the protocols
SLOTTEDLOI ""-...-described above.

,4 1o 3 1 ,2" 0 1 0 102 10 104 In the case of a 1-persistent CSMA, we note that whenever
U1ER INPUT RATE A (PACKETS/SECOdOI two or more terminals become ready during a packet trans-

Fig. 1. FDMA and slotted ALOHA access: performance with 100 mission period, they wait for the channel to become idle (at
kbits/s bandwidth and 1000 bit packets [231. the end of that transmission) and then they all transmit with

probability one. A conflict will also occur with probability

, 4 one. The idea of randomizing the starting time of transmission
- Fo, of packets accumulating at the end of a transmission period

- STEC seems reasonable for interference reduction and throughput

15 ------- _.improvement. Thus we hive the p-persistent scheme which
.01 e involves including an additional parameter p, the probability

that a ready packet persists (I - p being the probability of
104 delaying transmission by r seconds, the propagation delay).

The parameter p is chosen to reduce the level of interference
-,-3,5C while keeping the idle periods between any two consecutive

0 -nonoverlapped transmission as small as possible.
More precisely, the p-persistent CSMA protocol consists

of the following: the time axis is minislotted and the system
102 10 SEC FOMA is synchronized such that all terminals begin their transmission

19- 10 INF,EABLE REGIONS o F .oA at the beginning of a minislot. If a ready terminal senses the
Sn C 0. ST ALOA= channel idle, then with probability p, the terminal transmits

10 S - .b ,T$ the packet; and with probability 1 - p, the terminal delays
10A 10

.3  
10-

2  
IW" 1 10 102 103 jo

4

USER INPUT RATE A PACKEtSECOO) the transmission of the packet by r seconds (i.e., one mini-

Fig. 2. FDMA and slotted ALOHA random access: bandwidth require- slot). If at this new point in time, the channel is still detected
ments for 1000 terminals. Contours are for constant delay [231. idle, the same process is repeated. Otherwise some packet

must have started transmission, and the terminal in question
schedules the retransmission of the packet according to the

is to occur later or immediately following the current one retransmission delay distribution (i.e., acts as if it had con-
with probability p. Many variants and modifications of flicted and learned about the conflict). If the ready terminal
these two schemes have also been proposed. Thus, in non- senses the channel busy, it waits until it becomes idle (at the
persistent CSMA, a ready terminal senses the channel and end of the current transmission) and then operates as above.
operates as follows: Packet broadcasting technology has also been shown to be

I) If the channel is sensed idle, it transmits the packet. very effective in satisfying many local area in-building
2) If the channel is sensed busy, then the terminal schedules communication requirements. A prominent example is

the retransmission of the packet to some later time according ETHERNET, a local communication network which uses
to the retransmission delay distribution. At this new point in CSMA on a tapped coaxial cable to which all the commu.
time, it senses the channel and repeats the algorithm described. nicating devices are connected [5). The device connection

The 1-persistent CSMA protocol, a special case of p-per- interface is a passive cable tap so that failure of an interface
sistent CSMA, was devised in order to (presumably) achieve does not prevent communication among the remaining devices.
acceptable throughput by never letting the channel go idle if The use of a single coaxial cable achieves broadcast commu-
some ready terminal is available. More precisely, a ready nication. The only difference between this and the single-hop
terminal senses the channel and operates as follows: radio is that, in addition to sensing carrier, it is possible for

1) If the channel is sensed idle, it transmits the packet the transceivers, when they detect interference among several
with probability one. transmissions (including their own), to abort the transmission
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Fig. 3. Throughput for the various random access modes (propaga-
tion delay a =0.01) 1241.

of colliding packets. This is achievd by having each trans- PURE SLOTTED

mitting device compare the bit stream it is transmitting to the 40 A ALOHA 1-PERSISTENT

SLODTED SLOTTEDbit stream it sees on the channel. This variation of CSMA is ALOHA NON-PERSISTENT

referred to as carrier sense multiple access with collision de-t- I
tection (CSMA-CD) [261. AL0 A

3)Performance of Random Access: Many theoretical ,
studies have been carried out to determine the performance 10 - p-PERSISTENT

of these random access schemes [201-[221, [24]-[29]. We 0 l.
summarize here the most important results. Let S denote the t!aggregate rate of packet generation from the entire popula..- S

tion of users, G the rate of packet transmissions (new and o
repeated, hence G ? S). and D the packet delay (defined z

as the time elapsed between the time that the packet is orig- 2

inated and the time it is successfully received at the destina-
tion), all normalized to the (fixed) packet transmission time 1 I I I I I I I I
T. Analytic and simulation models provide us, for each 0 .1 .2 .3 4 s 6 7 .8 9 1
random access scheme, with a relationship between S and G S (THROUGHPUT)

(displayed in Fig. 3), and the throughput delay tradeoff Fig. 4. CSMA and ALOHA: throughput-delay tradeoffs from simula-
(displayed in Fig. 4) for a normalized propagation delay tion (propagation delay a =0.01) 1241.
a = r/T = 0.01. We note that the behavior of these schemes
is typical of contention systems, namely that the through-
Out increases as the offered channel traffic increases from CSMA-CD offers even more improvement. A system param-
zero. but reaches a maximum value for some optimum eter affecting this improvement is the time required to detect
value of G, and then constantly decreases as G increases collisions and abort ongoing colliding transmissions. We denote
beyond that optimal value. Maximizing S with respect to the this time by (-t < 7). The smaller f, the better the improve-
channel traffic rate G for each of the access modes leads to ment is. This is illustrated in Fig. 6 where we plot the channel
the channel capacity for that mode. From Fig. 4 we clearly capacity for nonpersistent CSMA versus -y for various packet
note that D increases as the throughput increases, and reaches lengths (both expressed in units of r, the propagation delay).
infinite values as the throughput approaches the channel For larger T. CSMA provides relatively high channel capacity
capacity. These results show the evident superiority of CSMA and thus leaves little margin for improvement; but for small T
over the ALOHA scheme. The CSMA channel capacity in some (e.g., T = 10 times the maximum propagation delay on the
cases may be as high as 90 percent of the available bandwidth. broadcast bus), the relative improvement is more important (it
It is clear however that, as expected, the channel capacity is about 16 percent when -y is just equal to the round trip delay).
and the throughput-delay tradeoff for the CSMA schemes We also illustrate the improvement due to collision detection
degrade as the normalized propagation delay (a = 7/T) in- by showing packet delay versus -y for fixed channel throughput
creases. Fig. 5 illustrates the sensitivity of the channel capacity S in Fig. 7. Here, the higher the throughput is, the more signif-
to a. icant is the improvement.
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The results displayed in the above figures have two impor-
tant assumed conditions, namely 1) acknowledgments are Fig. 7. Packet delay in nonpersistent CSMA-CD at fixed throughput
instantaneous, always received correctly and for free (i.e., do versus collision recovery time-f [261.

not occupy any channel time), and 2) all devices are within
range and in line-of-sight of each other so that sensing of all destination device transmit an acknowledgment packet back
transmissions on the channel is perfect. While Condition 1) to the originating terminal. This acknowledgment contains
is relevant to both ALOHA and CSMA, Condition 2) is mostly (among other things) the unique identification of the orig-
relevant to CSMA. We discuss these issues in the following. inating terminal along with a checksum to ensure the integrity

4) Acknowledgment Procedures and Their Effect: Basically, of the acknowledgment packet itself.
errors in multiaccess radio channels are due to two major It is all too evident that acknowledgments will use part of
causes: 1) random noise on the radio channel and 2) multi- the total available bandwidth (our limited resource). The
use interference in the form of overlapping packets. A very amount of overhead introduced, as well as the degradation in
reliable method ensuring the integrity of the transmitted delay incurred, varies with the mode of operation. When the
data, is the use of an error detecting (e.g., cyclic) block code in available bandwidth is provided as a single channel to be
conjunction with a positive acknowledgment of each correctly shared by both information and acknowledgment packets,
received message. Each packet contains a field for the cyclic then the channel performance will further suffer from inter-
checksum in its header. Each receiver responds to a complete ference between information packets and acknowledgment
packet addressed to it with a correct checksum by having the packets unless some kind of priority scheme is provided.
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The degradation in channel capacity due to the overhead significantly degrades the performance of CSMA. To illustrate

created by the error control traffic has been studied in [30]. this effect, consider a population of users, each of which is
It has been shown that, in a common-channel configuration communicating with a central station. This station is in line of
with nonpriority acknowledgment traffic, the channel capacity sight communication with the entire population, but this
of slotted ALOHA drops to 14 percent of the channel band- population is divided into two groups (of relative sizes a
width. However, if by some means acknowledgment traffic and I - a) such that the radio connectivity exists only be-
can be given priority so as to guarantee its transmission free-of- tween users in the same group. Fig. 8 displays the CSMA
conflict, then the channel capacity for slotted ALOHA can be channel capacity versus a, showing that the channel capacity
maintained at around 26 percent (assuming here that an drops drastically as a increases from 0 and reaches a minimum
acknowledgment packet uses an entire slot). The effect of at a = 0.5 [281.
acknowledgment traffic on CSMA channels need not be as Fortunately, in environments where all users commu-
dramatic since it is very simple to implement schemes which nicate with a single central station such as in the ALOHA
give priority to acknowledgment packets. One mode of opera- system, the hidden-terminal problem can be eliminated by
tion is as follows (301 frequency dividing the available bandwidth into two separate

I) If a terminal, with a packet ready for transmission, channels: a busy-tone channel and a message channel, thus
senses the channel idle, then the terminal transmits its packet giving rise to so called busy-tone multiple access (BTMA).
r seconds (the propagation delay) later if and only if the The operation of BTMA rests on the fact that, by definition,
channel is still sensed idle. there exists a central station which is within range and in line

2) If such a terminal senses the channel busy, then it of sight of all users. As long as the central station senses
follows the protocol in question (nonpersistent, I-persistent....) carrier on the message channel it transmits a (sine wave) busy-
repeating step I) whenever the channel is sensed idle. tone signal on the busy-tone channel. It is by sensing carrier

3) All acknowledgment packets are transmitted immediately, on the busy-tone channel that the users' terminals determine
without incurring the T seconds delay. the state of the message channel. The action that a terminal

The capacity of the nonpersistent CSMA protocol with takes pertaining to the transmission of the packet is again
priority acknowledgment and a = 0.01 drops gradually from prescribed by the particular protocol being used.
0.85 to about 0.45 as the acknowledgment packet size in- In CSMA, the difficulty of detecting the presence of a
creases from 0 to a full packet size. signal on the message channel when this message occupies

5) The Hidden Terminal Problem in CSMA and the Busy- the entire bandwidth is minor and is therefore neglected.
Tone Multiple Access (BTMA) 128/ We now relax the as- This is not realistic when we are concerned with the (statistical)
sumption that all users are in line-of-sight and within range of detection of the (sine wave) busy tone signal on a narrow-
each other. Typically, two terminals can be within range of band channel. In BTMA, the system's design involves a more
the intended receiver, but out-of-range of each other or complex set of system variables, namely the window detection
separated by some physical obstacle opaque to radio signals. time, the false alarm probability F, and the fraction of band-
The existence of hidden terminals in a radio environment width devoted to the busy-tone signal. For a detailed analysis
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100 delay performance, but also to understand the dynamic
behavior of these systems. In particular, it was observed that

SLOTTED NON-PERSISTENT STMA even in a finite population environment, if the retransmission
a - 0.01 delay is not sufficiently large, then the stationary performance

50 -attained is significantly degraded (low throughput, very high
SLOTTED NON.PERSISTENT CSMA delay), so that, for all practical purposes, the channel is said
WITHOUT HIDE Tto have failed; it is then called an unstable channel. With an

F- .5 infinite population, stationary conditions just do not exist;I
I *• the channel is always unstable, thus confirming the results1 t obtained from simulation, as just discussed. For unstable

> F - 1o3 channels, Kleinrock and Lam [32] defined a stability measure
-'/ which consists of the average time the system takes, starting
- 0 from an empty channel, to reach a state determined to be

// / critical. In fact, this critical state partitions the state space
0 into two regions: a safe region, and an unsafe region in which
I * the tendency is towards degraded performance. The stability

5 0 measure is the average first exit time (FET) into the unsafe
region. As long as the system operates in the safe region, the

/ channel performance is acceptable- but then. of course, it is
only usable over a finite period of time with an average equal

2, to FET. For more details concerning the determination of
FET and the numerical results, the reader is referred to [321,

[331.
In the above discussion, it was furthermore assumed that

I I I I 1 I I the system parameters were all fixed, time invariant, and state-
.1 .2 .3 .4 . . .7 .I .9 independent. These systems are referred to as static. It is oftenadvantageous to design systems that dynamically adapt to

Fig. 9. BTMA: throughput-delay tradeoffs (propagation delay a = time-varying input and to system state changes. thus providing
0.0l,F- false alarm probability) 1281. improved performance. Dynamic adaptability is achieved via

dynamic control consisting of time and state dependent
of this scheme, the reader is referred to [28]. Fig. 9 displays parameters. The basic problem then is to find the control
the throughput-delay tradeoff for BTMA in comparison to functions which provide the best system performance. Markov
CSMA with no hidden terminals, showing the relatively good decision theory has successfully been applied by Lam and
performance of BTMA. Kleinrock to the design and analysis of control procedures

6) Dynamic Behavior and Dynamic Control of Random suitable to slotted ALOHA in particular and random-access
Access Schemes: The performance results reported upon techniques in general [351. Two main types of control are
above were based on renewal theory and probabilistic argu- proposed: an input control procedure (ICP) consisting of
ments, assuming that steady-state conditions exist. If one either accepting or rejecting all new packets generated in the
examines in more detail the (S, G) relationships displayed current slot, and a retransmission control procedure (RCP)
above, one can see that the steady-state may not exist because consisting of selecting a retransmission delay; in both cases
of an inherent instability of these random-access techniques. the action taken is a function of the current system state,
This instability is simply explained by the fact that statistical defined as the number of active users with outstanding packets.
fluctuations in the offered traffic increase the level of mutual In order to implement such control schemes, each channel
interference among transmissions which in turn increases user must individually estimate the channel state by observing
total G which increases the frequency of collisions, and so the channel outcome over some period of time. The control is
forth. Such positive feedback causes the throughput to de- of a distributed nature, as there is no central station monitoring
crease to very low values. Extensive simulation runs performed and broadcasting state information or control actions. In the
on a slotted ALOHA channel with an infinite population of context of slotted ALOHA, Lam and Kleinrock give some
users have indeed shown that the assumption of channel heuristic control-estimation algorithms which prove to be
equilibrium is not strictly speaking valid: in fact after some very satisfactory [351. With appropriate modification and
finite period of quasi-stationary conditions, the channel will extensions, these algorithms can be applied to CSMA channels
drift into saturation with probability one [31]. Thus a more as well. These algorithms are best suited to fully connected
accurate measure of channel performance must reflect the single-hop type environments. The dynamic control problem
tradeoffs among stability, throughput, and delay. To that in multihop environments is more complex and little progress
effect, Markov models have been formulated to analyze has yet been made in this area.
slotted ALOHA and CSMA when M interactive users contend 7) Capture: In the preceding discussions it was assumed
for the channel [311-[34]. These models permit one not only that whenever two packet transmissions overlap in time.
to derive analytic expressions for the average throughput- these packets destroy each other. This assumption is pessi-
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mistic as it neglects capture effects in radio channels. Capture require that explicit information regarding the need for the
can be defined as the ability for a receiver to successfully communication resource be exchanged. We distinguish those
receive a packet (with nonzero probability) although it is demand assignments which are controlled by a central
partially or totally overlapped by another packet transmission. scheduler from those which employ a distributed algorithm
Capture is mainly due to a discrepancy in receive power executed by all users. We address centrally controlled assign-
between two signals allowing the receiver to correctly receive ments in the present subsection.
the stronger; both distance and transmit power contribute 1) Circuit Oriented Systems: In these systems, the band-
to this discrepancy. Clearly capture improves the overall width is divided into FDMA or TDMA subchannels which
network performance, and, by the means of adaptive transmit are assigned on demand. The satellite SPADE system, for
power control, it allows one to achieve either fairness to all example, has a pool of FDMA subchannels which get allo-
users, or intentional discrimination. Some of these effects cated on request [38]. It uses one subchannel operated in a
have been addressed in (271, [361. TDMA fashion with one slot per frame permanently assigned

8)Spread Spectrum Multiple Access (SSMA): Spread to each user to handle the requests and releases of FDMA
spectrum multiple access (SSMA) is the most common form circuits. Intelsat's MAT-I system uses the TDMA approach
of CDMA whereby each user is assigned a particular code [391. TDMA subchannels are periodically reallocated to meet
sequence which is modulated on the carrier with the digital the varying needs of earth stations.
data modulated on top of that. Two common forms exist: The Advanced Mobile Phone Service (AMPS), recently
the frequency-hopped SSMA and the phase-coded SSMA. In introduced by Bell Laboratories, is yet another example of a
the former, as its name indicates, the frequency is periodically centrally controlled FDMA system 1401. The uniqueness of
changing according to some known pattern; in the latter the this system, however, lies in an efficient management of the
carrier is phase modulated by the digital data sequence and the spectrum based on space division multiple access (SDMA).
code sequence. SSMA has many applications: it is useful in That is, each subchannel in the pool of FDMA channels is
satellite communications, mobile ground-radio, and computer allocated to different users in separate geographical areas,
communication networks [37]. In [14, Kahn etal. addressed thus considerably increasing the spectrum utilization. To
many of the issues concerning the use of SSMA in packet accomplish space division, the AMPS system has a cellular
radio systems. Security, coexistence with other systems, and structure and uses a centralized handoff procedure (executed
ability to counteract the effects of multipath are key factors by a central office) which reroutes the telephone connections
contributing to the choice of SSMA in the PRNET; however to other available subchannels as the mobile users move from
one main point of interest in this presentation is the benefit one cell to another.
of capture in asynchronous SSMA. Even when several users Given the significant setup times required in allocating
employ the same code, the effect of interference is minimized subchannels, the above systems are attractive only when
by the "capture effect," defined here as the ability of the applications have stream-type traffic. When traffic is bursty,
receiver to "lock on" one packet while all other overlapping we again turn to packet-oriented systems, such as in the
packets appear as noise. The receiver locks on a packet by following.
correctly receiving the preamble appended in the front of the 2) Polling Systems: In packet oriented systems, polling is
transmitted packet. As long as the preamble of different one of two modes used to centrally control access to the
packets do not overlap in time, and the signal strength of the communication bandwidth, again provided as a single high-
late packets is not too high, capture of the earliest packet can speed channel. A central controller sends polling messages to
be guaranteed with a high probability. In essence SSMA the terminals, one-by-one, asking the polled terminal to
allows a packet to be captured at the receiver, while CSMA transmit. For this the station may have a polling list giving
allows a user to capture the charaiel. CSMA can still be used in the order in which the terminals are polled. If the polled
conjunction with SSMA. This mode will have the benefit of terminal has something to transmit, it goes ahead; if not, a
keeping away all users within hearing distance of the trans- negative reply (or absence of reply) is received by the con-
mitter and thus help keep the capture effect and antijamming troller, which then polls the next terminal in sequence. Polling
capability of the system at the desired level. For a complete requires this constant exchange of control messages between
discussion of all these issues, the reader is referred to [14]. the controller and the terminals, and is efficient only if I) the

round-trip propagation delay is small, 2) the overhead due to
C Centralh' Controlled Demand Assignment polling messages is low, and 3) the user population is not a

We have so far discussed the two extremes in the band- large bursty one. Polling has been analyzed by Konheim and
width allocation spectrum as far as control over the user's Meister [411, and their analysis has been applied to the
access right is concerned: the tight fixed assignment which environment of M users sharing a radio channel in 1231.
has the most rigid control, is nonadaptive to dynamically Denoting by L the ratio of the data message length to the
varying demand, and can be wasteful of capacity if small. polling message length, and by a the ratio of propagation
delay constraints are to be met; and random access which delay to message transmission time, Fig. 10 displays numerical
involves no control, is simple to implement, is adaptive to results corresponding to some typical values of L and a.
varying demand, but which, in some situations, can be waste. These curves show that indeed as the population size increases,
ful of capacity due to collisions. In this and the following thus containing more and more bursty users, the performance
subsections, we examine demand assignment techniques which of polling degrades significantly. Channel utilization can reach
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Assume that the number of terminals is a power of 2. say
M = 2'. Let a cycle be recursively defined as the time required
for the polling and transmission of all messages that were

2 M - lO generated in the preceding cycle. If a single terminal has a

SLOTTED NON-PERSISTENT message to transmit, probing requires 2n + I inquiries perM -eSMA ( - 0.011 cycle as opposed to 2" for conventional polling, but if all
,, SBTMA is - 0.01) terminals have messages. probing requires 2

" 1t - I inquiries
0 .2 .4 .6 .I as opposed to 2' for conventional pollings. To avoid incurring

s such a penalty when the system is heavily loaded, the probing

Fig. 10. Packet delay in roll-call polling. L = ratio of data message technique can be made adaptive whereby the controller starts
length to polling message length, a = normalized propagation delay, a cycle by probing smaller groups as the probability of ter-
At = number of stations [231. minals having messages increases. In particular, the group

size may be considered a function of the duration of the
immediately preceding polling cycle. Simulation of the adapt-

100 percent of the channel bandwidth if the terminals are ive probing technique has shown that this scheme is always
allowed to empty their buffers when they are polled. But as superior to polling in that its mean cycle time is always smaller
a result, the variance of packet delay can become intolerably than that of polling. Fig. 11 displays the mean cycle time
large. (obtained from simulation) as a function of the message

3) Adaptive Polling or Probing 142/: The primary limita- arrival rate for both polling and probing [42]. Reference
tion of polling in lightly loaded systems is the high overhead (421 did not provide any results concerning message delay,
incurred in determining which of the terminals have messages. but it is intuitively clear that the smaller the mean cycle time
In order to decrease this overhead, a modified polling tech. is, the lower is the average delay.
nique. based on a tree searching algorithm, and referred to as 4)Split-Channel Reservation Multiple Access (StiLA)
probing, has been proposed 1421. This technique assumes that [23/: An attractive alternative to polling is the use of exphcit
the central controller can broadcast signals to all terminals, reservation techniques. In dynamic reservation systems, it is
First the controller interrogates all terminals asking if any of the terminal which makes a request for service on some
them has a message to transmit, and repeats this question channel whenever it has a message to transmit. The central
until some terminals respond by putting a signal on the line. scheduler manages a queue of requests and informs the
When a positive response is received, the central station terminal of its allocated time.
breaks down the population into subsets (according to some Since the channel is the only means of communication
tree structure) and repeats the question to each of the sub- among terminals, the main problem here is, once again, how to
sets. This can be performed simply, for example by using communicate the request to the central scheduler. The conten-
binary addresses for the terminals and by transmitting as tion on the channel of these request packets is of exactly the
probing signal the common prefix of the addresses of a group same nature as the contention of the data packets themselves.
of terminals. The process is continued until the terminals Fixed assignment and random access techniques suggest them-
having messages are identified. When a single terminal is selves, but it is clear from previous results that random access
interrogated, it transmits its message. modes for multiplexing the requests on the channel would be
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Fig. 12. SRMA: channel capacity versus r?, ratio of request packet
length to data packet length (normalized propagation delay of 0.01
and 0.05) [23).

more efficient. Furthermore, in order to prevent collisions be- system capacity versus rl for the following access modes:
tween the requests and the actual message packets, the available pure ALOHA SRMA, slotted ALOHA SRMA, and slotted
bandwidth is either time divided or frequency divided between nonpersistent carrier sense SRMA. In addition, we show the
the two types of data. In the split-channel reservation multiple system capacity for both ALOHA and CSMA. We note that
access (SRMA) scheme, frequency division of a ground radio the system capacity in SRMA reaches I for very small 77.
channel is considered [231. The available bandwidth is divided Typical values for Tl fall in the range (0.01, 0.1). Fig. 12
into two channels: one used to transmit control information, shows that a high improvement is gained when the request
the second used for the data messages themselves. With this channel is operated in slotted nonpersistent CSMA as com-
configuration, there are many operational modes. In the re- pared to ALOHA. The delay for ALOHA-SRMA and slotted
quest/answer-to-request/message scheme (RAM), the band- nonpersistent carrier sense SRMA (normalized to bmIW,

,width allocated for control is further divided into two chan- where W denotes again the total channel bandwidth, and bm
nels: the request channel and the answer-to-request channel, is the number of bits per packet) is shown in Fig. 13 as a
The request channel is operated in a random access mode function of S for various values of q/. We again note an
(ALOHA or CSMA). Upon correct reception of the request important improvement in using CSMA for the request
packet, the scheduling station computes the time at which channel. Finally, in Fig. 14 we compare carrier sense SRMA
the backlog on the message channel will empty and transmits with the random access modes ALOHA, CSMA, BTMA, and
an answer packet back to the terminal, on the answer-to- MID/I, the perfect scheduling with fixed size packets and
request channel, containing the address of the terminal and the Poisson sources. We note that unless 7? is large (0. 1 and above),
time at which it can start transmission. Another version of there is a value of S below which CSMA or BTMA performs
SRMA, called the RM scheme, consists of having only two better than SRMA and above which the opposite is true.
channels: the request channel and the message channel. When 5) Global Scheduling Multiple Access (GSMA) 1431:
correctly received by the scheduling station, the request GSMA is a conflict-free reservation multiaccess scheme suit-
packet joins the request queue. Requests may be serviced able for a high-speed data bus, which is based on the time-
on a "first-come first-served" basis (or any other scheduling division concept for reservation. Here too a scheduler over-
algorithm). When the message channel is available, an answer sees all scheduling tasks. The users, all connected to the
packet (containing the ID of a queued terminal scheduled for same line, listen for scheduling assignments and transmit in
transmission) is transmitted by the station on the message accordance with the slot allocation initiated by the scheduler.
channel. After hearing its own ID repeated by the station, the The channel time is divided into frames (of variable lengths).
terminal starts transmitting its message on the message chan- A frame is partitioned into two subframes: a subframe of
nel. If a terminal does not hear its own ID repeated by the status slots statically assigned to the users (in a fixed TDMA
scheduling station within a certain appropriate time after the mode) to request data slot allocation, and a subframe of
request is sent, the original transmission ofthe request packet data slots, each sufficient to transmit a data packet of P
is assumed to be unsuccessful. The request packet is then bits. The fixed assignment of the status slots removes the
retransmitted. need to transmit users' ID's and thus reduces the size of these

We now examine the performance of SRMA. Let 7 slots. In each frame, a user can be allocated a number of
denote the ratio of request packet length to data packet data slots which does not exceed the number of packets
length, this representing a measure of the overhead due to generated at the user during the preceding frame or a maxi-
control information. In Fig. 12 we plot the (RAM) SRMA mum number specified, whichever is smaller. As a consequence
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,1 tions, P = number of bits per data packet) 1431.

2 each active user is guaranteed at least one slot per frame.
Fig. 15 displays the performance of GSMA (with P = 100 and
number of stations M = 100) in comparison to polling (for
some typical parameter values regarding the polling over-

1 . 1 head r) and MID/I (the perfect scheduling). This illustrates
. . .some improvement gained in GSMA over polling [431.

Fig. 13. Packet delay in SRMA (normalized propagation delay = 0.01) D. Demand Assignment with Distributed Control
1231.

There are two reasons why distributed control is desirable.
100 The first is reliability; with distributed control the system is

-"-- SLOTTED NON PERSISTENT a not dependent on the proper operation of a central scheduler.
CARRIER SENSE SRMA I I The second is improved performance, especially when dealing
7W/bim - 0.01) I

SLOTTED I with systems with long propagation delays, such as thoseso PURE ALOHA using satellite channels. Indeed, if an earth station were to
ALOHA

O .play the role of a scheduler, the minimum packet delay in a
01 PURE I pac

_E. o.o11 packet reservation scheme would be three times the round-
AE trip propagation delay. (Of course, this can be decreased if

0 q I on-board processing is available.) With distributed control,

I I trip delay or less without affecting the bandwidth utilization.
Clearly, in slotted ALOHA, the best random access scheme

10 It available for satellite channels, the minimum packet delay is
S// / / exactly one round-trip delay; but this is guaranteed only for a

/ channel utilization approaching zero! In fact, the inherent
.4 / long propagation delay in satellite channels is really the nasty

characteristic that makes this environment "mure distributed"
'-" do , than the single-hop ground radio or local area environments.t . ~ / A sIn the latter, we have seen that efficient random access

/ ,- ., schemes, such as CSMA, are available; and the shorter the
propagation delay, the better the CSMA performance. With2~SLOTTED zero propagation delay, collisions in CSMA can be completely. ., ,,, ,.'" S X \MON-PERSISTENT

CSMA a - O.Oll avoided and CSMA's performance then corresponds to that of
DTMA (a - 0.01) an MID/I queue,' the best we can achieve under random

I _I_ I demand. In fact, as observed in [44), when the propagation
o .2 .4 .6 .8

Fig. 14. Comparison of various schemes (parameters defined as in This corresponsdence applies to CSMA with fixed size packets
Figs. 12 and 13) (231. and Poisson sources.
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delay is zero we no longer have a distributed environment, . , M.5o
and the cost of creating a common queue disappears. W S .OKPOS

The basic element underlying all distributed algorithms 6
is the need to exchange control information among the users, ,
either explicitly or implicitly. Using this information, all - FIFO (TOMA

users then execute independently the same algorithm resulting 1.2 TO , SUSCHANNEL)
in some coordination in their actions. Clearly, it is essential W K

that all users receive the same information regarding the de- .o
mand placed on the channel and its usage in order to achieve 3global optim um, and thus distributed algorithms are most 0.8O FIFo*SLOTTE-

attractive in fully connected systems. This attribute is not 0. TION SUBCHANNEL)

always present in ground radio environments, but certainly
exists in satellite environments due to their inherent broad- 04 ALOHA

cast nature. 2 The long-delay/broadcast combination of attri-
butes has been one o f th e reasons w hy m any distributed con- o.20 , , 1 0 - 0 !
trol algorithms have been proposed in the context of satel- CHANNEL THROuGHPuT

lite environments. We examine in this subsection distributed Fig. 16. Slotted ALOHA, TDMA. and FIFO reservation: delay
control algorithms suitable for each of our three environments throughput tradeoff for 50 users and single-packet messages in a
(satellite, ground radio and local area), starting with satellite satellite environment (661.

I)Reservation-ALOHA [45/: Reservation-ALOHA for a To execute the reservation mechanism properly, each
satellite channel is based on a slotted time axis, where the station must maintain information on the number of out-
slots are organized into frames of equal size. The duration standing reservations (the "queue in the sky") and the slots
of a frame must be greater than the satellite propagation delay. at which its own reservations begin. These are determined
A user who has successfully accessed a slot in a frame is guar- by the FIFO diicipline based on the successful reservations
anteed access to the same slot in the succeeding frame and this received. Each successful reservation can accommodate up to
continues until the user stops using it. "Unused" slots, how- a design maximum of, say, eight packets, thus preventing
ever, are free to be accessed by all users in a slotted ALOHA stations from acquiring exclusivity of the channel for long
contention mode. An unused slot in the current frame is a periods of time. To maintain synchronization of control
slot which, in the preceding frame, either was idle or con- information at the proper time, and to acquire the correct
tained a collision. (Note again the effect of long delays on the count of packets in the queue if out-of-sync conditions do
control procedure.) Users need to simply maintain a history occur, each station sends, in its data packet, information
of the usage of each slot for just one frame duration. Since no regarding the status of its queue. This information is also
request is explicitly issued by the user, this scheme has been used by new stations which need to join the queue. The
referred to as an implicit reservation scheme. Clearly Reserva- robustness of this system is achieved by a proper encoding of
tion-ALOHA is effective only if the users generate stream the reservation packets to increase the probability of their
type traffic or long multipacket messages. Its performance correct reception at all stations. Furthermore, to limit the
will degrade significantly with single packet messages, as effect of errors, a station reacquires synchronization if it
every time a packet is successful the corresponding slot in the detects a collision in one of its reserved slots or an error in a
following frame is likely to remain empty. reservation packet.

2) A First-in First-out (FIFO) Reservation Scheme [461: Fig. 16 compares the throughput-delay tradeoff of the
In this scheme, reservations are made explicitly. Time division FIFO reservation scheme (operated with either a TDMA or
is used to provide a reservation subchannel. The channel a slotted ALOHA reservation subchannel) to that of TDMA
time is slotted as before, but every so often a slot is divided and slotted ALOHA [661. FIFO-Reservation offers delay
into V small slots which are used for the transmission of improvements over TDMA. When compared to ALOHA, we
reservation packets (as well as possibly acknowledgments and note that higher system capacity is achieved but at the expense
small data packets); these packets contend on the V small of a higher delay at low channel throughputs (due to a higher
slots in a slotted ALOHA mode. All other slots are data slots overhead).
and are used on a reservation basis, free of conflict. The 3)A Round-Robin (RR) Reservation Scheme 147/: The
frequency of occurrence of reservation slots can be made basis of this scheme is fixed TDMA assignment, but with the
adaptive to the load on the channel and the need to make major difference that "unused" slots are assigned to the
new reservations. This adaptivity can be achieved as a result active stations on a round-robin basis. This is accomplished by
of the time-division of bandwidth allocation between reserva- organizing packet slots into equal size frames of duration
tions and data packets. greater than the propagation delay and such that the number

of slots in a frame is larger than the number of stations. One

slot in each frame is permanently assigned to each station.
2 This is valid unless the satellite uses spot beams, in which case we To allow other stations to know the current state (used or

may lose on the connectivity requirement but gain the benefits of space und Tof itso ownloac stationis rokowteuiret trasmito
division multiple access (S DMA). unused) of its own slot, each station is requireJ to transmit
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information regarding its own queue of packets piggybacked ,oo
:M-50

in the data packet header (transmitted in the previous frame.) r oo r
A zero count indicates that the slot in question is free. All 0 PURE SLOTTED O 2 1

stations maintain a table of all stations' queue lengths, 0 ALOHA ALOHA

allowing them to allocate among themselves free unassigned
slots in the current frame. Round-robin is the discipline _o
proposed by Binder [47], but other scheduling disciplines 20

can be used as well. A station recovers its slot by deliberately Z
causing a conflict in that slot which other users detect. For a 1. ,0o
station which was previously idle, initial acquisition of queue W
information is required and is achieved by having one of the
stations transmit its table at various times. However, it is z
interesting to note that in this scheme, while acquiring queue
synchronization, a station can always reclaim and use its
own assigned slot.

The above three schemes have been proposed for satellite
channels. All assumed fixed size slots, and thus can be imple-
mented in systems which have been built for synchronous 0.2 0.' 0.6 0.0 1

TDMA. The effect of large propagation delay is important. THROUGHPUT S

Framing is used in two of the schemes to deal with it, with Fig. 17. Assigned-slot listen-before transmission protocol: throughput

the frame duration being equal to or longer than the prop- delay tradeoff for 50 users and T= 100 (propagation time a = 0.01)[491.

agation delay. Due to their dynamic nature, these protocols
perform better than synchronous TDMA. However, when literature as BRAM, the broadcast recognizing access method.
compared to random access (namely ALOHA here), they For details, see [72].
offer higher capacity, but also higher delay at low through- 5) The Assigned-Slot Listen-Before-Transmission Protocol
put. If used in systems with small propagation delay, such as 149]: MSAP, being a "carrier sense" version of polling, be-
ground radio, then they will perform significantly better, haves like polling. In particular, as the system load decreases,
and are expected to have a performance comparable to SRMA. the overhead incurred in locating a nonidle user increases,
In fact, due to the inherent small propagation delay in ground and so does the delay. The assigned-slot listen-before-trans-
radio environments, other access modes with distributed mission protocol has been proposed to improve on MSAP by
control are also possible if all devices are in line-of-sight and allowing several users to share common minislots. In such a
within range of each other. We describe these in the following, case, there exists a tradeoff between the time wasted in

4) Minislotted Alternating Priorities (MSAP) [48/: MSAP collisions, and the time wasted in control overhead. Time is
is a conflict-free multiple access scheme suitable for a small divided into frames, each containing an equal number of
number of data users. In essence, MSAP is a "carrier-sense" minislots (say, L). To each minislot of a frame is assigned
version of polling with distributed control. The time axis is a given subset of MIL users. A user with a packet ready for
slotted with the minislot size again equal to the maximum transmission in a frame can sense the channel only in his
propagation delay. All users are synchronized and may start assigned minislot. If the channel is sensed idle, transmission
transmission only at the beginning of a minislot. Users are takes place; if not, the packet is rescheduled for transmission
considered to be ordered from I to M. When a packet trans- in a future frame. A packet transmission spans T slots. The
mission ends, the alternating priorities (AP) rule assigns the parameter MIL is adjusted according to the load placed on
channel to the same user who transmitted the last packet the channel. For high throughput, MIL = I is found to be
(say user i) if he is still busy; otherwise the channel is assigned optimum. In fact, with MIL = 1, the scheme becomes a
to the next user in sequence (i.e., user (i, mod M + 1)). The conflict-free one which approaches MSAP and gives nearly
latter (and all other users) detects the end of transmission of identical results [491. For very low throughput, MIL = M
user i by sensing the absence of carrier over one minislot. At (i.e., L = I) is found to be optimum; this corresponds to pure
this new point in time, either user (i mod M + 1) starts trans- CSMA. In between the two extreme cases intermediate values
mission of a packet (which will be detected by all other users) of MIL are optimum. Fig. 17 displays the throughput-delay
or he is idle in which case a minislot is lost and control of the performance of this scheme for various values of MIL when
channel is handed to the next user in sequence. The overhead M = 50 and T = 100. It also shows how this scheme (and
at each poll in this scheme is simply one minislot. thus, MSAP) compare to CSMA.

Scheduling rules other than AP are also possible, namely 6) Distributed Tree Retransmission Algorithms in Packet
round-robin (RR) or random order (RO). MSAP, however, Broadcast Channels 1 711: In many of the multiaccess proto-
exhibi , tht. ieast overhead incurred hj switching control cols examined above, conflict resolution is achieved by retrans-
between users. On the other hand, MSRR may be more mitting randomly in the future. Such a rescheduling discipline
suitable to environments with unbalanced traffic since then in slotted ALOHA achieves a 36 percent bandwidth utiliza-
smaller users will be guaranteed more frequent access than tion, but exhibits some sort of instability unless the resched-
with MSAP. These scheduling rules have also appeared in the uling is controlled, as discussed in Section Il-B. Tree algorithms
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are based on the observation that a contention among several technique (31, (541, j551. Here a message to be transmitted
active sources is completely resolved if and only if all the is first loaded into a shift register. If the ring is idle, the shift
sources are somehow subdivided into groups such that each register is just transmitted. If not, the register is inserted into
group contains at most one active source. (Such observation is the network loop at the next point separating two adjacent
similar to that made in the probing technique discussed in messages: the message to be sent is shifted out onto the ring
Section 11-C3). In its simplest form, the tree algorithm consists while an incoming message is shifted into the register. The
of the following. Each source corresponds to a leaf on a binary shift register can be removed from the network loop when
tree. The channel time axis is slotted and the slots are grouped the transmitted message has returned to it. The insertion of
into pairs. Each slot in a pair corresponds to one of the two a register has the effect of increasing the transport delay of
subtrees of the node being visited. Starting with the root messages on the ring.
node of the tree, we let all terminals in each of the two sub-
trees of the root transmit in their corresponding slot. If any E. Adaptive Strategies and Mixed Modes
of the two slots contains a collision, then the algorithm We have so far examined quite a large number of multi-
proceeds to the root of the subtree corresponding to the access schemes and compared their performance. One thing
collision and repeats itself. This continues until all the leaves is clear: each of these schemes has its advantages and limita-
are separated into sets such that each of them contains at tions. No one scheme performs better than all others over the
most one packet. This is known to all users, as the outcome of entire range of system throughput (except, of course, the
the channel is either a successful transmission or an idle hypothetical perfect scheduling, which is clearly unachievable
slot. Collisions caused by the left subtree (1st slot of a pair) in a distributed environment). If a scheme "erforms nearly as
are resolved prior to resolving collisions in the right subtree. well as perfect scheduling at low input rates, ti n - is plagued
This scheme provides a maximum throughput of 0.347 packets/ by a limited achievable channel capacity. Conversely, if a
slot, and all moments of the delay are finite if the aggregate scheme is efficient when the system utilization is high, the
packet arrival rate is less than 1/3 packets/slot [711. overhead accompanying the access control mechanism be-

Clearly, a binary tree is not always optimum. If, each comes prohibitively large at low utilization. Although some
time we return to the root node, we allow the tree to be re- characteristics of a system (propagation delay, channel speed,
configured according to the current traffic conditions, it can etc.) are unlikely to vary during operation, it is certain that
be shown that the optimum tree is binary everywhere except the load placed upon the system will be time varying. In the
for the root node whose optimum degree depends on traffic case of a single subscriber type (say with periodic traffic,
conditions [711. The dynamic scheme achieves a throughput stream-type traffic, or bursty traffic) the volume of the
of 0.430 packets/slot, and all the moments of the delay are traffic may be varying; if several subscriber types are simul-
finite for X < 0.430 packets/slot. Tree algorithms are imple- taneously present, the volume of traffic introduced by
mentable in both ground radio and satellite channels as long each, and therefore the proportional mix of traffic typic ,
as the broadcast capability is available. may also be time varying.

7) Distributed Control Algorithms in Local Area Net- We have discussed at several points in this paper the dy-
works: In addition to the random access schemes described namic control of a specific access scheme which improved its
previously, the above two algorithms are also applicable to performance to a certain extent; but such an adaptive control
local area (broadcast) bus networks as these exhibit the did not change the nature of the access scheme nor the nature
required characteristics of small propagation delay and full of its limitation. Dynamically controlled random access
connectivity. But in local area communication, a slightly dif- schemes provide improved packet delay over uncontrolled
ferent topology, namely the ring (or loop), has also been versions, but still exhibit channel capacity less than 1. The
widely considered. In the ring topology, messages are not adaptive polling technique decreased the overhead at low
broadcast but rather passed from node to node along uni- throughput but only to a certain extent. Actually, what one
directional links, until they return to the originating node. really needs is a strategy for choosing an access mode which
A simple scheme suitable for a ring consists of passing the is itself adaptive to the varying need so that optimality is
access right sequentially from node to node around the ring. maintained at all times. Clearly, in order to accomplish adapt-
(Note that in a ring, the physical locations of the nodes ivity, a certain amount of information is needed by the dis-
define a natural ordering among them.) One implementation tributed decision makers. The type and amount of information
of this scheme is exemplified by the Distributed Computing required by an adaptive strategy, as well as the implementation
System's network where an 8-bit control token is passed of the information acquisition mechanism are among the
sequentially around the ring 1501. Any node with a ready most crucial factors in determining the performance and
message may, upon receiving the control token, remove the robustness of the strategy. A great deal of effort has been
token from the ring, send the message, and then pass on the spent in recent years on such adaptive strategies. We devote
control token. Another implementation consists of providing this subsection to schemes which fall into this category.
a number of message slots which are continuously transmitted 1) The URN Scheme /56/: We start with this more recent
around the ring. A message slot may be empty or full; a node scheme because of its simplicity, elegance, and the smooth-
with a ready message waits to see an empty slot pass by, ness by which it adapts to varying loads. It has been proposed
marks it as full, and uses it to send its message [511-[531. in the context of a ground radio fully connected environment
A still different strategy is known as the register insertion in which the time axis is divided into packet slots, and all
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users are -synchronized. Assuming that all users know the 20

exact number n of busy users, the scheme consists of giving 1 OPTIMA H, 10

full access right (i.e., the right to transmit with probability ALOHA

I) to some number k of users. A successful transmission will 16

result if there is exactly one busy user among these k. The
probability of such an event is maximized when k = [M/n], 14

where [Mini denotes the integer part of M/n. This is in 12

contrast to the controlled slotted ALOHA scheme where all ITA
users are given the same partial access right: the right to
transmit with probability p = l/n. Assume the system is .
lightly loaded (for instance n = 1); a large number of users /sce

are given access right (in the example n = 1, the number is 6

k = M), but only a few and hopefully only one will make use /
of it (in the example n = 1, a successful transmission takes
place). As the load increases, k decreases and the access right PERFECT

is gradually restricted. For the extreme case of n = M, k = 1 0 2 0 0 n , 0 a0.2 0.' 0.6 0.8 vO
and the scheme converges to TDMA. If the sampling of k is THROUGHPUT
random, the um scheme converges to random TDMA; if the Fig. 18. Throughput-delay performance for the URN scheme (ex-
sampling of k is without repetitions from slot to slot until ample for 10 users) 1561.
all users have been sampled once, the um scheme converges
to round-robin TDMA. furthermore grouped into frames of m slots, m > k, each

Two important questions remain: how to estimate n, and containing at least one slot for every equivalence class. Let
how to reach a consensus on who the k users are. In (56], M be again the number of users. Each user is at any one time
Kleinrock and Yemini offer a few alternatives. One possible assigned to one of the k equivalence c!asses. All stations in a
scheme for estimating n with good accuracy is to include a given class use a random access mode to access slots assigned
single reservation minislot at the beginning of each data slot. to their class. If CSMA is used as the contention scheme,
An idle user who turns busy sends a standard reservation then time slots are minislots of size r, assigned to the k equiv.
message of few bits. All users are able to detect the following alence classes just as before. By dynamically varying the size
three events: no new busy users, one new busy user, and more of the frame and the assignment of slots within the frame to
than one new busy user (termed an erasure). As it is impossible classes of users, one can vary the access mode to best fit the
with this minimal overhead to estimate the exact number of situation. At low load, for example, choosing k = m = I with
new busy users when the latter is greater than one, errors in all users in the same class leads to a pure random access mode
estimation result; however analysis and simulation have of low delay. Choosing k = m = M with each user constituting
shown that this error is negligible, and furthermore that the a separate class leads to TDMA. Increasing the parameter k
scheme is insensitive to small perturbations in n. This last has the effect of decreasing the rate of collisions among users
statement is even more important with respect to the robust- of the same class. The frame size m can be used to allow a
ness of the scheme since it means that all users need not have smooth changeover between the schemes. By partitioning the
exactly the same estimate for n. As for coordinating the frame into two subframes, both contention and pure TDMA
selection of the k users, an effective mechanism is the use of can coexist simultaneously. The information used in adapting
synchronized pseudorandom generators at all users which to the situation is the collision rate and the rate of empty
allow them to draw the same k pseudorandom numbers. slots (or minislots) for the randomly accessed slots, and the
Another mechanism, referred to as a round-robin slot sharing rate of empty slots for the TDMA assigned slots. For example,
window mechanism, consists of having a window of size k when one minislot of a TDMA slot goes empty, the remainder
move over the population space. When a collision occurs, the of the TDMA slot may be cancelled and reassigned to some
window stops and decreases in size. When there is no collision, other groups (then to be used via CSMA).
the tail of the window is advanced to the head of the previous Schemes other than CSMA and TDMA can be combined
window, and the size is again set to k as determined by n. by this adaptive strategy. One may, for example, mix CSMA

The improvement obtained by this scheme over slotted with MSRR. In [57], Ricart and Agrawala studied, via simula-
ALOHA and TDMA can be seen in Fig. 18 where the through. tion, some typical adaptation algorithms of this type. Some
put-delay performance of all these schemes is displayed for a of their simulation results for a CSMA/TDMA combination
pupulation size M = 10 (561. are shown in Fig. 19. These results exhibit clearly the improve-

2)Another Adaptive Strategy for the Dynamic Manage- ment gained over the entire throughput range by using the
ment of Packet Radio Slots 157/: Another way to achieve adaptive strategy.
adaptivity is as follows. The time axis is again slotted with 3) The Reservation upon Collision Schemes (RUC) [58/:
the slot size equal to a packet transmission time. Slots are In the Reservation upon Collision schemes, the channel time
grouped into k equivalence classes or subchannels. Slots are is divided into slots of fixed length which in turn are divided
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Fig. 19. Simulation results for an adaptive CSMA/TDMA strategy ance at zero overhead ', = 0.1 and 4, = I [581.
(eight stations, normalized propagation delay of a = 0.05) 1571.

the ultimate scheme which attempts to incorporate all the
into two parts: a data-subslot SSO for the transmission of properties and advantages seen in many of the previous
information packets and a subsiot SSI for the transmission of schemes. It has provision for both implicit and explicit reser-
(signaling) information regarding the transmitting user(s). vations, thus accommodating both stream and packet-type
The data subchannel can be in one of two states: the conten- traffic. It may also integrate the use of both centralized and
tion state or the reserved state. It is normally in the contention distributed control techniques thus achieving a high level of
state and users can access the slots in a slotted ALOHA mode robustness.
as long as no collisions occur. When a collision is detected, Channel time is divided into two basic subframes, an
then the data subchannel switches to the reserved state and information subframe and a control subframe. The informa-
remains in that state until the queue of reservations is cleared, tion subframe contains scheduled packets and packet streams,
at which time it switches back to the contention state. That which also contain, piggybacked, control information such as
is, if a collision is detected, reservations are automatically reservations and acknowledgments. The control subframe
implied for the colliding users. To accomplish this, the is used exclusively to send reservations that cannot be sent in
signaling information identifying the users must be received the information subframe in a timely manner. In order to
by all users free of interference, and thus an ingenious use of achieve integration of centralized and distributed assign-
the SS1 subsiots must be devised. CDMA and TDMA have ments, the information subframe is further divided into two
been proposed in [581. When the number of users is large, sections, one for each type.
a particularly suitable approach is to consider grouping the Access to the control subframe (which is divided into
slots into a frame of, say, L slots. Each of the L SSI subslots slots accommodating fixed size control packets) can take
is assigned to a group of size MIL users instead of M users, any form that is suitable to the environment. It can be by
thus decreasing the degree of multiplexing signaling informa- fixed assignment (TDMA) if the number of stations is small
tion over the SSI subslots. TDMA or CDMA still needs to be (giving rise to the so-called FPODA), or by contention as in
used. In this approach, users need not transmit their identi- ALOHA if the stations have a low-duty cycle (giving rise to
fication as this is implied from the position of the SSI subsiot. CPODA), or a combination of both. The boundary between
However, each user has to send the number of packets trans- the control subframe and the information subframe is not
mitted in the frame, and this information requires at most fixed, but varies with the demand placed on the channel.
log2 (L + I) bits. This scheme is referred to as the split reserva- As in the FIFO and RR reservation schemes, distributed
tion upon collision (SRUC). control is achieved by having all stations involved in this type

Fig. 20 shows the performance of SRUC in a satellite of control keep track of their queue length information.
environment as compared to slotted ALOHA and pure reserva- Priority scheduling can thus be achieved. For stream traffic,
tion for two values of the overhead *I required per frame for a reservation is made only once, and is retained by each station
the signaling information. Clearly, this performance degrades in a stream queue. Centralized assignment may be used when
as 4/ increases. More detailed results can be found in [58]. delay is not the crucial element. This scheme has been pro-

Since slotted ALOHA and reservations are both suitable for posed in the context of a satellite channel but may be applied
satellite channels, RUC schemes are also particularly suitable to other environments as well.
for these as well as ground radio channels. 5) More on Mixed Modes: Other studies have appeared in

4) Priority-Oriented Demand Assignment (PODA) [12/: In the literature that also deal with integrating several different
the context of a satellite channel, PODA has been proposed as access modes into the same system.
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The Mixed ALOHA Carrier Sense (MACS) scheme consists tions which lend themselves to stream-type traffic (such as
of allowing a large user to steal, by carrier sensing, slots which packetized voice, facsimile, video data for remote conferencing,
are unused by a large population of small users accessing the etc.) and which may also require real-time communications
channel in a slotted ALOHA mode [591. Analysis has shown service on the part of the network. Moreover, with an even
that the total channel utilization is significantly increased with greater interest in integrating the many different applications
MACS, and the throughput-delay performance of both the onto the same network structure, it is becoming important
large user and the background ALOHA users is better with to devise multiaccess protocols which can provide all the
MACS than with a split-channel configuration in which the capabilities and features required for this integration. The
large user and the ALOHA users are each permanently assigned adaptive strategies discussed in the paper provide an attempt
a portion of the channel (591. at solving this problem but it is still far from being completely

Group Random Access (GRA) procedures consist of using resolved.
only certain channel time-periods to allow some network Another point of great importance is the impact that these
terminals to transmit their information-bearing packets on a link level protocols have on the design of higher level proto-
random access basis. The channel can then be utilized at cols. Indeed, due to the basically different nature and behavior
other times to grant access to other terminals or other res- of some of these multiaccess schemes, one is faced with the
sage types, by applying, as appropriate, group random access, necessity to find new ways to deal with many of the higher
reservation procedure or fixed assignment. The idea is simply level functions. The routing problem in store-and-forward
a fixed time-division assignment among groups utilizing multiaccess/broadcast systems, for example, is significantly
different access schemes. For analysis of GRA, the reader is different from the well-known routing algorithms devised for
referred to (601, (611. point-to-point store-and-forward networks; here the trans-

Finally, we consider satellite systems with on-board proc- mitted packet should carry, at each transmission, the next
essing capability. These have recently received increased node's address, and each receiving node has to decide as to
attention and are being considered as a means to increase the whether to relay or ignore the packet. A discussion of routing
capacity of packet satellite channels [621 -[651. One example schemes appropriate to these systems can be found in [141.
is typified by the integration of slotted ALOHA on several Clearly, in single-hop broadcast systems, and in local area
uplink channels, with TDMA on one or several downlink ring architectures, the routing problem is absent.
channels. The on-board processing capability is used to filter Acknowledgment procedures may also have to be handled
out all collisions and thus improve the utilization of the down- differently in broadcast networks. In the PRNET, for example,
link channels. The overall spectrum efficiency is also improved hop-by-hop acknowledgments can be passive, in the sense
especially if the ratio of uplink channels to downlink channels that, due to the broadcast nature of transmission, the relaying
is properly chosen. Analysis of these disciplines is given in of a packet over a hop constitutes the acknowledgment for
[621, [631. Additional improvement over these disciplines is the transmission over the previous hop. Acknowledgments
possible by providing buffering capability on board the satel- may also be active in the sense that an acknowledgment packet
lite to smooth the input and more completely fill the down- is actually created and transmitted. If acknowledgment packets
link channels. are given priority, the active acknowledgment procedure

has the benefit of minimizing buffering requirements at the
Ill. CONCLUSION repeaters since the acknowledgments are sent at the earliest

Tremendous advances have been made in recent years in opportunity. and possibly minimizing channel overhead since
devising multiaccess schemes suitable to a variety of data the additional transmissions beyond success resulting from
communication environments. In this paper, we have briefly delayed acknowledgments can then be kept to a minimum
reviewed a large number of these protocols which we have [671. (In fact, it was found that if acknowledgments were
grouped into five categories according to: I) the degree of instantaneous, then a few buffers in each packet radio unit
control exercised over the users' access; 2) the (centralized appear to be sufficient to handle the storage requirements;
or distributed) nature of the decision-making process, and 3) indicating that the system becomes more channel bound than
the degree of adaptivity of the algorithm to the changing storage bound [681. [691.) In satellite environments. PODA
need. We have seen that these link level protocols have a great achieves the same objective by piggybacking, whenever pos-
impact on the utilization of the communication resource in sible, acknowledgments on pending reservation requests, which
particular and the overall system performance in general. are heard by all users, including the sender.
We have also briefly discussed their suitability to various To conclude, we can say that despite the many advances
traffic characteristics. already accomplished, this area still presents many challenging

Although an attempt has been made to render the presen- open problems, and that to best make use of the progress
tation complete, it is by no means exhaustive of all existing already achieved in link-level protocols, one also needs to
schemes, and the field is still so wide open that new schemes turn one's attention to the many unresolved issues concerning
are constantly being introduced. Throughout the paper, an higher level protocols.
emphasis was placed on that class of packet communications
that service very many bursty users, since this has been a REFERENCES
major concern for many years. It is important, however, to IIl D. W Davies. K. A. Bartlett R A. Scantlebury. and P T Wilkinson.

note that there is a growing interest in the support of applica- "A digital communication networi for computers giving rapid response
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buted architectures for data processing are but a few multiaccess channel by allowing devices to sense
examples. carrier due to other users' transmissions, and inhibit

Just as in any field, the development of local area transmission when the channel is in use. Packets
computer communication systems is subject to a which are inhibited or suffer a collision are resched-
number of constraints. Simplicity, flexibility and reli- uled for transmission at a later time according to
ability usually portray these constraints. The environ- some rescheduling policy.
ments in question are generally characterized by a Ethernet is a local communication network which
large and often variable number of devices requiring uses CSMA on a tapped coaxial cable to which all the
interconnection. Such environments call for networks communicating devices are connected. The device
with simple topologies and simple inexpensive con- connection interface is a passive cable tap so that
nection interfaces which provide great flexibility to failure of an interface does not prevent communica-
accommodate the variability in the environment, and tion among the remaining devices. The use of a single
which achieve the desired level of reliability, coaxial cable naturally achieves broadcast communi-

Several architectures have been proposed which cation. Moreover, given the physical characteristics
include MITRE'S Mitrix, Bell Telephone Laboratory's of data transmission on coaxial cables, in addition to
Spider, and U.C. Irvine's Distributed Computing Sys- sensing carrier, it is possible for Ethernet transceivers
tern (DCS) [1 -4]. Spider and DCS use a ring topol- to detect interference among several transmissions
ogy, while Mitrix uses two one-way busses imple- (including their own) and abort transmission of their
mented by CATV technology. As for system control, colliding packets. This produces a variation of CSMA
Mitrix and Spider use a central mini-computer for which we refer to as carrier sense multiple access with
switching and bandwidth allocation, while DCS uses collision detection (CSMA-CD). It is networks of the
distributed control. Ethernet type that we address in this paper.

Another network architecture, based on the CSMA in fully connected environments has been
packet broadcasting technology and exemplified by previously analyzed and its performance derived
Ethernet [5] appears to be a very effective solution in [7-10]. We extend here the analysis of CSMA to
satisfying the above mentioned constraints. Packet accommodate collision detection. This analysis pro-
broadcasting is attractive in -that it combines the vides the throughput-delay performance of CSMA-CD
advantages of both packet switching and broadcast and its dependence on such key system parameters as
communication. Packet switching offers the efficient the average rescheduling delay and collision recovery
sharing of communication resources by many con- time. We furthermore characterize the improvement
tending users with unpredictable demands; broadcast gained by CSMA-CD over CSMA for fixed and vari-
communication, wheneyer possible, eliminates com- able size packets.
plex topological design problems. Given that corn- The CSMA-CD schemes are described in section 2,
puter communication traffic is bursty in nature, it followed by the analysis in section 3. Numerical
has been well established that it is more efficient to results are discussed in section 4.
provide the available communication bandwidth as a
single high-speed channel to be shared by the many
contending users, thus attaining the benefits of the 2. The CSMA-CD schemes
strong law of large numbers. This clearly results in a
multiaccess environment that calls for schemes to Carrier sense schemes require that each device with
control access to the channel, referred to as random a packet ready for transmission senses the channel
access schemes. The earliest and simplest such scheme prior to transmission. A number of protocols exist
is the so-called pure-ALOHA, first used in the which pertain to the action taken by the terminal
ALOHA-System [61; unfortunately, pure-ALOHA after observing the state of the channel. In particular.
provides a maxiium channel utilization which does a terminal never transmits when it senses that the
not exceed 18%. Another such scheme, carrier sense channel is busy. Tobagi and Kleinrock described two
multiple access (CSMA), has been shown to be highly such protocols in the context of ground radio chan-
efficient in environments with propagation delays nels [7,11]. They are the non-persistent CSMA and
which arc short compared to the packet transmission the p-persistent CSMA protocols. These protocols are
time [71. In essence, CSMA reduces the level of inter- extended here to environments in which the collision
ference caused by overlapping packets in the random detection capability is available.
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In the non-persistent CSMA-CD scheme, a terminal DEVICE DEVICE

with a packet ready for transmission senses the chan- A

nel and proceeds as follows.
1. If the channel is sensed idle, the terminal initiates EMPTY CHANNEL

transmission of the packet. A STARTS-- to

2. If the channel is sensed busy, then the terminal
schedules the retransmission of the packet to some
later time and repeats the algorithm.

3. If a collision is detected during transmission, the
transmission is aborted and the packet is scheduled 8 STARTS

for retransmission at some later time. The terminal _L__
then repeats the algorithm. COLLISION DETECTED

In the 1-persistent CSMA-CD protocol (a special case
of p-persistent CSMA), a terminal which finds the
channel busy persists on transmitting as soon as the. CHANNEL JAMMED

channel becomes free. Thus a ready terminal senses
the channel and proceeds as in nonpersistent CSMA- _, _
CD, except that, when the channel is sensed busy, it
monitors the channel until it is sensed idle and then
with probability one initiates transmission of the
packet.

The p-persistent protocol is an enhancement of the
I-persistent protocol by allowing ready terminals to
randomize the start of transmission following the
instant at which the channel goes idle. Thus a ready
terminal senses the channel and proceeds as in the
above schemes except that when the channel is sensed
busy, the terminal persists until the channel is idle, EMPTY CHANNEL
and Fig. 1. Collision Detection and Recovery Time in CSMA-CD.

(i) with probability p it initiates transmission of the
packet mission is in process ". A collision can occur only if

(ii) with probability 1 - p it delays transmission by another transmission is initiated before the current
r seconds (the end-to-end propagation delay); if, one is sensed, and it will then take, at most, one
at this new point in time, the channel is sensed additional end-to-end delay before interference
idle, then the terminal repeats this process [steps reaches all devices. (See fig. 1.) Let t denote the time
(i) and (ii)], otherwise, it schedules retransmis- it takes a device to detect interference once the latter
sion of the packet to some later time. has reached it. t depends on the implementation and

Note that the p-persistent and non-persistent pro- can be as small as 1 bit transmission time, as is the
tocols become identical if the rescheduling delays are case with Ethernet [5]. Furthermore, Ethernet has a
chosen for both protocols as an integer number of collision consensus reenforcement mechanism by
r delay units geometrically distributed, with param- which a device, experiencing interference, jams the
eter p (the parameter in the p-persistent protocol). channel to ensure that all other interfering devices
This follows because of the memoryless property of detect the collision. We denote by " the period used
the geometric distribution. In this paper we analyze for collision consensus reenforcement. Given that a
only the non-persistent and I-persistent protocols. collision occurs, the time until all devices stop trans-

In all CSMA-CD protocols, given that a transmis- mission, -, is thus given by 2

sion is initiated on an empty channel, it is clear that it
takes at most one end-to-end propagation delay, T,fotake aket trane isend- to roagha dels, as We assume that the sensing operation is instantaneous on
for the packet transmission to reach all devices, as
depicted in fig. I; beyond this time the channel is this (high-bandwidth) channel.

2 This assumes that all interfering devices undertake the col-guaranteed to be sensed busy for as long as data trans- lision consensus reenforcement.
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y = 2r + t +- slots. Given that the source is Poisson, the probability
that a transmission is successful is P, =ge-/(l - e-9);

The time until the channel is again sensed idle by all the average idle period is T- e-9/(l - e -); the aver-
devices is clearly 'y + r. age transmission period is TP = PsT + (1 - P,) -y + 1;

and the throughput is given by

3. Analysis S = PT
TP +

We assume that the time axis is slotted where the
slot size is the end-to-end propagation delay. For sim- Tg e -

plicity in analysis, we consider all devices to be syn- Tge -5 + (1 - e - - ge- r) -y + 1
chronized and forced to start packet transmission
only at the beginning of a slot. When a device The channel capacity is obtained by maximizing S
becomes ready in some slot, it senses the channel with repect tog.
during the slot and then operates according to the Consider now the I-persistent CSMA-CD protocol.
CSMA-CD protocols described above. We observe on the time axis an alternate sequence of

busy and idle periods, whereby a busy period is any
3.1. Analysis of CSMA-CD with fixed size packets collection of juxtaposed transmission periods sur-

rounded by idle periods. A busy period followed by
3.1.1. Channel capacity an idle period constitutes a cycle (see fig. 3). Again,

As in previous analysis of random access schemes, all cycles are statistically identical. Let B denote the
channel capacity is obtained by considering an infi- average duration of a busy period, l-the average dura-
nite population model which assumes that all devices tion of an idle period, and V the average time during
collectively form an independent Poisson source, and a cycle that the channel is carrying successful trans-
that the average retransmission delay is arbitrarily missions. The throughput is given by S = U/(B + 1).
large [7,10]. In this infinite population model, the success or failure

Consider first the non-persistent CSMA-CD proto- of a transmission period in the busy period is only
col. We observe on the time axis an alternate sequence dependent on the preceding transmission period (and
of transmission periods (successful or unsuccessful) thus its length), except for the first transmission
and idle periods. A transmission period followed by period of the busy period, which depends on arrivals
an idle period is called a cycle (see fig. 2). With the in the preceding slot. Accordingly, given that a trans-
infinite population assumption, all cycles are statisti- mission period in the busy period is of length X(X =
cally identical. Let g denote the rate of devices T + 1 or -f + 1), the length of the remainder of the
becoming ready during a slot. Let T denote the trans- busy period is a function of X, and we let B(X)
mission time (in slots) of a packet. A successful trans- denote its average. In the same manner we define
mission period is of length T + 1 slots. In case of a U(X). Let qi(X) be the probability that there are
collision, the length of a transmission period is y + 1 i arrivals in X slots. Under the Poisson assumption,

UNSUCCESSFUL SUCCESSFUL
TRANSMISSION TRANSMISSION

PERIOD_ PERIOD

l 1 I_______________

IDLE I
PERIOD~ .

:ig. 2. Transmission and Idle Periods in Slotted Nonpersistent CSNIA-CD. (Vertical arrows represent users becoming ready to

transmit).
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I I
SUCCESSFUL UNSUCCESSFUL SUCCESSFUL

TRANSMISSION TRANSMISSION TRANSMISSION
PERIOD I PERIOD I  PERIOD

I-T I _T 7 7

IDLE IDLE
PERIOD BUSY PERIOD PERIOD

Fig. 3. Busy and Idle Periods in Slotted I-persistent CSMA-CD. (Vertical arrows represent users becoming ready to transmit).

qi{X) = (gX)ie-gX/i!. B(X) is given by channel is sensed idle) a new packet in a slot with

q,(X) probability o. A device is said to be backlogged if its
B(X) 2 [T + I + (1 -qo(T + l))B(T + 1)] packet either had a channel collision or was blocked

I-qo (X) because of a busy channel. A backlogged device
+[I qI(X) remains in that state until it completes successful

S1 - qo(X) transmission of the packet, at which time it switches
to the thinking state. The rescheduling delay of a

X [- + 1 + (I -q o(3 + 1))B(,y + 1)] . (2) backlogged packet is assumed to be geometrically

Writing eq. (2) with X = T + 1 and X =y + 1, we ob- distributed with a mean of l/v slots; this in effect is

tain two equations in the two unknowns, B(T + 1) identical to considering that each backlogged user

and B(' + 1). The average busy period B is then given senses the channel in the current slot with a prob-

by B(I), expressed in terms of B(T+ 1) and B(3' + 1). ability v.

Similarly, U(X) is given by In this study, we assume M, a and v to be time
invariant. We consider r (the slot size) to be the unit

q1 (X) of time. We again denote by S the average stationary
U(X) - I - qo(X) [T + (1 - qo(T + 1)) U(T + 1)] channel throughput defined as the fraction of channel

time occupied by valid transmissions. We denote by C
[(1 - q(y +1)) U(y + I)]. the channel capacity defined as the maximum achiev-

1 1 - -q (X) (3) able channel throughput. We finally denote by D the
average packet delay defined as the time lapse from

By taking X = T + 1 and X = y + 1, we obtain two when the packet is first generated until it is success-
equations in the two unknowns U(T + 1) and fully received by the destination device.
U( + 1). As above, U = U(I) given in terms of Let N be a random variable representing the num-
U(T + 1) and U(3' + 1). T is simply equal to ber of backlogged devices at the beginning of slot t.
I/(1 - e-). Note that when -f = T, the expression for We follow the approach used in [9], and consider the
the throughput of 1-persistent CSMA-CD reduces to embedded Markov chain identified by the first slot of
that of 1-persistent CSMA as given in [7]. each idle period (see fig. 4). We then use properties

resulting from the theory of regenerative processes to
3.1.2. Delay Analysis derive the stationary channel performance under

We consider here the non-persistent protocol. To CSMA-CD, as outlined in [9,10].
analyze packet dealy, we adopt the same "linear feed- We seek the transition probability matrix P
back model" used for the analysis of CSMA in between consecutive embedded points. P is the pro-
[9,10]. The model consists of a finite population of duct of several single-slot transition matrices which
M devices in which each device can be in one of two we now define. N' is invariant over the entire idle
states: backlogged or thinking. In the thinking state, period except over slot te + I -I. We denote by R
a device generates and transmits (provided that the the transition matrix for slot te + I - I and Q for all
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CYcLE for k = i + 1

Fig. 4. The Embedded Slots in Nonpersistent CSMA Schemes. (M i (1 ki

remaining slots of the busy period. Since the length 1 - (I - v)I(l - a w-i

of the busy period depends on the number of devices fork>i+ 1
which become ready in slot t, + I - 1, we write R as

R = S + F, where the (i, k)th elements of S and F are 0

defined as for k < i

ik = Pr {N'e+I = k and transmission qik = k-. (9)

is successful Ite.+l 1 = . 4'((

fik = Pr N e+ t = k and transmi. ;ion for k > i

is unsuccessful INte+1-1 = . (5) and where I represents the fact that a successful
transmission decreases the backlog by 1, its (i, k)th

For any slot t in the busy period, Q simply reflects elements being defined as
the addition to the backlog from the M - Nt thinking
devices. If the transmission is successful, the trans-
mission period has length T + 1; if it is unsuccessful, for k = i - I
its length is -f + 1. The transition matrix P is therefore ak = (10)
expressed as 0

otherwise
P=SQT+lj+FQ+l , (6)

It is clear that with -y = T, the above expression for P
where$SF, and Q are given by then corresponds to CSMA without CD. Let I1 =

[7o, r, ..., lrMj denote the stationary probability dis-
0 tribution of Nt at the embedded points. 1 is obtained
for k < i by the recursive solution of Il = liP.

Since NMe is a regenerative process, the average
(I- OM-i tip(l - V)i - ] stationary channel throughput is computed as the
1 -(1 - v)'(I - a)M -i  ratio of time the channel is carrying successful trans-

mission during a cycle (an idle period followed by a
for k i busy period) averaged over all cycles, to the average

(M - i) 0(l - )A-i- I l - V(i  cycle length [9,10]. Therefore we have

I - (I-v)i(l -
i

for k = i + 1 iP5(f) T

0 i=

f k i + I + +P(i) T + [I - P,(i)]for/kS> i(+ II
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P(i) is the probability of a successful transmission tion as T + 1. The reason this is true, despite the fact
during a cycle with Ne = i, and is given by that the length of a packet remains constant during

its entire lifetime, is simply explained by the fact that
P,(i) = ((M - i) a(1 - o)M-I(1 - VLi  the successful or unsuccessful outcome of a transmis-

+ iv(1 - o)i-(l1- o4-i)[/(1- (1 - t)i(l - G)M - i ) sion period is solely dependent on the number of

(12) devices becoming ready at the beginning of that trans-
mission period, and is independent of the lengths of

(1 - Si)-', where 6i = (I - v)i(l - a) M - i, is the aver. the contending packets. Since the length of the busy
age idle period given Ne = i. period in case of a collision is constant (equal to

Similarly, the average channel backlog is computed -y + 1), the evolution of the channel over time is sta-
as the ratio of the expected sum of backlogs over all tistically identical to that in which the length of a
slots in a cycle (averaged over all cycles), to the aver- packet is drawn from the packet length distribution
age cycle length [9,10]. Therefore we have only when its transmission is successful.

However, in the case of CSMA without collision
M detection, the collision period is a function of the

0Ff +A(i)] lengths of the contending packets so the evolution of
i=0 1the channel over time is not statistically identical to

M 1 that in which the length of a packet is drawn from
F i + 1 +IP(i)T+ [1 P()] 7J the length distribution upon success. We include in

i=0 (13) appendix A an approximate analysis of CSMA in
which the packet length at each transmission is inde-

where A(i) is the expected sum of backlogs over all pendently redrawn from the packet length distribu-
slots in the busy period with Ae = i, and is given by a tion.

The performance of nonpersistent CSMA-CD can
A M = M, thus be obtained from the previous analysis with the

A(i)=0 i-J/1=0,i+ following simple modifications. The matrix P is now
rewritten as

M [ST-

; i E Q'+F (14) P=SGT(Q)QJ+FQ *' (17)
i=i S =0 t=0 and Tis replaced by

By Little's result [12], the average packet delay (nor- TA F tPr(T= t} (18)
malized to T] is simply expressed as r

the average packet size, in all of equations (1), (11),

D = N/S (15) (13) and (14).
In this case, the average packet delay given by Eq.

(15) is normalized with respect to T. For the same
3.2. Analysis of CSMA -CD with variable size packets reason stated above, the average channel acquisition

time (i.e., the time from when a packet is generated
T is now a discrete random variable. Let until it starts its successful transmission), denoted by

W (in slots), is given by

G D(z) z'Pr=,T=tl (16) W=DT- T (19)
t=l

Accordingly, the delay incurred by packets of length
be the generating function of the distribution of T. In t is expressed as
case of collison, regardless of the number of colliding
packets and their lengths, the length of the busy Dt = H' + t (in slots). (20)
period is -y + I. In case of success, the length of the It is interesting to note that for any throughput S, the
busy period is now random and has the same distribu- difference in the delay incurred by packets of two

different sizes is just the difference in transmission
3 :or an arbitrary matrix B, we adopt the notation [B1ii to time of these packets. Smaller packets incur a smaller

represent the (i. j)th element of RB. delay. The throughput contributed by packets of
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size t, denoted by St is expressed as

tPrfTt S (21) 0

60- 001

4. Numerical Results and Discussion

4.1. Fixed Packet Size
0.07

The behavior of CSMA-CD for fixed ' is, as . 0.0o

expected, similar to that of CSMA (91, namely its 10
throughput-delay performance is sensitive to v, and
therefore to the average retransmission delay. Figures 5 -

and 6 display the throughput-delay curves for non-
persistent CSMA and CSMA-CD respectively, with -

M = 50, T = 100, y = 2, and various values of v. For
a fixed value of v, the channel exhibits a maximum
achievable throughput which depends on that value,
hereafter referred to as the v-capacity. We observe
that, for a given v, CSMA-CD always achieves, again_
as expected, lower delay for a given throughput and a 0 02 04 06 08 1

higher v-capacity 4. The optimum throughput-delay THROUGHPUT
performance is obtained by taking the lower envelopeo a e i cutane Overa, g CSMA-C roe an e Fig. 5. The Throughput-Delay Tradeoff in CSMA at Fixed v.of all fixed-v curves. Overall, CSMA-CD provides an

improvement both in terms of channel capacity and
throughput-delay characteristics.

We discuss now the sensitivity of this improvement-2
to the collision detect time, -, and the packet - . 07

length T. Just as with CSMA, the larger T is, the - 0.06

better is the CSMA-CD performance for fixed -y. In o -0.10

fig. 7, we plot the channel capacity for the nonper- -015

sistent CSMA-CD versus -y for various packet lengths. _
The capacity at 7 = T is that of CSMA. The relative
improvement in channel capacity obtained by CSMA-
CD becomes more important as T decreases, that is,
as the performance of CSMA degrades. We note for
example that at best (i.e., when -y = 2) this relative 10
improvement is about 16% (0.62 to 0.76) for T = 10 o
and about 11% (0.86 to 0.96) for T = 100. Clearly,
for larger T (T > 100), nonpersistent CSMA provides
relatively high channel capacity, and thus leaves little 5

margin for improvement. With the -persistent proto- . 0
col, however, the improvement can be more substan- -003

tial. Channel capacity increases from about 0.53 for

4 Note that for all values of u used in plotting figs. 5 and 6,
the v-capacity with CSMA-CD approached the channel i L JI

capacity (maximized over ,) there are values of v (higher a 02 o4 06 08

than v = 0.15) for which the v-capacity is much lower than THROUGHPUT

the CSMA-CD channel capacity similarly to what is seen in Fig. 6. The Thoughput-Delay Tradeoff in CSMA-CD at
fig. 5 for CSMA and v = 0.10. Fixed v.
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Fig. 7. Channel Capacity Versus y in CSIA-CD. Fig. 9. Throughput Versus Channel Traffic (infinite Popula-
tion Model).

1-persistent CSMA to about 0.93 for 1-persistent As the throughput approaches thle CSIMA channel
CSMA-CD with -y =2.

The effect of CD on the minimum delay (opti- capacity (e.g. S = 0.84) the ratio in delay can be as

mized with respect to P) for a fixed channel through- low as 113 in favor of collision detection (-y = 2). Of
put is seen in fig. 8, where we plot this minimum course, for even higher throughputs, CSMA-CD
delay versus y for the nonpersistent case with M = 50 achieves a finite delay as long as -y is sufficiently
and T = 100. We note that the higher the throughput small.

is the better is the improvement. At low throughput The (S. G) relationship for CSMA-CD is displayed
(e.g., S = 0.20), the delay is insensitive to -t. With in fig. 9 along with the curves corresponding to the
moderately high throughputs (e.g., S = 0.68), the ALOHA and CSMA schemes. This figure exhibits
delay with CSMA-CD (at 7-= 2) is 70% that of CSMA. again the improvement in channel capacity gained by

CSMA-CD over all other schemes. For random access
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l-ig. 8. Packer Delay in (SMA-CD at F~ixed Throughput Fig. 10. Channel Capacity and Packet Delay at Fixed
Versus Y. Throughput Versus v for CSMA and CS\IlA.CD.
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schemes in general, the fact that the throughput value, nearly all devices become backlogged and
drops to zero as the offered channel traffic increases packet delay increases indefinitely). We can certainly
indefinitely is indicative of unstable behavior [9,14]. support variations in offered load covering the entire
With CSMA-CD the ability to maintain a throughput range of achievable throughputs (S < 0.84) by setting
relatively high and near capacity over a very large v at a value in the (now narrow) range corresponding
range of the offered channel traffic (see fig. 9) sug- to S = 0.84. This is achieved at the expense of
gests that CSMA-CD may not be as unstable as the increased average delay for S = 0.60 of 36% (from 2.2
other schemes. That is, in the absence of dynamic to 3) unless, of course, dynamic control is exercised
control, CSMA-CD is capable of sustaining proper [9].
behavior when the channel load exceeds that for With CSMA-CD, on the contrary, there is a rela-
which the system has been tuned (i.e., optimized with tively wide range of v for which the delay at fixed
respect to P). (Note that, with respect to this stability throughput is near optimum for all throughput levels
argument, the nonpersistent CSMA-CD proves to be up to 0.92.
superior to 1-persistent CSMA-CD, in that it offers Numerical results obtained for different values of
high throughput over a larger range of the offered the system parameters, namely M = 50 and 250, and
traffic.) We further illustrate this important feature T = 10 and 100 have shown that basically as T
by plotting in fig. 10, as a function of v, the v-capac- decreases or as M increases or both, then CSMA-CD
ity and the packet delay at various channel through- starts exhibiting a behavior similar to that of CSMA,
puts for both nonpersistent CSMA and CSMA-CD while always achieving improved performance.
(-' = 2) with T = 100 and M = 50. As v approaches In summary, the kind of improvement over slotted
zero, the delay at fixed throughput gets arbitrarily ALOHA we saw in [9] for CSMA due to carrier
large (due to large retransmission delays), while as v sensing, is now seen in CSMA-CD over CSMA.
approaches 1, 4he v-capacity approaches zero (due to
higher level of interference among backlogged 4.2. Variable Packet Size
devices). Thus there is a limited range for v which is
of practical interest. As we see in fig. 10, for T = 100 It is clear from the above discussion that as the
this range is about (0.005, 0.3). The v-capacity curve packet size decreases the improvement obtained with
for CSMA-CD is flat over a large portion of this range; collision detection is more important. We inquire here
with CSMA, the v-capacity drops steadily as v about the performance of the channel with collision
increases, and exhibits insensitivity only for smaller detection when packets are of variable length. Instead
values of v falling outside our range. Consider now
CSMA. Given a channel throughput S, packet delay
decreases as we increase v (starting from relatively ,0
small values) and remains relatively constant, untl,
due to the decrease in v-capacity, we reach a value of
v for which the v-capacity approaches S, and thus the 0J.
delay increases very sharply; this "practical" range of 2-

v gets narrower as S increases, indicating that for high
throughput, the system requires fine tuning. Let S : i L2- 100

0.60 be, for example, the (moderate) stationary chan- , ,
nel throughput we expect the system to support. The - \ .
channel is properly tuned (i.e., minimum delay is C 04 -

achieved) for v in the range (0.04, 0.08). Consider ,
now that the offered load on the channel is time- L2- 40

varying and suppose that the desired throughput oC 1 2-

exceeds 0.60 reaching values close to channel capac-

ity (e.g., S = 0.84). This actually happens for increas- r - - -- -" -

ing values of a (i.e., when devices generate packets at o - -- .......
a faster rate). If the desired load remains at such a " oP (, 11,

high value for a relatively long period of time the Fig. 11. CSMA Channel Capacity Versus a for Dual Packet

channel saturates (i.e., the throughput drops to a low Size.
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of examining the general message length distribution , o
case, we present here numerical results for the simpler
dual packet size case; that is, traffic consists of a mix-
ture of short and long packets. This simple distribu- 01 2

tion represents accurately many real situations,
among them the important instance of the mixture of
short packets resulting from interactive traffic and o0. 0
long packets resulting from fide transfers. In fact, 7'
measurements performed on Xerox's Ethernet have
clearly exhibited such a distribution [15]. Moreover, Z 0,-
results obtained here are expected to be representa-
tive of the performance of a channel in more general
packet length distributions. 0,2

We let Lt (L2 ) denote the transmission time of ,.10

short (long) packets. We let a denote the fraction of L2 %1

packets generated which are short. Figure 11 displays ............................ .
the non-persistent CSMA channel capacity versus a 0 02 04 06 08 1

for the case of short packets equal to 10 (slots) and a P 
T L,11

three cases of long packets (100, 200, 400). The Fig. 12. CSMA-CD Channel Capacity Versus a for Dual

capacity of the channel decreases as a increases. With Packet Size.

larger values of L 2 (e.g., L2 = 400), this decrease is
fairly slow until a is about 0.80; beyond 0.80 the all packets and normalized to Lt) versus throughput
capacity rapidly declines to reach the (lower) capac- for various values of a for both CSMA and CSMA-CD.
ity of T = L 1. This shows that a relatively small frac- Packet delay includes the (successful) transmission
tion of long packets in the traffic mix can result in a time of the packet; thus clearly as the fraction of
channel utilization close to that obtained with only long packets increases, so does the average packet
long packets. However it is important to note that, as delay. Figure 13 exhibits the clear tradeoff between
the fraction of long packets increases, the fraction average packet delay and attainable channel capacity
of channel capacity due to long packets, denoted by as the mix at varies. The improvement due to collision
C2, increases extremely rapidly to the detriment of detection is also apparent for all values of a.
that due to short packets, denoted by C1, which Most commonly, short packets belong to inter-
decreases dramatically. This is seen in fig. 11 where active users who require small delay, while long
we also plot Ct and C2 versus a. Recall that, by Equa- packets result from file transfer which, when intro-
tion (21) which also holds for CSMA under the
independence assumption, Ct and C2 are given by

,= L, _C , (22) i '
CtaL I + (I -o) L 2 o CS** A,C--

L(l -a) L 2  --- sc ,

( a) L 2  123) CO

where C is the channel capacity. Z 0

In fig. 12 we plot the capacity versus a for CSMA- a os -

CD (LI = 10, L 2 = 100) at various values ofy, along a - - -

with the corresponding CSMA capacity curve. The -

insensitivity of CSMA-CD capacity to variations of -
a over a large range of a is more apparent than with - 100

CSMA. However, the relative importance of C and ..... ...........
C2 remains the same as in CSMA since the ratio of Ct 0 0 2 0 4 .uo0 08

and C2 is independent of the capacity. :ig. 13. Average Packet Delay Versus Channel Throughput

In fig. 13 we plot the packet delay (averaged over for Various Values of a (Dual Packet Size).
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duced, allow to recover an important fraction of the
excess capacity. We inquire now as to the behavior

a 00 a .. 0A and relative importance of the system performance
ameasures with respect to each of the two packet sizes.

a -0 Let S1 (S2) and D, (D2) denote the throughput and
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packet delay for short (long) packets, respectively. In in presence of variable size packets. Numerical results
fig. 14 we plot for CSMA-CD, D, and D2 versus S have been obtained for the interesting case of dual
(S + S2) for various values of a and M = 50; L I = 10; packet size. It was shown that a small fraction of long
L2 = 100; 1 = 2. As pointed out in the previous sec- packets is sufficient to recover a channel capacity
tion the difference between D2 and Dt for a given close to the (higher) capacity achieved with only long
value of a is always L 2 - L1 . For a given global packets. However the improvement experienced by
achievable channel utilization S, Dt and D2 increase the introduction of long packets is in favor to the
as the fraction of long packets increases in the mix; latter and to the detriment of the throughput-delay
indeed the presence of long packets increases the performance of short packets, establishing the neces-
waiting time WV (the time to acquire the channel). In sity to design and implement priority schemes.
fig. 15, we plot Dt and D2 versus St and S2 respec-
tively for various values of a, illustrating the degrada-
tion in throughput-delay tradeoff for short packets as Acknowledgments
the fraction of long packets 1 -a increases. The
throughput-delay tradeoff for long packets, how. The authors would like to acknowledge the Stanford

ever, improves. Linear Accelerator Center for providing the computer time

Consider now a channel required to support inter-

active traffic at some level St. Certainly St has to be
lower than the channel capacity at a = 1. Assume that Appendix
S, is at some low level (e.g., 0.05 to 0.2). The intro-
duction of long (file transfer) packets in view of A. Variable Packet Size CSMA Without Collision
achieving a higher channel utilization has the negative Detection
effect of significantly increasing the delay for the
interactive traffic. This is illustrated in fig. 16 where All previous analyses of CSMA have dealt with fixed
we plot D, versus 1 -a for fixed values of St. Clearly packet size [7-101. In order to compare the performance of
the channel utilization increases with 1 - a as shown CSMA-CD to that of CSMA in presence of variable size

packets, we undertake here the analysis of the latter. An im-
in fig. 17 where we plot S versus 1 - a for fixed St. portant factor contributes to the complexity of an exact

Thus in summary as the traffic mix includes more and analysis. Contrary to CSMA-CD, the length of a busy period

more long packets, the overall channel capacity is here is a function of the number of contending devices and
improved in favor of long packets and to the detri- their packet lengths. Accordingly, the backlog at an em-
merit of the throughput-delay performance of short bedded point is a function of not only the backlog at the

previous embedded point but also on the length of packets in
packets, indicating the need for priority schemes to the backlog. Conversely, the packet length distribution for

maintain good performance for interactive traffic. those packets in the backlog is correlated with the number of
such packets. For the sake of tractability we consider an
approximate analysis based on removing this correlation by

5. Conclusion continually redrawing the lengths of packets independently
from the packet length distribution s.

We extended the models used in the analysis of Let Me = i be the state of the system at some embedded
CSMA to cover the cases of collision detection and point re; let k denote the number of backlogged devices at
variable size packets. It was shown that the through- the start of the corresponding transmission period (that is,
put-delay characteristics of CSMA-CD are better than k - i new devices have joined the backlog in the last slot of

the already highly efficient CSMA scheme. We charac- the idle period). Let B be the random variable representing
the number of devices simultaneously transmitting. If theterized the improvement in terms of the achievable transmission period is successful, then B = I with probability

channel capacity and of the packet delay at a given one. Given .vre = i and given that the transmission period is
channel utilization as a function of the collision unsuccessful, the distribution of B is given by

detection time. Furthermore we established the fact
that in uncontrolled channels (i.e., with a fixed aver-
age retransmission delay) CSMA-CD is more stable
than CSMA, in that with CSMA-CD both channelcapacity and packet delay are less sensitive to varia- sThis assumption was made by F erguson in the analysis of

pure-ALOHA which exhibits a similar correlation: the valid-
tions in the average retransmission delay. ity of the assumption in the context of pure-ALOHA was

We then studied the performance of these schemes verified by simulation [131.
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PB(b i; failure;k - )- where

Pr {8 = b N te = i and transmission unsuccessful and

k - i new arrivals} = t
IF IV k

(b - k + i) b-(k-i)(l - )k - b  
Tmax(i) = tjrF (F fikPTmax(tb))

k -i >2; k-i <b b i r= il =

( PB(bli; failure; k - 01 (A7)
(b-l) b - I(l -  i - b + I M T

IAi -(1 zq ii0~IS~D' +i~i 1=

M j M k fik t i P m.('

b vbl-v -  =i (k=i b -it '= ]k a

1- i(1 - )i- xI -(1 -i; failure; k - i)l (A8)

0 Under the independence assumption made in analyzing
o i CSMA with variable size packets, the delay obtained by the

othewiseratio NIS is normalized with respect to 'T. Moreover under

The length of the busy period, denoted by Tmax, is equal to this assumption equations (19), (20), and (21) hold here too.

the maximum length among all B packets. Given B = b, the
distribution of Tmax is given by

<T tb. (A2) B. Derivation of Channel Capacity Using the Infinite
Population Model

It is thus clear from the above discussion that the length of
the busy period is a function of the state of the system in Here all cycles are statistically identical. The average time
slot te(Nte = N('e + 1 - 1) = z) and in slot t, + I(Nte + I = k). during a cycle that the channel is carrying a valid transmis-
Given the two latter conditions, and given that Tmax = t, the sion is simply U = Tge-/( 1 - e-9). The average idle period
state of the system at the next embedded point is j with is, as before, 1= e-9/(1 - e-8). The distribution of B is given
probability (Qt + I I ki. Therefore, removing all conditions, by Pr[B = b I = gbe-glb!(I - e-9). Given B = b, the average
the (i, ')th element of the transition matrix P is now given by transmission period is

P# = ISGr(Q) QJJj F= I -(Pr{T t})bl . (A9)
M k * t=l

+ Fj F ,fik(Q'+)kiP....(tb) Therefore the throughput is given byk=i (b=k-i L r=1 _ J

X PB(b1i; failure;k - 0I (A3) S = T (AIO)

I + Fj F (gb/lb!) I - (Prt {T tJ)bl

Similar considerations lead to the following expressions for b=1 t=1
the stationary channel throughput and backlog:

M
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Message-Based Priority Functions in Local
Multiaccess Communication Systems
Raphael Rom 1. Introduction
Telecommunications Sciences Centre. Computer Science and
Technology Division. SRI International, Menlo Park. CA There are numerous reasons why local area com-
94025. U.S.A. munication networks have registered such significant

and advances in the past few years. As examples, one can
cite the recent interest in applying the increasingly

Fouad A. Tobagi inexpensive processing power to office and industrial
automation, the necessity to share expensive scarce

Department Of" Electrical Engineering, Stanford Upiversity. resources, the need for local collection and dissemina-
Stanford, CA 94305. U.S.A. tion of information, and the growing interest in dis-

tributed architectures for data processing.
rhe proliferation of computer networks has brought about trbedacicuesfraapoesngrhe rolfertionfcopurrnctorkhasrougt~ioutJust as in any field, the development of local-area

a wealth of applications that impose disparate requirements

upon the communication channels they use. In particular, the computer communication systems is subject to a
traffic requirements differ to such a degree that optimization number of constraints. Typical of these are such basic
of access schemes for one pattern is often detrimental to all features as simplicity, flexibility and reliability. The
rest. Message priority offers a solution to the problem. It pro- environments in question are generally characterized
vides a means of administering channel usage to meet these
requirements while maintaining high total utilization. This by a large number of devices, often relatively inex-
paper proposes priority schemes appropriate for introduction pensive, that require interconnection. Such environ-
into different architectures of local multiaccess communica- ments call for networks with simple topologies and
tion systems to achieve these desired results. simple, low-cost interfaces, that provide considerable
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environment and ensure the desired reliability, propagate in both directions. The device connection
Several architectures have been proposed, including interface is a passive cable tap, so that failure of an

Mitre's Mitrix, UC/Irvine's Distributed Computer Sys- interface will not prevent the remaining devices from
tem (DCS) and Xerox's Ethernet [1.2,3,41. An ele- communicating. The interface is capable of identi-
ment common to them all is the packet broadcasting fying and accepting messages destined for it. The use
technology on which they are based. Packet broad- of a single coaxial cable with bidirectional transmis-
casting is attractive in that it combines the advantages sion naturally achieves broadcast communication.
of both packet switching and broadcast communica- The difficulty encountered in controlling access to
tion. Packet switching offers the efficient sharing of the channel by users who can communicate via that
communication resources by many contending users channel only has given rise to what are known as
with heterogeneous requirements. Broadcast commu- random-access techniques. The best-known schemes
nication, whenever possible, eliminates complex topo- are ALOHA [5] and carrier-sense multiple access
logical design problems. It is well understood that (CSMA) [6]. In the ALOHA scheme, users transmit
computer communication traffic is bursty. Conse- any time they desire; when conflicts occur, the con-
quently, it has been established that, rather than fur- flicting users reschedule transmission of their packets.
nish individual low-speed channels to users, it is more In the CSMA scheme the risk of a collision is
efficient to provide the available communication decreased by having users sense the channel prior to
bandwidth as a single high-speed channel to be shared transmission. If the channel is sensed busy, transmis-
by the contending users. This solution conveys with it sion is inhibited. CSMA performs well only if the
the attendant benefits of the law of large numbers, propagation delay is short compared to the transmis-
which states that with very high probability the aggre- sion time of a packet (a situation encountered in
gate demand placed on the channel will be equal to the local-area networks and ground radio systems) and if
sum of the average individual demands. all users can hear all transmissions on the channel (i.e..

The need for priority functions in multiaccess when the system is physically fully connected, as is
environments is clear. One is usually tempted to mul- the case with BBS).
tiplex traffic from several users and different applica- Many CSMA protocols exist that differ as regards
tions on the same bandwidth-limited channel in order the action taken by a ready subscriber that finds the
to achieve a higher utilization of the channel. Since channel busy. In the nonpersistent CSMA, the termi-
different applications impose different requirements nal simply schedules the retransmission of the packet
on the system, it is important that multiaccess to some later time. In the I-persistent CSMA, the
schemes be responsive to the particular exigencies of terminal monitors the channel, waits until it goes idle
each. Priority functions offer a solution to this prob- and then transmits the packet with probability 1. In
lem, and constitute the subject of this paper. the p-persistent CSMA, the terminal monitors the

In Section 2 we shall describe briefly the various channel as in 1-persistent but, when the channel does
network architectures and their characteristics - go idle, it transmits the packet with probability p
namely, the bidirectional broadcast systems (BBS) of only, and with probability I - p it waits through the
the Ethernet type, the unidirectional ring networks, maximum propagation delay interval and then repeats
and the unidirectional broadcast systems (UBS). In the process as long as the channel is still sensed idle. '
Section 3 we illustrate the need for priority functions Given the physical characteristics of data transmis-
in multiaccess environments. We then propose and sion on coaxial cables, in addition to sensing the car-
discuss priority schemes appropriate to each of the rier it is possible for transceivers to detect interfer-
three specific environments described earlier. ence among several transmissions (including their

own) and abort the transmission of their colliding
packets. This produces a variation of CSMA referred

2. Network Architectures and their Characteristics to as carrier-sense multiple access with collision detec-
tion (CSMA-CD) [4,71.

2. 1. Bidirectional Broadcast Sy~stems (BBS) 2 Maximum propagation delay is the time required for signals
to propagate between the two most disparate transmitter

In bidirectional broadcast systems, such as Ether- and receiver in the system. It is therefore the elapsed time

net [41, all the communicating devices are connected after which a transmitted signal is guaranteed to have been

to a common cable on which transmission signals received by all subscribers.
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2.2. Ring Networks mentation consists of providing a number of message
slots that are continuously transmitted around the

In a ring topology messages are passed from node ring. A message slot may be empty or full: a node
to node along unidirectional links until they reach with a ready message waits until an empty slot comes
their destination or, if required by the protocol, until by, marks it as full, and then uses it to send its mes-
they return to the originating node. Each subscriber is sage [9,10,11].
attached to the cable by means of an active tap that Still another strategy is known as the register
allows the information to be examined before it pro- insertion technique [121. Here a message to be trans-
ceeds along the cable. This, in effect, renders the ring mitted is first loaded into a shift register. If the ring
a 'cut-through store-and-forward' architecture, in is idle, the shift register is simply transmitted. If not,
which, to avoid excessive delays, messages are not the register is inserted into the network loop at the
stored in their entirety but rather (re)-transmitted next point separating two adjacent messages; the mes-
onto the cable as soon as possible. The delay incurred sage to be sent is shifted out onto the ring while an
at each intermediate node can thus be limited to a incoming message is shifted into the register. The
small number of bit-times. shift register can be removed from the network loop

A simple access scheme suitable for a ring consists when the transmitted message has returned to it. The
of passing the right of access sequentially from node insertion of a register has the effect of prolonging the
to node around the ring. (Note that in a ring the transport delay of messages on the ring.
physical locations of the nodes define a natural order-
ing among them). One implementation of this scheme 2.3. Unidirectional broadcast system (UBS)
is exemplified by the Distributed Computing Sys-
tem's network, in which an 8-bit control token is By contrast to the BBS, transmission signals in a
passed sequentially around the ring [8]. Any node UBS are forced to propagate in only one direction of
with a ready message, upon receiving the control the cable. This may be achieved, for example, by the
token, may remove the token from the ring, send the use of taps that considerably attenuate the signals in
message, and then pass the token on. Another imple- the opposite direction (CATV technology utilizes

such taps which have also been used by such local
' networks as MITRIX [1]).cb •The entire system consists of two interconnected

Ss, S, unidirectional channels - the forward (or outbound)

lea 4,CTIONAL GROADCAST SST= (S, channel and the reverse (or inbound) channel. Sub-
scriber devices are connected to both channels via
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1 51-01 *,,0.05 packets which consequently experience increasingly
S,.0.2 / long delays.

0/ Numerical results (taken from [71) are displayed
in Figs. 2 and 3. Denoting by I - a the fraction of

/ / long packets introduced into the mix, Fig. 2 shows a
0.6 /plot of packet delays D, and D, as incurred by short

/ / packets of size LI = lOr, and long packets of size

0.4 L2 = lOOr (where r is the maximum propagation
NUMBER OF HOSTS -50 delay) versus 1 - a. Fig. 3 shows a plot of the total
r' PROPAGATION DELAY channel utilization achieved versus 1 - a. To recover

0.2 Tc, 2r the available excess capacity while maintaining an
L,- IOr acceptable performance for interactive traffic, we

OL I I IO, need to implement a scheme that gives to all interac-

0 0.2 o. 0.6 0.8 tive messages priority over file transfer messages.
FRACTION OF LONG PACKETS 1-*

3.2. General Specifications Required of Priority
Fig. 3. Total channel utilization versus the fraction of long Schemes
packets for constant throughput S t .

Little work has been done in attempting to incor-
passive taps. In the simplest case, the tap on the for- porate priority functions into multiaccess protocols.
ward portion of the cable is used for message trans- The distributed nature of the system has been a major
mittal, while the tap on the reverse portion is used for obstacle. Priority functions here are viewed in their
message reception. The channel interconnection can most general sense; that is, priority is defined as a
be simply implemented by folding a single cable, function of the message to be transmitted and not of

Broadcast communication is accomplished because the device transmitting the message. Before proceed-
all signals traverse the entire inbound channel to ing with a description of priority schemes, we briefly
which all devices are attached. This configuration discuss here the requirements for acceptability of a
results in an inherent physical ordering of the sub- priority scheme:
scribers, a feature we take advantage of in the sequel. (1) Hierarchical independence of performance -
Fig. I displays the various architectures schematically. The performance of the scheme as seen by messages

of a given priority class should be uneffected by the
load exercised on the channel by lower priority

3. On Priority Functions in Multiaccess Environments classes. Increasing loads from lower classes should not
degrade the performance of higher-priority classes.

3.1. illustrating the Need for Priority Functions (2) Fairness within each priority class - Several
messages of the same priority class may be present

To illustrate the need for priority functions in simultaneously in the system. These should be able to
multiaccess environments, we consider the following contend equally on the communication bandwidth.
scenario on a broadcast bus used with the nonpersis- (3) Robustness - A priority scheme must be
tent CSMA-CD protocol. Assume that the channel is robust in that its proper operation and performance
required to support interactive traffic at some low should be uneffected by errors in status information.
throughout level SI, (e.g., 5% to 20% of the available (4) Low overhead - The overhead required to im-
bandwidth). Clearly a large portion of the channel is plement the priority scheme (including any control
unused, and can be recovered if we allow traffic from information to be exchanged among the contending
other applications, such as file transfer, to be trans- users, as required by the scheme) must be kept mini.
mitted on the channel simultaneously. File transfer mal.
traffic typically consists of packets that are 'long' To satisfy requirement (I), a priority scheme must
compared with those encountered in interactive traf- be based on the principle that the right of access 'at
fic. Analysis of CSMA-CD with variable packet size any instant' be given exclusively to ready messages of
[7] has shown that higher channel utilization is the highest current priority level. This principle is
indeed achieved by the introduction of file transfer easy to achieve in a nondistributed environment, such
packets, but to the detriment of the short interactive as a single-server queueing system, where one has
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knowledge of all events occurring in tie system. In a (2) If, following EOC(s), no carrier is detected
distributed environment, such as the one in question prior to the ith slot, where/ =p(s), subscriber s trans-
there are three basic problems that we need to mits a short burst of unmodulated carrier of duration
address in designing a multiaccess protocol with a y at the beginning of slot i (thus reserving channel
message-based priority function: access to priority class p(s) and, immediately follow.

(1) identifying the exact instants at which to assess ing this slot, operates according to the contention
the highest current priority class that has ready mes- resolution algorithm decided upon within class p(s)
sages; (such as p-persistent CSMA, for example). At the

(2) design of a mechanism for assessing the highest next end-of-carrier, subscriber s reeva~luates its prior-
nonempty priority class; ity level and repeats the algorithm (step 1 above).

(3) design of a mechanism tha, assigns the channel (3) If, following EOC, no reservation burst is
to the various ready users within a class, detected for K consecutive slots, where K is the total
In the following sections we provide solutions to number of priority classes available in the system.
these problems for each of the network architectures then the channel becomes free to be accessed by any
described in Section 2. subscriber, regardless of its priority, until a new EOC

is detected.
Thus, by means of short-burst reservations fol-

4. A Priority Scheme for Bidirectional Broadcast lowing EOC, the highest nonempty priority class is
Systems granted exclusive access right, and messages within

that class can access the channel according to any

4.1. Mechanism for Priority Assessment (Nonpreeinp- contention algorithm. If the contention algorithm is
five Discipline) CSMA, we refer to the scheme as prioritized CSMA

(P-CSMA).
Because of the broadcast nature of transmission, Note that the above algorithm corresponds to a

users can monitor activity on the channel at all times. nonpreemptive discipline, since a subscriber that has
Assessment of the highest priority class with ready been denied access does not reevaluate its priority un-
messages is done, (as is the case in the nonpreemptive til the next end-of-carrier. However, note that, by
discipline) at least at the end of each transmission assessing the highest priority level at the end of each
period, whether successful or not, i.e., every time the transmission period, whether the latter has been suc-
carrier on the channel goes idle. When detected at a cessful or not, the scheme allows higher-priority mes-
subscriber, end-of-carrier (EOC) establishes a time sages to regain the right of access without incurring
reference for that subscriber. Following EOC, the substantial delays.
channel time is considered to be slotted with the slot The scheme is robust, as no precise information
size equal to 2r + 7, where r denotes the maximum regarding the demand placed upon the channel is
one-way propagation delay between pairs of sub- exchanged among the users. Information regarding
scribers, and y is a sufficiently long interval for a sub- the existing priority classes is implied by the position
scriber to detect an unmodulated carrier. The priority of the burst of unmodulated carrier following EOC.
of a subscriber at any time is the highest-priority class Note also that there is no need to synchronize all
with messages present in its queue. users with a universal time reference. By choosing the

Let s denote an arbitrary subscriber and EOC(s) slot size to be 2r + -t, we guarantee that a burst emit-
denote the time of end-of-carrier at subscriber s. Let ted by any subscriber in its kth slot is received with
p(s) denote the priority level of subscriber s at time the kth slot of all other subscribers.
EOC(s). The priority assessment algorithm has sub- We illustrate this procedure in Fig. 4 by displaying
scriber s operate as follows: a snapshot of the activity on the channel. For the

(1) If, following EOC(s), carrier is detected in slot sake of simplicity and without loss of generality we
i, with i <p(s) (thus meaning that at least one sub- consider, in this illustration that there are only two
scriber has priority i higher than p(s) and that access possible priority levels in the system. We denote by
right must be granted to class i), then subscriber s n, and n2 the number of active subscribers in class I
awaits the following end-of-carrier (at the end of the (CI) and class 2 (C2), respectively. We adopt the con-
next transmission period) at which time it reevalu- vention that C, has priority over C2. We also show a
ates its priority and repeats this step. reservation burst as occupying the entire slot in which
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Fig. 4. Channel Activity for P-CSMA.

it is transmitted. Finally, we represent by a vertical priority i transmit its message following a geometri-
upward arrow the arrival of a new message to the sys- cally distributed delay with mean I/p propagation
tern; the label C, or C2 indicates the priority class to delays, provided that no carrier is detected prior to
which the message belongs. In Fig. 4 we assume that that time. When EOC is detected, a new time refer-
we have nI = 0 and n2 > 0 at the first EOC. ence is established and a new reservation period

Following EOC, a reservation burst is transmitted undertaken.
in the second slot. In this case the priority resolution In a I-persistent CSMA mode, subscribers with
period, also called priority assessment period (PAP), ready messages, instead of sending a short burst to
is equal to two slots. Following the reservation, we indicate a reservation, simply start transmission of
observed a channel access period (CAP) consisting of their highest-priority messages in the corresponding
the elapsed idle time until the channel is accessed by slot following EOC - provided, of course, that no
some user(s) in class 2. Clearly CAP is a function of carrier is detected in previous slots. If a single sub-
the channel access procedure employed by class 2. scriber is transmitting, its transmission is successful
Following CAP we observe the transmission period and transmission termination establishes a new EOC
(TP) itself, the end of which establishes the new EOC time reference.
time reference. (A cross-hatched TP signifies a colli- On the other hand, if two or more subscribers
sion.) The time between a reservation and the fol- overlap in transmission, a collision results; all users
lowing EOC, called the contention period and equals become aware of the collision and will consider it in
to CAP + TP, is the interval during which exclusive lieu of a reservation. In other words, the end of this
access right is given to the class that succeeded in first transmission does not constitute a new time ref-
reserving the channel. In this ncnpreemptive case, erence and so no new reservation period is started.
message arrival C, - although of higher priority - is AU subscribers involved in the collision randomly
not granted access until the EOC following its arrival, reschedule the transmission of their respective mes-
at which time it reserves the channel, sages according to some distribution (e.g., a geometri-

Note that the overhead incurred in a resolution cally distributed number of r periods, with mean
period following EOC is a function of the current l/p). The subscribers transmit their messages at the
highest-priority level. The higher this class, the scheduled time, provided that no carrier is detected
smaller the overhead and the smaller the delay in at that time. The end of this new transmission period
gaining access. constitutes a new time reference and the procedure is
4.2. I-Persistant and p-Persistent PLCSMA repeated. (See Fig. 5.)

In general, I-persistent CSMA is known to be infe-
Immediately after a reservation burst for class i, rior to its p-persistent counterpart, since p = 1 is cer-

the p-persistent CSMA scheme consists of having each tainly not optimum if the likelihood of having several
subscriber with priority i do the following: subscribers with ready messages of the same priority

(I ) with probability p it transmits the message; level is high. However, if the load placed on the chan-
(2) with probability I - p it delays the transmis- nel by some priority class is known to be low (as

sion by r sec and repeats this procedure (provided would iost probably be the case for high-priority
the channel is still sensed idle). levels to guarantee their performance), then I-persis-

This is equivalent to having each subscriber with tent CSMA used within that class may present some
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benefit. In environments where a collision detection 5. Priority Schemes for Ring Networks
feature is available and the collision detection and
recovery period is small (on the order of 2r + y, as is In a unidirectional transmission system, unidirec-
the case with Ethernet), 1-persistent CSMA is clearly tionality lends itself to a simple ordering of the sub-
superior to p-persistent CSMA. scribers. In the algorithms described in this and the

next sections, we make use of this ordering to assign
4.3. A Seiniprcemptie P-CSMA Scheme the channel to the highest priority class and to

resolve conflicts among messages of the same priority

Consider that, after the reservation process has class. In this section we consider the ring architec-
taken place, the channel has been assigned to class ture and describe a nonpreemptive scheme.
f. Assume that, before a transmission takes place, a The use of tokens, as described in Section 2,
message of level i, i <I, is generated at some sub- results in round-robin scheduling, because the sub-
scriber s. The nonpreemptive scheme dictates that scriber immediately following the last one to trans-
subscriber s await the next time reference before it mit is the first to identify the token at the end of the
can ascertain its (higher) level i. The semipreemptive message; it is therefore first to have a chance to trans-
scheme allows subscriber s to preempt the right of mit its message. Depending on the load, it is possible
access to class /, as long as no transmission from class to observe a c~oncatenation of messages on the bus
j has yet taken place, by simply transmitting the mes- (i.e., messages appearing in tandem on the cable) and
sage. If the generation of the level i message takes we assume that each subscriber can identify packet
place after a transmission period is initiated, sub- boundaries in such a concatenation. This token algo-
scriber s waits until end-of-carrier is detected. Both rithm must be modified to fit a prioritized environ-
nonpreemptive and semipreemptive schemes are ment, because we must ensure that no low-priority
applicable, whether or not collision detection is in message is transmitted if a higher-priority one is
effect. ready, even if the subscriber with the lower-priority

message is the first to encounter the token. One way
4.4. A Preempti'e P-CSMA Scheme this could be achieved is by augmenting the token

algorithm with the capability to intercept messages;
The difference between this scheme and the semi- that is, a ready subscriber will intercept the message

preemptive P-CSMA is that a subscriber with a newly currently being transmitted if its own message is of a
generated packet may also preempt an ongoing trans- higher priority.
mission of a lower-priority level by intentionally Let us assume that each message is preceded by a
causing a collision. Clearly this scheme is only appro- number representing its priority (followed, as usual,
priate if collision detection is in effect! It can offer by source and destination identifiers and by data por-
some benefit if lower priority classes have long mes- tions). Let s denote an arbitrary subscriber with a
sages. One may also envision an adaptive preemption ready message and let BOM(s) and EOM(s) denote the
scheme whereby an ongoing transmission is preemp- time at which subscriber s identifies the beginning
tive only if the already elapsed transmission time is and end of a message respectively. Further, let p(s)
short, denote the priority of subscriber s at time BOM(s)

and p(msg) the priority level of the message currently
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behig transmitted. Subscriber s with a ready message during which the channel behaves like in the intercep-
will operate as follows: tion algorithm described above. At the end of this
(1) If, following EOM(s), a token is encountered period exactly one subscriber from the current high-

this subscriber will replace the token with its own est-priority class is identified and will transmit its
message followed by a token, message.

(2) If, following EOM(s), the beginning of a mes- Each ready subscriber prepares a reservation mes-
sage (BOM) in a concatenation of messages is encoun- sage containing only the priority level p(s), without
tered then: any source and destination information. At the EOM,

(a) If p(s) >p(msg), the current message will be if a token is encountered on the ring, a ready sub-
intercepted, i.e., the subscriber will remove the scriber replaces it with its reservation message (with
current message from the ring and replace it no following token). Otherwise, if a reservation mes-
with its own (higher-priority) message. If the sage is encountered, the subscriber intercepts it or
intercepted message is followed by a token, the defers to it depending whether p(s) is higher or lower
subscriber will also follow its message with a than the current reservation message. Accordingly. at
token. most one reservation message exists on the ring at any
(b) If p(s) < = p(msg) the subscriber will defer one time; after one round trip it contains the highest
transmission, wait until the next EOM, and then priority of all ready subscribers.
repeat this algorithm (step I ). After one round trip, each ready subscriber (refer-

In many cases the round-trip propagation delay on red to as in the READY state) has had a chance to
the ring is shorter than the length of a message; hence place its reservation; the ready subscribers can bc
an intercepting message may arrive at the originator divided into two groups - those that did not inter-
of the intercepted message while it is still transmit- cept a reservation message and remained in the READY
ting. In these cases, we require that a subscriber state, and those that did intercept a reservation mes-
whose message has been intercepted abort its current sage and moved to the ALERT state because the) po-
transmission. tentially belong to the current highest-priority class.

The critical element in this algorithm hes in the It should be noted that there can be at most one sub-
replacement of the intercepted message by the inter- scriber of each priority class in the ALERT state. The
cepting one. Such substitution implies that the inter- ALERT subscriber of the highest priority is the one
cepted message has been lost and will have to be that generated the current reservation message. We
retransmitted. Under certain circumstances, this inter- therefore continue to circulate the reservation mes-
ception can lead to a distortion of the order of mes- sage until it reaches the subscriber that generated it.
sages on the ring. Assume for example, that three The latter will then replace it with its true message.
messages form a concatenation on the ring with corre- followed by a token.
sponding priorities of I (highest), 3, and 4. A ready In sum, therefore, a subscriber in the READY
subscriber with p(s) = 2 will defer to the first message state waits until EOM and then operates as follows:
and will intercept the second message in the sequence. (I) If a token is identified, it is replaced by the
The third message of priority 4 will remain unaf- reservation message.
fected and can arrive at its destination. The net result (2) If a reservation message is identified and if
is that a message of priority 4 (lowest) is successfully p(s) > p(msg), i.e., this subscriber has a message of
transmitted while a higher priority message waits, higher priority than the current one. the current
This reordering does not quite contradict the hierar- reservation message will be replaced by a reservation
chical-independence requirement of priority schemes for p(s). The subscriber moves to the ALERT state.
(Section 3) since it was the high-priority message that (3) If p(s) < p(msg). the subscriber remains in
intervened and caused this reordering. Nevertheless. the READY state and wait until EOM. at which time
if a stricter ordering is desired, the following is pro- the algorithm is repeated (step I above ).
posed. And a subscriber in the ALERT state will operate

A possible solution is to separate priority class as follows:
resolution from the message transmission in a manner ( I ) If a reservation message is received with p(s)
similar to that of the P-CSMA algorithm described in p( usg) the subscribcr removes that rcskt ',ut ion toes-
the previous section. After end-of-message (IONI). sage. transmits its data message Iolhcd h\ ,J token.
ready subscribers commence a reservation period, anid resets its state.
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(2) If a reservation message is received with p(s) # granted to a reservation of the type (p, DORMANT),
p(msg) the subscriber moves to the READY state and all subscribers reset the flag and become ACTIVE
repeats the algorithm, with respect to priority p.

According to the above, the reservation message Both of the above schemes can be made preemp-
must go through at least one round trip and at most tive. Full preemption can be introduced in the first
two. The first round trip serves to identify the priori- algorithm by allowing a subscriber to intercept other
ties of the ready subscribers. The reservation message than whole messages. In the second algorithm full
stops after this round trip if the first subscriber is also preemption can be achieved by jamming the channel
of the highest priority, but continues for one addi- and forcing a renewed reservation period. In both
tional full round trip if the highest priority subscriber cases we assume that subscribers can distinguish
is the last one. Note that the reservation packet is between successful and intercepted messages. This
very short and that the comparison between p(s) and can be done easily by such means as checksums or
p(msg) can be done in each subscriber within a delay acknowledgments.
interval of only one bit! Since reservation messages
are all of equal length, message replacement as called
for in step (2) of the algorithm can be accomplished 6. Priority Scheme for Unidirectional Broadcast
easily. Systems

In both of the above algorithms the subscriber im-
mediately following the one currently transmitting is In this section we describe a priority scheme for a
the first to identify an EOM condition. It thus has the UBS with a round-robin scheduling discipline within
opportunity to be first to transmit a message. Since each priority class. A round robin is an inherently cir-
both algorithms are memoryless across priority cular mechanism and can therefore be applied to a
classes, this occurs regardless of the subscriber's prior- ring structure in a straightforward way since one can
ity class and results in unfairness. This can be illu- decide dynamically where the ring should start,
strated by the following example. Assume subscribers changing that point for every new cycle, as desired.
are numbered S1, S2, S3 ... and that S, has a message In a UBS, however, the physical ordering does not
of priority I (highest), whereas the rest have a mes- enjoy the circular symmetry of the ring and special
sage of priority 2. After subscriber S, has transmitted steps must therefore be included in the algorithm to
its message, S2 transmits. If, at this point, S has compensate for its absence.
another-high priority message, it will be transmitted The UBS considered here has two separate chan-
(and rightfully so) but after that transmission S2 will nels - the outbound channel which all subscribers
have a second chance to transmit a message before S3 access to transmit, and the inbound channel which
gets its first chance. subscribers access to read the transmitted informa-

Remedying this situation requires that more infor- tion. In addition to transmission capability on the
mation be transmitted and that state information be outbound channel, we assume that subscribers can
remembered for longer periods. We introduce a 'defer- also sense activity on that channel in a way similar
ral' flag to assist in administering a fair round-robin to that required in other channel sensing systems,
scheme across priority classes. The flag (one per pri- such as CSMA. In a UBS this capability results in an
ority class) distinguishes within each priority class interesting feature. Assume subscribers are numbered
between ACTIVE subscribers that did not transmit a sequentially St, S2, S3, etc. and that subscriber S, is
message in this round and DORMANT subscribers defined as the 'farthest', i.e., has the longest round
that did. The reservation message is composed of the trip delay (see Fig. I). Because of the unidirectional-
pair (p, ), where p is the priority level and f the state signaling property, S2 is able to sense signals gener-
of the flag. During the reservation period, the pair ated by S, on both the inbound and outbound chan-
(p, ACTIVE) is considered higher than (p, DOR- nels whereas the converse does not hold; that is, S,
MANT): consequently, those subscribers whose flag can sense signals generated by S2 only on the
(or the given priority indicate ACTIVEness have a inbound channel. This asymmetry will be utilized in
chance to transmit their messages before other (DOR- establishing the ordering in a round-robin scheme.
MANT) subscribers are accorded their second chance. We first describe the mechanism that allows imple-
After transmitting a message an ACTIVE subscriber mentation of a general and efficient round-robin
becomes DORMANT, and when the channel is scheduling discipline in a nonprioritized environment.
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We shall then discuss the applicability of this mecha- A DORMANT subscriber will become ACTIVE if
nism to a prioritized environment, the inbound channel is sensed idle for one round trip
6.1. An Efficient Round-Robin Aigorithm delay or longer, and will then perform the above

steps. A subscriber becoming ready after the channel
In the scheme described here, a subcriber is con- has been idle for longer than one round-trip delay

sidered in one of three states. A subscriber is in the need not wait for an EOC but rather transmits its
IDLE state if it does not have any message awaiting reservation burst immediately, i.e., starts the algo-
transmission. A non-IDLE subscriber, called a ready rithm at step 2.
subscriber, can assume one of two states - ACTIVE The algorithm is efficient because a conflict free
if it has not transmitted its message in the 'current scheduling is achieved with little overhead. The time
round' or DORMANT if it has transmitted and is now separating two consecutive conflict free transmissions
waiting for completion of the round. To achieve fair is between one and two round trip delays, allowing
scheduling, DORMANT subscribers defer to all AC- for both the EOC of the first message and the reserva-
TIVE subscribers. Consequently, we are assured that tion burst to propagate through the system. The mini-
no subscriber will transmit its second message before mum, one round trip delay, occurs when the second
other ready subscribers have a chance to transmit of two consecutive transmissions is due to the highest
their first ones. Eventually all ready subscribers will index subscriber. The maximum, two round-trip
have transmitted their messages (i.e. all will have delays, may occur when the second transmission
become DORMANT); this constitutes the end of a within the same round is due to the subscriber with
round, at which time all reset their state and a new the lowest index. An extra (idle) round-trip delay is
round starts, required to signal the end of a round to all subscribers

While each subscriber distinguishes between its - altogdther a nominal overhead especially in a
DORMANT and ACTIVE states (with a 1-bit flag), loaded system.
arbitration among active subscribers must be provided A separation of one round-trip delay between con-
by additional means. To that end each ACTIVE sub- secutive messages can be achieved at all times if fol-
scriber transmits a short burst of unmodulated carrier lowing the transmission of its reservation burst a sub-
after the end of the previous message to indicate its scriber waits for a time equal to a full round trip
ACTIVEness and, at the same time, it senses the out- delay minus the propagation time between its own
bound channel. All but one ACTIVE subscriber will outbound and inbound taps. The drawback of this
sense the outbound channel busy (because of trans- approach is that each subscriber's parameters must be
mission from lower indexed subscribers - see Fig. 1) tuned according to its position on the cable.
thus singling out the next subscriber to transmit. As The algorithm presented here differs slightly from
explained earlier, we make use here of the asymmetry a conventional round-robin algorithm. In a conven-
of the outbound channel. If a given subscriber senses tional round-robin discipline, each subscriber, in a
the outbound channel busy, there exists at least one prescribed order, is given a chance to transmit; it does
ready subscriber 'ahead' of it which generated that so if it has a message ready and declines if it has none.
signal; a subscriber will always defer its transmission This subscriber will not be given a second chance
in favor of those 'ahead' of it. before all other subscribers have had their chance. In

Initially all subscribers reset their state, meaning our algorithm, although no subscriber transmits more
that all ready subscribers are ACTIVE. An ACTIVE than once within each 'round', the order of transmis-
subscriber will operate as follows: sion within the round may vary, depending on the

(1) It waits until the next end-of-carrier (EOC) is specific instant a message arrives. For example.
detected on the inbound channel at the end of a mes- assume that subscriber S, has just completed trans-
sage. mission of its message. Assume also that at this too-

(2) It transmits a short burst of unmodulated car- ment S2 does not have a message ready and therefore
rier and listens to the outbound channel for one S3, assumed to be ready, transmits next. While S3 is
round-trip delay. transmitting, a message arrives at S:; consequently S2

(3) If the outbound channel is sensed idle during will transmit when S3 is finished. The order of trans-
the entire period, the subscriber transmits its message mission in this case was S1, S3, S2 , whereas if all the
and moves to the DORMANT state. Otherwise the subscribers had had ready messages at the beginning
subscriber repeats the algorithm, of the round, the order would have been S, S2, S3.
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6.2. A Pr'oritized Round-Robin Scheme for a UBS state (with respect to this priority class). Other-
wise, the subscriber repeats the algorithm (step

In this section we adapt the round-robin algorithm ).
described above to a prioritized environment. Hence (4) If p(s) = p(channel) and the subscriber is DOR-
we must modify the algorithm to ensure that fairness MANT with respect to this priority class then it
will be administered within each priority class and senses the inbound channel for one round-trip delay
that high-priority messages will be transmitted first. and, if sensed busy, repeats the algorithm (step 1);
To achieve this, contention among subscribers is otherwise it becomes ACTIVE with respect to
resolved in two stages. First, ready subscribers p(channel) and performs step (3) above.
exchange information regarding the priorities of their It is possible to achieve collision-free scheduling,
current messages (i.e., undertake priority class assess- even if we do not consider separate ACTIVE/DOR-
ment) and then the round-robin algorithm described MANT states for each priority class; i.e., a subscriber
previously is used to resolve contention among sub- can be ACTIVE or DORMANT regardless of its pri-
scribers of the current highest priority. ority class. The first stage, priority class assessment,

Here again we distinguish between ACTIVE and still takes place to ensure that high-priority messages
DORMANT subscribers, depending on whether they will be handled first. The algorithm then becomes
did or did not transmit a message in the current memoryless across priority levels. This results in a
round. However, to achieve fair scheduling within slightly less fair ordering, such as the one described
each priority class, subscribers maintain separate previously for a ring network. While for the ring
states for each priority class; i.e.. a subscriber can be architecture we do not recommend the introduction
ACTIVE with respect to one class and DORMANT of separate states per priority class we do recommend
with respect to another. Since only two states must it here for two reasons. In the algorithm presented
be distinguished the total memory required is just one for a ring architecture it meant a choice between
bit for each priority class, requiring or not requiring memory altogether,

All ready subscribers, ACTIVE or DORMANT, whereas here it differs only by the amount of mem-
participate in priority class assessment. A mechanism ory needed, which, in any case, is very small. More-
similar to the one described in Section 4 may be over, in a ring architecture there is no 'end of round'
used. When the priority assessment period is over, the concept, which does exist in a UBS and entails over-
current highest-priority class is established (indepen- head to handle. In contrast thereto, separation of
dent of the internal state of the ready subscriber states according to priority classes causes fewer end-
holding these messages); the channel is then con- of-round occurrences and thus reduces overhead.
sidered to be operating at this priority level. Let The scheme presented here is nonpreemptive. A
p(channel) denote the latter. Those subscribers for semipreemptive scheme in which a high-priority sub-
which p(s) differs from p(channel) refrain from pro- scriber intervenes between the end of the priority
ceeding while those for which these priorities are class assessment period and the actual transmission is
equal operate according to the round-robin algorithm not meaningful, since the duration of the relevant
described previously, time window is only one half round-trip delay which

A ready subscriber will therefore wait until the is too short an interval for any preemption activity. A
next end of message and operate according to the fol- full preemption scheme can be introduced by allow-
lowing procedure: ing a subscriber to jam the channel and force a new

(1) Participate in the priority class assessment (at priority class resolution period.
which time p(channel) is established).

(2) If p(s):*p(channel), wait until the next EOC
and then repeat the algorithm.

(3) If p(s) = p(channel) and the subscriber is AC- 7. Notes on Overhead

TIVE with respect to this priority class, then:
(a) It transmits a short burst and listens to the In general, a prioritized multiaccess scheme
outbound channel for cne round-trip delay. requires extra overhead in comparison with similar
(b) If the outbound channel is sensed idle nonprioritized schemes. There are two principal rea-
during this entire period the subscriber trans- sons for this: the need to pass priority-related infor-
mits its message and moves to the DORMANT mation among subscribers and the additional com-
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plexity of the algorithm. While the extra overhead is assessment is therefore likely to cause violation of the
compensated for by additional functionality of the hierarchical-independence rule (see Section 3); this
system, minimization of its extent is still instrumen- can happen because portions of the scheduling are
tal in achieving efficient communication. This sec- somewhat left to chance, in effect contradicting the
tion explores the factors that effect the overhead deterministic nature of the rule. Consequently, a sep-
introduced by the above priority schemes. arate PAP is required when a random-access scheme is

The factors that most influence the extent of over- used for the ICRP.
head are the relation between the priority assessment
period (PAP) and the intraclass resolution period 7.2. Priority Representation
(ICRP), the representation of priority levels, and the
degree of concurrence in the priority assessment pro- In general, the representation used to designate
cess. Ideally one would like all subscribers to transmit priority levels influences the trade-off between over-
at the same time the shortest code at the highest rate. head incurred and the resulting performance at the
Unfortunately, this cannot be done because not all of various levels. One objective is to minimize delays in
these features are independent and because some gaining access to the channel for subscribers with
combinations place strict physical requirements on high-priority messages. This property is important if
the system. A compromise is therefore mandatory - message delay for high priority classes is a critical
one that is based on the specific characteristic of the measure of performance (this criterion was used in
system being designed. the P-CSMA scheme that was presented in Section 4).

However, this may result in a limited overall channel
7.1. Separate versus Integrated PAP utilization. To guarantee a low delay performance for

high priority classes, their load on the channel must
In a distributed system, the priority level of a sub. be limited - but the consequence of this is that the

scriber's message must generally be conveyed to all bulk of traffic falls into the lower-priority classes
others (perhaps along with other scheduling informa- which incur high overhead during each priority assess-
tion). This may be done by transmitting control data ment period.
explicitly as part of a regular data message or in a One alternative is to have all ready subscribers
dedicated control message, or by having the control start transmitting a reservation as soon as is permitted,
information inferred from other actions taken by sub- but so that the higher the priority the longer will be
scribers. This information provides basis for answer- the reservation duration. In this case, the current
ing the two basic questions: what is the current high- highest priority class gains access by persisting the
est-priority level and which of the subscribers holding longest.
such a message will transmit next? If information Yet another alternative is to use a hierarchical
regarding the first of these is separated from the sec- reservation scheme (e.g., a tree priority resolution
ond, we observe a PAP followed by a regular (non- algorithm [13]), which is particularly effective if the
prioritized) channel access within the class. Otherwise number of priority levels is large and the total over-
priority assessment becomes an integral part of the head incurred in such reservation processes is high).
channel access algorithm. For example, in the priority assessment mechanism

In principle, it is possible to merge the PAP and described for BBS (Section 4), a burst in the first slot
ICRP. Such an integrated assessment period is useful designates that messages belonging to the highest
for schemes in which the ICRP requires explicit group of priority levels are present. Following that,
exchange of information, e.g., in polling or reserva- each level in the group is assigned its own slot for
tion-based schemes. In such schemes the addition of reservations. etc.
priority information to the rest of the information 73. Shortening the PAP
'-eing exchanged affects performance only marginally
and achieves a unified PAP and ICRP. The most decisive factors in shortening the PAP

Merging of the PAP and the iCRP becomes impos- are concurrence and the rate at which priority infor-
sible when random-access schemes are used. While a mation is exchanged among subscribers. A noncon-
certain degree of fairness can be predicted for pure current scheme is one in which each subscriber
random-access schemes no specific ordering can be announces its priority separately. If affords freedom
guaranteed. Using random-access schemes for priority to choose compact codes for the exchange of priority
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information and allows high transmission rate. All in assume that subscribers transmit at a relatively lower
all, however, it causes long dealys - at least in pro- rate (e.g., one bit per round-trip delay). At this rate,
portion to the number of ready subscribers. At the synchronization is simple; a logical 'I' is represented
opposite extreme, full concurrence means that all by a short burst of an unmodulated carrier while a
subscribers announce their priorities at the same time, logical 0' is the absence thereof. The state of the
which is clearly a desired mode of operation. How. channel is the logical OR of all subscribers' transmis-
ever, depending on the data rate used, full concur- sions from which each individual subscriber must be
rence introduces problems of synchronization. In- able to deduce the highest priority level present.
deed, precise bit-synchronization is imperative if con- Priority information can be extracted from the
trol data are to be transmitted concurrently at the ORed transmission if specific bases in the N-dimen-
channel's normal rate of operation. sional binary space are used to represent N priority

We are faced with a trade-off between full concur- levels. For example, one could use '1000'. '0100',
rence and the rate at which priority information is '0010. and '0001' to represent four priority levels.
exchanged. Only when a high degree of synchroniza- In fact, this is the code used in the P-CSMA scheme
tion can be guaranteed (a rare case indeed) can both presented in Section 4 (except that trailing zeros are
high data rate and concurrence be achieved at the omitted for the sake of efficiency). Another example
same time. One could relax the strict synchronization is '1111', '1110', '1100' and '1000' which constitutes
requirements by transmitting priority information at the 'persistence' code mentioned earlier. Other such
a lower than usual rate. If this is carried to the bases can of course be constructed to optimize other
extreme, one would transmit at a rate of one bit per requirements.
round-trip delay, at which point the synchronization
problem is practically eliminated.

In a UBS, it is possible to achieve full synchroniza- 8. Conclusion
tion by adjusting the clocks at all stations with stag-
gered delays so that an exact overlap occurs when all This paper is concerned with the problem of intro-
subscribers transmit at a local time t. For example ducing message-based priority functions to local net-
(referring back to Fig. 1), subscriber S2 will start its works. We have identified the major features of prior-
transmission so that its first bit coincides exactly with ity functions, the most important of which is the
the arrival of the first bit transmitted by subscriber hierarchical independence of performance that speci-
S,. In this case high data rates can be achieved at the fies that messages of high priority must not only be
(high)cost of strict synchronization. delivered first but must remain unaffected by the

In conjunction with synchronization and data rate, load produced by lower priorities. In a distributed
a proper choice must be made for representing prior- multiaccess system this becomes the central issue.
ity levels in order to accommodate full concurrence. We have chosen three different local network
This choice depends, among other considerations, on architectures: the bidirectional broadcast system, the
the way subscribers access the channel since each sub- ring, and the unidirectional broadcast system: for
scriber must be able to transmit its data and retrieve each we presented a priority scheme that takes advan-
relevant information from the channel's activity tage of the particular architecture.
simultaneously. In the ring architecture, for example, Finally, we have outlined and characterized the
where active taps are used, full concurrence (at a high factors underlying the additional overhead caused by
data rate) can be achieved because collisions can be the introduction of priority schemes to a multiaccess
avoided and because each subscriber can examine and environment. Shown as the most crucial of these fac-
modify the message as it passes by. In such configura- tors are the separation between the priority assess-
tions one can use straight binary codes, which is a ment period and the intraclass resolution period, and
very compact such representation, to represent prior- the extent of synchronization.
ity levels.

When passive taps are used and several subscribers
transmit messages at the same time, a collision occurs. References
In most systems this would imply that none of the
content of the colliding messages has been received.
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Carrier Sense Multiple Access with Message-Based
Priority Functions
FOUAD A. TOBAGI, MEMBER, IEEE

Abstract-We consider packet communication systems of the 2) Several messages of the same priority class may be simul-
multiaccess/broadcast type, exemplified by ETHERNET (11 and taneously present in the system. These should be able to con-
single-hop ground radio networks [21, in which all communicating tend on the communication bandwidth with equal right
devices share a common channel which is multiaccessed in some (fairness within each priority class).
random fashion. Among the various random access schemes known,
carrier sense multiple access (CSMA) has been shown to be highly 3) The scheme must be robust in the sense that its proper
efficient for environments where the propagation delay is short operation and performance should be insensitive to errors in
compared to the transmission time of a packet on the channel [3-151. status information.
In this paper, we describe a new version of CSMA which incorporates 4) The overhead required to implement the priority scheme,
message-based priority functions, referred to as prioritized CSMA and the volume of control information to be exchanged
(P-CSMA). The scheme is based on the principle that access right to
the channel is exclusively granted to ready messages of the current among the contending users, as required by the scheme, must
highest priority level. It can be made preemptive or nonpreemptive, be minimal.
and is suitable to fully connected broadcast networks with or without To implement priority functions in these distributed en-
the collision detection feature. We analyze the p-persistent protocol of vironments, one needs to address three basic problems: a) to
P-CSMA with two priority levels and derive the throughput-delay identify the instants (which should be known to all users) at
characteristics for each priority class. Finally, we discuss numerical
results obtained from the analysis and from simulation, and thus which to assess the highest current priority with ready mes-
evaluate the effect of priority functions and preemption on the sages, b) to design a mechanism by which to assess the highest
throughput-delay characteristics for each class. nonempty priority class, and c) to design a mechanism which

assigns the channel to the various ready users within a class.

I. INTRODUCTION The scheme discussed in this paper is the p-persistent priori-
tized CSMA (P-CSMA), which consists of resolving the first

tN multiaccess/ broadcast systems, all users share a common two problems by the means of reservation bursts and carrier
ptransmission medium over which they broadcast their sensing, and the third by using the p-persistent carrier sense
packets. Each subscriber is connected to the common comn - multiple access [3]-[61.
munication medium through an interface which listens to all Two papers related to this topic have appeared in the liter-

trasmsisan ss cets orpadebres dasti. sys ature. In the first by Franta and Bilodeau, the scheme consists
New multiaccess schemes for packet broadcasting systems of CSMA with different rescheduling delays assigned to the

have been abundant in recent years [6]. However, little work various devices; by staggering the delays, access right to the
has been done to incorporate message-based priority functions channel is prioritized across the devices and a gain in per-
to these protocols. The need for priority functions in multi- formance may be attained [8]. Unfortunately, the scheme as
access environments is a clear matter: having multiplexed described does not provide priority functions which are based

traffic from several users and different applications on the onsthebmessaes toe rans it Tescond byOch e a.
on the messages to be transmitted. The second by Onoe etral.

same bandwidth-limited channel, we require that a multiaccess does provide message-based priority functions via the use of
scheme be responsive to the particular requirements of each different preambles for the various priority classes of messages
user and each application. For a prioritized scheme to be ac- [9], [10]. However, in case of a collision between two equal
ceptable, we require the following: priority messages, these are rescheduled into the future,

1) The performance of the scheme as seen by messages of resulting in an operation which violates requirement 1) listed
a given priority class should be insensitive to the load exercised above.
on the channel by lower priority classes. Increasing loads from In Section II, we give a precise description of the p-persis-
lower classes should not degrade the performance of higher tent P-CSMA protocol. In Section III, we provide an analysis
priority classes, of the scheme with two priority classes. The model allows us

to derive the throughput-delay characteristics for each priority
Paper approved by the Editor for Computer Communication of the class. In Section IV, we discuss numerical results from the

IEEE Communications Society for publication after presentation at the analysis and from simulation. Finally, in Section V, we make a
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demand is placed upon the channel. Whenever a portion of one the time it takes a device to detect interference once the latter
user's transmission overlaps with another user's transmission, has reached it. t depends on the implementation and can
the two collide and "destroy" each other. CSMA reduces the be as small as I bit for transmission time, as is the case with
level of interference caused by overlapping packets by having ETHERNET [I]. Furthermore, ETHERNET has a collision
devices sense carrier due to other users' transmissions, and consensus reinforcement mechanism by which a device, ex-
inhibit transmission when the channel is in use. Packets which perien..ng interference, jams the channel to ensure that all
either are inhibited or suffer a collison are rescheduled for other interfering devices detect the collision. We denote by
transmission at a later time according to some rescheduling " the period used for collision consensus reinforcement. Given
policy. There are several CSMA protocols (6]. We begin with a that a collision has occurred in CSMA-CD, the time until all
description of the p-persistent CSMA protocol since it forms devices stop transmission T, is thus given by2

the basis of the scheme described in this paper.
In the p-persistent CSMA protocol, a ready terminal senses T, = 2r + t + '.

the channel and operates as follows.
1) If the channel is sensed idle, then it transmits the packet. The time until the channel is again sensed idle by all devices
2) If the channel is sensed busy, it waits until it becomes is clearly T, + r.

idle (at the end of the current transmission) and then with
probability p the terminal transmits the packet, and with B. Basic Mechanism for Priority Assessment (a Nonpreemp-

probability 1 - p the terminal delays the transmission of the tive Discipline)

packet by r seconds, where r is the maximum propagation delay With the broadcast nature of transmission, users can moni-
among all pairs of terminals. If at this new point in time the tor the activity on the channel at all times. The assessment of
channel is still detected idle, the same process is repeated. the highest priority class with ready messages is done at the
Otherwise, some packet must have started transmission. In end of each transmission period, whether successful or not,
this case we may use one of two versions: either a) the ter- i.e., every time the carrier on the channel goes idle. When de-
minal in question schedules the retransmission of the packet tected at a user, end of carrier (EOC) establishes a time refer-
according to the retransmission delay distribution (i.e., acts as ence for that user. Following EOC, the channel time is con-
if it had conflicted and learned about the conflict, at which sidered to be slotted with the size of a slot (referred to as
later time it repeats the algorithm); or b) the terminal in reservation-slot) equal to 2r + -t, where y is the period of time
question repeats step 2). [In this paper, we use version b).] of the shortest burst of unmodulated carrier which can be

Packet broadcasting technology has also been shown to be reliably detected. At each user, messages are ordered according
very effective in satisfying many of the local area in-building to their priority. The priority of a user at any time is the high-
communication requirements. A prominent example is est priority class of messages present in its queue.
ETHERNET, a local area communication network which uses Let h denote an arbitrary user, and r,(h) denote the time of
CSMA on a tapped coaxial cable to which all the communicat- end of carrier at user h. Let v(h) denote the priority level of
ing devices are connected [ 11. The device connection interface user h at time te(h). The priority resolution algorithm consists
is a passive cable tap so that failure of an interface does not of having user h operate as follows.
prevent communication among the remaining devices. The use 1) If, following t,(h), the carrier is detected in reservation-
of a single coaxial cable achieves broadcast communication. slot i, with i < v(h) (thus meaning that some user(s) has
The only difference between a broadcast bus system and a priority i higher than v(h) and access right must be granted to
single-hop radio system is that on a bus, in addition to sensing class J), then user h awaits the following end of the carrier
carrier, it is possible for the transceivers to detect interference (at the end of the next transmission period) at which time it
among several transmissions (including their own), and to reevaluates its priority and repeats the algorithm.

abort the transmission of colliding packets. This is achieved 2) If no carrier is detected prior to the jth reservation-slot,.
by having each transmitting device compare the bit stream it where j = v(h), then user h transmits a short burst of unmodu-
is transmitting to the bit stream it sees on the channel. This lated carrier of duration y at the beginning of reservation-slotj
variation of CSMA is referred to as carrier sense multiple [thus reserving channel access to priority class v(h)] and,
access with collision detection (CSMA-CD) [5]. immediately following this reservation-slot, operates according

In all CSMA protocols, given that a transmission is initiated to the p-persistent CSMA protocol. That is, it senses the chan-
on an empty channel, it is clear that it takes at most one end- nel and a) if the channel is sensed idle, then with some prob-
to-end propagation delay r for the packet transmission to ability p it transmits the message, and with probability 1 - p
reach all devices; beyond this time the channel is guaranteed it delays action by r seconds and repeats the CSMA procedure;
to be sensed busy for as long as data transmission is in prog- b) if the channel is sensed busy, then the user awaits the next
ress.1 A collision can occur only if another transmission is EOC and reevaluates its priority level and repeats the entire
initiated before the current one is sensed, and it will then algorithm; c) if, during the time that channel access is granted
take, at most, one additional end-to-end delay before inter- to class v(h), some user h' generates a (new) message of the
ference "reaches" all devices. For CSMA-CD, we let t denote same priority level, then h' transmits its message with proba-

I We assume that the sensing operation is instantaneous on this 2 This assumes that all interfering devices undertake the collision
(high-bandwidth) channel, consensus reinforcement.
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bility one, provided that the channel is sensed idle. If, how- , ,',

ever, the channel is sensed busy at the message generation n2>0 n o >0

time, then h' awaits EOC, reevaluates its priority level and COLLISIO#4(C2): SUCCESS(CI) RES

executes the algorithm. (Thus when a message is generated,
the user undertakes immediate first transmission provided that c C2

the channel is idle and channel access is granted to the priority PA P T P --

class corresponding to the newly generated message.) rOC PERCION eO C PE1IO RIOO O C O

3) If, following EOC, no reservation burst is detected for K FOR C2 FOR CI FOR C2

consecutive reservation-slots, where K is the total number of Fig. 1. Nonpreemptive p-persistent P-CSMA.
priority classes available in the system, then the channel be-
comes free to be accessed by all users regardless of their priority, following EOC. Note also that there is no need to synchroniz
until a new EOC is detected. all users to a universal time reference. By choosing the rese

Thus, by the means of short burst reservations following vation-slot size to be 2r + -f we guarantee that a burst emitte
EOC, the highest nonempty priority class is granted exclu- by a transceiver in its kth reservation-slot is received withi
sive access right, and messages within that class can access the kth reservation-slot of all other users.
the channel according to p-persistent CSMA. Note that the
above algorithm corresponds to a nonpreemptive discipline, C. Preemptive P-CSMA
since a user which has been denied access does not reevaluate Consider that after the reservation process has taken place
its priority until the next EOC. However, by assessing the the channel has been assigned to class j. Assume that before
highest priority level at the end of each transmission period, transmission takes place a message of level i, i <;j, is generate
whether successful or not, the scheme allows higher priority at some user h. The nonpreemptive scheme dictates that use
messages to regain the access right without incurring substan- h awaits the next time reference btfore it can ascertain i
tial delays. (higher) level i. The semipreemptive scheme is one whic

We illustrate this procedure in Fig. 1 by displaying the allows user h to preempt access right to class /, as long as n
activity on the channel. In this and all subsequent figures, transmission from class i has yet taken place, by simply tran
we consider that there are only two possible priority mitting the message (the transmission starting during the idl
levels in the system, and we denote by n, and n2 the number time representing CAP). If the generation of the message o
of active users at EOC in class 1 (CI) and class 2 (C2 ), respec- level i takes place after a transmission period is initiated, then
tively. We adopt the convention that C, has priority over C2 . user h waits until end of carrier is detected. Both nonpreemp.
We also show a reservation burst as occupying the entire reser- tive and semipreemptive schemes are applicable whether col.
vation-slot in which it is transmitted. Finally, we represent lision detection is in effect of not.
by a vertical upward arrow the arrival of a new message to the A fully preemptive P-CSMA scheme is also defined in which
system; the label C, or C2 indicates the priority class to which a host with a newly generated packet may also preempt an
the message belongs. We assume in Fig. 1 that at the first EOC ongoing transmission of a lower priority level by intentionally
we have n I = 0 and n2 > 0. Following EOC, a reservation burst causing a collision. Clearly this scheme is only appropriate if
is transmitted in the second reservation-slot. The priority collision detection is in effect! It can offer some benefit if
resolution period, also called priority assessment period (PAP), lower priority classes have long messages. One may also envi.
is in this case equal to two reservation-slots. Following the sion a partial preemption scheme whereby an ongoing trans-
reservation, we observe a channel access period (CAP) which mission is preempted only if the already elapsed transmision
consists of the idle time until the channel is accessed by some time has not exceeded some fraction of the total transmission
user(s) in class 2. Following CAP we observe the transmission time, where the packet transmision time is assumed to be
period (TP) itself the end of which establishes the new EOC known, as is the case with fixed size packets.
time reference. (A crosshatched TP signifies a collision.) The
time period between a reservation and the following EOC, III. ANALYSIS OF THE NONPREEMPTIVE
called the contention period and equal to CAP + TP, is the p-PERSISTENT P-CSMA
time period during which exclusive access right is given to the The difficulty in analyzing multiaccess schemes such as
class which succeeded in reserving the channel. In this non- CSMA and P-CSMA arises from the fact that the system's
preemptive case, the message arrival labeled CI, although of service rate is at all times dependent on the system's state
higher priority, is not granted access right until the EOC fol- and its evolution in time; for example, the time required
lowing its arrival, at which time it reserves the channel. to successfully transmit a message is a function of the evolu-

Note that the overhead incurred in a reservation period tion of the number of contending users during the lifetime of
following EOC is a function of the currently highest priority the message. This prevents us from using conventional priority
level. The higher this class is, the smaller the overhead and queueing results. To analyze P-CSMA we adopt the "feedback
the delay to gain access right. model" previously used to analyze CSMA [41, [5]. The analy.

The scheme is robust since no precise information regarding sis then relies on properties of semi-Markov processes, regen-
the demand placed on the channel is exchanged among the erative processes, and delay-cycle analysis. In this section, we
users. Information regarding the existing classes of priority is present the analysis for the nonpreemptive case; preemptive
implied from the position of the burst of unmodulated carrier P-CSMA can be handled in the same way.
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A. Thae ModelZ

Although the real operation of the scheme does not require / 5.,

time synchronization of all devices, it is assumed here, for sim- Z__, .

plicity in analysis, that the channel axis is slotted, with the slot 0

size equal to r seconds, and that all users are synchronized to F,

the same universal time axis. In particular, they begin transmis- -

sion only at slot boundaries. We furthermore neglect the effect TP,

of y, t, and . These, however, can be easily taken into account I 1-p,

by redefining the slot size. With these definitions, a slot is r PAP CONTENTION PERIOD FOR C,

seconds; a reservation-slot is 2-r seconds or two slots. Moreover,
due to the extreme complexity of the analysis, we restrict our- C, SUBCYCLE

selves here to only two classes of priority, C1 and C2 , again EOC EOC

with the convention that C1 is of higher priority than C2 . We /
consider a population of M users such that a subset of size
M, < M generates messages of priority 1, and a subset of size
M2 < M generates messages of priority 2. We allow M, + M2

to be greater than M, meaning that some users generate both
high and low priority messages. Each user is assumed to have, at .-....

any time, at most one message of each priority class. A new k /

message of a given priority class cannot be generated at the 02 02 2 12 12 Z2 S2 02

user until the previous one has already been successfully trans- F2

mitted. Thus, with respect to each priority class Cy = 1, 2), a -_,-e

user can be in one of two states: backlogged or thinking. In - TP2

the thinking state, a user generates (and possibly transmits,
as dictated by the p-persistent P-CSMA procedure) a new PAP CONTENTION PERIOD FOR C2

message (of priority j) in a slot with probability o/. With re-
spect to class Ci, a user is said to be backlogged if it has a C2- SUBCYCLE

message of class Ci in transmission, or awaiting transmission. EOC EOC

It remains in that state until it completes successful transmis- Fig. 2. C 1 -and C2 -subcyces.

sion of the message following the p-persistent P-CSMA proce-
dure with parameter pi, at which time it switches to the think- UCSSCon2(t.)'O SUCCESS (C,)

ing state. For each class Ci, we let nh(t) denote the number of J-'l1 .... ] ] .. .. .

backlogged users in slot t. The number of users in the thinking I - r, .1

state is then Mi - ni(t). c, Success C)

Let t, again denote the time of EOC, and let (nj(t,), C T I 1 - I

n2(r)) denote the state of the system at re. As long as nj (te) COLLISION (C1 .
or n2 () is nonzero, EOC is followed by a priority assess- m /7 . .
ment period and a contention period. The latter is for class c,1cT i I.1

C, if n I(te) * 0, and for class C2 if nI (r,) = 0 and n 2(te) * 0. COLLI ION!Cj .

[It is assumed here that a user does not update its priority T4 T"'.--

during the priority resolution period; thus the PAP is entirely C-L C . Lc2)

determined by (ni (t), n2(t,)).] The interval of time between c tION( ..Cl, I . ,

two consecutive EOC's is called a subcycle. A subcycle is 1 7

referred to as C,-subcycle, = 1, 2, if the contention period is 0 C-S
-t 4)-0 SUCCESS (Co

for C-messages. Examples of CI- and C2 -subcycles are de- Ft,.. , '"', , , IF,

picted in Fig. 2. When nI (te) = n2 (e) = 0, then the subcycle SCCES, C

is referred to as a Co-subcycle. The various cases of Co-sub- r . . . . . . iC2)

cycles are depicted in Fig. 3. Let T denote the length in slots C - -. 1-----

(assumed fixed) of a message of class C,. We let TP denote a
transmission period of class C,. If the transmission of the mes-
sage is successful, then TPi = T1 + I (where the additional slot TY

accounts for the propagation delay since it is only one slot C,

after the end of transmission that the channel will be sensed F- ......

idle by all users); and if the transmission of the message is c,
unsuccessful, then TP = Tc(/) + I, with Tc(/) = Tc in the case /"7 .

the collision detection feature is in effect, and TM(/) = Ti, C,.C 2 ?tZ .-- _a(T ')T ') ''

otherwise. Fig. 3. The various situations arising after empty backlogs.
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Let {tel(')}_ denote the sequence of all EOC's, also 0 k<i
called C1 4mbedded points; and let {t12( )}L__ denote the
sequence of EOC's such that n,(t 2( )) = 0, also called C2- (1--o)M-[[1-(1-pi)-ip{l _p1 )-']
imbedded points. Given our model, the imbedded processes 1 -(1 -p)'(1 - oj)MiI
{n-t -r))} _., i = 1, 2, are two interacting Markov chains. k= i
Let P denote the transition probability matrices and let Ili =
{Iro (d), ,r W, "", lM1 (J)}, where rk(1) = lir,.- Pr ni(tie(r)) = (M/ -i) 1{ - oi)MJ -4 I [j -(1 -- pi)
k}, denote the stationary distributions. [Fi]i,k = 1 -- (1 -p 1 " - (5)

B. Stationary Performance Measures k=i+ 1

Define a Ci-cycle to be the time between two successive C% /a _i
imbedded points. From the theory of regenerative processes, ti-k 0 *

we can state that the average stationary channel throughput \k-i/ k>i+ 1
for class i, Si, is computed as the ratio of the average time that -(1 -1 p)i(l -- a)Mi- k

the channel is carrrying successful C-transmissions during a
Ci-cycle to the average duration of a C1 .cycle. Similarly, the 0 k<i
average channel backlog Ni is computed as the ratio of the [Qi]ik= Mi - k(6)

expected sum of the backlog over all slots in a C,.cycle to the ai ki
average duration of a C/cycle. Letting Ps(')(k) denote the k
probability of a successful Ci-transmission during a Ci-cycle I k = i- I
given nitei(')) = k (and clearly there is exactly one C~ [iik =0 otherwise. (7)

transmission in a C/-cycle) and letting E[ -] denote the ex-
pectation of the random variable following the letter E, we We note that these matrices are the one-step transition matrices
have for process ni(t) during a Crsubcycle, where the correspond-

- ence to the slot is as shown in Fig. 2. Indeed, considering the
f ri(i)P)p()Ti slot immediately preceding the transmission period, [Si]i k is
S=0 (1) the probability of transition from state i to state k and the

transmission period being successful (i.e., there being a single
(i)E[tei(r+ I) j(F) I n(te/ 0 ) = i] user becoming ready, given that some user became ready), and

[FiJi.k is the probability of transition from state i to state k
M. tel(+ 2) - and the transmission period being unsuccessful. During the

frl(i)E 1. ni(t) I ni(r,i(r)) = priority assessment period and the transmission period, all new
J.) LI e1(r) . arrivals join the backlog, and thus the transition probabilities

N/= M, (2) are given by Qi. During the idle period, with the exception of
2; If(/)E[te,(r+1 ) tei () ni(tei(r)) = i] its last slot, the backlog remains invariant since, according to
i=o the CSMA procedure described above, a new arrival sensing the

From Little's result, the average packet delay, normalized to channel idle would transmit with probability one; thus Ii is
Ti, is then simply expressed as the corresponding one-step transition probability. Finally, Ji

N is introduced to represent the fact that a successful transmis-
D= (3) sion decreases the backlog by 1. The one-step transition matrix

for process n 2 (t) during a C, -subcycle is simply Q2 and vice
In the remainder of this section, we give all the basic elements versa. Similarly, one can establish the correspondence to slots
needed to evaluate (1)43). in a Co-subcycle. From Fig. 2, we also deduce that for i * 0

we have
C. The One-Step Transition Matrices for
Processes n,(t) and n2(t) [Ptik = [Q 2(SQt tI+J + F QTc()+ ) I k

For an arbitrary matrix P, we adopt the notation [P]ik
to represent its (i, k)th element. Forj = 1, 2, let Ii denote the i*0. (8)
identity matrix of dimension (Mi + 1). Consider the matrices
defined for 0 < i, k < Mi by D. Transition Matrix P,

(I - oi)M i [ ii( _ piy- l k = i Consider first the case n2 (4 )) = i 0 0. The time sepa-

1 - (1 - pif(l - a)M-I rating 42 (') and t, 2 ('+ I ) consists of the C 2 -subcycle immedi-
= - OJO - 0 1I- I(I - ately following t.2 (r), and a succession of C, -subcycles for as

[-]k (M I - /Y(l -o-il)i k=i+ I long as n, (t) * 0. During all C, -subcycles, new arrivals to class
- (1 - pi)t'(l - i)M-" C2 join the backlog. Let r,' denote the time of the first EOC

0 otherwise following t.2( , and let Lm 1_ 2(r) _ re' conditioned on
Q4) n,(t.') = m. If m = 0, then L,, = 0 with probability I. For
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m * 0, in order to compute L, , we consider the imbedded sition matrix, namely the fact that [PI ]I, k 
= 0 for k < i - 1,

Markov chain nj (t, (')) with the transition probabilities this linear system can then be solved recursively to obtain the
{PI 1., i = 1. 2, "-,M1 ; k = 6, 1, --, M1 as expressed in (8), nth-order moments once the lower order moments have been
and the transition probability [P 10.0 = I to render state 0 computed.
an absorbing state. L. is the time it takes process n, (t., ()) The number m of C .messages accumulating at t,' is a func-
to reach state 0 (for the first time), starting in state m. tion of the length of the C2 -subcycle. Given that n2 (te2 (r ) +

The length of a C, -subcycle is a function of the state of the 4) = k, we let [k(2 ) denote the length of the idle period. Jk(2)

semi-Markov chain before and after the transition. Let t,1 I )  has the same distribution as 4() in which the parametero k(z)
and te1 (v+-) be two consecutive imbedded points, and let is replaced by
li (equal to t I (u 1 ) - te1 (U)) denote the length of the C -

subcycle, given that nI(t, 1 ()) = i and n1(tI " 1 )) =j. The 8 k ( 2 )  l-p 2 )k (l - 0 2 )M 2 - k. (13)
idle period in the CI -subcycle is a function of the backlog
at the end of the priority assessment period. Given that Success or failure in the transmission period is a direct func-

i (tel(u) + 2) = k; the length of the idle period, denoted by tion of n2 (t 2 (r) + 4). Given that n., 2 
( r ) + 4)= kand that

1k( ), is geometrically distributed. The z-transform Ik(1 )(z) the transmission period TP2 is successful, we denote by Yb(s)

of the probability mass function of IkO ) is given by the length of the C2-cycle; Ye(s) is equal to 4 + 4k(2) + T2 +

1 and has a moment generating function Yk(s)'(z) expressed
as60) (I ( -6k())Z (9) a

I --6k(I)z +( - 6k (2))ZT2+6

weeYt (s)" (z= 1-a (14)where k()*() 1 -- 6 k (2 )Z  (4

6k( ) =0 -p 1 )k(l -O)"' -k .  (10) Similarly, we define Yk( f ) for the case of failure;its moment
generating function is expressed as

The transmission period TPI equals TI + I or TC,' ) + I
depending on the success or failure of the transmission. There- (I -6k (2))zTc( 2 )+6

fore, letting li.*(z) denote the generating function of the Yk '(Z) = (15)

probability mass function of lii, we can write I -6k )z

/, TAll C -messages arriving in the C2 -subcycle will accumulate at
l~i*(z) = f[Q1

2 11 .[ S IQI7 s I].i the end of the C2 -subcycle and initiate the sequence ofconse-
i [Pi. cutive CI-subcycles. Given that the length of the C2 -sub-

-))ZT I + 4  cycle is y slots, the probability that n I(t,') = m is given by
(I - 6k l [Q 1 0]o'.r Removing the condition on y, this probability is

1-Sk (I)z [Yk(S)(Qi)lo,m in case of success, and [yk f)(QI)10 .,-
in case of failure. Given that n2 (te2 (r)) = i, the probability

+ i [Q 1
2 Ii.k[FI Q C( I k.j that n2 (4. 2 () + 4) is k is simply [Q2 41.k. Given that

I £ [P 1 ], 1  n2 (te,') = m and Lm = a, the transition matrix for processn2 (t) over the entire sequence of CI-subcycles is simply Q2'.
(I -6k(I))zTC + 4 Removing the condition on a, the latter becomes Lm*(Q 2 ).

S1 6 k (1 ) As a result, we can write the (i,j)th element of matrix P 2 for
i * 0 as

Let L, *(z) denote the generating function for L,; due to
the recursive nature of Markov chains, we can finally write [P] 2 [Q2

4  I YFA

M k L5,O
L.(z) = PI .(z)L(z)(12)

/,,- _ , i( S2 Q2 T
2 + 'J 2Lm *(Q 2)

Equation (12) defines a system of MI equations in the MI un- + 3 [yk(f)'(Q))o,.F2Q2rc+IL,.*(Q2)
knowns {L, *(z)},MI I. As it is difficult to solve this system M=-
symbolically for reasonable values of M, we numerically (16)
compute the distributions in question by successive iterations,
starting with an arbitrary set of initial distributions. Note that Consider now an imbedded point 4 2

t ) for process n2(t42 )
the above system also allows us to compute very easily the such that n2(t 2(r))= 0. We are seeking the elements PZIo.k
moments of {L,}M. Indeed, the nth-order differentiation of the transition matrix P2. We distinguish several cases as

of (12) evaluated at z = I leads to a linear system relating the shown in Fig. 3. The first five cases correspond to the situa-
nth-order moments, with coefficients which are functions of tions in which wime arrivals from either class C, or class C2
the lower order moments. Given the special form of the tran- or both occur in the priority assessment period, and thus
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initiate a transmission immediately following the end of the 12, we can express (20) as
priority assessment period; the remaining five cases correspond
to the situations where no arrivals take place in the priority M I
assessment period, and thus an idle period 10 is observed [P2 ] O .= Pr{nl(te')=k 1 ,n 2 (te')=k2
before a transmission period is encountered. We let te' again k1 =O k 2 =0
denote the time of the first EOC following t 2 (') . Let a(al, l ) [ (Q2)1k 2 ,/.
a 2 ) and b(al, a2 ) be defined as I n1 (42 n2(t2')) = 01 [Lk

a(a, 2 ) QI 4 4 
(21)

0<atM ; 0< a2 <M2  (17) E. Transition Matrix P,

Equation (8) gives [P1 i.k for iO* 0. It remains to comoute
2[PI ]1o, k. Given te i (r) such that n i (te 1') 0 and n2 (t e I ()

b(a 1,a 2 ) =a(0,0) [Q12  Io'[Q2 2]10- 2  i, we note that tel(r) corresponds also to a C 2-imbedded

I - (QI 10,0[Q22]0,0 point, and therefore we have

0 4a t 4M 1 ; 0 4a 2  4M . (18) Pr in ( 4 ( + 1) k ln (t .( )) = , n (te ( )) = ij

It is easy to see that the transition probabilities between t2 (r)M2
and te' are given by [Q24j]l,]p(2)()yj's) (Qj)

1=i

Pr {n(t') = k, n2 (te') = k 2 Inl(te2 (r))=fn2 (42 r))O} - + (I -ps2 )U))yn'(Q,)1 k i 0 (22)

= [a(l, 0) + b(l, 0)] [Q T+JI ]I ,k[Q12 T O,k 2  M2
+ 1 1) T+ I FPr {nt (te') = k, n2 (te') = k 2+ [a(0, 1) +b(0, 1)l rQ2t]~l~rn 2 J1]ik 2 k
L I O~kjLQ2 '2J 1,k, k 2 =0

M I~a] )+b] ) a cl+ ik In, (te2) = n2(t,,2 ) = 01 i =0

+ 1faj, 0) + b,0)] [QI "'+ 1 k
j=2 where p( 2 )(/) is the probability that the transmission period

S rQ2c 0)+lo,k2 in a C2 -subcycle is successful when / backlogged users and
M2 M 2 - / thinking users are contending, and is given in (28)

j T,(2)l below. We remove the condition n 2 (tl(r)) = i by simply
+ X [a(0,j) + b(O,1)] [Q T  O,k noting that, in steady state, the probability of this event is

j= 2 
Iri(2). Thus, we get

MI M 2
* [a Q (2 )+ 1 k2+ [a(j1,j2 )  M 2

2 /1 [PI]o 1. k= ri(2) Pr {nk n(,e+))kln (tej ('))

+ b(j 1 ./2)] [Q m x(Tc( ).T, ( 2 ))+ ]j jk, i=0

"Q2 mAx(7c( ).TC(2))+ 42A2, (19)0- 2 ti (23)

F Throughput-Delay Performance
Note that ifn1 (te') = 0, then te2 ) =t' otherwise te 2 (+) To complete the evaluation of (I) and (2) we need to com-
is the first EOC following te ' such that n,(ta) = 0. As a pute. for/ = 1 2, i the average duration of a cycle, and
result w e have ' -

the expected sum of the backlog over the cycle, given that
ni(tei ( ) = i. It is easy to see that the P,(i)(i) are given by[P2 Jo 0.= Pr {fli(t e') = 0, n2 (t e) = /

ln1 (4 2 (r)) = n2(te (r)) =0 P, )(0) = rro(2 )[a(1. 0) + b(l, 0)) (24)

+ I /Pr in, te') = kj, n 2 (te')=k2  Pt () a(O, I) +b(O, 1) (25)
k I =k 2 =O M

In, (te2 n())=n(te2 (r)) =0}[Lk*(Q 2 ) . PO )(i) = ;_ [Q2]?,,kPs(i)(k) i 0 (26)
2.1**k=i

(20)

P -()( = [Q. 4 1,.kp k 2 )(k) i*O (27)
Since Lo*(z) = I, adopting the convention Lo*(Q 2 ) = Q2 = k=i
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TABLE I
COMPARISON BETWEEN ANALYTIC AND SIMULATION RESULTS

P-CSMA-CD; N1 - N2 * 5; T, - 10; T2 - 100; T, - 2; al - 0.0022

P1 -P2 02 S1 S2  02

ANALYSIS SIMUL. ANALYSIS SIMUL. ANALYSIS SINUL. ANALYSIS SIMUL.

0.0002 0.106 0.099 0.098 0.100 20.41 21.94 114.0 116.56
0.0010 0.100 0.094 0.429 0.431 48.14 49.53 165.2 165.16
0.0016 0.097 0.096 0.587 0.573 63.56 62.25 219.7 226.57

0.0020 0.096 0.098 0.649 0.658 69.79 68.31 259.7 272.27

0.0002 0.106 0.102 0.098 0.085 19.12 19.42 115.5 115.18
0.0010 0.101 0.099 0.433 0.420 43.80 44.14 154.6 155.53
0 .0016 0.098 0.096 0.602 0.596 58.04 58.08 201.7 206.51

0.0020 0.097 0.095 0.671 0.660 64.27 66.11 237.7 247.92

0.0002 0.106 0.101 0.098 0.101 18.78 19.51 110.3 113.25

0.5 0.0010 0.101 0.096 0.434 0.429 42.95 45.41 152.3 149.17
0.0016 0.098 0.097 0.602 0.594 56.79 58.05 201.4 203.46

0.002C 0 .96 0.096 0.6f.9 0.663 62.70 65.03 241.6 252.17

where

= kp,{ l - p 1)k-I(I - o)Mi - k + (Mi - k){ I - )Mi- k- I ( p)k (28)
ps W~k) = -I - (I - p,)k( I- 0,) M i - k 28

The expressions for the expected duration of a cycle and for correct; b) the analysis is computationally feasible (and
the expected sum of backlogs over a cycle are straightforward economically feasible for relatively small systems such as

and are given in the Appendix. We simply note that if ni(t) = M = 5) in that the accuracy of the computations, especially
k(k = Q, 1, "., M) for some t, and RI,R 2 , .-, Rare the one- in solving (12), is perfectly acceptable; and c) the length of the

step transition matrices over I consecutive slots following t, simulation runs and the accuracy of the simulation results
then the expected sum of backlogs over the I slots is given by are acceptable without the need to provide confidence inter-
the kth element of vector [(I, + ]'=R R2 ""R,)i, where vals. Finally, note that since the behavior of p-persistent
Hj is a column vector of Mi + I elements such that its trans- CSMA has been extensively studied in the past and thus is

pose is HrT = (0, 1, 2, ", M). fairly well understood [4], [5], we focus in this paper on
numerical results pertaining to the priority function and the

IV. NUMERICAL RESULTS effect of various system parameters on its performance.
We discuss in this section numerical results concerning A. Effect of the Transmission Probabfties p, and P2

the performance of P-CSMA. In addition to the analysis
presented in Section III for the nonpreemptive case, simula- Typically, one is given the volume of traffic which needs to

tion of P-CSMA has been performed [7]. The purpose of the be carried for each class, that is, S and S2 , and measures the

simulation is twofold: I) to cross validate the results obtained performance of P-CSMA in terms of the average packet delays
from two models, and 2) to experiment with variations of the D I and D2 . Just as with CSMA without priority, for given

scheme, traffic patterns, and network loads which are not values of S, and S2 there are optimum values of p, and P2
easily handled by the present analysis. For example, although which lead to the minimum delays D, and D2 . The optimum
the analysis of preemptive P-CSMA is feasible following the throughput-delay characteristics of P-CSMA are given by the
approach used in Section III, the effect of preemption has lower envelopes of all the constant (PI , P2 ) throughput-delay
been studied by simulation, as the number of different situa- surfaces DI(S , S2) and D2 (SI , S2), where the latter are ob-
tions which arise in the preemptive case pertaining to the tained by varying a, and 02 .
occurrence of various events is larger than in the nonpreemp- To study the sensitivity of packet delays to pI and P2 , we
tive case, and thus renders the analysis a more tedious exercise. consider the nonpreemptive p-persistent P-CSMA-CD scheme
Furthermore, the analysis presents some limitations on the size on a broadcast bus with two classes of priority. We let T, = 10
of the system, namely MI and M2 , and on the load offered to slots (i.e., short CI-packets), T2 = 100 slots (i.e.. long C2 -
the channel, in particular from class C1 , for which the compu- packets), and T, = 2 slots (neglecting the parameters t and ').
tations can be economically performed. The simulation is thus Fixing SI = 0.1, we plot in Fig. 4 D I and D2 versus the total
used to examine larger systems and to verify that the behavior channel throughput S, + S 2 for MI = M 2 = 5 and varicis
of P-CSMA is the same in both small and large systems. It is values of pI and P 2 . We note that with M =M 2 = 5, the

also important to note that the cross-validation ofresults from value p, = P2 = 0.2 gives near optimum performance over the
both models is perhaps among the greatest benefits. The excel- entire range of achievable throughput. Smaller vaiues of

lent agreement which is observed between the results ob- pI and P2 may achieve slightly i.igher maxir.,um total through-

tained from both models (as shown in Table I) allows us to put S, + S2 (also called channel capacity), but provide higher
verify that a) both the analytic and simulation models are delays; larger values of pI and p 2 achieve decreasing values of
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Fig. 4. Sensitivity of packet delay to Pi and P2 in nonpreemptive Fig. 5. Sensitivity of packet delay to P2 in nonpreemptive P-CSMA-
P-CSMA-CD with M, = M 2 = 5 (obtained from analysis). CD with M 1 = M 2 = 50 (obtained by simulation).

channel capacity without noticeable improvement in delay. 100
Note, however, that in general for small systems (MI = M 2 = -CSMA-CD (NONPREEMPTIVE)

-- CSMA-CD
5) D, and D2 are fairly insensitive to changes in p1 and P2 (WITHOUT PRIORITY)

falling in the range (0.1, 0.5). In the sequel we shall use p, = 5 M1.5. M2 '5

P2 = 0.2 to plot near optimum performance of P-CSMA-CD 500 T 10 2. 20 0.2
with M =5.

For larger systems such as MI = M 2  50 users, the choice 0.2

of p1 and P2 becomes more critical, as can be seen in Fig. 5 200 0

which is obtained from simulation. Keeping S, relatively small
(e.g., S, = 0.1), DI and D2 are still fairly insensitive top, as --

long as p1 is reasonably selected, such as p1 = 0.1; but the 02' - 10 0 /
effect of P2 is more important and the selection of an opti- w/
mum P 2 is more crucial. These conclusions are not surprising u S 1 0.-

and conform to the known behavior of nonprioritized CSMA .[4]1[5].5
// ~-- 0.1

B. The Nonpreempive Priority Function 02// 0.,4

We now examine the effect of the nonpreemptive priority 20
function on the throughput.delay characteristics of each prio-
rity class. We again let T, = 10, T 2 = 100, and T, = 2. For
M, = M 2 = 5 and p, = P2 = 0.2, we plot in Fig. 6 D, and D2  10 I

versus S, + S2 for various fixed values of S1, namely S =0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
0.1, 0.2, and 0.4. The solid curves correspond to the nonpre- THROUGHPUT (S1  2)

emptive P-CSMA-CD, while the dashed curves correspond to Fig. 6. Throughput-delay tradeoffs for nonpreemptive PCSMA-CD

CSMA-CD without priority (obtained here by simulation). with M i = M2 = 5, T, = 10, and T 2 = 100 (obtained from analysis).

Since the packet delay includes the time of successful trans-
mission of the packet, for this case where T2 > TI, D2 is depends on T2 and is more important for larger T2 . In Fig. 7
greater than D, for both CSMA-CD and P-CSMA-CD. The where T, = T2 = 10, we observe that the increase in DI is

important point to make, however, is that as S2 increases to not as steep and the maximum delay DI reached is only
reach saturttion, D I increases in this nonpreemptive P-CSMA- 2.5 T. From Figs. 6 and 7, we also observe the effect on per-
CD but only to reach a finite average at saturation, while in formance of the overhead incurred in implementing the pri-
CSMA-CD without priority, both D, and D 2 increase in- ority function. Clearly, the price we pay for the priority func-
definitely. The increase in DI in nonpreemptive P-CSMA-rD tion is more important with smaller packet sizes.
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Fig. 7. Throughput-delay tradeoffs for nonpreemptive P-CSMA-CD 106 0 0 0 0
with M 1 = M 2 = 5 and T, = T2 = 10 (obtained from analysis), and 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
CSMA-CD without priority (obtained from simulation). THROUGHPUT (Si * S2 )

Fig. 8. Throughput-delay tradeoffs for nonpreemptive, semipre-
emptive, partially preemptive, and fully preemptive P-CSMA-CD

C Effect of Preemption on the Performance of P-CSMA-CD with M1 = M 2 = 5, T1 = 10, and T2 = 100 (obtained by simulation).

The fact that in the nonpreemptive case the increase in
D1 as S2 increases is greater with larger T2 indicates that
preemption will clearly improve the delay characteristics for
class C1. Denoting by Tp the period of time at the beginning O M, 5, M2 5 IFP(Tp 1OO)

of a C2 -transmission during which class C1 is allowed to pre- C,-IoT2 , 2 . PP(Tp,70)pi" 0.2. P2" 0.2 7 'PP(Tp -50),
empt, we plot in Fig. 8 the packet delays for the nonpre- si.o.I 0. N PT )

euptive (NP), sermipreemptive (SP; Tp = 0), partial preemp- + Co NP

tire (PP; 0 < Tp < T2 ), and ful preemptive (FP; Tp = T2 ) + + "/
cases for M M2 =5 and T, = 10, T2 = 100. Fig. 9 010 0. 0./.
displays the variance of packet delay for the same cases. var .- 0 ./.a .
An improvement in C, -packet delay (for both expectation , v-,(o2) .. ,/+.
and variance) is clearly achieved, but at the expense of lower o
channel capacity. The degradation in channel capacity ex- oU. -

perienced as the degree of preemption gets higher is shown in w \ . NP

F ig. 10 . z 3,, ,. P

Consider now the large system M, = M2 = 50. In Fig. II -P1Tp • 0)4 0.% V~
we plot D, and D2 for the NP, SP, and FP cases for p, = r,4 CL ft" PP(Tp.50)

0.1 and for various values of P2 (namely, 0.01 and 0.05). /\PP(Tp'70)
It is interesting to observe that, contrary to the NP case, the 02 00FP(TP,-0)
average delay D, in the SP and FP cases is not sensitive to P2.
The same is true for the variance. This indicates that, if P2 is

not properly selected, the use of SP (and FP) safely provides - P-CSMA-CD
the optimum performance for class CI. 1-CSMA-CD (WITHOUT qIORTY)

Preemption is most desirable when T2 is larger than T1. If 0 0.2 0.4 06 0.8 1.0
T 2 is small, say T2 = 10, the improvement in packet delay THROUGHPUT (Si 2)

(and degradation in channel capacity) is mnre moderate than Fig. 9. Variance of packet delay for nonpreemptive, semipreemptive,
with larger T2 . This can be easily seen from Figs. 12 and 13, partially preemptive, and fully preemptive P-CSMA-CD with M I =

which display results for the two cases T, = T2 = 10 and M2 = 5, T, - 10, and T2 = 100 (obtained by simulation).

T, = 100, T2 = 10, respectively. In fact, in the latter case
where T2 < TI, DI remains fairly constant over the entire
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Fig. 10. Channel capacity as a function of the preemption fraction Fig. 12. Throughput-delay tradeoffs for P-CSMA-CD with M1 = M2 =
T for the partially preemptive P-CSMA-CD, with M1 = M 2 = 5, 5, and T1 = T2 = 10 (obtained from analysis and simulation).

= 10, and T2 = 100 (obtained by simulation).
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Fig. 11. Comparison of nonpreemptive, semipreemptive, and fully Fig. 13. Throughput-delay tradeoffs for P.CSMACD, with M 1 =) =

preemptive P-CSMA-CD in large systems; M I - M 2 - 50, T1 - 10, 5, T1 = 100, and T2 - 10 (obtained by simulation).
and T2 = 100 (obtained by simulation).
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Fig. 14. Throughput-delay tradeoffs for P-CSMA-CD with MI = M 2 = 0 I
5 and T1 = T2 = 100 (obtained from simulation). 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

THROUGHPUT (S! I +2)

range of S, + S 2 , and both the preemptive and nonpreemp- Fig. 15. Effect of buffer size on average packet delay in nonpreemp-

tive disciplines give almost identical results. Fig. 14 displays tive P-CSMA-CD; M1 a M 2 = 5, T1 = 10, and T 2  100 (obtained by

numerical results for the case T, = T2 = 100. Figs. 12 and simulation).

14 show that when T, = T2 the rate of incresse in DI as
S2 increases is less significant than in the case T, < 72, and
that the effect of preemption is relatively moderate. 106

MI- 5. M2 = 5T, •, ."2,a100. Tc, 2/
D. Effect of Buffer Size I0..P- 2

'- P 0.1
According to the model description in Section III, each P-CSMA-CD(NONPREEMPTIVE)

user possesses one packet buffer per priority class, and does 10N /
not generate a new packet until the previous one has been 8-2

successfully transmitted. Having assumed all users to be 2.
identical, this has allowed us to use a simple system state -,

description, namely n,(t), the number of busy users at time 040U.a

t. Since the generation process of a thinking user is a Bemouilli a S,
one, and thus is memoryless, the model (and analysis) cor- var(- 2 )

responds also to the situation where the user generates new z
packets according to the Bemouilli process at all times, but E
where new packets which find the buffer occupied are lost. ,81.2

In this case, the delay measure represents the delay of packets
which are not rejected. The probability of a packet getting 2

lost is (oi - Si)/oi. Letting B denote the number of packet 102
buffers per user and per priority class, we investigate, via o

simulation, the effect of values of B larger than one, We plot
in Fig. 15 the average packet delays for nonpreemptive P. 1
CSMA-CD when MI = M2 = 5, T, = 10, T2 = 100,S, = 0.1 0  0.2 014 6 0*8 1'0
and two values of B, B = 1 and B = 2. In Fig. 16 we plot the THROUGHPUT (S1  2)
variance of packet delay, and in Fig. 17 we plot the probabil. Fig. 16. Effect of buffer size on variance of packet delay in nonpre-
ity of packet loss. We note that for this small system, M = 5, emptive P-CSMA-CD; MI = M 2 = 5, TI = 10, and T 2 = 100 (ob-

and small load, S, = 0.1, the average packet delay and its tained by simulation).

variance remain the same for class CI, but increase for class
C2 as B is increased to two (due to queueing). Clearly, packet
loss decreases for both classes; for C, with B = 2 and S, =
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0.6- Fig. 18. Nonpr mptive li-persistent P-CSMA-CD.

U.
o
> new EOC time reference. On the other hand, if two or more

; _0.4- users overlap in transmission, a collision results; all users
CLAS C E2 , B* become aware of the collision and will consider it in lieu of

o a reservation. (That is, the end of this first transmission
does not constitute a new time reference and no new reserva-

0.2- tion period is started.) All users invoived in the collision re-
/X.1 .. schedule the transmission of their respective messages incur-rinCLASS ig a random delay, say geometrically distributed with mean

" - -, 1/p slots, and transmit their messages at the scheduled time

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 provided that no carrier is detected prior to that time. The
end of this new transmission period constitutes a new time

THROUGHPUT (S1 + S2 ) reference and the procedure is repeated. (See Fig. 18.)

Fig. 17. Probability of packet loss for various buffer sizes in non- In general, 1-persistent CSMA is known to be inferior to
preemptive P-CSMA-CD with M 1 = M 2 = 5, T, = 10, and T2 

= 100 p-persistent, since p = I is certainly not optimum, especially
(obtained by simulation). if the likelihood of having several users with ready messages

of the same priority level is high. However, if the load placed
0.1, packet loss decreases to almost zero. This indicates that, on the channel by some priority class is known to be low
as longs as C -throughput is not too high, combining priority (as it would most probably be the case for high priority levels
functions with two packet buffers guarantees excellent delay in order to guarantee their performance) then I-persistent
performance and negligible packet loss. Needless to say that a CSMA used within that class may present some benefit.
preemptive scheme would achieve even smaller packet loss, In environments where a collision detection feature is
and that will larger M, packet loss is naturally lower for the available and the collision detection and recovery period T,
same throughput S1 as the throughput per user is then smaller, is small (on the order of 2r, as is the case with ETHERNET),
and therefore the storage capacity is relatively larger. I-persistent P-CSMA-CD is clearly superior to p-persistent

P-CSMA-CD, since T, is equivalent to a reservation-slot.
V. VARIATIONS OF P-CSMA

B. Notes on Reservation Overhead
A. I-Persistent Versus p-Persistent P-CSMA

1) Hierarchical Reservations: If the number of priority
Immediately following a reservation burst for class i, the levels is large, then the overhead incurred in the reservation

p-persistent CSMA scheme consists of having each user with process may be high, especially if it is expected that the bulk
priority i do the following: 1) with probability p it transmits of traffic will be in the lower levels of priority. This overhead
the message, 2) with probability 1 - p it delays the transmis- can be decreased if a hierarchical reservation scheme (i.e., a
sion by one slot and repeats the procedure if the channel is tree priority resolution algorithm) is used. A burst in the first
still sensed idle. This is equivalent to having each user with reservation-slot designates that messages in the highest group
priority i transmit its message following a geometrically of priority levels are present. Following that, each level in the
distributed delay with mean Ilp slots, provided that no car- group is assigned its own reservation-slot for reservations,
rier is detected prior to that time. When EOC is detected, etc.
a new time reference is established and a new reservation 2)Message Delay Performance Versus Protocol Overhead
period is undertaken. In the above described schemes, the higher the priority is, the

In a I-persistent CSMA mode (p = 1), instead of sending smaller is the delay in gaining access right to the channel,
a short burst to indicate a reservation, users with ready mes- and thus the better is the delay performance. Such a property
sages simply start transmission of their highest priority mes- is important if message delay for high priority classes is a
sages in the corresponding reservation-slot following EOC, critical performance measure. On the other hand, to guarantee
of course, provided that no carrier is detected in previous a low delay performance for high priority classes, it is im-
reservation-slots. If a single user is transmitting, then its portant to limit their load on the channel; as a result, it is
transmission is successful and its termination estahlishes a expected that the bulk of traffic falls into the lower classes
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incurring high overhead at each priority resolution period, and where~m denotes the expectation of Lm; and
This in turn limits the overall achievable channel capacity.
An alternative to the above scheme consists of having all E[t. 2 ( .-t2 r)In2(t 2('))=O
ready users start transmitting the unmodulated carrier in
view of a reservation immediately following EOC, but such = 5 + o(O, O)Io
that the higher the priority is, the longer is the number of
reservation-dots in which carrier is transmitted. As a result, + 0
the highest priority class present gains access by persisting +A I [a(l. )+b(l. )][QlT1 tJh]l.a(T +k )

the longest. k=1o

VI. CONCLUSION + [a(O, 1) + b(O, 1)] [QI r2+1 ] Okl(T 2 
+ Ek 1)

M I

We described in this paper a new version of CSMA which + 1..[a(, 0) +b(j,0)] [Q.rc()+1] ,k (Tc(l) +ILkl)
provides message-based priority functions. We also presented j=2

an analysis of the nonpreemptive P-CSMA which allowed us M2
to derive analytically the throughput-delay characteristics + 1[a(0j) + b(O.j)][Q r (2 )+ I k I (T(2 ) + Lk

for each priority class. Limitations in the analysis were over- /=2

come by also simulating the scheme. We evaluated the per.
formance of prioritized CSMA, and discussed the effect of MI M 2

various system parameters and of preemption on the per. + 1 2 [a(jj ,12)+b(j1 ,2)]
formance. Finally, we made a few comments on the overhead /1 12=1
and on the use of the 1-persistent protocol.

P-CSMA satisfies the requirements set forth for prioritized " IQ, i1.kI

access schemes, in that it is robust, efficient, fair to messages
present within each priority class, and requires low overhead (max (T.' ). Tc(2)) + Ik )  ()
to implement. l

APPENDIX where1 0 is given by

We give here the expressions for the expected duration of
a cycle and the expected sum of backlogs over a cycle. For ]0 (M)
simplicity of expression, we let, by abuse of notation, the 1 -(1 - a1Y(l - (42)M2

sum I + Q + "- + Q' be represented by the expression (I -

Q)- (I - Q'+ I). B. Expected Sum of C2 -Backlogs Over a C2 -Cycle

A. Expected Duration of a C2 -Cycle -e2 (r+ I)_-El 2 n2(t I n2(te2(')) = i * O0

E ft.2  (, 1) _ 12 (' n 2 (t2 ') =i 0 1 L f , r2 (P) JM2 MF [Q2] ,k 4+ (2) + p'(2)(k) T2 += [(12 + Q2 + Q2
2 + Q2 3W 2  I [Q2 4 1ikkik( 2 )

k4i ki

M+__ ' [ ')(QIo.m + [Q241i.k [S2(12 -Q 2)-1(12 -Q 2 r2+1W2

+[[ 2+ 
F2 (2 - Q2) - (2 - Q2 rc()24)72

r-
+ [1 -fpk()()ITm€ mI1 (Al * S2Q2 T2+ I(V2 - Q2) - I

+ m0 [yk(f)*(Q1)lo.M,, (A( 12 - Z [Yk()(Ql)o,mLm*(Q 2) H 2

where 7k (2 is the expectation of1k(2) and is given by + F2 Q2 rT (2) 1 (1 - Q2)-

Ik(2)  I M

(2) -k (A2) (12 [fYk(f)*1QI)O.mLm (Q 2) H 2 J (AS)I1 -- k (2)
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rt*2(Fl')- 1 Effgj (r+ )- t,1 (r)jIfn,(t, ('r) = , 2(tI ()) 1

; (n) 2(t)In2(t.~'0 Al2
t 2(r I I Q2"J,,k[4 + k(2 ) + p( 2)(kXT 2 + 1)

=[(1 2 +Q 2 +Q 2 
2 + Q2 )f 2 0 +(a(,O) +b(1, 0)) kf
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Distributions of Packet Delay and Interdeparture Time
in Slotted ALOHA and Carrier Sense Multiple Access

FOUAD A. TOBAGI

Sfainford Untwsiy. Stmifor4 CaIboma

Abstract. Packet ommuication systems of the multiaccess/broadcast type, in which all communicating
devices share a common channel that is multiaccessed in some random fashion, are considered. Among
the various multiaccess schemes known, two prominent ones are considered: slotted ALOHA and Carrier
Sense Multiple Access (CSMA). Existing analysis of these schemes has led to the determination of the
average channel performance in terms of average throughput and average packet delay. This was achieved
by formulating Markovian models for these channels with finite populations of users, each with a single
packet buffer. Unfortunately, average performance is not adequate when designing communication
systems intended for real-time applications, such as digitized speech, or when analyzing multihop packet
radio networks, and the analysis has to be extended so as to provide delay distributions. Using the same
Markovian models, the distributions of packet delay and interdeparture time for slotted ALOHA and
CSMA channels are derived, and expressions for their moments are given.

Categories and Subject Descriptors: C.2.1 [Computer-Communicadon Networks]: Network Architecture
and Desi--diuribied networks; C.2.5 [Computer-Commnimcadou Networksl: Local Networks-access
schemes; C.4 [Computer Systems Organizado.l: Performance of Systems-modeling techniques

General Terms: Performance, Theory

Additional Key Words and Phrases: Random access schemes

1. Introduction

Slotted ALOHA and Carrier Sense Multiple Access (CSMA) are random access
methods for multiplexing a population of users communicating over a shared packet-
switched channel [9]. In slotted ALOHA the time axis is divided into slots of duration
equal to the transmission time of a single packet (assuming constant-length packets).
Users transmit any time they desire, as long as they start transmission of their packet
at the beginning of a slot. If a conflict occurs (owing to time-overlapping transmis-
sions), conflicting users reschedule transmission of their packets to some random
time in the future [1, 2, 7, 9]. CSMA is a highly efficient random access scheme for
environments where the propagation delay is short compared to the transmission
time of a packet on the channel. Briefly, CSMA reduces the level of interference
(caused by overlapping packets) in the random multiaccess environment by allowing
terminals to sense the carrier due to other users' transmissions; on the basis of this
channel state information (busy or idle) the terminal takes an action prescribed by
This work was supported by the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency under Contract No. MDA
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the particular CSMA protocol in use. In particular, terminals never transmit when
they sense that the channel is busy [4, 91.

The difficulty in analyzing multiaccess schemes such as slotted ALOHA and
CSMA arises from the fact that the system's outcome is at all times dependent on the
system's state and its evolution in time; for example, the time required to successfully
transmit a packet is a function of the evolution of the number of contending
users during the lifetime of the packet. To analyze the performance of slotted
ALOHA and CSMA, Markov and semi-Markov models have been formulated for
channels withfinite populations of users, each user possessing a single packet buffer
[3, 10, Ill. Average stationary performance has been derived in terms of average
throughput and average packet delay. As the average performance may not be
adequate when designing systems intended for real-time applications such as digitized
speech, the analysis has to be extended so as to include delay distributions. Also,
when analyzing multihop systems, it is important to be able to characterize the
departure process from a collection of nodes, as this corresponds to the arrival process
to other nodes. In this paper we show that using the same Maskovian models, one
can derive the actual distribution of packet delay, as well as the distribution of time
separating consecutive successful transmissions Irefferred to as the interdeparture
time). Moreover, it is shown that the analysis provides simple expressions for alk
moments of these distributions.

The body of the paper is divided into two sections, one devoted to slotted ALOHA
and the other to CSMA. Although the basic technique of analysis is the same for
both schemes, it is believed that readability is improved by treating the two schemes
separately for two reasons: (i) Readers may be interested in only one scheme;
(ii) treatment of the simpler case first, namely, slotted ALOHA, sets the stage for the
more complex case of CSMA. For each scheme we begin by describing the model
and the transmission protocol considered for analysis. We then review the derivation
of the average performance as presented in references 13, 10, 11]. Following that, we
address the issue of the interdeparture time distribution and its moments. Finally, we
treat packet delay and derive its distribution and its moments.

2. Slotted ALOHA

2.1. THE MODEL. We consider a slotted ALOHA channel with a user population
consisting of M users. Each user possesses a single packet buffer and therefore can
be in one of two states, thinking or backlogged, depending on whether its packet
buffer is empty or full. Backlogged users transmit their packet independently accord-
ing to a Bernouilli process with parameter p; that is, in any slot t a backlogged user
transmits its packet with probability p and delays action until the next slot with
probability I - p. A thinking user generates a packet (and thus joins the set of
backlogged users) in a slot with probability X. The generation of new packets is
assumed to be instantaneous and to occur at the end of the slot. A packet transmission
in a slot is successful if it is the only one in that slot. A user is assumed to learn about
its success or failure instantaneously. Immediately following the successful transmis-
sion of its packet, a backlogged user switches to the thinking state. With respect to a
user who has completed a successful transmission in some slot t, we distinguish two
cases: (i) The user may generate a new packet (and thus rejoin the set of backlogged
users) at the end of slot t with probability A; (ii) the user may generate a new packet
starting only at the end of slot r + 1. Thus in case (ii) we force the user to remain in
the thinking state for at least one slot. The treatment of both cases is very much the
same. In this paper we opt for case (i). Note that in the transmission protocol we
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have just described, the first transmission of a newly generated packet is delayed by
a geometrically distributed time following its generation, with mean I/p slots. We
therefore refer to this protocol as the delayed-fwst-transmission (DFT) protocol (8].

A slight variation of the above slotted ALOHA transmission protocol consists of
transmitting, with probability 1, a newly generated packet, at its generation time. In
this case it is assumed that the generation of a new packet by a thinking user occurs
with probability A instantaneously at the beginning of a slot; its first transmission
takes place in that same slot. If the first transmission is unsuccessful, then the user
joins the set of backlogged users and operates as in the DFT protocol described
above, namely, transmits the packet in a slot with probability p and delays action to
the next slot with probability I - p. This protocol is referred to as the immediate-
first-transmission (IFT) protocol [8].

Given the memoryless nature of the packet generation and transmission processes.
the model we have just formulated for a slotted ALOHA channel is Markovian. We
show that we can exploit this Markovian property to derive the distributions of
packet delay, defined as the time elapsed from when the packet is generated until it
is successfully transmitted, and of the interdeparture time, defined as the time
separating two successive successful transmissions.

2.2. A',RAGE CHANNEL PERFORMANCE. Let n(t) denote the number of back-
logged users at the end of slot t. This number includes all new arrivals to the set of
backlogged users that have occurred in slot t and excludes the user who may have
just completed a successful transmission in that slot (unless, of course, it has rejoined
the backlog, as devised by case (i) of the DFT protocol described above). It is clear
that the process (n(t), t - 0, 1, 2, ... } is a Markov chain. Let po A Pr~n(t + 1)
jl n(t) - i). These transition probabilities, f-r i - 0, 1, 2, ... , M, are expressed as
D FT protocol:

IfT protocol.

0, j<i- 1,

P~i - 1)M :5 I, M
IFTprotocoi:

0, j< i- 1,

P.(ix! - X)M-', j - i - 1,

[1 - P.(i)](I - ,)M- + (M - i)A(l - A)M-1-(l - p)', j i, (2)

(M - i)A(l - A)M-i-[l - (I - P)'], j = i + 1,

(M- i) j'(l - ) -ij - i  i + 2;

where we have adopted the convention that (k) - 0 for k < 0, and where P,(i) is the
probability of a successful transmission in the DFT proposal given i users in the
backlog and is expressed as

P.(i) - ip(l - p)i-,. (3)

Let P denote the transition probability matrix. The stationary distribution H -

ro, i ... irm), where ir, A limt..Pr(n(t) = i), is simply obtained by solving the
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system n - HP. Given the special form of matrix P, namely, that p, = 0 for j <
i - 1, the numerical solution of 1I = HP is obtained recursively. Let ji denote the
average backlog. This is computed for both DFT and IFT as

M

h E i7r,. (4)
i-O

We now derive the channel throughput and average packet delay for each protocol.

(1) DFTprotocol. The average rate at which users join the backlog is, in steady
state, equal to the rate at which they leave it; the latter, denoted by S, is also the
average channel throughput (i.e., the average number of successful transmissions per
slot) and is given by

M
S = v p,(i). (5)

1-0

The average packet delay b is equal to the average time that a packet spends in the
backlog state. Applying Little's result [5], this is simply given by

b s F*(6)
S

(2) IFTprotocol. The average channel throughput is given by
M

S = E i[P,(i)(l - +)M-L - (M - i)A(I - ,)M--(I - p)i]. (7)
i-o

The average rate at which users join and leave the backlog is given by
M

= m iP,(i)(l - X)M - i  (8)

The difference S - A is the average rate of packets successful at first transmission.
The average time a user spends in the backlogged state, 9, is by Little's result
expressed as

A- -. (9)

A new packet is either successful at first transmission, in which case its average delay
is just one slot, or joins the backlog, in which case its average delay is I + B. The
average packet delay D is then given by

f I B + (10)

S S*

2.3. DISTRIBUTION OF INTERDEPARTURE TIMES

THEOREM 2. 1. The z-transform of the interdeparture time distribution in slotted
ALOHA is given by

ID*(z) - ~4~P~-PdHz' - zA(I - zPd-PdH, (11)
1-1

where Pd and Pw are matrices defined in eqs. (12)-(15) in the proof, A is a row vector

solution of the system A - A(I - Pg)-'Pd, H is the column vector with M + I elements
all equal to one, and I is the (M + 1) X (M + 1) identity matrix.
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PRooF. We augment the system state description to include an indicator 8(t) such
that

8t) 0 if no departure occurred in slot t,
t if a departure occurred in slot t.

The state of the system in slot t is now described by the pair (n(t), 8(t)). It is essential
to note that the state in slot t + 1, {n(t + 1), 8(t + 1)), depends on n(t) but
does not depend on 8(t). For 0, 1, 2, ... , M, definep ) andp ) as

P (dPr (n(t + 1) - j, S(t + 1) - I In(t) - }

pV) A Pr(n(t + 1) -j, 8(t + 1) = On(t) = a}.

These transition probabilities are expressed as

DFT protocol:

(M- +1\

01 -)//( Q_ i<_ j<!:_ g. (13)
p - P,(i)] _ '

JFTprotocol:
(d P,(i)(l -X)M-i i - , 1,

Puv (M - i)A(l - )--(l p), ] = i, (14)
10, otherwise;

_ 0, j-i- i,
PVi) , [I - P.(i)](' - )-i - i, (15)

py, otherwise.

Let Pd and Pj denote the matrices with elements P and P~ , respectively. For
any integer I at I and any vector (81, 8, ... , 8,), where 8

h E (0, 1) for all k E
(1, 2, ... , 1), we have
Pr(n(t + ) - j, 8(t + ) - 8t 8(t + I - 1) - S-i . .. 8(t + 1) -81 n(t) - 0i} 6

- [PSePi .." P&L,

where Ph is Pd if 8, - I and Pj if 8 - 0, and where we adopt the notation [B]k- to
denote the (i, f)th element of an arbitrary matrix B. We also have

M

Pr{8(t + 1) - 8, ..... 8(1 + 1) - 811n(t) = i} = E [P,P8 .. . P',,. (17)
j-0

Let ... , ttd'F, tF", ... denote the slots at which a departure took place. n(tdP)
represents the number of backlogged users left behind the departure in slot t").Let
ID denote the interdeparture time. It is clear from eq. (17) that

M

V,)' A Pr(ID - [In(td&) Ei} = [P'Ptij.
j-i-1

Let V"' be the column vector whose ith element, for i = 0, 1. M, is precisely
V,). Let H be the column vector with all elements equal to 1. Equation (18) can be
written in matrix form as

Vt) - P' PdH. (19)
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To remove the condition on n(t ), we now seek its stationary distribution. The
process {nQt), t E . .,td"-"f

1 ~. ) is a Markov chain with transition probabilities
given by

Pr(n(d")) j in(dr)) - i) - Z [P~d'Pdho

- [1(I - Pdj)'Pd14v. (20)
Let A - (do di, d.,tm) denote the stationary distribution' of process nQd)). A is
obtained as a solution of the system A - A(I - Piy)'Pd.

Removing the condition on n(t4P) in eq. (18), we finally obtain

Pr{ID - 1) - APLj'PdH, (21)

and hence the result in eq. (11). Q.E.D.

A SECOND PROOF. The same result can also be easily proved as follows. Let
ID*(z) be the z-transform defined as

ID*(z) A z'Pr{ID = 11 n(t4Pj) = i), (22)

and let [D*(z) be the column vector (ID:'(z), IDI'(z), . .. , IDm*(Z))TI where the
superscript T denotes the transpose operation. Given n(df)) - i, the interdeparture
time ID is one slot if a departure takes place in d") + 1; if there is no departure
in dr + I and n(tIP + 1) -, then the distribution of ID has a z-transform given by
zIDj*(z). Hence we have the relationship

ID!(z) = [ z .p) + p~dfDj7(Z)], (23)

which in matrix notation can be written as

ID*(z) = ZPdH + zPiID*(z) (24)

or

1D*(z) -z(1 - zPdT'PdH - P'(-PiHZ'- (25)

We finally note that ID*(z) -AID*(z), hence eq. (11). Q.E.D.

Simple closed-form expressions exist for all moments of ID. Let ID(') denote the
mth derivative of IDO(z) evaluated at z - 1; that is, ID(') - dm ID(z)dz'1 ,1.

Clearly, ID(') - E[ID], ID 121 - E[ID(ID - 1)], ID (3) - E[ID(ID - 1)(ID - 2)],
etc ...

COROLLARY 2. 1. ID ("I is given by

ID(-' - m!A[(I - Pda)'PJ]"''(I - P,-)'H. (26)

PROOF. Let ID* r)(z) denote the column vector whose ith element is
dmID*(z)/dz"'. Differentiating eq. (23), we get

11300)(Z) to dIDi'(z) . m [l d +P (;IDj7(z) +p zj*A) (27)
dz j--

Note that for the IFT protocol. dm - 0.
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Letting z - I and noting that _ [p~A + P4IDj(1)] - 1, we get

ID*"(1) - H + PAID"')(I) (28)

or
ID*00)(l) - (I - Pd--H. (29)

By successive differentiation of eq. (23) one can easily establish for m > 1 that

M -
IDa'*)(z) - ,d) P 1 [Mm[D'' "(z) + (m ()] (30)

•j-.-2

which leads to

ID* -() m[(I - Pd-)Pi]ID*('-""(l). (31)

Noting that ID(' - AMD("?(I), we get the result in eq. (26). Q.E.D.

2.4. DISTRIBUTION OF PAcKET DELAY

THomM 2.2. The generating function for the distribution ofpacket delay in slotted
ALOHA is given by

DFT protocol:

D*(z) - zr(I - zP)-'P.H

i r 'i-1PHzi; (32)
1-i

IFT protocol:

D*(z) = z[yo + r( - zPa-P,H]

- oz + i rP-'PHz1l; (33)
i-1

where P. and Pr are matrices defined in eqs. (34) and (35) in the proof, H is the column
vector with M + 1 elements all equal to one, I is the M x M identity matrix, 1r =

(Ti, ... , y,) is a row vector determined by eq. (39) in the prooffor the DFT protocol
and eq. (44)for the IFT protocol, and To is given by eq. (43).

PROOF. The general approach used to derive the distribution of packet delay is
similar to that used for the distribution of interdeparture times. It consists of first
deriving the delay distribution for a tagged user conditioned on the number of
backlogged users among which it finds itself and then removing the condition.

Let n(t) - i ' 0, and let D (z) denote the z-transform of the distribution of delay
(counted as of the end of slot t) of a tagged user in the backlog of size i. Let D*(z) be
the column vector of dimension M such that the ith element, I s i 5 M, is precisely
Di*(# We now derive D*(z). Consider a tagged user in the backlog n(t) = i.
For i - , 2, ... , Mandj -0, !. M,define p and p (') as

p A Pr(n(t + 1) -j, tagged user successful in t + I In(t) =

p4, A Pr(n(t + 1) -j, tagged user unsuccessful in t + I I n(t) - i}.
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They are given by

DFT protocol:

(d)
(34a)

P p p(. 3

IFT protocol:

P., II (34b)

0 otherwise,
(7) 4 .) (35b)

If the tagged user is successful in slot t + 1, then its delay is exactly one slot. If the
tagged user is unsuccessful in slot t + I and finds itself in a backlog of sizej, then its
delay distribution has a z-transform given by zDj'(z). Thus we have

M M
D*(z)= (0 + pzDj (z). (36)

i-i-1 j-i-i

jo

Let P. denote the M × (M + 1) matrix with elementsp f) , I - i_5 M, 0: sjS M, and
let Pr denote the M × M matrix with elementsp, 4 ( i s M, I _sj_ M. Writing
eq. (36) in matrix form, one can easily deduce

D*(z) = z(I - zP,-'P.H = P PHz. (37)
1-I

To complete the proof, we now need to derive the distribution of the backlog as seen
by an arbitrary newly generated packet. Let ysj = 1, 2,... ., M, denote the probability
that an arbitrary packet finds itself in the system upon arrival in a group of j
backlogged users. For the IFT protocol we also let yo denote the probability that
an arriving packet is successful in its first transmission, in which case its delay is just
one slot.

Consider first the DFT protocol. Given that n(t) - i, the number of arriyals which
find themselves in a backlog of size j, j > i, is j - i + I with probabilityp ), and
j - i with probability p ('). Since yj is the fraction of arrivals which find themselves
in a backlog of size j, we can write

J .(d) .. ()
yj - K i ri[(j - i + I)p,# + Qj - )PV ] (38)

i-O

where K is a constant, such that J.j- 3y' 1. Therefore we have"

Ef - ,,,[(/- i + I)P, u - op l'
IM V I W) < I :S _: M . (39)

Ej-, X, r,,(ji--+ ,O' (i - ojp, ij

Let r - (-yl, y2, .... yr). The generating .iction D*(z) is then simply expressed as

D*(z) - l"D*(z), (40)

where D(z) is as given in eq. (37), hence eq. (32).
Consider now the IFT protocol. Given that n(t) - i, then with probabilitypii

there is one packet which is successful upon its arrival, and with probability
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pd)'there arej - i arrivals which find themselves in a backlog of sizej,j i + I. By
the same argument as above, we can write

if-I
-yo, K, (41)

i-

-y, K E. i'(j - i)p"", j at 1. (42)

One may easily verify that for the IFT protocol, -y - 0, as one expects. Calculating
K by setting ,-o y', - 1, we get

- V 'ripd (43)
lrgjpg + Ej-2 V- 0 ir,(j -

-j i- o o(il, I)' :Ej sM. (44)
rV f+ Zi2 lr,(j- i)P

The z-transform D *(z) for the IFT protocol is finally expressed as
D*(z) - yoz + rzD*(z), (45)

hence eq. (33). Q.E.D.

As with the interdeparture time analysis, simple closed-form expressions can be
derived for all moments of D. Let D (" ) - d'D (z)/dz 1,-i; we have

COROLLARY 2.2. For the DFT protocols, D' is given by

D"m) - mn!1(I - P)-P 1]'-'(l - P -'-, m a- 1, (46)

and for the IFT protocol, D(' ) is given by

D(m)= f l + r(o - Pa)-H, mn-I, (47)

tm!IMl( - P )-'Pa]- 2[I + ( - P )-'Pd(I - P,-)-,, m (.

The proof is identical to that for the interdeparture time.

3. Carrier Sense Multiple Access

3.1. THE MODEL. Although the operation of CSMA does not require the devices
to be time synchronized, it is assumed here, for simplicity in analysis, that the channel
time axis is slotted with the slot size equal to 'rs, the maximum propagation delay
between all pairs of us.rs,2 and that all users are synchronized and begin transmission
only at slot boundaries. The CSMA scheme under consideration here consists of the
following. A user with a packet ready for transmission (i.e., with a packet which has
just been generated or has been rescheduled for transmission at that -instant) senses
the channel and (i) if the channel is idle, starts transmitting the packet at the
beginning of the next slot, and (ii) if the channel is busy, reschedules the transmission
of the packet to some random time in the future.

We consider a finite population of M users, all in line of sight and within range of
each other, such that each user can be in one or two states: backlogged or thinking.
In the thinking state, a user generates a new packet (and starts transmitting the

'Note the difference between the detnition of a slot in slotted ALOHA (which corresponds to the
transmission time of a packet) and the definition of a slot in CSMA (which corresponds to the maximum
propagation delay between users).
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packet, if the channel is sensed idle) in a slot with probability a. A user is said to be
backlogged if it has a packet in transmission or awaiting transmission. It remains in
that state until it completes successful transmission of the packet, at which time it
switches to the thinking state. Thus a user in the backlogged state cannot generate a
new packet for transmission. The rescheduling delay of a backlogged packet is
assumed to be geometrically distributed, that is, each backlogged user is scheduled
to resense the channel in the current slot with probability r, as specified by the
protocol, a retransmission would result only if the channel is sensed idle. In this
model it is assumed that all packets are of a fixed size equal to T slots, with T 2t I.
In some implementation of CSMA, such as in local networks of the ETHERNET
type [6], it is possible for users to detect collisions when they occur and abort the
colliding transmissions. In such a case it is assumed that it takes T, slots to perform
the detection and abortion procedure, where T, _: T. If the collision detection feature
is not in effect, then it is assumed that a user learns about its success or failure
instantaneously at the end of its transmission.

3.2. AVERAGE STATIONARY PERFORMANCE [10, II]. Let n(t) denote the number
of backlogged users at the beginning of slot t. We observe on the time axis an
alternate sequence of idle and busy periods as shown in Figure 1. We follow the
approach used in [10, II] and consider the imbedded Markov chain identified by the
first slot of each idle period. Using properties of regenerative processes, we derive the
average channel performance.

Let e"' and le"'" be two consecutive imbedded slots; the period of time between
4", and t e " is called a cycle. Let P denote the transition probability matrix between

r' and t,"'; that is, the (i, j)th element of P is defined as

P4 A Prn(4F l)) =jln(t,") - i), 0 % i,]j M. (48)

We let TP denote the length of the transmission period. If the transmission of t,e
message is successful, then TP - T + I, where the additional slot accounts for the
propagation delay, since it is only one slot after the end of transmission that the
channel will be sensed idle by all users. If the transmission of the message is
unsuccessful, then TP - T, + 1, where T, s T is the time to detect the collision and
abort all transmissions if the collision detection feature is in effect, and T, - T
otherwise. n(t,(") remains invariant over the entire idle period I (since according to
the CSMA procedure, a new arrival sensing the channel idle would transmit with
probability one). See Figure 1. Thus for t E [t", t ,(" + I - 1), n(t) - n(t, )). Let R
denote the transition matrix between slot t ,"* + I - I and t(l + I. Since the success
or failure of the transmission is a function of the number of users becoming ready in
slott" , ), we write R as R - S + F, where the (i, k)th elements of S and F are defined
and expressed as

sjA Pr n(t" + I) - k and transmission is successfulj n(t'" + I - 1) - i)

0, k<i,
(l - a'[(1-

S- (1 - )'(l - ) - ' ki, (49)

(M - i)6(l - 0 )M-'-(l - ,) k - i + 1,

1 -(I - k)(l ;)M-

0, k>i+ l;
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EMBEDDED SLOTS

= I -r T+I

(1-oM l(- =j) _ i =( - ,=--

R a0 00 ..

* L

CYCLE

Firo. 1. The imbedded Markov chain in CSMA.

fi. Pr (n(t,'" + 1) =k and transmission is unsuccessfullIn(tr + I - 1)=il

0, k < i,

I - (I - vy)'( - ) -M k i,

(M - i)o(1 - a)M-i-1[I - (I - v)i ]  k=i+ 1, (50)

(k- i) k>i+ I.

I - (1 - s')'(l - o

During the transmission period, all new arrivals join the backlog. Thus for any t E
[t( " + I + 1, t?( + I + TP], we let Q denote the one-step t1 4nsition matrix, for which
the (i, k)th element is defined as qA A Pr{n(t) = kIn(t - 1) - i) and expressed as

q= { M - i U)Mka _i k (51)
(k-i (-k>i

Finally, to represent the fact that a successful transmission decreases the backlog by
1, we introduce matrix J such that its (i, k)th element is given by

.fl, k-i- i,

0, otherwise. (52)
The transition matrix P is then expressed as

P - SQ 1+IJ + FQ r,+2 . (53)

Let 1H - (ro, iri, ... rm) denote the stationary probability distribution of n(t"')). Hl
is obtained by the recursive solution of I - lP.
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Since n(,4 ) is a regenerative process, the average stationary channel throughput
is computed as the ratio of the time the channel is carrying successful transmission
during a cycle averaged over all cycles to the average cycle length. Therefore we
have

S: im- i'M P(i) T (54)
S ,V.oiT,[l/(l - 8,) + I+P.(i)T+ (1 - P,(i))T,]'

where P,(i) is the probability of a successful transmission during a cycle with
n(t') - i and is given by

(M - i)a(l - 0 )M-i-i(l - v)i + iv(l - v)'-(! - O)m - (

P.(i) - (I - P)'(l - o)M'-  (55)

and where (I - 8) - ', with 8, = (I - P)'(1 - o)M- , is the average idle period given
n(4r)|) = 2.

Similarly, the average channel backlog is computed as the ratio of the expected
sum of backlogs over all slots in a cycle (averaged over all cycles) to the average
cycle length. Therefore we have

Zmwiil- 8j) + A(i))

-- ri[ 1/(I - 8i) + I + P,(i)T+ (I - P,(i))T,]'

where A(i) is the expected sum of backlogs over all slots in the busy period with
n(te) - i and is given by3

T M T, M
A(i) E I j[SQ'], + Z E j[FQ'],

I-o j-i 1-o j-i

i SZ Q'+FZ Q . (57)
i-i , I,-o ij

By Little's result [51, the average packet delay (normalized to T) is simply expressed
as

- = (58)

3.3. INTERDEPARTuRE TIME DISTRIBUTION

THEOREM 3.1. The generating function for the interdeparture time distribution in
CSMA is given by

1D*(z) - A[I - P-(z)]-'Pd(z)H, (59)

where

(i) A is solution of A - [- FQ*,+I]-ISQTrIJ;
(ii) P:(z) and P (z) are matrices such that their (i, j)th elements are defined as

[P,(z)j - [SQ Jlij. (I - s)zT +2= i Z , (60)
1I - )ZC

[Pj(z)]. - [FQT.'i], (I - 8,)Z , (61)

8i - (1 - ,)'( - O)M-,; (62)

(iii) H is a column vector with all elements equal to one.

Recall that for an arbitrary matrix B we adopt the notation [B), to represent the (i, j)th element of B.
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PROOF. The proof is similar to that given in Section 2 for slotted ALOHA.
Consider an imbedded slot t. r such that n(t.r) = i. Let ID*(z) denote the generating
function of the distribution of time until completion of the first successful transmission
following t'". Let Jf(z) denote the generating function of the distribution of the idle
period. Since the latter is geometrically distributed with mean 1/(1 - 8,), where
8, , (1 - v)'(l - a)M- ', 17(z) is given by

l?*(z) = (I - 8i)z (31 - Biz

ID*(z) is just l*(z)zT4I if the first transmission is successful, and I*(z)zT° lID.(z) if
the first transmission is unsuccessful and n(t r +' )) = j. Thus, letting p(d: _
[SQT+JIJ A [PdlXj and V )A [FQ rc], A [Pj],, we have

M

ID,(z) = [ii *, zz T+ P 4I,(z)z ( (64)
i-t-I

Let 1D*(z) denote the column vector (IDo(z), ... , IDl(z))T (the superscript T
representing the transpose operation); let P,*(z) and Pd (z) be as defined in eqs. (60)
and (61); we can rewrite eq. (63) in matrix notation as

[D*(z) = Pd(z)H + P,(z)[D*(z) (65)

or

ID*(z) = [I - Pt(z)]-'P(z)H. (66)

To obtain ID*(z), we need to remove the condition on n(t,( ). Let ... tdr , td" '), ....

denote the sequence of imbedded points immediately following a successful trans-mission. ~ ( Teposs{(l), t E . t~r (6 +

mission. The process d . .. )} is an imbedded Markov chain
with transition probabilities given by

Pr(n(tda1 l =jln(td") = i} = E [P-'Pd]i
1-1

= [(I - PJ)-'Pd],. (67)

The stationary distribution of n(td(P), A = (do, di, ... , dM), is the solution of A -
A(I - P.-)-Pd. We finally have ID*(z) - AID*(z), hence eq. (59). Q.E.D.

A simple recursive procedure exists for the computation of the mth moment of ID.
Let ID'") A dmID*(z)/dz" 'J, ID*(')(z) A d'lD*(z)/dz', Pt(n)(z) A d- Pd(z)/dzm

and PI("(z) A d'Pd(z)/dz" . (We use the convention that the derivative of a vector
or matrix is the vector or matrix whose elements are derivatives of the corresponding
elements in the original vector or matrix.)

COROLLARY 3.1. ID (" is given by

ID-" A.ID*"'m(1), (68)

where ID*("(I) is recursively determined by

ID* (I) - (I - PT)- I Pd(m ) -H + PI")(I).H

+ k Pj "[)-D* "k)() (69)
(--)
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PROOF. It can be easily proved by induction that differentiating eq. (65) m times

leads to the relation,

ID*-)z)- P*()()H+ (7M)PI(). ID.(m-k)(z). (70)

Letting z - 1 and observing that ID*(l) - H and PR(l) - PT, we get eq.
(69). Q.E.D.

The average interdeparture time, in particular, is given by

ID(') - A(1 - PTa'[Pj*'"(l) + Pl~()I)H, (71)

where [Pd(l() + Pj")(l)]H is a column vector whose ith element is simply

I At
+ 1p,(+l+~~T+11
j-i-I

The variance of ID is given by

Var[ID] _ A(I - PaY'L[pdZ( 2)(l) + pj(2 (l)]H + 2PdZ(')(l)ID'( 1 )]
+- ID(1) - [ID (1]2. (72)

3.4. DISTRIBUTION OF PACKET DELAY. Consider an imbedded slot t4r) such that
fl(I ( )) - i. Consider a tagged user in the backlog of size i, and let D,9(z) denote the
z-transform of the distribution of delay (counted starting from t.") until the tagged
user is successful. Let D*(z) be the column vector (Dr*(z), ... , DtL(z))T.

TH~oi.~i 3.2. D*(z) is given by

D*(z) - [I - Pl(z)]-1 P:(z)HL (73)

where H is the column vector with M + 1 elements all equal to one, I is the M x M
identity matrix, and P:(z) and P(z) are matrices of/size M x (M + 1) and M X M,
respectively, with their (i, j)th elements defined as

[P:(z)I, - (S.QTlJ~ (I - 8 i)2 T+2 - < 9 .j< (4

1 -8iz

+ [FQT,+lI,, (I - 8i)z r,2 li , jM,(75)

l:Si~M, k-i,
*S1 (76)

PROOF. The proof is similar to that given in Theorem 3.1 for JD*(z). Noting that

[S]k- Prfn(t?(r + 1) - k and tagged user successfulln(tr')) - )
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we have
M, (I _ 8,)ZT 2

D*(z) = . [S.QT+'J] 5,
H F" (i - &)zT 2 (1-8 T+1

L ~ - (+ M [SrQ+'J], o" [FQT +']I I - -Z r D,(z), (78)j.,_ I I - SizI Si
j00o

hence eq. (73). Q.E.D.

THEOREM 3.3. The distribution of delay in CSMA is given by

T
D*(z) 0 +T+IzzT4I rD*(z), (79)

I-0

where yo'T+1 and r<') - (-y(, y2() ... , yl), 0 < 15 T, are defined in eq. (87) in the
proof-

PROOF. To complete the delay calculation, we need to compute Y, , the proba-
bility that an arbitrary new packet arrives in a slot which is I slots away from the next
imbedded slot and finds itself at the beginning of this imbedded slot in a backlog of
size j; indeed, its delay is then zD,*(z). We use the indexj = 0 to represent the case
where the arriving packet starts its successful transmission upon its arrival; clearly,
in this case the arrival must have taken place in slot te) + I - 1, 1 must equal T + 1,
and its delay is given by z- +'. We also note the following. Given that a user has
generated a packet in a transmission period of size TP, then the generating function
of the time since the generation of the packet until the next imbedded slot is given by

TP TP O( - )TP-
/
-I l(0

Ajrp(z) A TP a (TP) Z Pao U)T-1 (80)
) - =1o 1 -(l -)TPz

From the point of view of delay we distinguish four types of packet arrivals.

Type 1. packets which arrive in slot t." + I - I and are successful in their first
transmission; the distribution of delay is simply

d -()(Z) - Z 1. (81)

Type 2. packets which arrive during a successful transmission period and find
themselves at the end of the transmission period in a backlog of size j; the
distribution of their delay is

d7(2)(z) - A *T.+(z)D*(z). (82)

Type 3. packets which arrive in slot t.'-" + I - 1, are not successful in their first
transmission, and find themselves at the end of the transmission period in
backlog of sizej; the distribution of delay is given by

(z) = zT+ D;(z). (83)

Type 4. packets which arrive during an unsuccessful transmission period and find
themselves at the end of the transmission period in a backlog of size j; the
distribution of delay is given by

-d(z) - A T*-..(z)Ds (z). (84)

Given that n(t.") - i, then with probability [S],., [QTIJ],+.,, i :sjs M, there are
one arrival of type I and j - i arrivals of type 2; with probability [S]8,5[Q T 1J]i,,
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i- I _S j :s M, there are j + I - i arrivals of type 2; and with probability
[F] , [Q' t]k.j, is - _ M, there are k - i arrivals of type 3 andj - k arrivals of type
4. Given 0 _5 j s M and 1 S m < 4, we let ,jC5M denote the probability that an
arbitrary arrival is of type m and finds itself in a backlog of size j (clearly for m - I
we l- .'ej - 0, and form> 1, j0o). (, is also the fraction of such packet arrivals,
and therefore we have

0, mn 1, j#0,

K m ,i[S] +1 , M= 1, ]=0,
i-0
J

K Z w.(j - i[]iQ 1~~1_0,- (85)S £ + (j + 1-i)[S],i[Qr'J]1j,}, m = 2, I _sj.M M,

J J

K Z Z vi-(k - i)[F].*[QT+I]k., n = 3, 1 sj s M,
i-O k-
J J

K Z iri (j- k)[F]iA[QT +]hs in 4, 1 s j M,

i-0 h-i

where K is a normalizing constant such that Jo") + 2M-2 Z J") I. As a result, we
have

4 M

D*(z) 0 *-I)o*dl(z) + : Y e5m*;a(z). (86)
m-2 j-i

From eqs. (80)-(86), we easily deduce eq. (79), where

0, j=0, I#T+ 1,
Al-s

K i ri[S],J+i, j-0, I= T+ 1, (87)
i-O

K r7 atIT+l(j - i)[s i-+ I[Q T J ji . j

+ alT+i)( 1 + I - )(5~i[QT+IJ]ij
+ a (j - k[] Q lJ1sjts M,+ I" a t +t€.-k)[F]t[Qr°+t~kj' o<s l _ T,,

it-i- K i~ r{ aT+i)(j - i)(S]i.+ 1 QTlJ~I+l., 87

+ (aT+1)(j + i - l)[S~ii[QT+lJI4j
i I 1 5j<_ M,

+ Z (k - 0)[F]"k[Qr' ]'jJ' I - T, + 1,

5--0

K ri a'T+"(j - i)[S],.,rIT~l+I~jJ

+ aT+"(j + I- i)[S]i[Q ' TJ+ 2 s T.

Q.E.D.

As with interdeparture times, a simple recursive procedure exists for the com-
putation of all moments of the delay. Let D'' A d-D*(z)/dz'.,_-, D*IM)(z) A
dmD*(z)/dz', P:(m)(z) A d'mP*(z)/dz"', and P' 1 (z) A d'P* (z)/dz'.
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COROLLARY 3.2. D('' ) is given by

0" (T + 1)! y (r+U + ( , (88)
(T+ 1-m) l-L k-0 k-0 k (I-k)!

where D*"m)(l) is recursively determined by

D*(m)(l) [ - P()-[P()()H + P()()H

+ (m. Ph(l)D"k* " (1)]. (89)

PROOF. By successive differentiations of eqs. (78) and (79), and letting z = 1, we
can easily establish eqs. (88) and (89). Q.E.D.

4. Simple Numerical E':amples

We illustrate the analytic results obtained in this paper by considering some simple
numerical examples. To keep this task simple, we restrict ourselves to the slotted
ALOHA case.

With M - 2 it is possible to reach closed-form solutions. Let, for example, p =

X - 0.5. The analysis of average performance leads to S = 4, i = P, and f = I for
DFT, and S - 0.5, i - I, and D) = 3 for IFT. The calculation of packet delay
distribution leads to the following:

DFT protocol:

=z 0.5z(l - 0.5z)
Dr(z) -1 - 0.875z + 0.125z 2'

0.25z
D[(z) -- 1 - 0.875z + 0.125z 2'

D*(z) -(1.25/4)z(l - 0.2z)

I - 0.875z + 0.125z2

0.3125z + 0.2109375z 2 + 0.1455078z3

+ 0.1009521z 4 + 0.0701445z" + 0.049557 3 z6 +

IFT protocol:

Yo - r -(0, ,

0.25:
D?(z) - DI(z) - 1 - 0.75z'

I -0.25z

D*(z) - z + I z 0.75z'

2 1 -2.7z
- + [0.25: + ... + 0.25(0.75)-221 + ... ]

The probability mass functions for these examples are shown in Figure 2. One can
easily verify for both cases that 5 - D (' and ID(') - I/S. For larger values of M the
calculation of interdeparture time and packet delay distributions requires the use of
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slotted ALOHA (M - 2, =p, 0).
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Fo. 3. Packet delay distribution for slotted ALOHA (M - 10,
A - 0.05, p - 0.05 and 0.5).
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40.13
- DFT Slotted ALOHA

IFT slotted ALOHA
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30
.3
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FIG. 4. Packet delay distribution for slotted ALOHA (M 1 0,
A - 0.5, p - 0.05 and 0.5).

a computer. We show in Figures 3 and 4 some numerical results obtained for
M - 10 and various values ofA andp.

5. conclusion

We have derived in this paper the distribution of packet delay and interdeparture
time for slotted ALOHA and CSMA channels with a fiite population of interactive
users. In slotted ALOHA it is interesting to note the "geometric" form that these
distributions have, namely, AP -IOP - PT)H and r"Pi-I(P - Pr)H, and the special
form that successive derivatives of their generating functions have, a form which is
similar to that encountered in geometric distributions. Simple closed-form expressions
for their moments have been obtained.

For CSMA we have derived simple recursive procedures to compute all moments
of packet delay and interdeparure time and closed-form expressions for their
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generating functions. Contrary to their counterpart in slotted ALOHA, the generating
functions derived for CSMA may not prove very practical in the numerical compu-
tation of the distributions. Indeed, they require symbolic inversion of matrices whose
elements are themselves z-transforms. However, a numerical procedure which allows
us to compute approximations to the distributions can be devised as follows. Consider
for example the case of interdeparture time. It is easily realized that

IDO(z) - D IDlm(z), (90)

where

ID*(.)(z) A (ID&,(.)(z), .. , IDir,(.(z)), (91)
ID& (z) - Pj(z)ID .._.)(z), for m a 2, (92)

ID* t)(z) - Pd*(z)H. (93)

Equations (92) and (93) are equivalent to

ID*gl)(z) - . [Pd]is(l - 8 i)z+2[l + iz + + ... ], (94)

and for m _ 2,
ID~tm,)(z) = [Pa],,t - 61)zT'*2[l + 8,z + fi z2 + ... ]ID,.t, z). (95)

j-i-I

Thus by successive polynomial multiplications and additions one can generate
numerically an approximation of the distribution of ID, the accuracy of which is a
function of the position at which the infinite series are truncated and of the maximum
value given to m. A similar procedure can be devised for the distribution of delay.

It is interesting to note that the approach used in this paper is applicable to a more
general class of models, namely, discrete-time queuing systems with finite queue size
and state-dependent arrival and departure processes. The analysis presented here
corresponds to the random-order service discipline, but can be simply extended to
the first-come-first-served discipline as well. The finite-queue-size restriction can be
relaxed, but in that case the conditions for ergodicity will have to be established.
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A2!STRACT

We consider in this paper local networks of deviate from those assumed in the original

the CSMA-CD broadcast bus type, exemplified by design. Examples of such characteristics are:
ETHERNET, and investigate their performance when packet length distribution, packet generation
supporting voice communication. For such real- pattern, channel data rate, delay requirements,
time application, we define network performance geographical area to be spanned, etc.
as the maximum number of voice sources accom-
modated for a given maximum delay requirement In this paper we consider local networks of
and a tolerable packet loss rate. We study the the broadcast bus type, exemplified by Ethernet
effect on this performance of various system [1], and investigate the performance of such
parameters such as channel bandwidth, vocoder systems when supporting voice communication. In
rate, delay requirement and packet loss rate. particular we study the effect on performance of

various system parameters, such as channel band-
width, vocoder rate, delay requirement, allowable

I. INTRODUCTION packet loss rate, etc .... For comparison pur-
poses, we also consider an ideal conflict-free

A great deal of discussion can be seen in TDMA case which is undoubtedly the most suitable
the recent literature regarding local networks for voice traffic exhibiting a deterministic
and their applicability to many of today's local generation process, and thus provides the ulti-
area communications needs. These needs have mate performance one can achieve.
primarily consisted of data communication appli-
cations such as computer-to-computer data traffic, We begin by describing, in Section II, the
terminal-to-computer data traffic, and the like. network in question; namely, the broadcast bus
More recently, a new line of thought has been system architecture, and the Carrier Sense

apparent. It is the desire to integrate voice Multiple Access scheme used. In Section III,
communication on local data networks. The reason we discuss the main characteristics of voice
for this is threefold: (i) voice is an office traffic and its requirements. Finally, in
communication application just as computer data, Section IV, we present and discuss numerical

facsimile, etc.; (ii) recent advances in vocoder results obtained from a simulation of this system
technology have shown that digitized speech supporting voice communication.
constitutes a digital communication application
which is within the capabilities of local area
data networks; and (iii) today's local network II. BROADCAST BUS SYSTEMS AND THE CARRIER SENSE
architectures, especially the broadcast bus type, MULTIPLE ACCESS SCHEME

offer very elegant solutions to the local comsu-
nications problem, from both the point of view In a broadcast bus network, all devices
of simplicity in topology and device inter- share a single communication medium, typically a
connection, and the point of view of flexibility coaxial cable, to which they are connected via
in satisfying growth and variability in the passive taps. When transmitted by a device,
environment, signals propagate in both directions, thus reach-

ing all other devices. The device interface is

While existing solutions are elegant, they such that it recognizes and accepts messages
are not without their ltmitstions in performance, addressed to it.
Some of these limitations arise as the character-
istics of the environment and data traffic re- The difficulty in controlling access to the
quirements beine supported by these solutions channel by users who can only communicate via the

channel itself has given rise to what is known as
random access techniques. The best known such

* This research was supported by the U.S. Army, scheme appropriate to broadcast bus networks is

CECOM, Fort Monmouth, New Jersey, under Army Carrier Sense Multiple Access (CSMA) [2]. In

Research Office Contract No. DAAG 29-79-C-0138. CSMA, the risk of a collision (consisting of
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overlapping packet transmissions) is decreased by A collision can occur only if another transmission
having users sense the channel prior to trans- is initiated before the current one is sensed.
mission. If the channel is sensed busy, then Thus, the first T sec. of a packet transmission
transmission is inhibited. Conflicting users represents its (maximum) vulnerable period and
schedule retransmission of their packets to some has a key effect on the performance of CSMA
later time, incurring a random rescheduling delay, protocols. In particular we note that the perfor-

There are several CSMA protocols. In the so-called mance of CSMA degrades as the ratio T/T-TW/B in-

nonpersistent CSMA, a user which finds the channel creases; that is, as the propagation delay T
busy simply schedules the retransmission of the increases, the channel bandwidth W increases and/
packet to some later time. In the p-persistent or the packet size B decreases. Among all proto-
CSMA, a user which finds the channel busy monitors cola previously mentioned, the p-persistent
the channel, waits until the channel goes idle, CSMA-CD provides the best performance (2,3].
and then performs the "p-process", which consists
of transmitting the packet with probability p, Both stochastic analysis and computer simu-
and waiting the maximum end-to-end propagation lation have been used to evaluate the average
delay with probability l-p; at this new point in stationary performance of CSMA and P-CSMA 12,3,4].
time, it senses the channel and again, if the In that modeling effort it was assumed that for
channel is sensed idle, it repeats the p-process, each user the packet intergeneration time is a

otherwise it repeats the entire procedure. random variable with a memoryless distribution
(either exponential, or discrete-time geometric

Given the physical characteristics of data with the time unit equal to T sec.). When dealing
transmission on coaxial cables, in addition to with voice applications, such an assumption is

sensing carrier it is possible for transceivers to not adequate as the packet generation process is
detect interference among several transmissions to a first approximation deterministic (see
(including their own) and abort the transmission Section III below). Moreover, due to the real-
of their colliding packets. This gives rise to time constraints encountered in voice communi-
a variation of CSMA which we refer to as Carrier cation, average performance is not sufficient,
Sense Multiple Access with Collision Detection and one has to derive the distribution of delay
(CSMA-CD) (1,3]. or delay percentiles. This renders stochastic

analysis rather difficult, and therefore we resort

A new version of CSMA which includes message- to simulation techniques for our study. The
based priority functions, referred to as P-CSMA, version of the simulator used in this investigation
has been recently proposed and analyzed (4]. The is that corresponding to P-CSMA. This was done
scheme is based on the principle that access right with the intent that if voice and data were to be
to the channel is exclusively granted to ready integrated on the same network, then, due to the

messages of the current highest priority level, strict end-to-end delay requirement in voice
This is simply done by the means of reservation applications, one suspects that the prioritized
bursts and carrier sensing. For more details, scheme would be more appropriate. Indeed, by
the reader is referred to (4]. giving priority to voice packets over data packets,

the scheme will help guarantee to a certain extent
The performance of a CSMA broadcast bus the delay constraint for voice packets even in the

system is normally characterized by two main presence of data traffic. In fact, analysis and

measures: channel capacity and the throughput- simulation of P-CSMA with two classes of traffic
delay tradeoff. Channel capacity is defined as has already provided indication to that effect E4].
the maximum throughput that the network is able Note, however, that in the present study we con-
to support. The throughput-delay measure is the sider that there exists only one class of traffic,
relationship which exists between the average namely voice, and that it is given the highest

packet delay and the channel throughput. It priority. The only difference between P-CSMA and

should be clear that, due to collisions and re- CSMA in this case is that with the former there
transmissions, channel capacity is always below is an additional overhead incurred in the imple-
the available channel bandwidth, and that through- mentation of the priority function which degrades
put and delay have to be traded off: the larger the performance slightly as compared to CSMA.
the throughput is, the larger is the average This overhead is function of the ratio TWi/, and

packet delay, thus the degradation is more important as the
ratio TW/B becomes larger.

Let W denote the channel bandwidth (in bits/
seconds), d the length of the cable between the
extreme users, and B the number of bits per packet III. CHARACTERISTICS OF VOICE TRAFFIC AND VOICE
(assuming fixed size packets). We let T denote SOURCES
the end-to-end delay defined as the time from
the starting of a transmission to the starting It is assumed that vocoders digitize voice

of reception between the extreme users, and T at some constant rate of V bits per second. Bits
denote the transmission time of a packet; i.e., are grouped to form packets, which are then trans-

T-B/W. In all CSMA protocols, given that a trans- mitted via the network to the destination vocoder.
mission is initiated on an empty channel, it is Let B denote the number of bits per packet. B is

clear that it takes at most T sec. for the packet the sum of two components: Bh- which encompasses
transmission to reach all devices; beyond this all overhead bits comprising the preamble, the
time the channel is guaranteed to be sensed busy packet header and the checksum, and BvI the
for as long as data transmission is in progress.
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information bits. The time to form a packet, Tf B 3h+B

is given by X + . .Du (<)

B 
V W

vTf and thus.

T is also the packet intergeneration time for a 
8 • (2)

vocoder. To achieve interactive speech and smooth v - V+W
playback operation, it is important to keep the
end-to-end delay for most bits of voice information Given that M voice sources are active, the band-
within tight bounds. End-to-end delay is defined width constraint is then written as
as the time from when the bit is generated at the
originating vocoder until it is received at the (Bv+Bh)
destination vocoder. Two components of delay are v V

identified: the packet formation delay, Tf . and > KV (3)

B
the packet network delay, D n . The network delay v

is defined as the time since the packet is formed Eqs. (2) and (3) lead to a maximum value of M
until it is successfully received at the desti- given by
nation. Denoting by D the maximum allowable

delay for voice bits, a voice packet is acceptable mh
only if Tf+Dn<Dm . Packets which do not satisfy M* . - (4)

this inequality are assumed to be lost. Usually Vm h
speech can be effectively synthesized at the
destination if the rate of lost packets does not This ideal analysis in fact corresponds to TDHA
exceed a maximum L. In voice applications, the in which perfect synchronization is achieved; i.e.,
performance measure is defined as the maximum the voice packet for a user is ready for trans-
number of vocoders that can be supported by the mission exactly at the beginning of the slot
network under the delay constraint D and a assigned to that user. This is simply achieved

m by having the vocoder synchronize the formationtolerable loss rate L.
time of the packet with the boundary of its
assigned slot. Therefore, with M users and TDMA

We assume that each voice source possesses frames of M slots, D is equal to one slot (i.e.,
a transmit buffer with room for exactly one n
packet. Whenever this buffer is nonempty, the (Bh+Bv)/W), while Tf is equal to M slots; hence,
station attempts transmission of the packet on

the channel according to P-CSHA. We furthermore equations (1) and (3).

assume that, if the buffer is nonempty when a Equation (4) illustrates the effect of the
new packet is generated, then the former is lost overhead B on M If B- , then M-W/V, inde-
and the latter occupies the buffer (i.e., the h h
order of service is last-come-first-served). Al- pendent of D . In that case, however, the optimum
though this model appears to be restrictive a pt
priori, we shall show in the following section packet size is function of D , given by

that this is not so. In fact, for a given delay
requirement D , the optimum packet size which 1 D 1

maximizes the number of voice sources is such that 
v M/' +

D n<Tf for all values of L. That is, at optimum The smaller D is, the smaller the packet size is.

we have D m <2TE and therefore there is no need With Bh + 0, M* is function of D , and decreases

for a transmit buffer of size larger than one,
and LCFS.is the appropriate queueing discipline. as D decreases. Indeed, with Bm + 0, the packet

At optimum, packet loss contributing to L is only size cannot be arbitrarily decreased, as the effect
due to excess delay and not to lack of buffers. of overhead becomes more and more severe. In

Figures 3 and 4 below, the dashed curves represent
Before we proceed with the discussion of the M* as a function of V for W-lMBPS and W-10MBPS

numerical results obtained from the simulation respectively, Bh-2 00 bits and various values of
of P-CSMA, we undertake here an idealized analysis . D -200 %sec. corresponds roughly to the case
which provides an upper bound on the performance. m m
Tn essence, it consists of assuming that network Bh-0 or D I -. For D -2 msec., the effect of BhdlyDis ideally deterministic and equal to mh
delay Dn is so important that M* is limited to very small
only the transmission time on the channel of band- values and is rather insensitive to V.
width W. With this assumption, D -B/V and then

condition Tf+Dn<D reads to
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IV. DISCUSSION OF NUHERICAL RESULTS to

We consider a P-CSMA network, 1 Ka long with 9
an end-to-end propagation delay T of approximately
10 usec. We assume Bh-200 bits, which account for 8 - L --0 /

a 64-bit preamble, a 32-bit CRC and 104 bits for 2%
addressing and other control information. We 7 10%
consider various values for the vocoder bandwidth: 20%
V-16, 24, 32 and 64 KBPS; and two values for the 6
channel bandwidth: W-1 and 10MBPS.

The delay constraint on voice bits depends o
on the type of voice comunication being consid- 4 4 /
ered. The first type we identify is that of W 1/:E / W :1 MBPS
real-time voice comunication within the local 3 -
environment (i.e., all parties are on the local V :24KBPS/
network); in this case, interactive communication 2- M S 10
can be effectively accomplished if DI is on the r 10 eC

order of 200 msec. (or even higher). The second B h % 200 bits
type is that of real-time voice communication via 7,

the Public Switched Telephone Network (i.e., where T , I ,

all parties are not on the local network); in this 0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 200

case, D must be restricted to a value on the 8 (bits)

order of 20 usec. Finally, we distinguish a third
type which arises when the goal is to have network Fig. I. Kax(DIL) versus B for fixed H and
delay which does not exceed that experienced in a v
PBX switch; in this case, the delay constraint various values of L.
must be set at 2 msec. As previously mentioned
with voice communication, packet loss is tolerable
as long as the loss rate L is limited to a small 10
value. In this study, we shall assume that L-0.02
is adequate. 9 \M :M 12 .

We first examine the effect of packet size 8 - ' e
Bh+v n the delay performance. Consider W, V and
M to be fixed. Let k denote the number of packets M 7 Mi1 /-
sampled in the simulation, and let D., D2 .... Dk 6 '' .- ,

be the delay incurred by the k packets respective- E 6/

ly. Let D I<DI < ..<D be the ordered sequence 5 / --T

of delay samples. We let Max(DIL} 4 D tM:5 / e'kJ5L 4 -

axfDjL} is the value of packet delay which is

exceeded by exactly a fraction L of all samples. 3-0 W --1MBPS
We can similarly define Max{D 1L). Clearly. 2 L :24KPS

Max{DIL) - T f+Max{D anl. If Bv is arbitrarily , r : 10;LseC

large, then Tf is the predominant term. Indeed, 1 Bh: 200 bits

the number of packets contending is small, and, I I I I I
with the packet size being large, the performance 0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 200
of P-CSMA (which is a function of TW/B) Is rela- Bv (bits)
tively good. In this case, Max(DIL) is also
larger, on the same order of magnitude as B v/V+B/W. Fig. 2. Max(DIL'- versus B for fixed L and

As Bv decreases, Tf decreases, and so does various values ofvM.

Max{DIL} until Bv is small enough as to cause a

high degree of contention and an important in- V-24KBPS, W-lMSPS, M-10 and various values of L.
crease of Max{DnL. Clearly, further decrease It is interesting to note that given M, the opti-

in 8 causes the P-CSMA channel to saturate and mum packet size Rv is roughly the same for all
v values of L. Setting L-0.02, we show in Figure 2
nax(Dn L}1 - with probability one. Thus, there MaxfDIO.021 versus B for various values of M.

exists an optimum value for B which minimizes vv This figure shove that for a given value of D
Max(DIL). We illustrate these effects in Figure 1, and a given value of L, there exists a unique
in which we plot Max(DIL) versus B for the case

v
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60 600
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Fig. 3. M* and Hmax versus V for W=wMBPS Fig. 4. M* and Mmax versus V for W-10MBPS

optimum value of B and a maximum value of M whichv 1.0

satisfy the constraint MaxfDIL}<D . This maximum-M 200 msec
value of M, Hmax, represents the performance of 0.9 m

P-CSMA when supporting voice coimunication. From 0.8 -
Figures l and 2, as well as the results obtained Dm:20 msec
for all other cases studied, we note that 0.7-
max(D nL) at optimum is always inferior to Tf,
and therefore MaxDIL)<2Tf, regardless of Dm and 2 0.6 Om2msec

rg s m

L. This clearly justifies that the model adopted E
for the vocoder's transmit buffer (single packet T 0.5
buffer and LCFS) is not restrictive. In Figure 3, .0

we plot M as a function of the vocoder rate V Z 0.4
max

for L-2% and W-1MRPS and the three values of D.: 0.3 W : 1MBPS

2 masec., 20 usec., and 200 msec. The dashed L =2%
curves correspond to the ideal TDMA case. 0.2 r : 10sec
Figure 4 displays similar results for the case Bh z 200 bits
W-10HBPS. We note that when D -200 msec., both 0.12U

M* and Mmax decrease rapidly as V increases; I I I I I

while if D -2 msec., then M* and H are rather 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100Smax V(OS

insensitive to V. This is due to the existence V (KBPS)

of a nonzero overhead Bh' whose effect is more
Fig. 5. Ratio H /M* versus V for W=IHBPS

important as the delay requirement is more crit- max
ical. To best compare the performance of P-CSMA
to that of the ideal TDMA, we consider the ratio that the degradation in performance due to conten-
M x/M*. This ratio has the property of isolating tion is more significant as the delay requirement

the effect of contention as opposed to that of V is more severe and/or as the channel bandwidth is
and Bh' and therefore allows us to evaluate the larger. Both these trends are due to the higher

degree of contention caused by a larger ratio
relative performance of P-CSMA when supporting TW/B. Indeed, with smaller D , B is bound to
voice. We plot in Figures 5 and 6 MN /M* versus v

be smaller, and tOerefore TW/B is larger.
V for -.IMBPS and 10MBPS respectively. We note
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Finally, in Figure 7. we display the optimum Fig. 7. Optimum B versus V for W-MBPS
packet size B as a function of V for L-0.02 and v

v

DM-2, 20 and 200 msec.
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ABSTRACT

Local area communication networks based on the packet broadcasting

technology have received considerable attention in recent years, due to

their simple architectures and efficient operation. One of the major

concerns in designing such networks, however, has been the design of

efficient multiaccess protocols.

We destinguish in this paper two main architectures for cable

broadcast systems: the bidirectional broadcast system 'BBS) architecture

in which transmission is broadcast in both directions of the cable, and

the unidirectional broadcast system (UBS) architecture in which

transmission is forced into only one direction. Broadcast communication

in the UBS architectures is achieved by folding the cable so that each

device is connected to both the outbound and the inbound portions of the

cable.

Following a brief discussion of multiaccess protocols and priority

functions in distributed multiaccess environments we describe here a new

and efficient round robin scheduling scheme suitable for UBS

architectures, describe a simple and efficient mechanism for priority

assessment in both BBS and UBS architectures, and then extend the

applicability of the round robin scheme to a prioritized unidirectional

environment.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Significant advances in local area communication networks have been

achieved in the past few years. Several architectures have been proposed

and implemented [1, 2, 3, 4]. They have a particular element in comron:

they are all based on packet broadcasting technology.

Packet broadcasting is attractive in that it combines the

advantages of both packet switching and broadcast communication. Packet

switching offers the efficient sharing of communication resources by

many contending users with random demands. Broadcast communication

eliminates complex topological design and routing problems. Packet

broadcasting is simply achieved by providing available communication

bandwidth as a single high-speed channel to be shared by the many

contending users.

A. Bidirectional and Unidirectional '. -'cast Systems

Local communication :ietworks of the Ethernet type use a cable to

which all the communilcating devices are connected. The device connection

interface is a passive cable tap so that failure of an interface does

not prevent the remaining devices from communicating. The use of a

single coaxial cable with bidirectional transmission naturally achieves

broadcast communication. We refer to such systems as bidirectional

broadcast systems (BBS).

Broadcast communication with unidirectional transmission can also

be achieved by folding the cable so that each device is connected to

both the forward (or outbound) and reverse (or inbound) portions of the

cable. Both taps are passive, and, in the simplest case, the tap on the

forward portion of the cable is a write-only tap while the tap on the

reverse portion of the cable is a read-only tap. This configuration

results in an inherent physical ordering of the subscribers, a feature

we take advantage of in the sequel. We refer to such systems as

unidirectional broadcast systems (UBS). Figure 1 displays schematically

the BBS and UBS architectures.
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B. Multiaccess Protocols

One of the major concerns of designing such networks has been the

design of efficient multiaccess protocols. The difficulty in controlling

access to the channel by users who can only communicate via the channel

itself has given rise to what is known as random-access techniques. In

the ALOHA random access scheme, users transmit any time they desire (5].

When conflicts occur, the conflicting users schedule retransmission of

their packets to some later time. In carrier-sense multiple access

(CSMA), the risk of a collision is decreased by having users sense the

channel prior to transmission [6). If the channel is sensed busy, then

transmission is inhibited.

Many CSMA protocols exist which differ in the action taken by a

ready subscriber who finds the channel busy. In the nonpersistent CSMA,

the terminal simply schedules the retransmission of the packet to some

later time. In the 1-persistent CSMA, the terminal monitors the channel,

waits until the channel goes idle (persisting on transmitting), and then

transmits the packet with probability one. In the p-persistent CSMA, the

terminal monitors the channel as in i-persistent, but when the channel

goes idle, it transmits the packet only with probability p, and with

probability 1-p it waits the maximum propagation delay and then repeats

the process provided that the channel is still sensed idle.

Given the physical characteristics of data transmission on coaxial

cables, in addition to sensing carrier it is possible for transceivers

to detect interference among several transmissions (including their own)

and abort the transmission of their colliding packets. This produces a

variation of CSMA which we refer to as carrier-sense multiple access

with collision detection (CSMA-CD) [4, 7).

While random access techniques such as CSMA are suitable for both

BBS and UBS architecutres a very efficient round-robin scheme is

achievable in the UBS architecture as a result of the physical ordering

of the subscribers on the cable. This scheme is described below in

section II.

3.
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C. Priority Functions In Multiaccess Broadcast Systems

The need for priority functions in multiaccess environments is

clear. Having multiplexed traffic from several users and different

applications on the same bandwidth-limited channel in order to achieve a

higher utilization of the latter, we require that a multiaccess scheme

be responsive to the particular specifications of each. Priority

functions in multiaccess environments are also addressed in this paper.

Little work has been done in the past to incorporate priority

functions into multiaccess protocols, the distributed nature of the

environment being the major obstacle. Priority functions here are viewed

in their most general sense; that is, priority is defined as a function

of the message to be transmitted and not just the device transmitting

the message. The target requirements for a priority scheme to be

acceptable are:

1. Hierarchical independence of performance: The performance of
the scheme as seen by messages of a given priority class
should be insensitive to the load exercised on the channel by
lower priority classes. Increasing loads from lower classes
should not degrade the performance of higher priority
classes.

2. Fairness within each priority class: Several messages of the
same priority class may be simultaneously present in the
system. These should be able to contend on the communication
bandwidth with equal right.

3. Robustness: A priority scheme must be robust in that its
proper operation and performance should be insensitive to
eventual errors in status information.

4. Low overhead: The volume of control information to be
exchanged among the contending users, as required by the
scheme, and the overhead required to implement the priority
scheme must both be kept minimal.

To satisfy property (1) above, a priority scheme must be based on

the principle that access right "at any instant" be exclusively given to

ready messages of the highest current priority level. While this is

easily achieved in nondistributed environements, in a distributed

environment, there are three basic problems that need to be addressed:

4I
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(1) Identify the instants at which to assess the highest current

priority class with ready messages; (2) Design a mechanism by which to

assess the highest non-empty priority class; and (3) Design a mechanism

which assigns the channel to the various ready users within a class.

True hierarchical independence of performance can be achieved only with

a preemptive priority scheme and even then not to a full extent for in a

strict sense the overhead incurred by the preemption might be considered

degradation of performance. Nonetheless, property (1) should be

considered a prime target for all priority schemes.

An efficient mechanism for priority assessment, suitable for UBS

and BBS architectures with a carrier sense capability has been proposed

in [8) along with CSMA contention schemes. We review this mechanism in

section III below, and describe in section IV an efficient prioritized

round robin scheme for UBS architectures which makes use of it. The

content of this paper consist of extracts from a more complete

version [9].
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II. AN EFFICIENT ROUND ROBIN ALGORITHM

The UBS considered here has two separate channels--the outbound

channel which all subscribers access in order to transmit, and the

inbound channel which subscribers access in order to read the

transmitted information. In addition to transmitting capability on the

outbound channel we assume that subscribers can also sense activity on

that channel in a way similar to that required in other channel sensing

systems such as CSMA. In a UBS this capability results in an interesting

feature. Assume subscribers are numbered sequentially SI, S2, S3, etc.,

and subscriber Si is defined as the "farthest", i.e., has the longest

round trip delay (see figure 1). Because of the unidirectional

signalling property, S2 is able to sense signals generated by Si on both

the inbound and outbound channels whereas the opposite does not hold;

that is, SI can sense signals generated by S2 only on the inbound

channel. This asymmetry will be utilized in establishing the ordering in

a round-robin scheme.

A subscriber is considered to be in one of three states. A

subscriber is in the IDLE state if it does not have any message awaiting

transmission. A non-IDLE subscriber, called a ready subscriber, can

assume one of two states--ACTIVE if it has not transmitted its message

in the "current round" or DORMANT if it did transmit and is waiting for

the completion of the round. In order to achieve fair scheduling,

DORMANT subscribers defer to all other ACTIVE subscribers. Consequently,

we are assured that no subscriber will transmit its second message

before other ready subscribers have a chance to transmit their first

ones. Eventually all ready subscribers will have transmitted their

messages (i.e. all are DORMANT); this constitutes the end of a round; at

this time all reset their state and a new round starts.

While each subscriber distinguishes between its DORMANT and ACTIVE

states (with a 1-bit flag), arbitration among active subscribers must be

provided by additional means. To that end each ACTIVE subscriber

transmits a short burst of unmodulated carrier after the end of the

previous message to indicate its ACTIVEness and, at the same time,
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senses the outbound channel. All but one ACTIVE subscriber will sense

the outbound channel busy (due to transmission from lower indexed

subscribers--see Fig. 1) thus singling out the next subscriber to

transmit. Here we make use of the asymmetry of the outbound channel as

explained earlier. If a given subscriber senses the outbound channel

busy, there exists at least one ready subscriber "ahead" of it that

generated that signal; a subscriber will always defer its transmission

in favor of those "ahead" of it.

Initially all subscribers reset their state, meaning that all ready

subscribers are ACTIVE. An ACTIVE subscriber will operate follows:

1. Wait until the next end-of-carrier (EOC) at the end of a
message, detected on the inbound channel.

2. Transmit a short burst of unmodulated carrier and listen to
the outbound channel for one round trip delay.

3. If the outbound channel is sensed idle, the subscriber
transmits its message (free of conflict) and moves to the
DORMANT state. Otherwise, the subscriber repeats the
algorithm.

A DORMANT subscriber will become ACTIVE, if the inbound channel is

sensed idle for one round trip delay or longer and then perform the

above steps.

The algorithm is extremely efficient because a nonconflicting

schedule is usually achieved within one half round-trip delay regardless

of the position of the consecutive ready users on the bus, where a full

round-trip delay is considered to be the propagation time through both

the outbound and inbound channels. Since ordering is implied by

information extracted from the outbound channel alone, one half round

trip delay (through the outbound channel only) is sufficient to

establish scheduling. An extra (idle) round-trip delay is required to

signal the end of a round to all subscribers (which is nominal overhead

especially in a loaded system).

The algorithm presented here differs slightly from a conventional

round-robin algorithm. In a conventional round-robin discipline, each

subscriber, in a prescribed order, is given a chance to transmit; it

7
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transmits if it has a message ready and declines if it has not. This

subscriber will not be given a second chance before all other

subscribers have had their chance. In our algorithm, while no subscriber

transmits more than once within each "round", the order of transmission

within the round may vary depending on the instants at which messages

arrive. For example, assume that subscriber S1 just completed

transmission of its message. Assume also that at this time S2 does not

have a message ready and therefore S3, assumed ready, transmits next.

While S3 is transmitting, a message arrives at S2, and consequently when

$3 is finished S2 transmits next. The order of transmission in this case

was S1, S3, S2 while if all had a ready message at the beginning of the

round the order would have been S1, S2, S3.

8
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III. A PRIORITY ASSESSMENT MECHANISM FOR UBS AND BBS ARCHITECTURES

We review innthis section the priority assessent mecanism proposed

in [8]. With the broadcast nature of transmission, users can monitor the

activity on the channel at all times. The assessment of the highest

priority class with ready messages is done, at least (as is the case in

the nonpreemptive discipline), at the end of each transmission period,

whether successful or not, i.e., every time the carrier on the channel

goes idle. When detected at a subscriber, end of carrier (EOC)

establishes a time reference for that subscriber. Following EOC, the

channel time is considered to be slotted with the slot size equal to

2*TAU+GAMMA, where TAU denotes the maximum one-way propagation delay

between pairs of subscribers, and GAMMA is a period of time sufficiently

long to detect a short burst of unmodulated carrier. Within each

subscriber, messages are ordered according to their priority. The

priority of a subscriber at any time is the highest priority class with

messages present in its queue.

Let us denote an arbitrary subscriber, and EOC(s) denote the time

of end of carrier at subscriber s. Let p(s) denote the priority level of

subscriber s at time EOC(s). The priority assessment algorithm consists

of having subscriber s operate as follows:

1. If, following EOC(s), carrier is detected in slot i, with
i<p(s), (thus meaning that some subscriber has priority i
higher than p(s) and access right must be granted to class
i), then subscriber s awaits the following end of carrier (at
the end of the next transmission period) at which time it
reevaluates its priority and repeats the algorithm.

2. If no carrier is detected prior to the J-th slot, where
J=p(s), then subscriber s transmits a short burst of
unmodulated carrier at the beginning of slot j (thus
reserving channel access to priority class p(s) and,
immediately following this slot, operates according to the
contention resolution algorithm decided upon within class
p(s) (such as p-persistent CSMA, for example). At the next
end of carrier, subscriber s reevaluates its priority level
and repeats the algorithm.

Thus, by the means of short burst reservations following EOC, the

9
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highest nonempty priority class is granted exclusive access right, and

messages within that class can access the channel according to any

contention algorithm. If the contention algorithm is CSMA, then we refer

to the scheme as prioritized CSMA (P-CSMA).

Note that the above algorithm corresponds to a nonpreemptive

discipline, since a subscriber which has been denied access does not

reevaluate its priority until the next end of carrier. However, note

that, by assessing the highest priority level at the end of each

transmission period whether successful or not, the scheme allows higher

priority messages to regain the access right without incurring

substantial delays.

The scheme is robust since no precise information regarding the

demand placed on the channel is exchanged among the users. Information

regarding the existing classes of priority is implied from the position

of the burst of unmodulated carrier following EOC. Note also that there

is no need to synchronize all users to a universal time teference. By

choosing the slot size to be 2TAU+GAMMA we guarantee that a burst

emitted by some subscriber in its k-th slot is received within the k-th

slot of all other subscribers.

We illustrate this procedure in Fig. 2 by displaying a snapshot of

the activity on the channel for p-persistent P-CSMA. (For simplicity and

without loss of generality, we consider that there are only two possible

priority levels in the system.) We denote by n1 and n2 the number of

active subscribers in class 1 (Cl) and class 2 (C2), respectively. We

adopt the convention that CI has priority over C2. We also show a

reservation burst as occupying the entire slot in which it is

transmitted. Finally we represent by a vertical upward arrow the arrival

of a new message to the system; the label C1 or C2 indicates the

priority class to which the message belongs.) We assume in Fig. 2 that,

at the first EOC, we have n1=O and n2>0. Following EOC a reservation

burst is transmitted in the second slot. The priority resolution period,

also called priority assessment period (PAP), is, in this case, equal to

two slots. Following the reservation, we observed a channel-access

10
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period (CAP) which consists of the idle time until the channel is

accessed by some user(s) in class 2. Clearly CAP is a function of the

channel access procedure employed by class 2. Following CAP we observe

the transmission period (TP) itself, the end of which establishes the

new EOC time reference. (A crosshatched TP signifies a coilision.) The

time period between a reservation and the following EOC, called the

contention period and equal to CAP+TP, is the time period during which

exclusive access right is given to the class which succeeded in

reserving the channel. In this nonpreemptive case, message arrival C1,

although of higher priority, is not granted access right until the EOC

following its arrival, at which time it reserves the channel.

Since the priority assessment period is of nonzero length, one may

envision each subscriber continuously updating its priority during the

priority resolution period. Clearly, unless we allow messages to change

priority levels, the priority of a subscriber may only change at the

generation times of new messages. As a result, given that we are in slot

k of the reservation period, indicating that no priority class higher

than k reserved access to the channel, a subscriber may still make

reservation for its most current priority as long as this priority is

lower than priority class k, and no reservation burst is detected before

its corresponding slot. However, if following EOC no reservation burst

is detected for K consecutive slots, where K is the total number of

priority classes available in the system, then the channel becomes free

to be accessed by any subscriber regardless of its priority, until a new

EOC is detected.

A variant of this nonpreemptive P-CSMA algorithm is to require that

each subscriber record, at the end of the priority assessment period,

the priority level that is granted access (say i), so that i-level

messages generated during the period of time when access right is

granted to level i may also contend on the channel.

Note that the overhead incurred in a reservation period following

EOC is a function of the currently highest priority level. The higher

this class Is, the smaller the overhead is and the smaller is the delay
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to gain access.

Different contention algorithms may be used by different classes of

priority. Considerations regarding the use of 1-persistent CSMA versus

p-persistent CSMA have been made. The reader is referred to [8, 9] for

details.

The prioritized CSMA can accommodate preemption fairly simply.

Consider that, after the reservation process has taken place, the

channel has been assigned to class j. Assume that, before a transmission

takes place, a message of level i, i<j, is generated at some subscriber

s. The nonpreemptive scheme dictates that subscriber s await the next

time reference before it can ascertain its (higher) level i. The

semipreemptive scheme allows subscriber s to preempt access right to

class J, as long as no transmission from class j has yet taken place, by

simply transmitting Lhe message. If the generation of the message of

level i takes --.-e after a transmission period is initiated, then

subscriber s dits until end of carrier is detected. Both nonpreemptive

and seml,)reemptive schemes are applicable whether collision detection is

in effect or not.

In a fully preemptive P-CSMA scheme, a subscriber with a newly

generated packet may also preempt an on-going transmission of a lower

priority level by intentionally causing a collision. Clearly this scheme

is only appropriate if collision detection is in effect! It can offer

some benefit if lower priority classes have long messages. One may also

envision an adaptive preemption scheme whereby an on-going transmission

is preemptive only if the already elapsed transmission time is short.

12
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IV. A PRIORITIZED ROUND ROBIN SCHEME FOR UBS ARCHITECTURE

In this section we adapt the round-robin algorithm described in

section II to a prioritized environment. Hence we must modify the

algorithm to ensure that fairness is administered only within each

priority class and that high priority messages are transmitted first. To

achieve this, contention among subscribers is resolved in two stages.

First, ready subscribers exchange information regarding the priority of

their current message (i.e., undertake priority class assessment) and

then the round-robin algorithm described previously is used to resolve

contention among subscribers of the currently highest priority.

Here, again, we distinguish between ACTIVE and DORMANT subscribers

depending on whether they did or did not transmit a message in the

current round. However, to achieve fair scheduling within each priority

class, subscribers maintain separate such states for each priority

class; i.e., a subscriber can be ACTIVE with respect to one priority

class and DORMANT with respect to another. Since only these two states

(for each priority class) must be distinguished the total memory

required is one bit per priority class.

All ready subscribers, ACTIVE or DORMANT, participate in the

priority class assessment. A mechanism similar to the one described in

Section III may be used. When the priority assessment period is over the

currently highest priority class is established (independent of the

internal state of the ready subscriber(s) holding these messages); the

channel is then considered as operating at this priority level. Let

p(channel) denote the latter. Those subscribers for which

p(s)#p(channel) refrain from proceeding and those for which these

priorities are equal operate according to the round-robin algorithm

described previously.

A ready subscriber will therefore wait until the next end of

message and operate according to the following:

1. Participate in the priority class assessment (at which
p(channel) is established).

13
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2. If p(s)#p(channel) wait until the next EOC and then repeat
the algorithm

3. If p(s)=p(channel) and the subscriber is ACTIVE with respect
to this priority class then

a. It transmits a short burst and listens to the outbound
channel for one round trip delay.

b. If the outbound channel is sensed idle the subscriber
transmits its message and moves to the DORMANT state
(with respect to this priority class). Otherwise, the
subscriber repeats the algorithm.

4. A DORMANT subscriber for which p(s)=p(channel) senses the
inbound channel for one round trip delay and, if sensed busy,
it repeats the algorithm, otherwise it becomes ACTIVE with
respect to p(channel) and performs step (3) above.

The scheme presented here is nonpreemptive. A semipreemptive

scheme, in which a subscriber of high priority interferes between the

end of priority class assessment period and the actual transmission is

not meaningful since the relevant time window is only one half

round-trip delay long which is too short for any preemptive activity. A

full preemption scheme can be introduced by allowing a subscriber to jam

the channel and force a new priority class-resolution-period.

14
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V. CONCLUSION

We examined in this paper two local area communication system

architectures: the bidirectional broadcast system architecture and the

unidirectional broadcast system architecture. We briefly discussed the

two important issues: (i) multiaccess protocols and (ii) priority

functions in distributed multiaccess environments. The inherent ordering

of subscribers due to unidirectionality in transmission in the UBS

architecture leads to an efficient, robust, fair, and conflict free

round robin scheme. In this round robin scheme, the time needed to

switch access control from one active user to the other is an end-to-end

propagation delay. Moreover, a simple priority assessment mechanism has

been described which permits to implement in the UBS architecture a

prioritized round robin scheme. Provided that each subscriber keeps one

bit of information per priority-class representing its state in relation

to that priority class, the conflict-free round robin scheduling scheme

is achieved for each priority class independently.

15
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Expressnet: A High-Performance
Integrated-Services Local

Area Network
FOUAD A. TOBAGI, SENIOR MEMBER, IEEE. FLAMINIO BORGONOVO,

AND LUIGI FRATTA, MEMBER, IEEE

,4bstrac -Expressnet is a local area communication network comprising desire to integrate voice communication on local data
an inbound channel and an outbound channel to which the stations are networks. The reason for this is threefold: 1) voice is an
connected. Stations transmit on the outbound channel and receive on the office communication application just as computer data.
inbound channel. The inbound channel is connected to the outbound
channel so that all signals transmitted on the outbound channel are facsimile, etc.; 2) recent advances in vocoder technology
duplicated on the inbound channel, thus achieving broadcast communica- have shown that digitized speech constitutes a digital corn-
tion among the stations. In order to transmit on the bus, the stations utilize munication application which is within the capabilities of
a distributed access protocol which achieves a conflict-free round-robin local area data networks; and 3) today's local network
scheduling. This protocol is more efficient than existing round-robin architectures offer very elegant solutions to the local com-
schemes as the time required to switch control from one active user to the
next in a round is mirmized (on the order of a carrier detection time), and munications problem, from both the viewpoint of simplicity
is independent of the end-to-end network propagation delay. This improve- in topology and device interconnection, and the viewpoint
ment is particularly significant when the channel data rate is so high, or the of flexibility in satisfying growth and variability in the
end-to-end propagation delay is so large, or the packet size is so small as to environment. In addition to voice, one may envision a
render tl'e end-to-end propagation delay a significant fraction of, or larger number of other applications in the office environment of
than, the transmission time of a packet. Moreover, some features of
Expressnet make it particularly suitable for voice applications. In view of the future which will require much higher bandwidth than
integrating voice and data, a simple access protocol is described which what is offered in today's systems. These include high
meets the bandwidth requirement and maximum packet delay constraint for resolution graphics and video.
voice communication at all times, while guaranteeing a minimum bandwidth The local networks that are available today differ in
requirement for data traffic. Finally, it is noted that the voice/data access m
protocol constitutes a highly adaptive allocation scheme of channel band- .any aspects: the topology, the transmission medium, the
width, which allows data users to recover the bandwidth unused by the signaling scheme, the encoding scheme, and the multiaccess
voice application. It can be easily extended to accommodate any number of methods. The pros and cons of many alternatives have
applications, each with its specific requirements. been debated at length at various occasions (such as, for

example, at the IEEE Local Network Standardization
I. INTRODUCTION Committee meetings). The throughput-delay performance

of many of these systems has also been analyzed. A simpleA great deal of discussion can be seen in the recent comparison of the performance of these systems has shown
literature regarding local networks and their applica- that rings with a token-passing access scheme outperform

bility to many of today's local area communications needs. all other solutions (see, for example, [11). No attempt is
These needs have primarily consisted of data communica- being made in this paper to address the issue of comparing
tion applications such as computer-to-computer data traffic, all these solutions from their engineering aspects or perfor-
terminal-to-computer data traffic, and the like. More re- mance. Instead we restrict ourselves to those schemes
cently, a new line of thought has been apparent. It is the referred to as broadcast bus systems with a passive trans-

mission medium (i.e., systems in which the medium has no
Manuscript received December 7. 1981; revised July 15, 1983. This active electronics).
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Projects Agency under Contract MDA 903-79-C-0201, Order A03717.
monitored by the Office of Naval Research. and by the Italian Council for stitute elegant solutions to the local networking problem,
National Research under Contract C-NET 104520.97.8007745. This paper they are not without their limitations in performance.
was presented at the International Conference on Performance of Data
Communication Systems and Their Applications. Paris. France, Scptem- Some of these limitations arise as the characteristics of the
her 14-16. 1981.
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rate, delay requirements, geographical area to be spanned, channel capacity of CSMA-CD is given by' (see the Ap-
etc. pendix for more details)

In Section II, we briefly review existing broadcast bus
systems and their underlying access protocols. We examine I 1
the source of limitations in each and characterize these C(oo, a) = 1 (2)
limitations quantitatively. We then present in Section III a a> 0.5
new proposal. the Expressnet, as an alternative. (See also (2+ H)a
[20].) It is a broadcast bus system with a passive transmis-
sion medium. Its access protocol is completely distributed where H is a constant (in the neighborhood of 3-6) which
and achieves conflict-free round-robin scheduling. In Sec- depends on the particular version of the protocol. The
tion IV the performance of Expressnet is examined. It is performance of CSMA-CD can also be evaluated by con-
shown to be more efficient than existing schemes, over- sidering a finite population of M users, among which an
comes their limitations, and provides a performance similar assumed constant number N is always ready to transmit. In
to that seen with token-passirg rings. The details for the this case the channel utilization is independent of M and is
analysis of delay are not given in this paper but can be given by (see the Appendix for more details)
found in a companion paper [23]. In Section V, we address
the issue of voice communication. We show that Ex- ( 1+F(Na a < 0.5
pressnet is particularly suitable for the integration of voice C( M, N, a) --/ (3)
and data applications. We describe a simple voice/data 1 > 0.5
access protocol which meets the bandwidth requirement [2+ F(N)] a
and maximum delay constraint for voice communications
at all times, whil- guaranteeing a minimum bandwidth where again the function F(N) depends on the particular
requirement for data traffic. It is noted here that all version of CSMA-CD. For the slotted p-persistent CSMA-
engineering aspects of Expressnet are not addressed in CD considered here and in the Appendix, for example, we
detail in this paper. The focus is rather on the salient have H = 5.145 and
features of Expressnet, its topology and its access protocol.

Finally, we note the existence of two other systems (4- 3 (1 -p)N
which have recently been proposed, which address the F(N) in -2 . (4)

same objectives as Expressnet, and which bear great re- Np(I -

semblance to it, namely, Fasnet [2] and BID [3]. Note that for the same CSMA-CD version lim, F(N)

= H and, as expected, (3) reduces to (2) as N -. oo. In Fig.

II. BROADCAST Bus SYSTEMS (BBS) 1 the channel utilization for CSMA-CD is plotted versus a
for various values of N. The utilization is rather insensitive

In BBS all devices share a single communication medium, to N and decreases with increasing values of a. The chan-
typically a coaxial cable, to which they are connected via nel capacity attained under heavy load is obtained by
passive taps. The devices transmit their packets on the bus setting N = M in (3).
according to some common distributed access protocol. It Conflict-free access to the bus can be obtained by means
has been quite apparent that the throughput-delay perfor- of carrier sensing. BRAM, MSRR, and MSAP are early
mance of these networks is mostly determined by the examples [10], [111. They provide round-robin scheduling
access protocol used. These protocols fall basically into two based on the ability to sense the end-of-carrier due to a
categories, those which are of the contention type and transmission and to acquire knowledge of the identity of
those which achieve conflict-free scheduling [4]. the transmitting device. In BRAM, for example, given that

The most prominent example of contention systems is n, is the identity of the node which just completed trans-
Ethernet f5], f6]. It uses carrier sense multiple access with mission, the next node to transmit is node n2 such that
collision detection (CSMA-CD). The fundamentals of H(n,, n2) is the smallest, where
CSMA-CD are well known and its performance has been
extensively analyzed [71-[9]. The performance is a function 'The results are derived from a worst case analysis in which the

of the ratio propagation delay between any two users is always considered equal to r,
its maximum value. It is possible to predict better performance if one took

a = !into account the fact that the propagation delay is a function of the
a () transmitting, users; the result would become dependent on the geo-

graphical distnbution of devices and the source-destination traffic pat-
tern, and would be rather difficult to evaluate. In order to study the

where T denotes the end-to-end propagation delay between limitations of the scheme, and in an attempt to keep the results as $eneral
as possible, a worst case analysis is considered. (However, note that the

the two extreme users connected to the bus, W denotes the capacity of CSMA-CD for a > 0.5 is upper bounded by l/2a, and this

channel bandwidth in bits per second, and B is the number bound still shows severe degradation as a gets large.) On the other hand,
detection time is considered negligible, and the preamble is considered

of bits per packet. Assuming for example an infinite popu- art of the packet transmission time. If one is to compare these results to
lation model in which users become ready to transmit the performance of a synchronous system where preambles are notrequred, t thethese results must be discounted by the fraction of a packet
according to a Poisson process, it can be shown that the occupied by the preamble.
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1,00 INSOUNO CHANNEL

CSMA-CD

0.80 N., OUTOUNO CHANNEL

2 -N,!

200 N,2 Fig. 3. Topology of UBS-PR.

00 utilization for BRAM is plotted versus a for various values
I -of the ratio NIM. The channel capacity attained under

heavy load is 1/(1 + a).
A recent type of network which achieves conflict-free

.20 round-robin scheduling, yet overcomes the dependence on
M is the so-called unidirectional broadcast system (UBS)

0 type, which uses a unidirectional transmission medium
0. O ' 1 10 100 1000 (12], [13]. Broadcast communication is then achieved by

Fig. 1. Channel utilization versus a for CSMA-CD. various means, such as folding the cable or repeating all
signals on a separate channel (or frequency) in the reverse

,.oo direction, so that signals transmitted by any user reach all

BR~AM users on the reverse path. Thus, the system may be con-

N sidered as consisting of two channels: the outbound chan-
a nel which all users access in order to transmit, and the

Z I 'inbound channel which users access in order to read the
060 . transmitted information. The propagation delays between

0.25 the two extreme users on the outbound and inbound
- 0., channels are the same and are denoted by T seconds. Since

ZZ 0o .40.0 the access scheme in Expressnet is an improved version of
X 0.02 UBS's round-robin scheme described in [12], we give here
"U a brief description of the latter. The topology is shown in

0.20 Fig. 3. The (round-robin) access scheme works as follows.
_ A user who has a message to transmit is said to be

backlogged. Otherwise it is said to be idle. In addition,
0.0, 0. 1 o lOO 1000 with respect to a given round, any user may be either

a ACTIVE if it has not yet transmitted in the current round
Fig. 2. Channel utilization versus a for BRAM. or DORMANT if it has. A user who is idle or DORMANT

does not contend for the channel. An ACTIVE backlogged
H(ntfn2) n - ,7- n2 + M)mod M ifn *n 2  user contends for the channel as follows.

if n, =n 2  1) Wait for the next end-of-carrier on the inbound chan-

(5) nel (EOC(IN)) due to a message transmission.
Ti t2) Transmit a short burst of unmodulated carrier and

This transmission takes place ain.2 H(nI, n2)1" seconds listen to the outbound channel for a period of time equal to
following the end of the previous transmission. At the next the time that it takes for EOC(IN) to propagate to the end
end of carrier the procedure is repeated. Given M users in of the inbound channel and then for a possible reservation
total among which a constant number N is always ready to burst from the beginning of the outbound channel to
transmit, and neglecting detection time and processing propagate to this user.
delays, the channel utilization from BRAM is given by 2  3) If the outbound channel is sensed idle during this

C(M.N,Ia) 1 entire period then transmit the packet and go to the
+ M (6) DORMANT state. Otherwise repeat the algorithm.

1 -- a It is clear that according to this algorithm only one user
transmits at a time conflict-free. Since DORMANT users

Note that, contrary to CSMA-CD, the channel utilization do not contend for the channel, we are assured that no user
in BRAM is function of the total population size M. will transmit more than one message in a round and, thus,
Accordingly, BRAM is rather inefficient if M is large and fair scheduling is attained. Looking at the activity on the
the number of busy users is small. In Fig. 2, the channel inbound channel, one will observe that the time separating

two consecutive packets in the same round is one round-trip
2Note that we considered here, as in [101, that a slot size equal to r delay (2T seconds), assuming the delay between the trans-

seconds is sufficient to accomplish the scheduling task; hence (6). In mit and receive tap of the most downstream user is equal
reality, however, we note that it takes anywhere from 0 to 2, seconds in
order to 1) detect end-of-carrier and 2) guarantee that all other users hear to zero. When the inbound channel is observed idle for
the presence or absence of carrier due to the next user in line, depending longer than this time, then it means that all users are either
on the geographical locations of the users and their logical ordering. Thus.
(6) is not the most pessimistic expression one may derive for the capacity idle or DORMANT. This indicates the end of a round, at
of BRAM; a lower bound is obtained by replacing a in (6) by 2a. which time all DORMANT users set their state to AC-
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TIVE and contend for the channel starting at step 2 in the ,.00-

above algorithm. Since the channel remains idle for one LSS.W
round-trip delay before DORMANT users reset their state
to ACTIVE, a total idle period of two round-trip delays oso
between two consecutive rounds will result. Given that N z -

0
users out of M are always ready to transmit, the channel ! 060 5
utilization for the UBS-RR scheme is independent of M
and is given by

LU

C(M,N, a) 1 (7)z°

1 +2a + 2a020

The channel utilization for UBS-RR is plotted in Fig. 4
versus a for various values of N. As in CSMA-CD the
capacity is not sensitive to N and decreases as a increases. 0.0, 0, 1 a 0 100 1000

While with CSMA-CD the capacity degrades as N increases, Fig. 4. Channel utilization versus a for UBS-RR.
with UBS-RR the opposite is true. The round-robin algo-
rithm just described can be achieved on a bidirectional
broadcast bus by using an additional unidirectional control .00

wire to schedule transmissions [14]. The performance of OSMA

such a system is expected to be equivalent to that of 080
UBS-RR. 

NSl

Another conflict free access scheme for a bidirectional Z N I
2 

2 M,5

bus which uses a control wire is DSMA [15]. Users request 6.0

bus allocation by transmitting their respective addresses N 1:0 00

serially (and synchronously as well as simultaneously) on ALL N: M.000

the control wire. The latter acts as an OR circuit allowing Z o.4o (
the active user with the highest address to be identified and
to be given access right. This user transmits on the bus as
soon as the latter becomes free, i.e., following the end of 0.20

carrier of the current transmission. With M users in total,
the number of bits in a binary address is [log2 (M + )1
(the "0" address being used to indicate end of a cycle). 00.0, 0.2 I 0 100 000

Given the system description in [15] and ignoring the Fig. 5. Channel utilization versus a for DSMA.
bandwidth required for the control wire, it can be easily
shown that the channel utilization is given by

'1--a < log2 (M +I)r1

1 1 2

C(MN,a)= + [log2 (M +l)a- [-og(M+l ) [log 2 (M+)1
N

2 2

(I+k)llog2M+1)aa 2log(M+1)1.

(8) for the various delays through interface components as
given in [6], one finds that a good estimate for T- is 10,ps for

The channel utilization for DSMA is plotted in Fig. 5 for each km of cable (assuming one repeater for each 500 m ot
various values of M and the ratio N/M. We note that the cable). For 1 km cable, W - 10 Mbits/s and B - 1000, we
capacity degrades with increasing values of M However, get a = 0.1. For such a value, all schemes discussed above
contrary to BRAM, when M is not too small (M = 100 or provide somewhat adequate channel capacity, 0.65 or
1000) the channel capacity is rather insensitive to the ratio higher. If one increases the bandwidth to 100 Mbits/s,
N/M. When a is not too high (a < 0.2), DSMA is superior then a increases to 1. If furthermore B - 100 bits, then a
to all schemes discussed above (achieving a capacity equal becomes 10, etc. Thus, given the future needs in local
to or close to 1), but as a increases, DSMA suffers similar communications (voice, graphics, video, etc.), one sees that
degradation in capacity. a number of combinations for the values of the three

For the systems and applications contemplated at the parameters W, B, and r may lead to larger values of a such
present time. the parameter a does not exceed 1. Using as 1, 10, or even 100, for which the existing schemes
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comes these limitations and provide superior performance C. Bus Transceivers
for small and large values of a. For every station in the system, the transmit tap is

connected to the outbound channel while the receive tap is
11. THE EXPRESSNET connected to the inbound channel. The transmit tap is

As with the UBS architecture, Expressnet is a broadcast unidirectional. If the transmission medium is a coaxial
commnictio sysem ompisin anoutoundchanelcable, then the transmit tap is identical to that seen incommunication system comprising an outbound channel CATIV installations. 3 Other media such as optical fibers are

and an inbound channel, a plurality of stations connected AVisaltoS3Ohrmdaucaspialfbsae
to both the outbound and inbound channels, transmitting inherently unidirectional in nature. In addition to transmit-
on the outbound channel and receiving on the inbound ting on the outbound channel, one of the basic features
channel. Transmitters on the outbound channel are consid- required for the UBS-RR algorithm and the express access
cannel Taiers the ouidictond ce areni -t protocol is the ability for each station to sense the carrier

ered to be of the unidirectional type rendering the due to transmissions b) stations on the upstream side of itsExpressnet a UBS. (See Fig. 3.) The communication transmitter. As in Ethernet, line amplifiers may have to be

medium constituting the outbound and inbound channels transpoted n thernet, in order to hae te

may be a twisted pair, a coaxial cable, an optical fiber, or a incorporated on the medium in order to regenerate the

waveguide. The channel access protocol for transmission signal. The spacing of such amplifiers is determined by the

on the outbound channel is based upon the round-robin attenuation characteristics of the medium as well as the

scheme described for the UBS architecture with the ad- taps.

vantage of utilizing the channel bandwidth more efficiently D. Basic Mechanism to Transmit Transmission Units
than the RR algorithm even when a is large.

The gist is basically the following. Contrary to the RR A station S,, which senses the outbound channel busy,
algorithm where the time reference used in determining the waits for EOC(OUT). Immediately following the detection
right of way is the end-of-carrier on the inbound channel of EOC(OUT), it starts transmission of its unit. Simulta-
(EOC(IN)), in the express access protocol the time refer- neously, it senses carrier on the outbound channel (on the
ence used is the end-of-carrier on the outbound channel upstream side of its transmit tap). If carrier is detected
(EOC(OUT)). The mechanism used in determining the (which may happen in the first td seconds of the transmis-
access right to users in a given round is thus made indepen- sion, and which means that some station S with a lower
dent of the propagation delay r-, thus decreasing the gaps index has also started transmission following its detection
between consecutive transmissions to values on the same of EOC(OUT)), then station S, immediately aborts its
order as the time needed to detect carrier. Second, the idle current transmission. Otherwise, it completes the transmis-
time separating two consecutive rounds is kept as small as sion of its unit. Note that all ready stations which detect
a round-trip propagation delay. The details of the scheme EOC(OUT) act as described above. The only station to
are as follows. complete transmission is the one with the lowest index,

among those ready stations which were able to detect
A. The Events EOC(IN) and EOC(OUT) EOC(OUT). Clearly, during and following the transmis-

sion of its TU, a station will sense the outbound channel
Let the Boolean function c(t, OUT) be defined as idle, and therefore will encounter no EOC(OUT), and C 11

not be able to transmit another TU in the current round.
I if carrier is detected present on the Thus. in this mechanism, there is no need to distinguish

c(t, OUT)= outbound channel at time t between DORMANT and ACTIVE states, as required in
0 otherwise. the UBS-RR algorithm.

Note that c(t, OUT) signals the presence or absence of Note that the possible overlap among several transmis-
carrier with a delay of td seconds, where t d is the time sion units is limited to the first td seconds of these trans-
required for the detection operation. It is assumed here missions. It is expected that the loss of the first t d seconds
that the carrier detector is placed very close to the channel. of the preamble of the nonaborted transmission will not
(Other arrangements are also possible as set forth below.) jeopardize the synchronization process at the receivers.
The event EOC(OUT) is said to occur when c(t, OUT) According to the above basic mechanism, two consecutive
undertakes a transition from I to 0. In a similar way c(t, transmission units are separated by a gap of duration td
IN) and EOC(IN) are defined, seconds, the time necessary to detect EOC(OUT).

The succession of transmission units transmitted in the
same round is called a train. A train can be seen by a

B. Transmission Units (TU) station on the outbound channel only as long as the TU's
in it are being transmitted by stations with lower indexes.In an asynchronous mode of operation of Expressnet, a A train generated on the outbound channel is entirely seen

transmission unit consists of a preamble followed by the by all stations on the inbound channel. Since there is a gap
information packet itself. Transmission units and informa- of duration td seconds between consecutive TU's within a
tion packets may be of fixed or variable size. The preamble
is for synchronization purposes at the receivers. It is suffi-
ciently long for the receivers to detect presence of the unit, Due to their widespread use, such unidirectional taps are commonly
and then to synchronize with bit and packet boundaries. available, reliable, and relatively inexpensive (161.
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train, the detection of presence of a train on the inbound OUTBOUND
CHANNEL

channel can be best achieved by defining the new Boolean
function TRAIN(t, IN) = c(t- t d , IN)+ c(t, IN). Clearly
we have INON

weAIt haNe =I as long as a train is in progress
0 otherwise.

The transition TRAIN(t, IN): 1 - 0 defines the end of a M

train (EOT(IN)), and the transition TRAIN(i, IN): 0 -- 1
defines the beginning of a train (BOT(IN)). 2

E. The Topology of Expressnet (a)

INBOUND CHANNEL

After the last TU in a train has completed transmission,
a mechanism is needed to start a new train of transmission U T BOUN

units. Clearly, it is essential that this mechanism gives CHANNEL

access right to the ready station with the lowest index. One 0 A A
may use a mechanism similar to the UBS-RR algorithm I 2 3 M

itself. (That is, as soon as EOT(IN) is detected, a ready (b)

station operates as in step 2 of the UBS-RR algorithm.) Fig. 6. Examples of Expressnet topologies.

The drawback of this approach is twofold: the mechanism
needed to initiate a new train is different from the basic TRANSMIT ,
transmission mechanism and the implementation of the TAP , T-.114  -4 T1ME

scheme in each station is made dependent on the position I.o' "i .i'. ,
of the station (as required by step 2 of the UBS-RR (I. , t o r TIME
algorithm). A better solution can be obtained by guarantee- i EOCICUT) EOC(OUT) T

ing that the event EOT(IN) visits the receivers in the same C,.,Nt 0,
order as the stations' indexes, which is also the order in -, - _. TIME

which they can transmit. This is achieved if the inbound TRAIN (,.,) -.-- I

channel is such that signals on it propagate in the same i T#T,, TIME
IWlT(N) EOT(INO) T(N

direction as on the outbound channel. Fig. 7. Signals and events as observed by station j. assuming that
Thus, we consider the network topology to comprise an stations with indexes i t < i 2 < j < i6 are nonidle.

outbound channel and an inbound channel which are
parallel and on which signals propagate in the same direc- same manner as the resolution obtained in the basic mech-
tion (i.e., visiting stations in the same order), and a connec- anism for transmitting TU's. This mechanism again allows
tion between the outbound channel and the inbound chan- the ready station with the lowest index to be the first to
nel to allow the broadcast of all outbound signals on the complete transmission of its TU, and following that the
inbound channel. The propagation delay along the connec- new train will take its normal course. The time gap be-
tion r, is anywhere between 0 and T seconds (where T is tween two consecutive trains, defined as the time between
again the end-to-end propagation delay on the outbound the end of the last TU in a train and the beginning of the
or inbound channel), depending on the geographical distri- first TU in the subsequent train, is now -r + T + 21d sec-
bution of the users and the way the inbound and outbound onds. (See Fig. 7.)
channels are connected. The minimum of zero seconds is
obtained, for example, if the inbound and outbound chan- F. The Cold-Start Procedure, and Keeping the Expressnet
nels have a loop shape (or, more generally speaking, the "ALIVE"
stations with the lower and highest indexes are colocated),
as illustrated in Fig. 6(a). The maximum of T seconds is The above algorithm and mechanisms are valid only if
observed if the connection cable is made parallel to the there are always events to which actions are synchronized,
inbound and outbound channels, as shown in Fig. 6(b). In namely EOC(OUT) and EOT(IN). This assumes that at all
all cases, the propagation delay between the outbound tap times some station is ready, and therefore, trains contain at
and inbound tap for all stations is fixed and equal to least one TU and are separated by gaps of fixed duration
7 +1. r r + ,c+ 

2t. When this is not the case, the idle time on the
The major feature of this topology rests on the fact that, inbound channel exceeds T + rc + 2 1d seconds. A station

when the inbound channel is made exactly parallel to the which becomes ready at time to such that 1) TRAIN (t o ,

outbound channel, the event EOT(IN), used by all stations OUT) - 0 (thus indicating that no EOC(OUT) will be
as the synchronizing event to start a new train, will reach encountered to synchronize action to) and 2) TRAIN (t,
any station exactly at the same time as the carrier on the IN) - 0 during the entire period of time [t0, to + T + 7, + 1d]

outbound channel due to a possible transmission by a (thus indicating that no EOT(IN) will be detected) has to
station with a lower index. This helps resolve the overlap of undertake the so-called cold-start procedure. This proce-
teveral tran-mi~sions at the heeinnine of a train in iu-tt the dtire mtst( he de-iened quch that if exectted bv qeveral
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TRANSMI T stations may still become ready in the future, synchroniz
TAP r.,,-.e , " _ TIME ing events [namely, EOT(IN)] are created artificially by al

cl OUT) such stations. More precisely, we consider a station to be it
TiE one of two states: DEAD or ALIVE. A station which is it

the ALIVE state has responsibility to perpetuate the ex
C("N) of_ _-1 istence of the synchronizing event EOT(IN) for is long a

-4 TIME it remains in that state. To accomplish this, each timl

,1 r EOT(IN) is detected, the station transmits a short burst 0
TIME unmodulated carrier, of duration sufficiently long to b

STATION NETWORK SOT(IN EOT(IN) SOT (I4) very reliably detected (i.e., of a duration of at least i
BECOMES OETERMINED S
READY DEAD seconds). Such a burst is called LOCOMOTIVE. If th

Fig. 8. Signals and events as observed at station,, undertaking a cold- train were to be empty (i.e., no stations were to be read
start. when EOT(IN) is detected), now the LOCOMOTIVE con

stitutes the TRAIN, and EOT(IN) is guaranteed to taki
stations becoming ready under these conditions, it leads to place. Clearly, if some station which is ALIVE is also
a single synchronizing event to be used as a time reference, ready, then immediately following the LOCOMOTIVE, i
followed then by an orderly conflict-free operation of the initiates transmission of its TU and follows the transmis
network. sion mechanism giving access right to the lowest index. Th4

The simple one proposed here consists of the following, network is said to be ALIVE if at least one station in thi
Once a station has determined that a cold-start procedure network is ALIVE; otherwise it is said to be DEAD. A
is needed, it transmits continuously an unmodulated car- station is said to be in the DEAD state if it is not engagini
rier (called PILOT) until BOT(IN) is detected. At this time in keeping the network ALIVE and, therefore, is pro
the station aborts transmission of the pilot. It then waits hibited from transmitting any TU. To be able to transmit
for EOT(IN) (consisting of the end of the pilot) and uses a station has to become ALIVE. For a DEAD station t(
that event as the synchronizing event. (Of course, an alter- become ALIVE, it must first determine whether the net
native could be to use the BOT(IN) due to the pilot as the work is ALIVE or not. Letting t denote the time at which a
synchronizing event.) It is possible that pilots transmitted dead station wishes to become ALIVE, the network is
by several users overlap in time. This, however, will cause determined ALIVE if a train is detected on the inbound
no problem. Note that as long as pilots are aborted as soon channel anytime in the interval [t, t + r + T, + tj. Other-
as BOT(IN) is detected, it is guaranteed that the resulting wise, it is determined DEAD. If the network is determined
PILOT as observed on the inbound channel is continuous ALIVE, then the station simply switches to the ALIVE
and of length T" + T. + t d seconds. Following its end, there state and acts accordingly. Otherwise, it executes the cold-
will be the normal gap of size r + rT + 2 td before a TU start procedure following which it becomes ALIVE.
follows. (Of course, this gap is absent if BOT(IN) is used as A station which is ALIVE can be either READY or
the synchronizing event.) NOT-READY at any moment. This is determined by the

Assume that no station is ready when EOT(IN) is de- state of its transmit buffer, empty or nonempty. To that
tected. The network is then said to go empty. The first effect, we define for each station a function TB(t) as
station to become ready when the network is empty, spends T 1 if its transmit buffer is nonempty
r + r, + td seconds to determine the empty condition, by TB(t)- 10 otherwise.
examining TRAIN(t. IN), after which it starts transmission An ALIVE station which becomes ready does not have to
of the pilot. Then it takes between T. + td and r + T, + t d wait for EOT(IN) to undertake the attempts to transmit its
seconds before it detects BOT(IN). (The minimum r,. + t, is

observed if the station in question is the lowest index packet. In fact, if an outbound train is observed, the

station, and the highest index station happened to become station synchronizes transmissions with EOC(OUT). If.

ready exactly at the same time.) Regardless of which is the however, at the time it becomes ready. no train is observed
on the outbound channel, then EOT(IN) is the svnchroniz-case , following BOT(IN) a pilot of length T + ,. + tj sec- Igeet

onds is observed on the inbound channel, followed by the ing event.
gap of r + 7", + 2t,, seconds and then the transmission unit. G. The Express Access Protocol
Therefore. with the use of the PILOT, the time between the
moment at which the first station becomes ready in an We have defined above c(t. OUT). c(t, IN). TRAIN(t,
empty network and the moment at which the next EOT(IN) IN), TB(t). BOT(IN). EOT(IN), EOC(IN), and
(due to the end of PILOT. and representing the synchroniz- EOC(OUT). We now define CTX as the event correspond-
ing event) reaches the lowest index station is between ing to the completion of transmission of the current TU.
2r +3, +4td and 3(T + T )+ 4 td seconds. This is the time given that such a transmission has been initiated. We also
needed to start a new round and is to be compared to define TIME-OUT (a) as the event corresponding to the
r + r + 2t,, which is the time needed when the network completion of a period of time of duration a, starting the
does not beconc empty. Fig. 8 shows the timing of the clock at the time when waiting for the event is initiated.
cold-start pro.'cdurc when only one station becomes ready. From the above discussion. we may define PILOT as a
Io ivoid 1hC cold-%fart operation each time the network continuous unmodulated carrier, and LOCOMOTIVE as

goc'. empv, onc icctds it, guarantee that. as long as some an unmodulated carrier of duration td.
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We consider that initially station X is in the DEAD
state. Upon command (for bringing the station to the state DEAD

ALIVE and eventually for transmission of data), the fol-
lowing basic algorithm is executed.

Step 1: [Check whether the Expressnet is ALIVE or not. YES TRiNt.10 1

If it is, then proceed with Step 2, otherwise undertake the
"cold-start" procedure and then proceed with Step 2.1 If
TRAIN (t, IN)- 1 (i.e., the Expressnet is already ALIVE,) W F O
go to Step 2. Otherwise, wait for the first of the following EENTS) VIT ForI ) OR I

two events: BOT(IN) or TIME-OUT (r + T, + 1d). If TIMOUT(Tc*.td)

BOT(IN) occurs first (then again it means that the Ex- C TOdo

pressnet is ALIVE), go to Step 2. If on the contrary INITIATE Tx OF PILOT

TIME-OUT (,r + T, + td) occurs first (indicating that the
Expressnet is not ALIVE), transmit PILOT immediately at WAIT FOR BoVIN)

the occurrence of TIME-OUT (T + T + ta), and maintain I
transmitting it until BOT(IN) is detected, at which time STOP TRANSMISSION OF PILOT

abort transmission of PILOT and proceed with Step 2.
Step 2. Wait for the first of the following two events:

EOC(OUT) and EOT(IN). If EOC(OUT) occurs first then E WAIT FOR FIRST OF FOLLO
go to Step 4. Otherwise, go to Step 3. EVTS EO(IN) OR Eo( .

Step 3: [A new train has to be stated.) Transmit a I EOT(IN)

LOCOMOTIVE, and go to Step 4. T LOCOOTVE

Step 4: [Determine the current state of the station. If it
is ready, then attempt transmission of the TU packet.] If NO

TB(t) = 0 go to Step 2. Otherwise, initiate transmission of
the TU. If 'd seconds later c(t, OUT) = 1 (meaning it is not
station X's turn), then abort transmission and go to Step 2.
Otherwise, complete transmission of the packet and go to INITIATE TRANSMISSION OF TIJ

Step 2.
In Fig. 9 we present the flowchart of this basic algo- WAIT td SECONDS

rithm. In Fig. 10 we give the diagram for a finite state
machine which performs the algorithm. It contains seven
states. The states labeled D,, D2, and D3 are assumed when ABORT

the station is DEAD and is in the process of becoming c(tOUT) TRANSMISSION

ALIVE; the states labeled A1 -A 4 are assumed when the
station is ALIVE. Each possible transition is labeled by the NO

combination of events which causes the transition, fol- COWtETE TRANSMISSION OF TUJ

lowed by the action taken. Fig. 9. Flowchart for the express access protocol.

IV. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS Clearly, the channel capacity attained under heavy traffic

In this section we examine the performance of the is given by (10) where N = M.
express access protocol and compare it to that obtained It has been assumed above that the carrier detector and
with the schemes of Section II. The channel utilization is transmit logic of a station are collocated with its taps on

evaluated as the ratio of the average time in a train spent the channel. Accordingly, the time it takes for the station's
for data transmission to the average time separating the logic to respond to any of the four events EOC(OUT),
start of two consecutive trains. Given that N stations are EOT(IN), BOC(IN), and BOC(OUT) is just the detection
always busy, the channel utilization is independent of the time td. This is how implementation is expected to be.
total number of stations M and is given by However, when this is not the case then adjustments in the

protocol and its performance analysis have to be made to
NT (9) take into account the propagation delay between a station

N(T + td) + T + ir + 2t and its tap. Let T, seconds denote the maximum such delay
over all stations. By a simple argument it can be shown

where the additional td seconds in the intertrain gap is due that it takes a station t d + 2r, seconds to respond to the
to the existence of the LOCOMOTIVE. Neglecting t d in occurrence of any of the above-mentioned events on the
comparison to Tand r, and taking r, = r, (9) is rewritten in channel. Note also that the possible overlap among several
terms of a - T/ T as transmission units is now equal to 2; + td instead of just

1 t
d, meaning that the preamble length has to be increased

C(M, N,a) - 2a (10) by 2'W bits, an additional overhead which needs to be
I + taken into accouint in the nerformance analvsis. Denotin2
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Fig. 10. Finite state machine implementing the express access protocol.

by t the gap between two consecutive transmission units 2 250

in a train, and by to* the maximum duration of overlap - wo
among several transmission units, the throughput with N a
stations always busy is then given by

TNT (11) i . ..N(T+t 9+ to_t d) + r.+ ',+ t 9+t Id 9. .....

~Z
where tg = t., = 2r, + td. Neglecting t d in comparison to T Zo.,o"
and T, and letting r = 1-, (11) reduces to 2 . .

1 (12) --- .C = 2a 4;, 2;' " . . .9. . -

N TN T
+ ------- %00

1+ '- +NT Z o

As the introduction of r, causes degradation in channel o0.0? 0.1 , ,o 0 ,000

throughput, one may conceive placing the critical functions Fig. 11. Channel utilization and bandwidth acquired per station versus

of carrier detection and transmission abortion in the trans- a for Expressnet.
ceiver (close to the channel); then tov can be kept as small
as t., and (12) now becomes curve with the same label in CSMA-CD when a < 0.5, but

1 is superior to the latter when a > 0.5. It coincides with
C= .2 (13) BRAM's curve labeled N/M =0.5 (which, when N =1, can;+ 2; + -" be obtained with a total population size M of only 2). It

N T NT also coincides with UBS-RR's curve labeled N = oo (which

Note that the introduction of T, calls for slight modifica- is superior to UBS-RR's curve labeled N=1). As for the
tions to the various parameters used in the above descrip- comparison of Expressnet with DSMA, we note that for
tion of the algorithm. a > I the channel utilization in Expressnet with N = 1 ex-

In Fig. I1 we plot the channel utilization C(M, N, a) ceeds that in DSMA as long as M >100. But with N >5,
versus a for various values of N. In this figure we neglect td Expressnet outperforms DSMA for a >1 regardless of M.
and let ;', - T. Contrary to CSMA-CD or UBS-RR, the We also plot in Fig. 11 the fraction of the bandwidth
channel utilization is not insensitive to N, and improves acquired per station versus a. This amount decreases with
with increasing values of N. For large a, a high utilization ir reasing values of N but slower than 1/N since the
is achieved only if N is large. However, even in the worst throughput improves with N.
case N = 1, Expressnet performs at least as good as, if not In order to attain a tractable analysis of packet delay
better than, all schemes considered in Section II. Indeed, and to compare Expressnet to CSMA-CD and BRAM, we
the curve labeled N - I in Expressnet coincides with the consider a model consisting of M users each with a single

a m m m mmm m m~ m m m m m mm lmlmmm m
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,000. -EXPRESS-NET CSMA-CD scheme considered is again the slotted p-per-
--- S-RAM sistent version analyzed in [8].) Fig. 13 corresponds to a = 1--- CSMA-CO

and 10, and compares Expressnet only to BRAM, as
," CSMA-CD achieves a very small network capacity. These

-- o 100 - figures clearly show the superiority of Expressnet to both
CSMA-CD and BRAM for all values of a. In particular.

.,,1 note that for a given throughput S, while the delay in
W .... 0' 59/ BRAM is highly sensitive to M, the delay in Expressnet is

, .. ,relatively insensitive to M. For each value of M. packet
delay is bounded from above by the/fiite value attained at

. V; .saturation, i.e., when - oo. This maximum delay is pre-
0 - - .cisely ( M + 2a)T seconds. Finally, notes on the variance of... , _. _-._-- _ ..- \\x.100

so delay can be found in [23].

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
THROUGHPUT S V. INTEGRATING VOICE AND DATA ON THE

Fig. 12. Throughput-delay performance of CSMA-CD, BRAM and VOIESSN T
Expressnet for a - 0.1. EXPRESSNET

1 .000 VL1; -EXPRESS-NET A. Characteristics of Voice Traffic
/M- 0oo M 504, --- BRAM
. ;50 -. 50o It is assumed that vocoders digitize voice at some con-

stant rate. Bits are grouped into packets which are then
S ,oo transmitted via the network to the destination vocoder. To

, ioo M - achieve interactive speech and smooth playback operation,
- it is important to keep the end-to-end delay for each bit of

- information (from the time the bit is generated at the
originating vocoder until it is received at the destination

cc ,o. ---. , vocoder) within tight bounds. Two components of delay
are identified: the packet formation delay and the network
delay. The sum must not exceed the maximum allowed in
order for all bits to satisfy the delay requirement of speech.
An interesting property of round-robin schemes with finite

to 0.2 0. 0a6 0. '.0 number of stations is that the delay incurred in the trans-
THROUGHPUT S mission of a packet is always finite and bounded from

Fig. 13. Throughput-delay performance of BRAM and Expressnet for above. This renders it particularly attractive for the packet
a -I and 10. voice application which we now examine in more detail.

Let W be the bandwidth required per voice user (i.e., the
packet buffer. A user is either idle or backlogged. An idle vocoder's rate in bits/s), and D the maximum delay
user generates a packet in a random time which is ex- allowed for any bit of digitized voice (not including theponentially distributed with mean 1/X seconds. A back- propagation delay). Let Bo denote the number of bits per

logged user does not generate any packet and becomes idle voice packet. B is the sum of two components: B_' which

upon successful transmission of its buffer. A packet trans- encompasses.all ovehe bit componsnthe B leh
encompasses all overhead bits comprising the preamble,

mission time is considered to be fixed equal to T seconds the packet header, and the checksum, and B(2), the infor-
(including the preamble). This model which corresponds to mation bits. Let heabe the time required to form a packet it

the case of interactive users and which has been referred to is also the packet intergeneration time for a vocoder. Let T.
in the literature as the "linear feedback model" has been be the transmission time of a voice packet on a channel of
used previously to analyze ALOHA and CSMA-CD. It has bandwidth W. We clearly have
also been recently used in [17] and [23] in a study on the
performance of unidirectional broadcast systems (namely, 8(14
UBS-RR, Expressnet, and Fasnet) and several round-robin T= - 7 (14)
service disciplines achievable in these systems. The analysis
of Expressnet (and BRAM) where users are serviced in a T -- (15)
predescribed sequence is based on the work in [18], [19] as W
detailed in (23]. In this section we present the results which Since packet generation is deterministic, occurring every Tf
are most relevant to the understanding of the performance seconds, we can model each voice user by a D/G/1 queue.
of Expressnet. The packet service time D. is the time from when the

The throughput delay tradeoff is displayed in Figs. 12 packet reaches the head of the queue until it is successfully
and 13 where the normalized average delay is plotted received at its destination. Due to the bandwidth constraint
versus the throughput S for various values of M and a. Fig. we must have
12 corresponds to a small value of a, precisely 0.1. and
compares Expressnet to CSMA-CD and BRAM. (The T > D, . (16)
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This is also the condition of stability for the D/G/1 queue. Nm. is to just increase the overhead between consecutive
Let N denote the number of active (off-the-hook) voice trains by the amount L + T + 'c + 21d. Nm. is then given

sources. (We consider again the case r, - 0.) Assuming all by
queues are nonempty, a train is of length N(T, + 1d)+ 

t d. D,,/2 - 2(T + Tc + 21d ) - L

The service time distribution of a packet can be bounded Nm. D / + ta (20)
by a deterministic one, with the service time equal to a B/W + (0

maximum cycle length (i.e., a train length plus the inter- Since the maximum period of time separating the begin-
train gap). That is, we now consider all queues to be ning of two consecutive trains of the same type is D,,2, L
(pessimistically) represented by D/D/l, where the inter- must satisfy
arrival time is Tand the service time is D, = N(T, + td)+ r
+ ,r +2t,. With these considerations, provided that the L = W (21)
queue size is initially 0 and Tf> D, the waiting time of a

packet is 0 and its total delay is D. The delay constraint It is important to limit data trains to the maximum length
for a voice bit is now written as L at all times, even if the number of active voice users is

T + D. < D,. (17) smaller than Nm,. Otherwise, situations may arise where
the packet delay for a voice packet will exceed D. This

The above two constraints lead to a maximum value for N particularly will occur if, during a data train, a number of

when we -hoose , -- D. -D,/2. Accordingly, we have the new voice users become ready, some of which might incur

optimum packet size given by an initial delay longer tbi the maximum allowed.
Since a data train may not contain the TU's of all ready

B -
2) = DVW (18) stations, it is important that the next data round resumes

2 where the previous data train has ended. This is easily

and the maximum number of voice users allowed at any accomplished by the inclusion of the DORMANT/

one time given by ACTIVE states for data users in the same way as in the
UBS-RR algorithm. To switch from the DORMANT to

Dv/2-(T+ T, +2: d) the ACTIVE state, data users have to monitor the length of
Nm - BD/ W + td (19) data trains on the inbound channel: a dormant user switches

to the ACTIVE state whenever the length of a data train
We note that as long as N < Nm , it is guaranteed that the has not reached its maximum limit L.
length of a train never exceeds Nn, transmission units, and In order to alternate between the two types of trains, a
the network packet service time never exceeds the maxi- station maintains a flag oo which gets complemented at each
mum determined above: N,(T + td)+ T + r, + 2 td; con- occurrence of EOT(IN). We use the convention , = 0 for a
sequently, no queueing delay is incurred, the queue size at data train and * = I for a voice train. Now we face the
all users remains < 1. and the total delay constraint for all problem of having a station properly initialize 0 when it
voice bits is always satisfied. becomes ALIVE. The simplest way is as follows. If the

network is found DEAD, then following the pilot the
station initializes 0 such that the first train is of the voice

B. Integrating Voice and Data type. If the network is found ALIVE, then the station
monitors the inbound channel until either a valid packet is

The principal constraints we have to satisfy here are I) observed or the network has gone dead. In the former case,
the delay constraint for voice packets and 2) a minimum the type of train is derived from the type of packet ob-
bandwidth requirement ftbr data. Although we do not served, and - is initialized accordingly. In the second case,
impose a delay constraint on data packets, it is important the station undertakes a cold-start and the initialization of
to provide the bandwidth "reserved" for data on as con- * is independent of past history. Note that as long as the
tinuous a basis as possible, and to fairly allocate that network is determined ALIVE, a station may not become
bandwidth to data users. Furthermore, we require that the ALIVE until it has observed a valid packet transmission;
protocols be dynamic in allocating the bandwidth to voice all empty trains are ignored. If it is highly likely that long
and data applications, allowing data users (or background successions of empty trains occur, the above mechanism
traffic) to gracefully steal the bandwidth which is unused may induce a high initial delay before the station becomes
by voice. To accomplish these objectives on the Expressnet, ALIVE. This can be overcome by including explicit infor-
we consider two types of trains, the voice train type and mation in the LOCOMOTIVE which indicates the type of
the data train type. Trains are always alternating between train. That is, the LOCOMOTIVE now becomes a train-
the two types, and stations transmit their packets on the type indicator (TI) packet. The proper indicator packet
train of the corresponding type. To satisfy the delay con- must be transmitted following EOT(IN) (i.e., an attempt to
straint for voice packets, it is important not only to limit do so is undertaken) by all ALIVE stations in the network,
the number of voice communications to a maximum, but regardless of the type of packets they intend to transmit.
also to limit the data trains to a certain maximum length. Clearly, only one transmission of the train-type indicator

Let Wd be the minimum data bandwidth required. As- packet is accomplished, by the station in the ALIVE state
suming that data trains are limited to a maximum length L, with the lowest index. With this mechanism, a station
their effect on the calculation of the optimum value for wishing to become ALIVE in a network determined ALIVE
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waits for BOT(IN) following which it receives and decodes executed by a station which is ALIVE. Initially STATE(o)
the train-type indicator packet, and initializes the flag 0 = ACTIVE, 0 = 0,1.
accordingly. The use of the train-type indicator packet Step 1: If TRAIN (t, IN) = 0 then go to Step 2; other-
increases the overhead caused by the LOCOMOTIVE from wise, wait for EOT(IN), at which time proceed with Step 2.
Id to the transmission time of a (relatively short) TI packet. Step 2: [Determine whether the network is ALIVE or
This extra overhead has a small impact on the performance not.] Wait for the first of the following two events: BOT(IN)
which is still approximated by the equations given above, and TIME-OUT(- + T + td). If BOT(IN) occurs first then

We have indicated that in order to satisfy the delay go to Step 3; otherwise, go to Step 4. (In case of a tie,
constraint for voice packets it is necessary to limit the BOT(IN) is considered to have precedence.)
number of phone calls in progress at the same time. This Step 3: Set C = ,r + Tc + td. Receive and decode train-
requires that a mechanism exists to check whether a new type indicator. If the decoding is unsuccessful then go to
phone call can be accepted or not. The decision is based on Step 1; otherwise, initialize , accordingly, and go to Step 5.
the number of calls already set up, and this can be ob- (It is assumed here that the operation of decoding a
tained by simply measuring the length of the previous voice train-type indicator can be completed before EOT(IN) is
train. However, we note that if voice packets representing detected, even when the current train contains only the
silence are not transmitted, this measure may not be accu- train indicator. This is easily accomplished in practice by
rate and one may have to collect data regarding the length maintaining carrier on beyond the end of transmission of
nf several voice trains before deciding on the acceptance of train indicator for a period of time sufficiently long so as
a new call. The savings on voice bandwidth obtained by to guarantee completion of the decoding operation before
silence suppression may be utilized to increase the average the occurrence of EOT(IN).)
data bandwidth. If used to increase the maximum number Step 4: [The network is DEAD: execute the cold-start
of phone calls on the network, then a service degradation procedure.] Initiate transmission of PILOT. Wait for
will have to be allowed as some packets may be delayed BOT(IN). At the occurrence of BOT(IN), stop transmis-
beyond the maximum delay D. This topic is not carried sion of PILOT. Set , = 0, C = 0, and proceed with Step 5.
any further in the present paper. Step 5: Wait for the first of the following two events:

In the above discussion, it was assumed that the integra- EOT(IN) and EOC(OUT). If EOC(OUT) occurs first, then
tion of different types of traffic is obtained by using go to Step 9; otherwise, proceed with Step 6.
different types of trains and by requiring that a packet be Step 6: [At occurrence of EOT(IN), C contains a mea-
transmitted only on a train of the corresponding type. sure of the length of the previous train. This information is
Another possible approach is to allow mixing of the differ- passed on to higher levels to determine acceptance or
ent types of packets on the same train. In this case there is rejection of new voice calls ] Notify higher levels of the
no need to provide train indicators. However, each station current values of 0 and C.
is then required to measure not only the length of the Step 7: (Reset STATE (0) if appropriate.] If C < R(,)
current train but also the period of time in the train then set STATE (0) = ACTIVE.
already utilized by each type of traffic so that the band- Step 8: (A new train is to be started.] Complement 0; set
width utilized by each traffic does not exceed the maxi- C - 0; and transmit train indicator. (In the case where the
mum value allowed. In order to fulfill the delay require- train indicator is an actual packet, its transmission is in
ments for voice traffic, it is easy to see that the global accordance with the basic transmission mechanism as fol-
amount of data transmitted in a train has to be limited to lows. Initiate transmission of TI and wait td seconds. If at
L/2. Note, however, that this limitation does not affect the this new point in time c(t, OUT) = 1 then abort transmis-
overall efficiency of the system nor the bandwidth assigned sion of TI and go to Step 5; otherwise, wait for CTX and
to each type of traffic. Due to the difficulty foreseen in then proceed with Step 9.)
implementing this approach, we adopt in this paper the Step 9: If STATE (.0) = ACTIVE and TB(t, ,) = 1 and
scheme consisting of different types of trains. C < L(0), then go to Step 10; otherwise, go to Step 5.

Step 10: Initiate transmission of TU. Wait td seconds. If
C. The Voice/Data Access Algorithm at this new point of time c(t, OUT) = 0 and C < L(i) then

proceed with Step 11; otherwise, abort transmission of TU
Although the algorithm presented here is for only two and go to Step 5.

types of trains, the concepts can be applied to any larger Step 11: Wait for the first of the following two events:
number of types regardless of the applications intended. CTX and C = L(0). If C = L(0) occurs first, then abort
Let STATE (#) denote the DORMANT/ACTIVE state of transmission of TU and go to Step 5; otherwise, set STATE
a station with respect to train type #, and TB(t,0) denote (0)- DORMANT and go to Step 5.
the state of its buffer (empty or nonempty) with respect to Note that in the above algorithm, in order to keep
packet type 0. We let L(#) denote the maximum allowable STATE(l) - ALIVE for all stations at all times, it is suffi-
length of a train of type ,, including the transmission time cient to assign to L(1) an arbitrarily large number. The
of the train indicator, and R(0) = L(0)+ r + r, + td. We flow chart for the voice/data express algorithm is shown in
let C denote a clock which is used to measure the length of Figs. 14 and 15. Fig. 14 represents Steps 1-4 performed by
a train in progress. In the following presentation, Steps 1-4 a DEAD station in becoming ALIVE, while Fig. 15 repre-
are performed by a station wishing to become ALIVE and sents the steps executed by a station which is ALIVE. In
to initialize its parameter o. while the remaining steps are case the train indicator is an actual packet, the box labeled
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structions outlined in Step 8 above. The state diagram for a obtained with this protocol in comparison to other existing
finite state machine which performs the above algorithm is ones, such as CSMA-CD and UBS-RR; it makes it very
shown in Figs. 16 and 17. Fig. 16 contains the portion of suitable 'o-r local area networks in which, because of high
the state diagram corresponding to the flowchart in Fig. channel speed, long end-to-end delay, and/or small packet
14, while Fig. 17 contains the portion of the state diagram size, the propagation delay constitutes a large fraction of or
corresponding to the flowchart in Fig. 15. is even larger than the packet transmission time. Further-

more, we have shown that this protocol is particularly
suitable for the transmission of packetized voice as it is

Sable to guarantee an upper bound on the transmission
TRNMI R I ONC ONS mdelay for each packet. A possible way to integrate voice

We have described in this paper the Expressnet, a pro- and data on the same network has been described in detail.
posed local area communication network. The express In conclusion, we note that Expressnet seems to be most
access protocol used by all stations connected to the bus is suitable for office auomation including real-time applica-
a distributed algorithm which provides conflict-free trans- tions.
mission of messages. It is essentially a round-robin scheme
in which the time to switch from one active user to the next APPENDIX
in a round is kept very small, on the order of carrier
detection time, thus achieving a performance which is As an illustrative example of CSMA-CD, we consider
relatively independent of the end-to-end network propaga- the slotted p-persistent version decribed and analyzed in
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Fig. 16. Finite state machine implementing the iialization portion of

the voice/data express algorithm.

C.(.O1T.0 NO ABORT t

where y3r represents twice the propagation delay between
YES the two transmitting devices, represents the time it takes a

WAIT FOR FIRST OF FOLLOWIN C-L(s) device to detect the interference once the latter has reached
EVENTS: CTX OR C-L(, it, and ' is the duration of the jamming period used forICTX

collision consensus reinforcement. Ignoring J and , we seeSTATE(#)-. that T, = YT where y must equal 2 to account for the worst
Fig. 15. Flow chart for the portion of the voice/data express algorithm case of the two extreme users colliding. With these consid-

executed by a station in the ALIVE state. erations, (A.1) can be rewritten as
1

[8]. The channel time axis is slotted with the slot size equal S(oo, g, a) = I (A.2)
to r seconds, and beginning and end of carrier coincide + H(g)a

with slot boundaries. The carrier sensing function which is where
performed to determine the state of the channel is assumed
to be done in the middle of the slot. (Accordingly, follow- H(g) = - 2. (A.3)
ing a transmission period, there is at least one idle slot.) g
Assuming an infinite population model in which users Note that the result in (A.2) is valid only as long as T > 2 T;

become ready to transmit according to a Poisson process in order to always be in a position to perform the collision
with rate g users per slot, the channel utilization can be detection function even when T < 2, Ethernet specifies a
derived as in [81 and is given by minimum packet size equal to 2TW bits, whether the entire

S(oo, g, a) Tge- packet carries useful information or not. Accordingly for
,ge' + (1 - e- - ge-)Tc + (2- e -)r a > 0.5, the channel utilization is calculated as the fraction

of time useful information is transmitted, and is given by
(Al1) S(o, g,0.5),'2a. The channel capacity (or maximum chan-

Tc is the time needed to detect a collision and abort nel utilization) denoted by C(oo, a) is obtained by maxi-

transmission, and takes the form mizing S(oo, g. a) with respect to g; hence (2).
Assuming a constant number N is always busy, then a

T - yr + j + similar analysis as for the infinite population leads to
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Fig. 17. Finite state machine implementing the portion of the voice/data
express algorithm executed by a station in the ALIVE state.
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ity. These systems have largely used random-access conten- iNOWN0 CHANNEL

tion schemes such as carrier sense multiple access (CSMA). + "1

A prominent example is Ethernet [ll. Although they have -UTEOUND CHANNEL

proven to perform well in the environments for which they
were designed, these schemes do exhibit performance limi- 1 2

iations particularly when the channel bandwidth is high or Fig I Topology of EBprc.ssnet

the geographical area to be spanned is large. For example,
in [2], [61 it has been shown that the performance of unidirectional signal propagation establishes a natural
CSMA/CD degrades significantly as the ratio i'W/B in- ordering among the users required for the round-robin
creases, where r is the end-to-end propagation delay, W is access protocols described below.
the channel bandwidth, and B is the number of bits per
packet' [21, [31, [61. A. Expressnet /5], /6]

In an attempt to overcome these limitations a new
approach. also based on packet broadcasting, has emerged. The topology of Expressnet is shown in Fig. 1. In
This type of network, called the unidirectional broadcast addition to writing on the outbound channel each user has
system (UBS) type, uses a unidirectional transmission the capability to sense activity on that channel due to users
medium on which the users contend according to some on the upstream side of its transmit tap. A user who has a
distributed conflict-free round-robin algorithm. We ex- message to transmit is said to be backlogged. Otherwise it
amine two recent proposals. Expressnet [51, [6] and Fasnet is said to be idle. An idle user does not contend for the
17], (81. In these systems the access overhead between channel. A backlogged user operates as follows.
consecutive packets in a round is independent of both the 1) Wait for the next end of carrier on the outbound
end-to-end propagation delay and the number of users channel. [We denote this event by EOC(OUT).]
connected to the network. Due to this feature these systems 2) Immediately begin transmitting the packet and at the
overcome some of the performance limitations of the ran- same time sense the outbound channel for activity from the
dom-access schemes as well as earlier round-robin schemes upstream side.
such as the Distributed Computing System 191, the UBS 3) If activity is detected from upstream, then abort the
proposed in [101. and BRAM [121. In this study we present transmission, otherwise complete the transmission. If still
quantitative results showing the performance of Expressnet backlogged, go back to step 1. otherwise wait for the next
and Fasnet. In Section II we briefly describe the operation packet.
of these two networks with emphasis on the basic access Note that there is a single user which does not have to
protocol rather than on detailed functionality. As will abort its transmission and hence it transmits successfully.
become clear from the descriptions below, one may iden- Moreover, a user who has completed the transmission of a
tify several different conflict-free round-robin service disci- packet in a given round will not encounter the event
plines that can be achieved in these systems by simple EOC(OUT) again in that round, thus guaranteeing that no
modifications to the access protocols. These disciplines user will transmit more than once in a given round. Letting
differ in certain aspects of the performance and it is our t d denote the time that it takes to detect presence or
objective to highlight these differences. In Section Ili we absence of carrier, the gap between two consecutive packets
describe a mathematical model for the systems followed by in the same round is t, [the time required to detect
the analysis in Section IV. Finally, numerical results for the EOC(OUT)J, and the possible overlap at the beginning of a
performance of these systems are discussed in Section V. packet is t, (the time to detect activity due to upstream

users). Thus, the overhead associated with each transmis-

11. THE UNIDIRECTIONAL B~ROADCAST SYSTEMS sion is on the order of 2t,, (Fig. 2).
We now describe the mechanism for initiating a new

round. Define a train to be a succession of transmissions in

The transmission medium in unidirectional broadcast a given round. A train is generated on the outbound
systems comprises two channels which users access in order channel and entirely seen on the inbound channel by all
to transmit and to read the transmitted data. In Expressnet users. The end or a train on the inbound channel [EOT(IN)J
one channel, designated the outbound channel, is used is detected whenever the idle time exceeds t,. Using a
exclusively for transmitting data and the other, designated topology for Expressnet as shown in Fig. 1, EOT(IN) will
the inbound channel, is used exclusively for reading the visit each user in the same order as they are permitted to
transmitted data. All signals transmitted on the outbound transmit. Thus to start a new round, EOT(IN) is used as
channel are duplicated on the inbound channel thus the synchronizing event, just as EOC(OUT) was used in
achieving broadcast communication among the stations. In the above description. Step I of the algorithm should be as
Fasnct, the transmissions on the two unidirectional chan- follows.
nels propagate in opposite directions. Users are able to 1a) Wait for the first of the two events EOC(OUT) or
write onto and read from both. Together the two channels EOT(IN). (Note that only one such event can occur at a
provide a connection between any pair of stations on the given point in time.)
network. In both systems the asymmetry created by the To avoid losing the synchronizing event EOT(IN) which

happens if no packets are ready when it sweeps the in-
'Including the preamble needed for synchronization, bound channel, all users (whether idle or backlogged)
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L LOCOMOTIVE LOCOMOTIVE

2 + TRAIN

Fig 2. Typical activity on Expressnct o,.r one cycle a. scn on the inbound channel

CHANNELA bits is a dead time which allows the user to read and
tf process them as the slot in traveling by. The third bit.

called the end bit (EB), is located in the dead time between
the start and busy bits. This bit is used by the end user to

Fg. _ instruct the head user via channel B to initiate a new cycle
CHANNELB on channel A. We describe two different access protocols

Fig. 3 Topology of Fasnct. for Fasnet. The first which we call gated Fasnet is used in
the most recent version of the system [7]. The second which

S8B ES a we call nongated Fasnet is used in an earlier version 18).
LA RON/// In gated Fasnet a user with no packets to transmit on

channel A is said to be IDLE. Upon arrival of a packet to
be transmitted on channel A (i.e.. destined for a user to the

k- AC FIELD PACKET right of this one) the user goes to the WAIT state. The user
Fig 4 Format of a slot in Fasnet. reads SB of every slot. When SB = 1 the user goes to the

DEFER state. In this state it simultaneously reads and sets
BB of each slot; setting an already set bit is assumed to

transmit a short burst of unmodulated carrier of duration have no effect. When an empty slot is detected the user
t1 whenever EOT(IN) is detected. (If the user is in the writes its packet into it. It then goes to the IDLE state or
backlogged state it does so before attempting to transmit a WAIT state depending on whether it has more packets to
packet.) This burst is referred to as a locomotive. If the transmit or not.
train were to be empty, then the end of the locomotive In the nongated Fasnet an IDLE user is said to be either
constitutes EOT(IN). It is clear that the time separating ACTIVE if it has not yet transmitted in the current round
two consecutive trains is the propagation delay between the or DORMANT if it has. A DORMANT user does not
transmit tap and the receive tap of a user, which is the attempt to access the channel. Upon arrival of a packet to
.same for all users. (For the topology shown in Fig. 1. this an ACTIVE IDLE user, this user moves immediately to the
gap amounts to a round-trip delay.) DEFER state. It does not wait for the beginning of the

next round as in the gated version. Having transmitted its
B. Fasnet f[7]. [8] packet the user becomes DORMANT and does not at-

The topology of Fasnet comprises two unidirectional tempt another transmission in this round. A DORMANT

channels (A and B) where the signals propagate in oppo- user becomes ACTIVE at the beginning of the next round,
site directions (see Fig. 3). All users can read from and i.e.. when SB = 1 is detected.
write to both channels. A user wishing to send a packet will In both versions of Fasnet SB is set by the head user in
transmit on one of the channels such that the recipient is cooperation with the end user. The end user examines all
downstream from the sender. As the two channels are slots on channel A. decoding the status of SB and BB.
identical we consider events on channel A. The most up- Upon detecting SB = 1. the end user looks for the first slot

stream user (or head user) and the most downstream user in which BB = 0 (indicating that all users are IDLE or

(or end user) on each channel perform special functions. DORMANT), at which time it sets EB = I in the next slot
For channel A the head user is user I and the end user is on channel B. The head user, detecting EB = 1. then sets

user M. The head user transmits a clock signal which keeps SB - I in the next slot on channel A. Thus, in the worst
the system bit synchronous.' From this clocking informa- case the overhead in initiating a new round will be twice
tion users listening to the channel are able to identify fixed the end-to-end propagation delay plus twice the slot size,

length slots traveling downstream. Each slot begins with an The additional two slots are incurred as the end user.

access control field (AC) which determines how and when having detected BB = 0 on channel A. waits for the AC

each station may access the channel. The structure of the field of the next slot on channel B to set EB I I and the

AC field, as shown in Fig. 4, consists of three bits. The head user, having detected EB = I on channel B. waits for

start bit (SB), when set. indicates the start of a new round the next slot on channel A in order to set SB = I. It is also

or cycle (SOC). The bus), bit (BB). when set, indicates that possible to allow the end user to set EB - I every time it

a packet has been written into the slot. After each of these encounters BB = 0. This will result in higher throughputs
since SOC's will occur at a higher frequency. However, this
leads to an irregular pattern of cycle lengths and unfairness

2This is to bc contrasted with Exprcssnet a.s. dscnbed above, which r, among users, giving preference to upstream users. In this
assumed to operate in asynchronous mode In this mode. a preamhle I,
necded for each packet for svnchronization purposes at t.e, rcccicr In paper the former scheme is adopted and analyzed and it is
Fasnct a snchronization pattern is also needed but rather infrcqucntl. the scheme corresponding to Fasnet.
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C. The Various Serice Disciplines uted with mean 1/X. A backlogged user does not generate
any packets and becomes idle upon successful transmission

Clearly from the above descriptions, Expressnet achieves of its buffer. This model corresponds to the case of interac-
a "conventional' round-robin discipline where users are tive users, widely used in the past to analyze slotted
serviced in a predescribed order determined by their physi- ALOHA. CSMA. and other access schemes. The end-to-end
cal location on the network. If a user has no message when propagation delay of the signal traveling across the net-
its turn comes up. it declines to transmit and then must work is denoted by r. This corresponds to the propagation
wait for the next round before getting another turn. We delay between the extreme users on one of the channels
refer to this type of discipline as the nongated sequential (e.g.. the outbound channel on Expressnet or channel A on
service discipline (NGSS). The gated Fasnet system also Fasnet). The time required to transmit a packet is T = B/ W
achieves sequential service in the same physically prede- where B is the number of bits in a packet (assumed fixed)
scribed order. In this system however, only those users who excluding the preamble if any in Expressnet and the AC
are ready at the beginning of a given round are serviced in field in Fasnet, and where W is the bandwidth of the
that round. We refer to this discipline as the gated sequen- channel. The overhead before each transmission to de-
tial service discipline (GSS). In nongated Fasnet users are termine which user gets access to the channel is denoted by
also ordered according to their position on the bus; how- t,,. In Fasnet i. is given by the length of the AC field. In
ever, following a transmission, the next user to transmit is Expressnet t. is given by 2ta. The time required to transmit
always the most upstream user who has a packet and has the preamble is denoted by tP. In Fasnet, since the system
not yet transmitted in the current round. This discipline is is synchronous, 1, = 0. In Expressnet, t. is nonzero if the
referred to as the most upstream first service discipline system is operated asynchronously. Thus, to transmit a
(MUFS). packet of length T requires a transmission period of X - T

Note that Expressnet can be made to operate in GSS + t, + t. The time that the channel becomes idle between
mode merely by having each user, upon generating a rounds is called the interround overhead and is denoted by
packet, wait for the event EOT(IN) before attempting to Y. In Expressnet Y = 2-".1 In Fasnet Y must be an integral
transmit that packet. Similarly, one could operate Fasnet number of slots and is taken to be Y- [2 fr/XI X + X.
in NGSS mode by allowing each user, upon generating a In the next section we present the analysis of this model
packet in a given round, to transmit that packet in the next for these service disciplines. The performance measures
empty slot as long as this user has not yet seen an empty derived from these analyses are the channel throughput,
slot go by in the current round and has not yet transmitted the expected delay incurred by a packet, and the variance
in the current round. Otherwise it waits for the SOC. The of this delay.
SOC in Fasnet and the EOT(IN) in Expressnet are analo-
gous events. In MUFS on the other hand, the transmission
of each packet is synchronized to an event which sweeps
the entire population of users from the most upstream to An analysis of a loop system where users are serviced in
the most downstream. Thus, only Fasnet can support this a predescribed sequence and which fits the NGSS disci-
discipline. pline of Expressnet is given by Kaye (131 based on the

In this paper we consider only fixed length packets. In work in [141. A summary of this analysis as adapted to the
Expressnet however, the access protocol allows for packets NGSS discipline is presented below. For the GSS disci-
of any length. In the most recent description of Fasnet [7]. pline we present some additional definitions and both a
slots are required to be of a fixed length in order to mean value analysis and a distribution of delay analysis.
simplify the hardware implementation. Nevertheless, in An analysis of the MUFS discipline is outlined in the
gated Fasnet variable length packets can be accommo- appendix and consists of a generalization of the analysis of
dated simply by allowing a user to access a number of 058. This analysis for MUFS is exact for the case Y < X
consecutive slots. This is feasible because downstream users but becomes inexact, and in fact leads to pessimistic re-
may only transmit after the current user, and will have full sults. for the case Y > X. (For details see the Appendix.) In
knowledge of the slot usage. In nongated Fasnet only fixed the discussion of numerical results in the following section,
length packets equal to the size of a slot can be achieved simulation is also used for MUFS when Y > X.
since the order of transmissions does not correspond to the
physical order; therefore the user does not know how many A. Analysis of the Nongated Sequential Service Discipline
consecutive empty slots (if any) follow the one in which it
begins to transmit. The probability that there are n packet transmissions in

Ill. THE MODEL a round, denoted by p., is given by [141
01-1

We consider now a model which is used to analyze the P. Po( ,f) e A(IX+ )- O<n. M (1)
performance of the three service disciplines. Consider a -j0

system of M users. Each user has a single packet buffer
and is either idle or backlogged. An idle user will generate )If the topoloaL of Eprssnet is such that the two extreme users am
a packet in a random time which is exponentially distrib- coilocaed, then the interround pp is equal to r See (6l.
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where po is determined by E,-oP, = 1. The probabilities p,, round overhead. Let P be the transition matrix for the
satisfy the following recursive formula embedded Markov process n(i''). The elements of P are

denoted by p,, and are given by p,& A Pr{n(t,"*i)-p . M - n + l e l .. x Il l ] AI( " k in X ,Y -
= ,.)e- (2) kn(t) ). Since those users who transmit during the

round can only generate a new packet after they have

Based on this distribution, Kaye derived the distribution of transmitted the one backlogged from the previous round.
waiting time ", defined as the period between the moment the probability of generating a new packet is not the same
when a packet is generated by a station and the moment for all users. Therefore, in computing the transition proba-

when its transmission commences [131. The expected wait- bilities pA. we must account for all possible ways that k

ing time and second moment of )' are then derived to be out of M users can become ready. To do this we use a

given by recursive approach by considering the instants of time that
correspond to the end of a transmission period.

I [(n - l)x+ Y]e Define the function G(n. m. s) as the probability that, in
Eta.= l - n e=I~x -  - (3) a round of length n.m users have generated new packets

n- I)X+ Y-2/X I +2
, 1 eA(R 

-
J
)X l I

(4) by the end of the sth transmission period of that round.

where We compute G(n. n. s) in terms of G(n. m'. s - 1) and we
do this by computing the probability that ti - m' new

•f packets are generated in the s th transmission period out of
Ei= nip,. (5) a possible M-(n-s+1)- n'. (Since n-s+I users are
- 0 still waiting to transmit in this round, they cannot generate

The mean and variance of packet delay are obtained by new packets ) Summing over all possible values of rn' gives
adding X to E[f'l and X2 to Ei j-(EIfl)2 , respectively. G(n, ni. s) as follows.

From the distribution (p,,. one can also easily derive '(Mt(n s + )
the average network throughput S for a given value of I. G( n. s)M n )-
is simply given by . 0 ni- '

S HT (6) .p( X)] '"'[1 - p( X)1 'E " "

fix+ 6 G(n, n',s-l) s*O (7)

Note that as A - oo. f -. M and the throughput reaches a where p(t) is the probability of a single user generating a
maximum given by MT/(MX + Y). packet during an interval t. Since interarrival times are

B. A nal-sis of the Gated Sequential Service Discipline exponentially distributed with rate A this is given by
pUt)= 1-e (8)

Let n(t) denote the number of backlogged users at time !

and let t('" denote the start of the rth round. Since only At the beginning of the round (s = 0), there must be with
those users who are backlogged at t,"') can transmit in probability 1 no new packets generated. Therefore,
round r. the number of transmissions in the rth round is G(n. rn,O) = I for m = 0 and G(n. m,O) = 0 for m * 0.
given by n(,I). The number of backlogged users at the Starting with these initial conditions, the recursion in (7)
start of round r + I depends on the length of round r and ends at G(n. m, n), the probability that rn users have
the arrival of packets during this round. Hence. the nun- generated new packets by the end of the first subcycle.
her of backlogged users at t'" ' , denoted by n(t "' I)), Using (7) and considering additional arrivals during the
depends only on n(tl," ) and the events that occur during interround overhead period allows us to compute the ele-
the rth round. Thus. {n(tI, r E (- ~, oo)) constitutes an ments of the transition matrix P.
embedded Markov process. So we can use the properties of A M-jA
Markov processes to derive the analytic solution for the pk G(t j,i) _ [p(Y)]' [-P(Y)
performance of the system. - j

1) Mean Value Anal,sts: For the mean value analysis the (9)
state of the system at an embedded point is described
sufficiently by the number of users who are backlogged at Given P we can calculate the stationary distribution of the
this instant. Consider two consecutive embedded points t'"  backlog at the embedded points, the average throughput,
and " ". The time interval It(", tl," 1 is called a cycle, and average delay using results from the theory of regen-
Each cycle is considered to consist of two subcycles. The erative processes. The stationary distribution is denoted by
first is that part of the cycle where packets are being 11 - (Or,.., ).
transmitted. The second is that period which is the inter- Average Throughput: Since n(t," ) is a regenerative
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process the channel throughput can be computed as the time t. 6(t) can take on the values 0 and I denoting the
ratio of the expected time that the channel is busy in a tagged user to be idle or busy. respectively. n,,(t) and n.(t)
cycle to the expected length of a cycle 14). [151. Hence, the are in the range [0. N - 1] and [0, M - N. respectively. To
expected throughput, denoted by S. is simply simplify the notation for the state descriptor we define

. ( z) ( (8(z) ,t). n,,(t)).

S = " '_1riT (10) We first compute the transition matrix P for the em-
Ox + Y) bedded Markov process P(t( ). We partition the users

into three groups. The first consists of those users on the
Average Packet Delay: Consider each user to be a upstream side of the tagged user; the second consists of

single buffer queueing system with loss and exponential those users on the downstream side of the tagged user; the
interarrival times. The expected delay of a packet in such a third consists of the tagged user. We compute the state
system can be computed as the difference between the transition probabilities by considering new arrivals to the
expected interdeparture time and the expected interarrival system from each group separately. We now present a
time.4 Letting s, denote the expected throughput of packets generalized form of the recursive function that was used in
from user i. the expected interdeparture time of packets the mean value analysis. We use this generalized version to
from user i is simply l/s,. Hence. the expected delay of a compute the state transition probabilities for the upstream
packet from user i is given by and downstream groups of users.

Consider a sequence of x consecutive transmissions
d,s- (11) by users from a single group. Define the functionGz(X, m, sly) to be the probability that, in a transmission

Averaging over all the users gives the expected delay of a sequence of length x, m users have generated new packets
packet D as by the end of the s th transmission period in this sequence.

given that y users had already generated new packets at the

D = s d, beginning of the sequence. The subscript Z denotes the size
3 of the population of users of this group. We can write this

M 1 function as
=S A (1) Gz(x,m,sly)

where we have used the fact that SEm.s,. -- Pr { n,( zh + sX) = x -s + mlng(t) = x + y)
2) Distribution of Delay Analysis: We now derive the

distribution of packet delay in order to compute the higher where n,(t) denotes the number of users from group g who
order moments of delay. In the distribution of delay analy- are in the backlogged state and t, is the time corresponding
sis we select a single user and consider packets only from to the beginning of the first transmission in the sequence.
this user. We refer to this user as the tagged user. This For s > 0 we can compute Gz recursively by considering
approach will not only yield an expression for the distribu- the number of new arrivals during the sth transmission
tion of delay but, by tagging different users on the net- period.
work, will enable us to compare the performance achieved Z-(x-s+1)-m'
by the different users. From this we can see how a user's Gz(x,m,sly)- _,
physical location on the network can affect the quality of ,
the service it gets from the network.

Let N, lN'(M, denote the tagged user. As in the "PX)-[-px Z
mean value analysis we consider the beginning of a cycle to • Gz (x, m'. s - Ily)
constitute an embedded point defining an embedded sO.sv, x. (13)
Markov chain. However, in order to completely describe
the state of the system at the embedded point, the state At the beginning of the sequence there must be exactly
descriptor must contain information about the state of the x + y users backlogged and so the boundary conditions on
tagged user, the number of active users upstream from the (13) are given by Gz(x, m,01y) - 1 for m - y and 0 ;z-
tagged user, and the number of active users downstream m ,0 y.
from the tagged user. Thus, the state of the system at the Since, in a given round, new arrivals to the system do
beginning of the current round must be described by a not affect the order of transmissions in this round and
vector with three elements ( ),(t1 ), n,,(t, )) where since each user's arrival process is independent, the transi-
n,(t) and nj(t) are the number of active users upstream tion probabilities over one cycle can be computed as the
and downstream from the tagged user at time 1, respec- product of the transition probabilities of each group of
tively, and 8(t) indicates the state of the tagged user at users over the cycle. Using (13) and conditioning on the

size of the backlog of the upstream and downstream users
An alternative appeatch is to use Littic's result to compute the average at the beginning and end of their respective transmission

packet delay as the ratio of th average backlo of packets to the averal seque
channel througtput. The reader is relcrred to 1161 for the details of this eences allows us to compute the elements Of the trans-
approach. mission matrix P. For 8(it") - 0 we get
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P(O + j)X + Y) I - p((I + j )X+ Y)J' "

p(0, k. i Af (M N A] (14)
• O E 0' Y [P(tX x+[>'~)]' [-<x v'

For 8(i" ) I=1 we get

[p(jX+Y)]9[1-p(jX+Y))' 1'

. (,,ho)(N-l- h)[p((j+l)X+ y)j] h[1-p(,+)X )' ' ]
p( .k 1)1h M - h

h~ ~ E E0 Y [P((,+')x)l [I1 p((,+lI)X)i" 
' G 0 -l-

(15)

From P we can compute the stationary distribution at the Y5( r')=(a.i.j) and n.(tr '1 ))=k then the Laplace
embedded points II = (w- .-tv). transform of the distribution of delay of the first compo-

Consider now an arbitrary arrival to the system in cycle nent of packet delay is given by e,*(jX + Y. s) if a = 1 or
r from the tagged user. The delay incurred by this packet J*((i + j)X + Y. s) if a = 0. The second component of
consists of two components; the delay incurred from the delay is simply (k + I) X. The Laplace transform of the
instant of arrival until the end of cycle r and the delay distribution of the total delay incurred by a packet arriving
incurred from the beginning of round r + I until the end of in such a round, denoted by d(*,.,. I1..) (s). is given by the
the transmission of this packet. The distribution of delay is product of the transforms of the two distributions.
given by the convolution of these two components of delay. &*((i + j)X + Y,s) C ( -Ix a = 0

Since the arrival process is memoryless we recognize that d.j. = 1. +

the distribution of delay of the first component of delay is) (6*(jX+ Y.s)e '
( 13x a = 1.

given by the distribution of delay of a packet over an (17)
interval [0, t given that the arrival occurs in this interval
and that the packet remains backlogged for the remainder The probability that this arbitrary packet arrives in a

of the interval. Let t., 0 < t. - t, denote the arrival time of cycle with 5/(t") = (a, i, j) and nk(.")=k is given by

the packet. Then, the delay incurred by the packet over the 'f.,. i..)

interval [0. t]. denoted by D, is D = t - t,. Since inter- =~| Pr J.

arrival times are exponentially distributed with mean 1/P. )

the cumulative distribution function of delay is given by (18)

Pr( D < dlt , Pr{t. > t - dlIt } where by conditioning on 8(t.'~ ')= we have condi-

e X1 Adtioned on the event of an arrival from the tagged user in
- [e_____ - jl . cycle r. Using conditional probability. " can be expressed
S-•as

Differentiating with respect to d gives the probability den- .
sity function. From this distribution function we can com- 91..j .&.i = K EO IrI...)P.,I.I./ (19)

pute the Laplace transform of the distribution of delay of a
packet over the interval 10, 11 given that the packet arrives where the constant K can be determined from
in this interval. This distribution function denoted by I V 1 % V V
& )(,.) is E E E E , ... 1.

e-e 0 -0 1-0-Ol A-0

r(, s) - x _ es ' (16) Using (19) to remove the conditions on a. i,j. and k in (17)

we can express the Laplace transform of the distribution of
Given that this arbitrary arrival is in a round with delay of a packet from the tagged user as
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I % I % % ' 1 10 1 O.M .0

D.(s ) 
--.- --.l l-I. . "

n-(I 1 /-I) A-I) 9

(20) a10 .o M-20

By successive differentiation of (20) and letting s = 0 one
can compute the moments of delay to any order. 7

- it" -j, 0. M: 50

V. NUMFRICAL RESULTS

We discuss in this section numerical results showing the - ,
performance of Expressnet operating under the NOSS4
discipline and Fasnet operating under the GSS and MUFS
disciplines. Let a A -r/T. The unit of time is taken to be the 3
transmission time of a packet (i.e., T= 1). In both Ex-
pressnet and Fasnet we neglect the interpacket overhead t. 2

since this is assumed to be small compared to the length of I.- ,, EinFsso,--- SS ,n Fasnrtr

the packet. The interround overhead Y is then taken to be ---- MuFs in Fasnt

2a for Expressnet (and hence for NGSS). and 12a1 + 1 for
Fasnet (and hence for GSS and MUFS). The performance 4? to .00 1000 10000

Geer€.€ation rate

of these networks for various values of a and M is pre- Fig. 5. Channel throughput as a function of the generation rate MAT

sented in terms of the throughput as a function of the for NGSS. GSS. and MUFS.
generation rate of packets. the maximum channel utiliza-
tion referred to as the network capacity, and the through- .0
put-delay tradeoff. These results show that all three service
disciplines exhibit similar performance characteristics. This
is to be expected since they are merely variations of a basic
round-robin algorithm. However, there are interesting dif- Soo
ferences which we will highlight in the discussion. All
numerical results are obtained from analysis with the ex- t,,
ception of MUFS when Y> 1 in which case simulation is
used. The reason is that, as pointed out in Section IV and ,
the Appendix, the analysis outlined in the Appendix for o . s

MUFS gives pessimistic results when Y > 1. In most of the 2

results shown below, the preamble in Expressnet has been 4 .

assumed to be negligible except for certain figures where its
effect is explicitly shown.

In Fig. 5 we show, for each of the three service disci-
plines, the behavior of the throughput S as a function of
the aggregate generation rate MA for a = 1.0 and 10, and -1pe,.
M = 20 and 50. MX is the rate at which packets would be 1:11"01
presented to the system if all users were in the idle state. 0, ,o ,o I0 ,0000
The curves show that S increases steadily as M\ increases aFactm
from zero until some finite value of MX (in the vicinity of Fig. 6. Network capacity versus a for Expressnet and Fasoet.
one), and remains practically constant as MA increases
further. This shows that the system remains stable as the As the network reaches saturation. S approaches a finite
load increases to infinity. (Contrast this to CSMA/CD value, given by M/(M(I + tf)+ Y) independent of the
where stability can only be achieved by using some form of service discipline, which we call the network capacity. For
dynamic control or a long rescheduling delay leading to a NGSS and GSS the network capacity represents the maxi-
high packet delay 1171.) Note how, as a result of gating (i.e., mum channel utilization. For MUFS. the maximum chan-
the delaying of packets until the round following the one in nel utilization is slightly higher than the network capacity
which they were generated), the throughput achieved by for the reasons discussed above. The difference between
GSS is always less than or equal to that achieved by NGSS the network capacity for NGSS and that for GSS and
and MUFS. For MUFS with a - 10. the curves (which are MUFS seen in Fig. 5 is a result of the different values of Y
obtained by simulation), exhibit a slight hump before S in Expressnet and Fasnet for the same value of a (2a and
levels off to its constant value. This occurs since, at the 12aI + 1, respectively); recall that the preamble t, is as-
generation rate corresponding to the hump in S, all users sumed here to be zero. In Fig. 6 we plot for Expressnet and
are on the average transmitting in every round, but some Fasnet the network capacity versus a for various values of
users happen to generate and transmit their packets during M. Unlike CSMA/CD (see (6D, a high utilization can still
the interround overhead; this results in a lower effective be achieved for large a when M is large. It M is not
overhead and, hence, higher throughput than expected. sufficiently large, then one can alter the accem protocol to
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Fi. 7. Network capacity versus a for Expressnet with M-1, 50. and Fig. 8. Average delay normalized by the packet transmission time T
0.. and with three values of the preamble corresponding to I, - 0. versus the channel throughput for NGSS. GSS. MUFS, and CSMA/CD

0.25T. and T. with a 0.1.

a-10 a-1.0

allow each user to transmit more than one packet in a °. ,

round thereby achieving a high utilization as for large M.
Due to the fixed slot size in Fasnet, the interround over-
head does not decrease below two slots even as a becomes M 20 i"

very small; hence the poor channel utilization in the case of M-, 0
Fasnet for small a when M = 1. In Expressnet there is no IA", 20
slotting of the time axis and so as a - 0 the overhead
becomes zero and the maximum channel utilization goes to V,
1. The effect of a nonzero preamble on the network capac- - o0
ity for Expressnet can be seen in Fig. 7 where some
representative curves are plotted. A preamble which is on z
the same order of magnitude as the packet transmission
time will cause a significant degradation in the capacity.

The relationship between S and average delay D normal- " ;""
ized to T for each of the three disciplines is shown in Fig. 8 "--"S
for a = 0.1 and in Fig. 9 for a = 1.0 and 10. Also in Fig. 8 is -- NGSS
plotted the relationship between S and D for CSMA/CD.1 " -- GSS

As with NGSS, we assume that the preamble for ---_us

CSMA/CD is negligible. This figure shows how favorably 0 1 .2 3 4 .7 .8 9 .0
Thr oughp~ut

the delay performance of the round-robin schemes com- Fig. 9. Average delay normalized by the packet transmission time T
pares to that of CSMA/CD. No throughput-delay curves versus the channel throughput for NGSS. GSS, and MUFS with a - 1.0
are plotted for CSMA in Fig. 9 since for a - 1.0 and 10 this and 10. The curves for MUFS with a - 10 were obtained by simulation.
access scheme achieves a very small network capacity. For All the other curves were obtained tram the analysis.
the three round-robin disciplines, we see that, for a given S, the network has increased, meaning that T has not changed,
D is fairly insensitive to M as long as M is large enough so then the actual delay will have increased as represented by
that this value of S can be achieved. We also see that the the normalized delay. Although the performance trends for
normalized average delay increases as a gets larger. How- all three disciplines are similar, the results do show some
ever, if a ( - ,rW/B) has become larger because the chan- differences. In particular one should note that, for large a
nel bandwidth W has increased or the packet size B has (a - 10), MUFS achieves substantially lower delay than the
decreased, meaning that T ( - B/W) has decreased, then other two schemes as long as the throughput is not close to
the actual delay is slightly smaller than that obtained with saturation. This is due to the fact that in MUFS, having
small a; the packet transmission time has decreased thus generated a packet, a nondormant user transmits this packet
reducing the size of a slot and the length of a round. On in the next available slot regardless of when the start of
the other hand, if a has become larger because the size of cycle appears. In particular, at S - 0, D will be equal to

5The CSMA/CD scheme considered here is the lotted nonpersistent .T since a user can transmit its packet in the slot im-
veron analyzed in 121. mediately following the one in which it was generated,
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Fig 10 Average delay normalized bv the transmission time Tvt.'rsus the Fig. 11. Throughput multiplied by Al ver:,us the generation rate VtAT
channel throughput showing the effect of the preamble on the Lor GSS as achieved by the most upstream user and the most down-
throughput-delay, perhrmance oir N(;SS stream user

instead of incurring on the average a delay of aT while significantly higher throughput than user M. This occurs
waiting for the SOC as in GSS. or the locomotive as in since in any given round, user 1, having transmitted its
NGSS. packet at the beginning of the round, has the remainder of

The average packet delay (normalized to T) versus S for that round in which to generate a new packet before the
NGSS, in the case where the preamble is not negligible, is next SOC. User M on the other hand, having transmitted
plotted in Fig. 10 for a = I and 10 and M = 50. As ex- at the end of the round, has only the interround overhead
pected, the delay for a given S increases as the length of period before the next SOC in which to generate its new
the preamble increases, packet and thus is less likely to be ready at the beginning

The results presented above were obtained from the of the next cycle. As M increases the difference in S
mean value analysis and represent the average performance between these two users increases. For large values of a this
over all users. For Expressnet with the NGSS discipline, difference is not as pronounced as for small a due to the
service is offered to each user when it sees the EOT (either fact that the interround overhead becomes the dominant
on the outbound or inbound channel). Therefore. the EOT factor affecting the performance results and its effect is the
can be viewed as an implicit token passed from each user same on all users. Finally, as MX -- o. user M will gener-
to the next in sequence. Due to the symmetry of this ate a new packet during the interround gap with probabil-
organization, the system is fair and all users achieve the ity 1 assuming that a > 0; hence, user I and user M will
same performance. In GSS and MUFS on the other hand, achieve the same throughput which is given by the network
the synchronizing event is the beginning of a slot which capacity divided by M. In the limiting case where a = 0.
always sweeps the channel from the most upstream user to user M. having transmitted at the end of a given round,
the most downstream user. As will be seen in the results will be ready at the beginning of the next round with
discussed below, this mode of operation favors the up- probability 0: in particular, at A = oo, user M will transmit
stream users by giving channel access to the most upstream once in every two rounds and achieve a throughput of only
of all the users contending for a given slot. In the distribu- half that achieved by the other users. The throughput
tion of delay analysis of GSS and MUFS we derived the achieved by any of the other users lies within the bounds of
performance achieved by each user. This enables us to user I and user M. In fact, any gihen user will achieve a
determine the extent to which this performance is affected throughput which is greater than any user downstream
by the user's location on the network. from it and less than any user upstream from it. Recall that

First we consider GSS. In Fig. I I we show M times the each user has only a single buffer. If, however, a multiple
throughput achieved by the most upstream user and the packet buffer is provided, then a user could generate
most downstream user as a function of MA. for various additional packets for transmission before transmitting the
values of M and a. We refer to these two users as user I one at the front of the queue. This would reduce the extent
and user M. respectively. The curves show that initially. S of the unfairness suffered by those users on the down-
increases as MA increases from zero. At low loads there are stream side of the network. In the limiting case where each
long idle periods between packet generations. rounds are user had an infinite buffer, all of the users would achieve
short, and the throughput achieved by each user is not the same throughput assuming that they were all generat-
sensitive to its position on the network. As the network ing packets at the same rate.
capacity is approached, we see that user 1 achieves a For the MUFS discipline, the throughput is plotted as a
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Fi& 12. Throughput multiplied by M versus the generation rate MT Fig. 13. Normalized average delay versus throughput for GSS as
for MUFS as achieved by the most upstream user and the most achieved by the most upstream user and the most downstream user.
downstream user. The curves shown for a - 10 were obtained by
simulation.

4.10 A-.0100 . ... .= .

function of MA for a =1 and 10 and M = 20 and 30 in Fig. M.SO

12 and exhibits the same characteristics as for GSS. Note M.30 I
that for MUFS there is not as much of a discrepancy in the M .20 1

service achieved by the individual users. M 3

It is important to point out that for Fasnet, there are two M 20!
separate channels on which users can transmit data. In the
analysis we consider only one of these and, in addition, we t
assume that all users are generating packets for this chan- -
nel at the same rate. In actual fact the downstream users
on a given channel will most probably require a lower
throughput on this channel than the upstream ones since ., . . .,
they will be transmitting mostly on the other channel. In . , ,
fact. the most downstream user on a given channel will not
transmit any packets on that channel since there is nobody
further downstream to receive it.

The difference in average delay between the most up- Most upstream user
stream and most downstream users is shown for GSS in ............. Most downstream user

Fig. 13 and for MUFS in Fig. 14. Since in a given round 0 .2 3 .4 5 .5 .7 .s .9 t.o

user I is serviced before user M, it achieves a lower delay . 14. Normalized average delay versus throughput for MUPS as

for a given S. It is interesting to note that in GSS the delay achieved by the most upstream user and the most downstream user.
of user 1 is bounded from above by the maximum length of The curves shown for a - 10 were obtained by simulation.

a cycle which is MT + Y. For user M the delay is bounded
by twice the maximum length of a round plus an inter- arrival of a packet and the time at which the user may
round overhead period. that is 2MT+ Y. even though at transmit this packet. Depending on the service discipline,
saturation (A -eoo) the delay will be MT+ Y. In MUFS the time at which a user may transmit may be after the
and also NGSS the delay of a packet from any user is next locomotive or after the next SOC in the case of NGSS
always bounded by MT + Y. or GSS, respectively, or at the beginning of the next slot in

Finally, we examine the variance of delay. The relation- the case of MUFS. This implies that, for large a, the
ship between the variance and the throughput for each of variance for MUFS at low S is lower than for GSS and for
the three service disciplines is shown in Fig. 15 for a - 1.0 NGSS since the randomness in the packet delay in this
and 10 and for various values of M. For GSS and MUFS case is associated with the time of arrival taking place
we show the variance of delay versus S as achieved by user within a slot which is shorter than the period separating
I and user M. Since for NGSS all users achieve the same two consecutive locomotives or SOC's. As A -- co, the
performance, we show in Fig. 15 the variance versus S as variance drops to zero since at each user, a new packet is
achieved by any user on the network. For S - 0 the vai- generated as soon as the previous one is transmitted, all
ance is nonzero due to the randomness between the time of rounds are of full length and the packet delay is determin-
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obtained by simulation.

istic and equal to MX + Y. It is interesting to note that the work, while for NGSS the access protocol is completely
variance incurred is highest for S close to the network fair with all users achieving the same performance.
capacity while the variance is zero at the network capacity.

APPENDIX

VI. CONCLUSION ANALYSIS OF THE MOST UPSTREAM FIRST
SERVICE DISCIPLINE

In this paper we investigated the performance of two
unidirectional broadcast systems that have been presented The approach for this analysis is similar to that of the

in the literature: Expressnet and Fasnet. Two versions of analysis for GSS. A summary of the mean value analysis is

the access protocol have been presented for Fasnet. From given. For the complete analysis, including the distribution

these two protocols and the one for Expressnet, three of packet delay, the reader is referred to 1161. Again we
consider two consecutive embedded points,t" ' and t,."

service disciplines were identified which we called non- c t
gated sequential service (Expressnet), gated sequential and define the state of the system at the embedded points

service (Fasnet), and most upstream first service (Fasnet). by the number of backlogged users at that instant.

In addition we noted that, with a simple change in their Let P be the transition matrix for the embedded Markovpoesnt,. ). For the MUFS discipline. the number of
respective access protocols, Expressnet could be operated prcess n(').
in GSS mode and Fasnet could be operated in NGSS transmissions in cycle r may be greater than n(i"'). In

mode. However, only Fasnet could support MUFS. order to compute the elements of P we condition on the

From the analyses of these service disciplines numerical number of transmissions in the first subcycle.

results were computed. We showed that these systems, 'it
unlike random-access techniques, can achieve a channel P,, = j Pr { n(t("

r i) = klL = /, n(t"t) =
utilization close to 100 percent even when the channel
bandwidth is high or the propagation delay of the signal .Pr( L = 11n(tl." ) = (A.])
over the network is large. In addition, the network remains
stable as the load increases to infinity without the need for where L is the random variable denoting the number of
any dynamic control of the access protocol. The through- transmissions in the round. Note that by conditioning on L
put delay characteristics are excellent and the maximum we have removed the dependency of n(["' ti) on n(t.').
delay is bounded from above by a finite value which is that is. Pr(n(t It1)= kIL = 1, n(t((') = i) = Pr(n(,.'i i)

easily computed. As the throughput approaches the net- = kIL = 1).
work capacity the variance of delay reaches a peak and Let 0,(1) Pr (L = 1In(t")=i} and let 0,(k) A

then drops to zero. At network capacity the system be- Pr(n(i " ti)= kIL = /1. Instead of enumerating all possi-
comes deterministic with all users transmitting in every ble events over the cycle, we use recursive functions in
round. order to compute 0,(1) and 4,(k). Consider a round of L

Finally. we noted that all three service dis' iplines exhibit transmissions and the transmission period which is s trans-
similar performance characteristics. However, in GSS and mission periods from the end of the round. Define the
MUFS there is an element of unfairness which favors some function F(m. s) as the probability of m given users each
users over others depending on their location on the net- generating a packet in the next s transmissions. F(m. s)
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can be computed recursively by assuming that we know second subcycle. Note that this assumes that any packets
F(m - j, s- 1) and that there are j arrivals during trans- generated during the second subcycle remain backlogged
mission period s. This gives until the next cycle. Although this assumption is :-xact

when Y < X, it becomes inexact when Y > X since, in the
ir.s) latter case, it may be possible for a nondormant user to

L ~p( X)j[ I -p(X)]-JF(r- j.'s - 1). both generate and transmit a packet during the second
- )j  subcycle. This analysis leads to pessimistic results when

-0~Y > X.

(A.2) The elements of P are now computed as p,, =

To satisfy the constraints of the system we require that E.rait.,t(I)d(k). Given P we can calculate the sta-

F(m, s) = 0 for m > s and s # 0, and F(0.0) = 1. These are tionary distribution [I.

the boundary conditions that end the recursion in (A.2). Average Throughput: As in the analysis of GSS, the

Now G,(() can be computed as (i _')F(I- i1 ) times the average channel throughput S is computed as the ratio of
ta 8l cn be c pusers do the expected time in a cycle that the channel is carrying

probability that M-I users do nothing in the first sub-
cycle. For the case where n(t(') = 0 there will be an idle packets to the expected length of cycle. This is simply

e given by
period until some users generate packets. We assume that
the round then begins with the first transmission from one LT (A6)
of these users. 7TOX/(1 - e--Ax)+ LX + Y

[ M- - i)F(l- t,) 0< i M where Eis the expected number of transmission periods in
I-i a round. Since we have assumed that no packets are

0,(I) = ( p(1)[l-p(l)]J transmitted during the second subcycle. L can be com-
_- - )l() i = 0. puted from the distribution in (A.3).

-i Average Packet Delay. As in the analysis of GSS. the
average delay of a packet is given by D = M/S -1/

(A.3) where S is given by (A.6).

Having conditioned on the length of the round, we can
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SCIIEDULING-DELAY MULTIPLE ACCESS SCHEMES FOR
BROADCAST LOCAL AREA NETWORKS

Michael Fine and Fouad A. Tobagi

Computer Systems Laboratory
Department of Electrical Engineering

Stanford University, Stanford, CA 94305

Local area communications networks based on packet broadcasting techniques pro-
vide simple architectures and efficient and flexible operation. Various ring systems
and CSMA contention bus systems have been in operation for several years. More re-
cently, a number of distributed demand assignment multiple access (DAMA) schemes
suitable for broadcast bus networks have emerged which provide conflict-free broadcast
communications by means of various scheduling techniques. Among these schemes, the
Token-Passing Bus Access method uses explicit tokens, i.e., control messages, to provide
the required scheduling. Others use implicit tokens, whereby stations in the network
rely on information deduced from the activity on the bus to schedule their transmissions.
In this paper we present many implicit-token DAMA schemes in a unified manner, iden-
tify their basic access mechanisms, provide a classification thereof, and compare them
in terms of performance and other important attributes.

1. INTRODUCTION

Local area communications networks can be broadly categorized into two basic types. These
are broadcast busses and ring systems [11, [2], [3]. In ring systems the data flow is unidirectional,
propagating around the ring from station to station. The interface between the station and the
network is an active device which receives the signal from the incoming line and retransmits
it on the outgoing line. Various techniques for accessing the channel exist which give rise to
various types of ring networks such as token rings, slotted rings, and register insertion rings.
Ring networks provide high channel utilization and bounded packet delay. However, reliable
operation of the network relies on the integrity of explicit information such as a unique token,
slot boundar.cs, and slot status, and on the proper operation of the active taps in relaying the
packets and removing them at either the receiver or the sender.

In broadcast bus networks, random access iiethods such as CSMA have been effectively
employed. The Ethernet [4] is a cominon examiple. These schemes ar, siniple to implement,
robust, and are considered more reliible thai; i Mig networks since the tap and ,iedium used are
generally passive. tlowever, due to randoni c,,t!u: ts, a fraction of the ia;nd widtl, is wasted and
packet delay is unlounded. Moreover, it has hcun -,hdowi that the pertoriancc of CSMA/CD

degrades significantly as the ratio a A rW/13 increa-cs, where ; is the end-to-end propagation
delay of the signal across the network, W is the chamincl baedwidth and B is the number of
bits per packet [51, 120].

More recently, a ,tmmher of new demand as:.ig,,ii':, :oniltiplc access (I)AMA) schemes for
broadcast busses have been proposed which provide conflict-free transmissii using distributed
access protocols with round robin scheduling functions. Using token passing techniques leading
to bounded delay, these schemes are also suitable for bus systems using passive components.
The stations that are "alive" from what is called a logical ring. In some of these sclhenmcs, such
as the Token-Passing Bus access method [61, the token is an explici t -nc.ssaqe which gets sent
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Fig. I Topology of the bidirectional bus system

around the logical ring to provide the required scheduling; the station holding the token at any
instant is the one that has access to the channel at that instant. It relinquishes its right to
access the channel by transmitting the token to the next one in turn. However, as in rings, the
robustness of these networks depends on the integrity of the token and on the proper operation
of the involved stations. As in random access networks, the performance degrades significantly
with a.

In contrast to those schemes where a station transmits an explicit token to the next in turn,
in others the stations rely on various events due to activity oni the channel to determine when
to transmit. Since the token passing operation is implicit, the overall robustness of the network
is improved over token bus networks. Here too, packet delay is bounded; but in addition both
throughput and delay are much less sensitive to a, thus rendering these schemes particularly
suitable to networks with high bandwidth, small size packets (as those arising from real time
applications), and long distances.

Most of these implicit-token DAMA schemes have been independently proposed and, from
reading their descriptions, they appear to be completely different. However, with careful ex-
amination it is apparent that basic comonalities can be identified which become explicit by
presenting the schemes in a unified manner. In addition, with such a presentation, the unique
features of each scheme can be easily identified. This has been the objective of this work;
namely, to provide a clear and consistent presentation of many implicit-token DAMA schemes,
show their fundamental similarities, and identify their differences. It is possible to identify
three basic access mechanisms according to which these schemes can be classified. These are
the scheduling-delay access mechanism, the reservation access mechanism and the attempt-
and-defrr access mechanism. In section II we describe in general terms these three access
mechanisms and their underlying network topologies. In this paper however, we focus only on
those schemes that fall into the first class; that is, those schemes using the scheduling-delay
access inechanism. This in depth presentation is given in Jection III. For clarity we avoid a
citronological presentation but rather the schemes are described in an order which allows a log-
ical development and clear understanding of their features. In a forthcoming paper to appear
in the I ESEE Transactions oin Computers we present the remaining schemes.

II. CLASSIFICATION OF IMPIICIT TOKEIN DAMA SCHEMES
The objective of each of the I)AMA schecnes tinder couwitdlralion is to provide a distributed

conflict-free round-robin :scheduling function without the use o. explicit tokens. Although large
in usiilmer, these schemes can Le grouped into three sibi.ctLs according to the basic mechanisms
used iii accomplishing the objective. These three basic access mechaitisnus are: the scheduling
delay acess mcchanism, the reservation access mechant.sm, ,ad the attcmpt-and-defer access
mechanqrm.

In presenting these basic mechanisms, three distinct broadcast bus network configurations
can be identified. The first is the bidirectional bits system (HIIS) in which, as with Ethernet, the
signal transmitted by a station propagates in loth directions to reach all other stations on the
bus. (See Fig. 1.) The second is the unidirectional bus system (UBS) in which the transmitted
signal propagates in only one direction. Broadc.'st communications is then achieved in different
ways. One way is to provide two unidirectional busses with signals propagating in opposite
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Fig. 2 Two configurations of the unidirectional bus system

directions as shown in Fig. 2(a). Another way is to fold the cable onto itself (or to use a
.separate frequency channel in the case of broadband signaling) so as to create two channels,
an outbound channel onto which the users transmit packets and an inbound channel from
which users receive packets, and such that all signals transmitted on-the outbound channel are
repeated on the inbound channel. (See Fig. 2(b).) The third configuration i s the bidirectional
bus with control (BBC) which consists of a bidirectional bus along with an auxiliary control
wire used to control the allocation of the bus.

We now describe the three different basic access mechanisms. We consider that there are
I A stations in the network. We assume the'stations to be numbered I through M. As it will

be apparent in the sequel, for some schemes this numbering is a requirement anid is explicitely
made use of in the algorithm, while for other'schemnes it morely serves the purpose of clarity
inpA esentation. We shall denote by S, the station with index i. Furthermore, a station which
has a message to transmit is said to be backlogged. Otherwise, it is said to be idle.

a) The scheduling delay, access mechanism. This class is suitable for the BBS configuration
where the only means for coordinating the access of the various users following the end of a
transmission is by staggering the potential starting times of these users. More specifically, each
station is assigned a unique index number. These indices form a logical ring which determines
the order in which stations are allowed to transmit. Included with each transmission is a field
for the index number of the sending station. Let Si be the station currently transmitting. Let
EOC(i) denote its end-of-carrier. Following the detection of EOC(i), station Si assigns itself a
-scheduling delay I(i), function of both i and j, according to which it schedules its potential
transmission. Ht(i) is sufficiently long such that, if at least one of the stations with indices
between Se and S is backlogged, then that backlogged station which is the next in sequence
following Sh would have began to transmit its packet and would have been detccted by s before
the scheduled transmision time of S, thus resulting in a round-robin scheduling. The network
schemes considered in this paper that use this access mechanism are BRAM [7], MSAP f81,
SOSAM [9s, BID [10], Silentnet 111, and L-Expressnet [12t.

b) The rcserviation access mechanism. This class is mainly suitable for the BB configra-



tion in which the stations use the control wire to place reservations and to reach a consensus on
the next station to transmit prior to the transmission on the bus, according to some measure
such as the relative positions of the stations on the network, or their addresses. Exanples of
such schemes are DSMA [13], and the control wire systems of [14] and [16]. The reservation
access mechanism can also be implemented on a UBS configuration. For robustness purposes,
reservations consist of unmodulated bursts of carrier. These are transmitted on the same bus
interleaved with packet transmissions. Consensus here can be reached due to the ordering of
the stations, implied by the unidirectionality in transmission and the stations' positions on the
bus. An example of this is UBS-RR [17].

c) The attempt-and-defer access mechanism. This mechanism can only be implemented
on UBS configurations where there is an implicit ordering of the stations. Using this access
mechanism, a station wishing to transmit waits until the channel is idle. It then begins to
transmit thus establishing its desire to acquire the channel. However, if another transmission
from upstream is detected then this station aborts its transmission and defers to the one from
upstream. The upstream transmission is therefore allowed to continue conflict-free. Examples
of network schemes that use this access mechanism are Expressnet [20], D-Net [21], Fasnet [22],
U-Net [24], Token-Less Protocols [25], MAP [26], CSMA/CD-DCR [27], and Buzznct [28].

In the following section we present those schemes that use the scheduling-delay access
mechanism. We discuss their similarities and differences, and examine their performance.

For all schemes, we consider that the bandwidth W is the same, and that all packets contain
a fixed number of bits, B, giving a constant packet transmission time equal to T = B/W. All
the schemes considered are asynchronous and hence the transmission of each packet is preceded
by the transmission of a preamble needed for receiver synchronization. The transmission time
of such a preamble is denoted by (1. We consider that it takes a nonzero amount of time A
for a station to detect the presence or absence of carrier on the bus. We also consider that it
takes a nonzero amount of time ,I for a station to decode the index of the last station to have
transmitted and to compute the scheduling delay. Due to the different amount of computation
invol-ted, it is possible that 4, takes on different values for different schemes. While r denotes
the -naximum bus end-to-end propagation time, we let rij denote the signal propagation timeAA A/,wAf/,nd -
between Si and Sj. Normalizing time to T, we let a Ar/T, 6 A AT, w AflT, and 0 =
In all schemes, there is an overhead incurred in the transfer of access right from one user to
the -ext backlogged station in sequence. The amount of overhead associated with each scheme
has a primary effect on the performance of that scheme. To keep the performance evaluation
simp le and yet be in a position to adequately compare the various schemes, we consider the
situation in which a subset of stations of size N, N < M, is continuously backlogged, whereas
the -emaining M - N users are idle. The case N M M is referred to as the heavy traffic
cond ition. The performance of a scheme is given in terms of the channel utilization C(M, N)
repr-senting the fraction of time spent in packet transmission (as opposed to synchronization
and protocol overhead), and in terms of the packet delay D(M, N) for the head of the queue at
each station, (that is, the time separating two consecutive packet transmissions from the same
statin). From these results one could also derive the network capacity as well as a bound on
delay, by considering heavy traffic conditions.

I1. SCHEMES USING THE SCHEDULING-DELAY ACCESS MECHANISM

In this section we describe those schemes that use the scheduling delay technique as their
basic access mechanism. They differ according to (i) the way the delay function Hi(i) is
computed, (ii) the extent to which the scheme is distributed, that is, the extent to which it
makes use of particular stations to perform specific functions, (iii) the need for (or lack thereof)
a correspondence between the indexing of the stations and their relative positioning on the bus,
and (iv) the performance achieved.
A) BRAM (Chlamtac, Franta, Levin, 1979) 17]: Stations are indexed arbitrarily, independent
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Fig. 3 Time-space diagram showing the activity on the channel for a typical six station BRAM

network under heavy traffic conditions.

of their positions on the cable. Furthermore stations are assumed to have no knowledge of

their respective positions, nor of the distances that separate them. As indicated in section II,
the delay HI(i) should be sufficiently long such that if any station with index k, i < k < j,
happened to transmit, then station j would be in a position to detect that transmission prior to

its scheduled time. The detection time A must be accounted for in the computation of Hi(i).
The processing time P, however, which is incurred by all stations following the detection of

EOC, does not affect HI(i) and thus need not be accounted for in its computation. Without
the knowledge of exact propagation times between consecutively indexed stations, H,(i) is
computed by using the maximum value possible, that is the bus end-to-end propagation delay
r. Under this condition, the schemie will accommodate all possible layouts. The scheduling
delay function for BRAM is given by

Hi (i) = f(2r + A)[(j -i+ M - 1) mod M] j 1 it(2r + A)M __.()

As stations are given their turn according to the sequence determined oy their indices, a round
can be defined as the time since the start of transmission of some station in the backlogged
subset until the next start of transmission by that same station. Given N backlogged stations
the round length is equal to the cumulative packet transmission times of all stations in the
round, N(T + fl), plus the cumulative channel overhead incured in the round. We denote the
latter by Y(M, N). The channel utilization is then given by

N(T + fl) (2)
C(M,N)= N(T + 0) + Y(M,N)(

The packet delay as defined in section II is simply the total length of the round,

D(M,N) = N(T + O) + Y(M,N). (3)

While Hi(i) is by design independent of the relative physical locations of the stations, the latter
does affect the exact timing of the transmissions on the channel and the associated overheads;

this is the case because the time until the next transmission following an EOC is based on the
time at which that EOC is detected by the next backlogged station in sequence. To illustrate
how events occur on the network and to compute the overhead associated with this scheme,
which in turn allows us to evaluate the performance, we consider time-space diagrans in which
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Fig. 4 Time-space diagram showing activity on the channel for BRAM when the stations'
logical order is the same as their physical order on the channel.

the vertical axis represents distance along the network and the horizontal axis represents time
increasing from left to right. Fig. 3 presents such a diagram for a network with six stations
under the assumption of heavy traffic. The transmission time of the packet is represented in this
and subsequent time-space diagrams by the thickness of a line. The dots represent the origin
of an event (in this case a packet transmission with its beginning-of-carrier (BOC) and EOC
collapsed into a single event) and the diagonal lines emanating from each dot represent the
time-space locus of that event. Thus, we see in Fig. 3 a round beginning with the transmission
of S, and ending with the next transmission of S1. The overhead between two consecutive
transmissions is the time taken for the EOC from one transmitter to propagate on the channel
to the tap of the following transmitter plus A + 4I.* The total overhead in a round is the sum
of the propagation delays between consecutively-indexed stations plus M(A + b). Thus

M-1

Y(M, M) = ,,+, + T + M(A +,0) (4)
/=1I

The round overhead is maximized, and hence the network capacity is minimized, when ri,i+l =
r Vi. This situation arises in the case where all even numbered stations are collocated on
one side of the network and all odd numbered stations on the other. Under these conditions
Y = M(r+A +') and C(M,M)= 1/(1 +w+6+4+a).

Clearly, the minimum overhead is incurred for a layout in which all stations are collocated,
since then in the limit r;,j+ = 0' Vi. In this case Y(M, M) = M(A + 0) and C(M, M) =
1/(1 + w + 6 + 0). If, on the other hand, we insist that the layout be such that the farthest two
stations are r sec. apart, then Y(M, M) is minimized when the stations are ordered in such a
way so that their logical order is the same as their physical order on the bus. (See Fig. 4.) In
this case Y(M, M) = 2r + M(A + f) and C(M, M) = 1/11 + w + 6 + 4 + 2a/MJ, resulting in a
throughput which is almost independent of a if M is sufficiently large.

The question now is how the overhead is affected when some stations do not transmit.
Consider three stations numbered consecutively i, i + 1 and i + 2. If, in a given round, all
three of these stations transmit when their turns come up, then the overhead between these
transmissions is i,i+1 + Ti+li+2 + 2(A + 4). Suppose now Si+l does not transmit. Si+2 will
transmit 2r+2A+O sec after EOC(i) reaches it. In this case the overhead is 2r+;,i+2 +2A+4'.

*The value of # may be null if it is poassible for a station to decode the index of an on-going transmission and
compute the resultinig shcduling delay during the time of that traw-rmission.
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Fig. 5 The effect on the overhead of a station missing its turn to transmit in BRAM. In (a)
the three station Si, Si+ and Si+2 all transmit. In (b) Si and Si+2 transmit while Si+j
misses its turn.

These two cases are shown in Fig. 5. The effect of the missing transmission is to cause a
virtual time-space locus for EOC(i) which is delayed in time by 2r + A from the actual one.
The interesting point is that, by missing a turn, Si+j has not only reduced the total number
of transmissions in a round but in addition has caused an increase in the overhead in this
round. More generally, consider the case where N out of M stations are continuosly backlogged
with packets to be transmitted. We note that Y(M, N) depends on the stations' layout and
the particular choice of the subset of backlogged stations. The maximum possible value is
Y(M,N) = Nr+ (M-N)(2r+A) +N(A +4) giving C(M,N) = 1/[I +w+5+ 0+
a + -(2a + 6)]. The minimum value is Y(M,N) = (M - N)2r + A + N(A + 4 ) giving
C(M,N) = I/(I + W + 6 ++ M - (2 a + 8)1.
Comments: BRAM accommodates all layouts without requiring excessive knowledge by each
station of the layout, paying a price in performance. The algorithm is entirely distributed.
However, the original description of it in [7] fails to address important issues pertaining to the
loss of the synchronizing event EOC in the event that all stations become temporarily idle, nor
does it describe how the algorithm gets started. The robustness of the scheme is furthermore
dependent on the ability to properly and accurately decode the index of each transmitting sta-
tion by all stations in the network. Other schemes discussed in this section address these issues,
(and their solutions certainly can be applied to DRAM) and provide improved performance.
Nevertheless, BRAM and its cousins MSAP and MSRR (Kleinrock, Scholl, 1977) [8] which
bear great resemblance to BRAM, are among the first conflict-free algorithms for distributed
broadcast networks. In the original description of BRAM the detection time A and processing
time 4' are ignored which in effect assumes that they are zero. It can be shown that under
some conditions this leads to erroneous operation of the access scheme. In addition, in that
description the stations scheduling delays are staggered by r instead of 2T + A. Such a schedul-
ing delay would work only in a network where ri, = r Vi, j i $ j. Obviously such a restriction
is not desirable. In our opinion, the scheduling delay function given in eq. (1) is correct and
complete.

B) SOSAM (Gold, Franta, 1982) 191: This scheme, called the source synchronized access method
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(SOSAM), is similar to BRAM in that it requires no correspondence between the stations'
indices and their locations, and achieves the same performance when all stations are backlogged.
It provides however improved performance when stations miss their turns. To accomplish that,
all stations must have explicit knowledge of the propagation delay between every pair of stations.
Given this knowledge, S, can determine Hj(i) the minimum time required after detecting Si's
EOC required to detect a potential transmission from S._ and set HI(i). to this time. In
particular, Ii+i(i) = 0. In the general case Hi(i) can be computed recursively. That is, given
Hj 1 (i), S can determine H,(i) in terms of Hi,.(i) and the topological information consisting
of the propagation delays between stations. Let BOC(i) denote the event corresponding to the
beginning of carrier from Si. Consider a transmission for Si. With reference to Fig. 6, ,5 -1
detects EOC(i) at time to + rij + A and evaluates Hi-t(i) by time to + rij-i + A + 0. Were
Si I to transmit it would do so after a scheduling delay of Hi(i). In this case, BOC(j - 1)
would be detected by Si at time (to + rij-1 + A + ,1) + Hi-,(i) + (,r-li + A) which is the time
at which S, should schedule its transmission. Since Si detects the synchronizing event EOC(i)
at time to + rij + A and takes t sec. to compute H1(i), the latter can be defined recursively by

H(i) = H,._,(i) + j-_1 + T3- 1,j - ;" + A. (5)

As with BRAM, the overhead in a round, Y(M, N) for SOSAM, varies depending on the relative
locations of the stations on the bus and their logical ordering, and this can take on a range of
values depending on the topology. However, for a given configuration, this overhead is constant
regardless of how many or which stations transmit in the round, and is computed us in eq. (4).
Given Y(M, N), the network capacity C(M, N) and delay D(M, N) can easily be derived. (See
eq. (2) and (3).)
Comments: (i) To gain this improvement in performance over BRAM, in SOSAM Sk must store
in its network interface either all the inter-station propagation delays rij or else precomputed
values of the scheduling delay H,(i) Vi. Either option requires substantial memory if the
network is large (say 1000 stations). Also this memory would have to be updated at every
station every time one is moved, added to, or removed from the network. This makes the
task of maintaining such a network a difficult one. (ii) It was indicated in BRAM that the
synchronizing event, EOC, is foot and the network stalls if all stations are idle at the time
that their respective scheduling delays expire. SOSAM implements a mechanism to prevent
this. If a station is idle when its scheduling delay expires, that station resets the latter to
some predetermined constant which is larger than any scheduling delay, thereby maintaining
the staggering of the potential transmission times. Clearly, the smallest constant that can be
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Fig. 7 Time-space diagram for BID showing the activity on the channel under heavy traffic

conditions.

used is ' {Hi(i)} +A = Hi(i) +A. Furthermore, it can be shown that H,(i) = Y(M,M) and

hence is independent of i. While this ensures that the network will operate under zero load,
the robustness of the scheme nevertheless depends on the ability to correctly decode the index
of each transmitting stations.

C) BID (Ulug, White, Adams, 1981) [101: We indicated in SOSAM that, just as in BRAM, the
overhead is minimized and the network capacity maximized by numbering the stations such that
their logical order is the same as their physical order on the bus. In this case rij-1 +r.-.j = rii ,
and the scheduling delay function given for SOSAM becomes 1i,(i) = Hi-I (i))+A = (j-i- 1)A
which is independent of the propagation delays between stations. In fact, this is in essence
what the scheduling delay in BID, a predecessor of SOSAM, is. We now describe those features
specific to BID. The stations are numbered 1 through M as shown in Fig. 1. The end stations
(Sj and SM) perform a special function called the start-of-round. A round or cycle is the time
between two consecutive start-of-rounds. Each station on the network is allowed to transmit
only once during a given round. The order in which stations are allowed to transmit, however,
varies from round to round. In a left-to-right round, backlogged stations transmit in turn
starting with S1 and ending with SM. In a right-to-left round, backlogged stations transmit
in turn starting with SM and ending with S1. Each station can determine the "direction" of
the current service order by an indicator which is transmitted along with the index number in
each packet. Suppose that round r is a left-to-right round. Round r ends with the end of SM'S
transmission, if SM were backlogged in this round, or at the time SM would have transmitted
if it were idle. At this time SM initiates round r + 1 by transmitting a packet which has the
direction indicator set to "right-to-left". If SM is backlogged this packet would be a data packet,
if SM is idle this packet would be a start-of-round or token packet. By symmetry, round r + 2
is initiated by S1 at the end of round r + 1. From the direction indicator and the index number
of the transmitting station, each station can compute the scheduling delay as

((i - i- 1)A left-to-right round and j > i
H =(i) (i -j - 1)A right-to-left round and j < i (6)

00 otherwise.

In Fig. 7 we show a time-space diagram of the activity on the channel in BID. Due to the
nature of the order of transmissions within a round, and by reversing this order from round
to round, the overhead is clearly minimized. Ignoring the overhead due to a potential start-of-
round packet from either S, or SM, the overhead over two rounds in BID is 2r + 2MA + 2N4
giving a network capacity of C(M, N) = 1/(1 + w + 0 + #6 + a/N). We have assumed here



that there is a gap of 4D + A between the two consecutive transmission of an end station. The
4) accounts for the time taken for the end station to determine that it should transmit again
and the A is the delay required so that other stations can distinguish the two transmissions.
It is possible that the processing be completed during the transmission time of the first of
the two transmissions. In this case the overhead over the two rounds will be reduced by 2-t.
The delay D(M, N) as defined in section 1I, is the delay incurred by a packet while at the
head of the queue at each station plus the transmission time of that packet. Since in BID
the order of service is reversed from round to round, D(M, N) varies with each station and
with the direction of the sweep. Bounds on D(M, N) are given by the packet delay at the
end stations where, normalized to T, D(M, N) has the values D(M, N) = 1 + w + 6 + 0 and
D(M, N) = 2N(1 + w + -0) + 2M6 + 2a. For any other station D(M, N) lies between these two
values.
Comment : (i) In BID, no knowledge of r or rij is required. The logical ordering of stations
is the same as their physical order, BID is able to achieve a performance which is almost
independent of r if N is sufficiently large. However, this restriction on the ordering of stations
makes it difficult to add stations to the network or move existing ones. (ii) BID is partially
centralized in that end stations are required to initiate new rounds. As a result the network is
robust in the sense that synchronizing events are periodically generated even when all stations
are idle, and one end station can initiate a new round if the index number or direction indicator
of a transmission cannot be decoded. In the event of an end station failure the adjacent station
can assume the functions of the end station. In the case that stations M, M - 1,..., i+ 1 all fail
then Si will perform the functions of the end station on the right. This is accomplished in the
following way. Consider a round in which the service is from left-to-right. Si will determined
that stations M, M - 1,... ,i + 1 have failed if it does not detect any activity on the network
either due to a packet or due to a round-start token for a sufficiently long time after it has had its
turn in this round. This time-out period is determined as follows. Consider the time reference
at St to be either the end of its transmission (or the time that it would have transmitted if it
were idle) Sk will expect to have detected a round start token from SM 2Ti,M + (M - i + 1)A
sec. later. Allowing another (M - i - 1)A for each of the stations M - 1,M - 2,... ,i + 1 to
possibly start the new round, Sk must detect no activity for 2 riM + 2(M - i)A to determine
that stations M,.. . , i + 1 have failed. By symmetry one can determine the appropriate time
out to determine that the stations on the left have all failed. To simplify the installations of the
network the quantity 2(k - I)E can be substituted for 2r,k where 0 is a constant greater than
the maximum propagation delay between adjacent stations. In the description of BID the latter
approach has been adopted. However, in that description, A has been ignored and so, in order
that the preceding algorithm be correct, E must include A. Except for this recovery algorithm,
no knowledge of r or rij is required in BID. (iii) By having the end stations alternately initiate
the rounds, the order in which stations are served within a round is reversed from round to
round. While this improves the network capacity, it means that the upper bound on D(M, N)
is given by the length of two rounds as opposed to the length of one as in BRAM and SOSAM
where the service order is fixed. However the average value is the length of one round and is
less than that of BRAM and SOSAM due to the reduction in the overhead.

D) Silentnet (Jensen, Tokoro, Sha, 1980) [111: Silentnet is similar to BID in that stations'
logical ordering is the same as their physical order on the bits, and thus can apply the same
efficient scheduling delay function. Like BID, the order in which stations are serviced reverses
from round to round. The distinction in Silentnet is the distributed, as opposed to centralized,
mechanism used to initiate a round. While BID makes use of the end stations for this purpose,
in Silentnet, this functionality is part of the scheduling delay function. While in this system
there are no explicit start-of-round events, we nevertheless define a round to be the sequence of
transmissions which are in either left-to-right order or right-to-left order. Consider a round in
which the service order is from left-to-right. For j > i, H,(i) is computed as is done in BID. For
S: i, , has already had its turn in the current round and schedules its next transmission for
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Fig. 8 Time-space diagram for Silentnet showing the relationship between the scheduling de-
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a time when it exclusively can begin the next round. We now show how this time is evaluated.
The reader is referred to Fig. 8. Suppose that Si were the last station to transmit in this
round. Were some other station S&, i < k < M, to transmit after Si, the latter would detect
BOO(k) A + 4. + (k - i)A + 2 7i,k sec. after completing its transmission. Thus, if Si detects
no activity for A + 4P + (M - i)A + 2 ri M sec. after it completes its transmission then none
of the stations Sk, i < k < M are backlogged; hence Si can transmit at this time (beginning
the new round in which the service order will be from Si to SI). If we assume that it takes
Si 41 sec. to re-evaluate its scheduling delay at the end of its own transmission, HjI(i) for a
left-to-right round is Hi(i) = 2 ri,M 4- (M - i + 1)A. Given this potential BOC(i), stations Sj,
j < i, must stagger their potential transmission times appropriately. Thus, synchronizing to
the actual event EOC(i), the scheduling delay for Si, j < i, is Hi(i) = (Hi(i) - A) + (i - j)A.
The scheduling delay for right-to-left round can be deduced by a symmetrical argument. Thus
Hi(i) can be computed as

( i-1)A j>i (i-j- 1)A j<
H )= 2rim + (M - i + l)A j=i ; Hj(i) = 2r,,i + iA (7)2i~ (M - j)A j <i " 2Tr,i +(j -1) j >. ()

left-to-right round right-to-left round

Using this scheduling delay the performance of Silentnet is identical to BID. If, however, at
the cost of some efficiency, one desires that the scheduling delay be independent of the stations
location on the network, one could replace ri,M in eq. (7) by r. This is in fact what is done in the
original description of Silentnet (however the more efficient version described above is presented
as a variation). In this case an additional overhead of 2r is incured between consecutive rounds
leading to a network capacity of C(M, N) = I/(I + w + ,0 + y& + 3a/N).
Comments: (i) Three variants of Silentnet are presented in the original description [11J. The
first, called the "basic algorithm" is the one described above but with ri,M replaced by T. The
second, called the "distance algorithm" (since each station must have knowledge of its distance
from each end of the network) is the one described above and its performance is superior to that
of the basic algorithm. In the third, called "the see-saw algorithm" the start-of-round function
is assigned to the end stations. This variant of Silentnet is identical to BID. (ii) As in SOSAM,
in Silentnet a mechanism is provided to maintain the synchronizing event EOC(i) when the
network load is close to zero. This is achieved by having the last station to have transmitted,
if idle, set its scheduling delay to a constant sufficiently large such that it will have detected a
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Fig. 9 Time-space diagram for L-Expressnet showing typical activity on the channel over three
rounds. The first is begun by S3, the second by S1 and the third by S 3.

transmission by any backlogged station before this scheduling delay expires. If the scheduling
delay does expire a dummy packet is transmitted, thereby regenerating the event EOC(i). If
some other station transmits then that station becomes the last to have transmitted. The
minimum value of the constant is given by "7{Hj(i)} + 2r which is 4r + MA. In the original
scheme, Hi(i) is given by this amount regardless of whether Si is backlogged or idle. As a result
the last station to transmit in a given round misses its turn in the next leading to an unfair
scheduling function. The scheduling delay function in eq. (7) overcomes this limitation in the
original scheme and pro7 ides fair service to all stations.

E) L-Expressnet (Borgonovo, Fratta, Tarini, Zini, 1983) [121: Like Silentnet, L-Expressnet
also implements a distributed version of BID but, in this scheme, the order in which stations
transmit is always from left to right. Define a round to be a sequence of transmissions in left-
to-right order. The distributed mechanism for starting a round in L-Expressnet identifies the
leftmost of the participating stations which then begins the round by transmitting a start-of-
rodnd token. The EOC of the start-of-round token (EOC(token)) serves as the time reference
to which stations synchronize their transmissions. To determine when to transmit, Si counts
the time that the channel is idle starting from the last EOC(token). When this cumulative
time reaches H,(i) = (j - 1)A, Sj may transmit. Note that, for each station, Hi(i) is a
constant and is not re-evaluated after each transm.ission. As a result, no processing overhead
is incurred. This EOC(token) also serves as time reference to determine when to start the next
round as follows. All stations count for a cumulative idle time of 2 r + MA as measured from
the event EOC(token). As can be seen in Fig. 9, this creates a virtual time reference which has
the property that it occurs after the last transmission in the round. (A tight time reference,
i.e., one which corresonds exactly to the potential event EOC(M), could be achieved but this
would require knowledge of the rij's and the index number of the station that transmitted
the start-of-round token.) Using this virtual time reference, Sk schedules a time at which to
transmit the next start-of-round token using the same approach as the procedure to recover
from an end station failure in BID. That is, if Sk fails to detect activity within 2 rik + 2(k - 1)A
sec. as measured from this virtual time reference, it transmits the start-of-round token. In
the description of L-Expressnet in 1121, this scheduling delay is computed as 2(k - 1)E where,
as in BID, e is a constant greater than the maximum propagation delay between adjacent
stations and, (although not mentioned in this description,) must include an amount A for the
detection time. Obviously, the overhead for this scheme, neglecting the token, is Y(M,N) =
2r + MA + 2(k - 1)1 where Sk is the lcftmost of the participating stations. Thus C(M, N)
and D(M,N) can be easily computed from eqs. (2) and (3).



Comments: (i) In L-Expressnet, each station uses a fixed scheduling delay which is a function
only of that stations index number. Hence no need exists to read the index of each transmission.
In addition, Hi(i) is not re-evaluated at each EOC and therefore no overhead due to processing
is incurred. (ii) In L-Expressnet all stations participate in the start-of-round procedure. As a
result, the scheme is robust in the sense that the synchronizing event EOC(token) is contin-
uously regenerated. (iii) While, in general, stations take A sec. to detect EOC(token) plus 4
sec. to recognize it as such, the station that transmits the start-of-round token does not incur
this overhead. Thus there is a discrepancy in &he time references between this station and the
rest which has been overlooked in the description of L-Expressnet. This can be compensated
for by the former having transmitted the start-of-round token, delaying any further activity for
A + b sec.

IV. CONCLUSION

From the numerous implicit-token DAMA schemes that have recently been proposed, we
have identified three basic access mechanisms according to which it has been possible to classify
them. These are the scheduling delay access mechanism, the reservation access mechanism, and
the attempt-and-defer access mechanism. In this paper we described these access mechanisms
and discussed those schemes that use the scheduling-delay access mechanism. With this clas-
sification, it was possible to present the network schemes belonging to this class in a unified
manner, showing their similarities, and identifying their differences. We have shown that some
schemes can be seen as variations or special cases of others, and that a feat,.re proposed for one
could, in some cases, be applied to another. For each scheme, we identified the overhead due to
the distributed access protocol and presented some performance resuits in terms of the network
capacity and packet delay. We showed that, using an appropriate scheduling delay function,
some of these schemes are able to achieve a network capacity which is almost independent of a
if M is sufficiently large.
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Analysis of a Two-Hop Centralized Packet Radio Network-
Part I: Slotted ALOHA

FOUAD A. TOBAGI, MEMBER. IEEE

Abrocs.-Thedesignofpacketradiosyste.minvolves a largenumberof expansion of geographical coverage beyond the range of the
design variables that interact in a very complex fashiom. As this design station [7]. Another prominent example is typified by the
pr o blem initsgeneral fo rm isquitecomplex.a v iableapprach is toaalyze Packet Radio system of the Defense Advanced Research
sone simple but typical configurations in an attempt to understand the
behavior of these systems. In this paper, a two-hop centralized Projects Agency [81, [91. The target requirements of the

configuration is considered in which traffic originates at terminals. is system are more ambitious than with the ALOHA system and
destined to a central station, and requires for its transport the relaying of include many added features such as direct communication by
packets by store-and-forward repeaters. The throughput-detay a ground radio network between users over wide geographical
performance is derived, and its dependence on such key system variables as areas, coexistence with possibly different systems in the same
the network topolog., the transmission protocol, and the repeaters' storage frequency band, antijan protection, etc. The key requirement
capacities, is given. In this part. devices are assumed to he utilizing the
slotted ALOHA access mode. Carrier sense multiple access is treated in of direct communication over wide geographical areas renders
Part I Iof this series[ I 1. the repeaters integral components of the system.

The design of packet radio systems involves a large number
of design variables which interact in a very complex fashion

INTRODUCTION [8] -[13] . In summary these are: the network topology, which
T HE economic sharing of computer resources has been consists of the number of devices and their geographical set-

made possible by the development of the packet-switch- ting; the bandwidth management, that is the allocation of the
ing technique whereby packet switches are interconnected by available bandwidth as dedicated channels, or high-speed chan-
point-to-point data circuits according to some topological nels to be shared by many users, or a mixture of these two
structure [21 -[41. Economic studies have subsequently shown modes; the channel-access policy, which is particularly crucial
that, for geographically distributed networks, a significant when we are in presence of shared channels and can consist of
part of the overall system cost is incurred by the local collection either a centrally controlled scheme or some random-access
of data from, or dissemination of data to, a large population of mode; the modulation scheme, which can be of the spread
users [5]. Today, with the proliferation of computer applica- spectrum type or one of the more conventional narrow-band
tions, computer resources have to be brought increasingly modulation schemes; the operational protocols which consist
close to the individual; this makes it extremely desirable to of the routing algorithms, the error control procedures, the
create more flexible and more economic communication tech- flow control protocols and the monitoring functions required
niques. The packet-broadcasting technique offers an attractive for the operation of the network- and finally the nodal design.
solution in that it brings together the advantages of both packet that is the storage capacity required at each node, the buffer
switching and broadcast communication. Packet switching management strategy, the power requirement, and the nodal
offers the fair and efficient sharing of the communication processing speed.
resources by many contending users with unpredictable In its general form, the optimum solution is extremely hard
demands, the (radio) broadcast medium is a readily available to come by. However, it is often the case that the selection of
resource, is easily accessible and particularly suitable for some system parameters is dictated by physical constraints.
communication with mobile users. The ALOHA system at the For example, for rapid deployment in military applications.
University of Hawaii, a packet-switched computer communica- and for easy communication among mobile terminals, it is
tion system utilizing radio, is perhaps the first example illus- advantageous that all devices employ omnidirectional antennas
trating the feasibility of this technique [61. Originally, the and share a single high-speed channel. In fact a great advantage
ALOHA system was a one-hop system whereby all terminals are is gained by providing the available communication bandwidth
in line-of-sight and within range of the central computer (the as a single high-speed channel to be dynamically multiaccessed
station). Later on, packet repeaters were added to provide by the many devices. this advantage is due to the statistical

load averaging. With these arguments we have somewhat de-
Paper approved by the Editor for Computer Communication of the creased the space of design variables, and need to focus only

IEEE Communications Society for publication after presentation at the on packet radio systems with the above characteristics. This
National Telecommunications Conference. Los Angeles, CA. December task, however, is still of a very high caliber. One of two al-
1977. Manuscript received May 31. 1978; revised September 4, 1979.
This work was supported by the Advanced Research Projects Agency of ternatives are present: either we create a simple but crude
the Department of Defense under Contract MDA-903-77-C-0272 and and approximate model suitable for general network conf,.
Contract MDA-79C-0201. u

The author is with the Computer Systems Laboratory, Stanford urations, or we analyze more accurately simple but typical
University. Stanford. CA 94305. configurations as a first attempt to understand the behavior
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of theswe systems, and to derive their performance. In this
paper we opt for the latter approach.

II. NETWORK CONFIGURATIONS
UNDER CONSIDERATION

A number of papers have already appeared in the literature
that study various simple network topologies. Single-hop
networks where terminals communicate directly with each
other or with a central station have been investigated exten-
sively [141-[19). A two-hop configuration involving a ring of
repeaters around a station has been analyzed by Gitman [20) ; STATION

network capacity was studied, but packet delay wat not
considered.

Here we consider again two-hop centralized configurations
in which traffic originates at terminals, is destined to a central
station, and requires for its transport that packets be relayed P,,/" TI..,

by store-and-forward repeaters. The basic performance mea-.O.
sure sought is the throughput-delay tradeoff and its depend- TERMINALS

ence on such key system parameters as the network topology Fig. I. A two-hop star configuration.
(i.e., the number of repeaters and their connectivity pattern),
the repeaters transmission policy, and their storage capacity.
Two random-access schemes are considered: the slotted ALOHA
scheme [71, [21], 1221 studied in this part, and the nonper-
sistent carrier sense multiple-access scheme (CSMA) [14]
analyzed in Part 11111.

All devices are provided with omnidirectional antennas and
employ a random-access scheme over a single shared channel.
With each repeater is associated a population of terminals,
in line-of-sight and within range of only that repeater. Traffic
originates at terminals and is destined to the station; thus,
we consider inbound traffic only. Each repeater is provided
with a finite storage capacity which can accommodate a max- nR

imum of M packets. The station has an iunfinite storage capa-
city. Packets are all of a fixed size. When the transport of a
packet over a hop is successful (i.e., the transmission is free of
interference and storage is available at the receiving device),
the packet is deleted from the sender's queue; otherwise, the
packet incurs a retransmission delay. It is assumed here that a
device learns about its success or failure at the end of trans-

mission; that is, acknowledgments are assumed to be instantan- Fig. 2. A two-hop fully connected configuration.
eous and for free. At any one time, a device can be either
transmitting or receiving, but not both simultaneously. The
station always has its receiver on. The packet processing time their packets according to the slotted ALOHA scheme [221
at any device is considered to be negligible. As for the con- (as described in Section Ill-A-3). Repeaters transmit their
nectivity among repeaters, we consider here two types. The packets on a first-come-first-served basis; when its buffer is
first, depicted in Fig. 1, is called the star configuration; in this, nonempty, a repeater transmits the head of its queue, in a slot,
each repeater is in line-of-sight and within range of the station with probability p. With this protocol the first transmission of
only. The second, depicted in Fig. 2, is called the fully con- a newly received packet (at the repeater) incurs a geometri-
nected (FC) configuration and consists of having all repeaters cally distributed delay following its arrival at the head of the
within range and in line-of-sight of each other and of the queue with mean I/p. We shall refer to this transmission proto-
station. col as the delayed-first-transmission (DFT) protocol. A slight

variation of this transmission protocol, considered later in this
111. ANALYSIS OF SLOTTED ALOHA SYSTEMS section, consists of transmitting (with probability one) a newly

We consider a universal time axis which is slotted into seg- received packet immediately following its arrival at the head of
ments of duration equal to the transmission time of a packet. the queue. In case of an unsuccessful transmission the packet
Each population of terminals is assumed to be infinite and to remains in the repeater's buffer and, as above, incurs the
collectively generate new packets according to a Poisson geometrically distributed deray. This protocol will be referred
distribution at a rate of s packets/slot. Terminals transmit to as the immediate-frst-transmission (IFT) protocol.
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A packet successfully transmitted by a given population of where P.(i) denotes the probability of a successful transmis-
terminals can be "blocked" at the immediate destination re- sion given i active repeaters and is expressed as
peater; blocking is due to two factors: 1) the repeater (or any (i) = ip(1 -pj-. (2)
other repeater in the FC configuration) is in a transmit mode.
or 2) the repeater's receiver is on (and in the FC configuration. Let
all other repeaters are quiet), but the repeater's buffer is full.
Due to the blocking of traffic at the receiving repeater and the nr urn Pr {nt  i}.
need for retrials, the rate of successful transmissions of packets
to a repeater from its corresponding population of terminals We compute the stationary distribution n =1 {fro, , IrN

is actually greater than s and is denoted by X. Furthermore, by solving recursively the system I= liP. Let h denote the
this process of packet arrivals to a repeater is assumed to be a average number of active repeaters. We have
Bernouli one.,

Let N denote the number of repeaters present in the con- N

figuration. Given the transmission protocol adopted and given n kirk. (3)

that the input process to each repeater is a Bernoulli process, O

the state of the system in slot t is entirely defined by the Consider a packet successfully transmitted by a population of
vector terminals. We denote by 0 the probability of blocking due to

t=(nt n2, -. ,nN) the repeater being in transmit mode, and by o the probability
2 ' of blocking due to the buffer being full (and the repeater's

where nit is the number of packets present in slot t at the ith receiver on). We have

repeater. Note that the arrival and departure of a packet are
completed at the end of a slot. nt includes packets in trans-

mission, but does not include arrivals in process. It is clear = p i/N. (5)
that nt is a Markov chain.

and the total probability of blocking is given by
* A. The Single Buffer Case, DFT Protocol

In this case, the state of the system can be equivalently B = a + =i/N (6)
described by the number of repeaters with nonempty buffers,
referred to as the number of "active" repeaters. Let nt , 0 < The total network throughput, denoted by S, is defined as the
"t < N, denote that number in slot r. rate of successful packets received at the station; it is given by

l)Star Configuration: The Markov chain nt for the star con- S = (N X (7)
figuration has a transition matrix P whose (i,j)th element is
given by The packet delay D is defined to be the time since the packet

is originated at the terminal until it is successfully received at
0 1< i - I the station. We distinguish two components: 1) the access

- I = i-I idelay D. , defined to be the time required for the packet to
be correctly received at the repeater, and 2) the network

N -delcy D, which consists of the time elapsed since the packet is
JR. W)( _ -  accepted at the repeater until it is successfully received at the

Pi =  
station. By Little's result, the average network delay is given by

+ P () N-i) A- 1 ( -)-1-1 D, =nh/S. (8)+ P(i)i-i+ l)

2) FC Configuration: In the fully connected configuration,
an arrival to a repeater in a slot will not be successfully received
if any of the repeaters is actively transmitting in that slot. The

I The validity of this assumption is demonstrated by simulation r- transition matrix P is given by
suits which show that the process of packets successfully transmitted
from a slotted ALOHA population of terminals approaches a Bernoulli 0 j< i - I
one. especially when the system load is not too high. It is also sub-
stantiated by results obtained from a separate analytic study of the P(i) I = i-
packet transport process from N repeaters (or terminals) to a Station,
2 4N C 10, contending on the same channel in a slotted ALOHA mode; (I -p)1(l -)X)N-i + (1 -(1 -p)1 -P5 (i)]
the results show that this process can be approximated by a Bernoulli Pij -

process for a large range of the system parameters N, X, and p. The
chil value of a sample of 1000 interarrival times (at the station) is be- i
low 67. which corresponds to a level of confidence of over 99.5 percent.
(delee of freedom - 100). This Bernoulli assumption is essential in the N - ) -i( I - X)N

-  /> i (9)
creation of the Markov chain model used in this analysis because of the (I -py > _/"
underlying memoryless property.
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Let 0 denote the probability that a terminal's transmissiot is
blocked due to a transmission by one or more repeaters. Given
that k repeaters are active, this probability is simply I - TSLSocKo

SRISC EDULING

(I -p)k. Removing the condition on k we get IEAM, KK

A
4

N
'~COLLIOING

ir P*1 )TIERMtNALS
RETRANSMISSION

k-0 DEL.AY 0 XK

A
1

Let a denote the probability that a terminal's transmission is TERMINAL TERMINALTS,,NOLSAFO

IN THE RNAITTN R ET RANSMtISSIONS AS

blocked due to the repea:er's buffer being full, and that no THIN ING A1  
__/z A

ioR TE /c,

repeater is transmitting. Given k active repeaters, this proba- STATE FIRST TIME / PACKETS
L-PACREYSIN TRANSMISSIONS SUCCESSFULLY

biity is simply (k/N)(1 - p)k, where THEIR FIRST FREE OF RECEIVED
TRANSMISSION COLLISIONS AT REPEATER

(N- 1) /(k)= kN Fig. 3. State diagram for a population of terminals.

yzed by Kleinrock and Lam [221, [23]. The generation of
new packets by the infinite population is modeled as a Pois-

is the probability that a particular repeater Ri is active. Re- son process with rate s packets/slot. The retransmission delay
moving the condition we get is considered to be uniformly distributed over K slots. Assum-

ing that the blocking probability B is uniform over time, we
N k modify Kleinrock and Lam's infinite population model to get

a= X r - (I - P). (!1) the following equation: 2

k-0 N
E(K + 1)

The network throughout S is expressed as DS-ALOHA (s, K, B) = I + ) + (13)

N k where
IS Z ,,k -kp(l -p)k- =N')(l-B) (12)

k-0 N

and the network delay is simply given by (8). q,
3) Access Delay: To complete the delay analysis, we need to

evaluate the access delay D. for a given throughput S. Fig. 3 G 1K
represents the state diagram for the population of terminals q, =+ K e-G(l -B e-s(l - B)

associated with a repeater. First, a terminal is in the thinking
state. After a random period of time, the tenmna generates
and transrits a new packet. If the transmission is unsuccess- e- G / K -e-'(l -B) e 0 .K + G
ful due to a collision with other contending terminals, the qt I - e-G(I e13 Kterminal joins the set of colliding terminals and reschedules

transmission of its packet following a random retransmission
delay, which we denote by X. The terminal retransmits its -B K-- 8

packet and repeats this process until its transmission is free "eG(I-B)I e-(]-)
of collision by other terwtlals. In the latter case, the packet
will be successfully received at the repeater if and only if the qt
repeater is not transmitting (as well as any other repeater in s = G
the FC configuration) and its buffer is not full; otherwise, + I -

the terminal joins the set of blocked terminals and reschedules
transmission of its packet following the random retransmission Given S, the access delay is given by
delay. The process is repeated until the collision-free transmis-
Ilon of the packet is succesfully received at the repeater, in D SmD-
which cae the terminal rejoins the set of thinking terminals. K LoH kK,/ (14)

It is clear from the diagram in Fig. 3 that the average access
delay D.s equal to the average time spent by a terminal infromy pot eua to p int A. b2 Packet arrivals are not considered synchronized with slot bound-
transting from point Aar to point A s .  ies, so that one-half of a slot is added to the access-delay equation.

In the absence of blocking at the receiving device, slotted The CSMA scheme treated in I l l does not incur this additional syn-

ALOHA in an infinite population environment has been anal- chronization delay,
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Fig. 4. Slotted ALOHA star configuration: Network delay, through-
put and probability of blocking versus p. 1 0 0 0.6 I I
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NETWORK THROUGHPUT S

The access delay can also be estimated by the following ap- Fig. 5. Slotted ALOHA star and fully connected configurations: Op-

proximate formulas3  timum (network) throughput-delay curves.

D DS-ALOHA ( Ko.p , 0 increasing values of N. The reverse behavior is observed for the
I -B \N(I -B) probability of blocking B over a large range of S(O < S < 0.35)

B Kpt-1  as shown in Fig. 6.

+ + (14a) S, optimized with respect to p, is a monotonic function of
1 -B 2 X,;4 the system capacity is achieved for X = Ile and is expressed

where K.., denotes the optimum retransmission delay mini- as max, {(Ne( I - B)}. In Fig. 7 we plot S (maximized over p
with X, kept constant) versus X for various values of N. The sys-mizing D.ALOH (X,,K,O0). . tern capacity is precisely the network throughput at X = lie.

4)Numerical Results: Consider first the star configuration. We note that for the larger values of N(N X 3), S which in-

Fixing N and X, we observe that n is a convex function of p.

Thus there exists a value of p which minimizes ii. From (6). creases with increasing values of X, levels off rather rapidly and
Thusthee eistsa vlueof whih mnimzes .Fom 6), approaches its maximum value for ), well below lie. This is not

(7), and (8) we note that D. and B are also convex functions the smaler value o Thus i elis cle Th h lmt
so with the smaller values ofN. Thus it is clear the the limiting

of p while S is concave. Moreover, it is clear that the value owp hop is the terminal-to-repeater hop for N = 2 and 3, and the
which maximizes S, minimizes D,, and B. As an example we reee-o-atnhp rlrgr.Mroeweoeta.

show, in Fig. 4 , D.,S. and B versus p for N =3 and two values repeater-to-station hop for larger N. Moreover, we note that,show inFig 4,,,,, an B erss ptor = 3andtwovales forn ; 3. the system capacity is adecreasing function ofN. In

of X. We observe that the throughput S is not as sensitive top as For N > 3. the system capacity ersin fon of N.oIn

are D, and B. That is, if p is improperly tuned, while the ig. 8 we plot the system capacity versus N for the two-hop

system can maintain the throughput desired, the network configuration.

delay D. and the probability of blocking B (and thus the ac-
cess delay) may suffer large increases! In Fig. 5, we plot the 4 The maximum value of A allowable in this model is a function of

the access mode in use by the terminals. If a slotted ALOHA mode is
optimum delay versus the achieved throughput for various used. it is well known that the maximum rate of successful packets

values of N. We note that the network delay increases with that can be transmitted by an infinite population of terminals is A -
li/e 0.368. On the other hand. given the memoryless property of the
Bernoulli input process, the above analysis corresponds also to the

3 We have compared numerical results for the access delay using "linear-feedback" model whereby, following the successful transmis-
both (14) and (14a). It was observed that (14a) was a good approxi- sion of its buffered packet, a repeater is assumed to generate a new
maion for low throughput, but as the latter increased (and thus B in- packet after a geometrically distributed time with mean I/A. In the
creased), (14a) provided pessimistic results. For the sake of compari- linear-feedback model, the rate A can take any value between 0 and I.
son with CSMA. Fig. 9 was plotted using (14a) since this approxima- B - N/N represents the fraction of time a repeater is active; and D n
tion is the only available model for the access delay in CSMA. represents the total packet delay.
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3

10 ti?
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0 NUMBER OF REPEATERS N
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1

NETWORK THROUGHPUT S Fig. 8. Slotted ALOHA two-hop star and fully :onnected networks:
Network capacity versus A.

Fig. 6. Slotted ALOHA star and fully connected configurations: Min-
imum blocking versus throughput.

Fig. 5 shows the optimum D,, versus S for various values of N

0.s along with the Corresponding curves obtained in the star con-
figuration. Fig. 6 shows the optimum blocking versus S. We
note that, as expected, the probability of blocking is consis-

_tently higher for the fully connected configuration; this is
0.4- " simply due to the fact that transmissions by all repeaters con-

tribute to the blocking of an incoming packet. Moreover, little

discrepancy is observed as N varies between 2 and 10. The
delay D,,, however, is smaller for lower throughput (with the
exception of N = 2), and the difference becomes more signi-

0 ficant as N gets larger. As for the system capacity, the FC con-
figuration provides a smaller network capacity than the star

0.2 - N-3configuration, especially for the smaller values of N (N < 6),
as shown in Fig. 8; but as N gets larger (7 < N < 10), the

z capacity of the fully connected system approaches the one
achieved in the star configuration.

0.1 The total packet delay D. + D,, for the above two cases is
SLOTTED ALOHA plotted in Fig. 9 (along with the results for other cases obtained
STAR CONFIGURATION and discussed in a later part of the paper). We note that for
SOF PACKET BUFFERS M-i pat ppe)oboth N = 2 and N = 5 the delay obtained in the FC configura-

0 1 1 - _ ' II

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 1/. 0.4 0.5 tion is larger than or equal to the delay obtained with the star
INPUT RATE PER REPEATER A. network; for N = 10, however, not only does the system capa-

Fig. 7. Slotted ALOHA star configuration: Throughput versus x. city approach the one obtained with the star configuration,
but the delay is also smaller for a wide range of S; this is sim.
ply explained by the fact that, as N gets- larger, the value of

We examine now the FC case. Contrary to the star con- X that achieves a given throughput is smaller, and thus D. be-
figuration, the value of p which yields minimun D. for a given comes the predominant domponent of D; the improvement in
p does not correspond to that which yields minimum blocking D. observed for N = 10 (see Fig. 5) o'ercomes the degrading
B (and thus maximum throughput). We get the optimum D. effect of the larger biqcking probability experienced (see
for a given throughput S by plotting in the (S, D,,) plane the Fig. 6).
constant A contours (varying p), and then by taking the lower
envelope. Fortunately, the difference between the minimum B. The Multibuffer Case. DFT Protocol

blockhn and the blocking achieved at optimum delay is rather I) Analysis: We consider here the star configuration; with
hinsigUlmt! Optimum D. and optimum B will therefore yield M > 1, the state of the system is described by _nt (nI t,
nearly the optimum total delay D for a given throughput S. n2a, ---, nNt). Let S denote the state space; that is, S = {(nl,
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Fig. 9. Throughput-delay tradeoffs in two-hop slotted ALOHA star
and fully connected networks.

n2, ",faN) I 0 - ni < M,VI = 1, 2, -.-,N}. The derivation of 20 ,

the transition matrix P for this case is given in Appendix A. 0 0.2 0
Let l = {f-.}n S be the stationary distribution °fnl. fl is 0.3
evaluated by iteratively solving the system: I = iP. The mar- 0"
ginal distribution ofn i is given by 2

{P E=-S 
Ini-k} 

-" 

3

--

The average queue length at a repeater, denoted by q, is then .
given by

-
SLOTTED ALOHA

M Z 2 STAR CONFIGURATION
Sk Pr {n, = k}. (16) - DEGREE: N- 3

k.O = OF LEVELS: 1

'00 = OF PACKET SUFFERS MU 2

The blocking probabilities a and 0 defined in Section III-A-I) I 0./ I I
above are expressed as 0 .1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5

NETWORK THROUGHPUT S

a = r {n =M}(l - P) (17) Fig. 10. Slotted ALOHA star configuration: Network delay versus
throughput with M > 1.

1 [-Pr {nj=O0}1P. (18)

The network throughput is simply given by throughput). However, the probability of blocking at optimum
delay is not significantly different from the minimum blocking

S = NX(I -a -)(19) achievable! The effect M has on network delay is shown in Fig.
I I where we plot, for N = 2, and 3, the optimum delay curves

and by Uttle's result, the network delay is computed by corresponding to various values of M. The increase with larger
M is due to the additional queueing time incurred and to a
larger fraction of time that the repeaters are active. The effec"

D, =(20) if has on the probability of blocking is shown in Fig. 12 where
X(I -a-a) we plot the minimum blocking as a function of S. Note the

(slight) decrease achieved by going from Mf = 1 to M = 2. In-
2) Numerical Results: In Fig. 10 we plot on the (S, D,) creasing M to 3, however, offers no further significant ir-

plane the constant X contours (varying p) for the example provement. Thus, for a given network throughput S, an in-
N - 3, M = 2. The optimum delay is obtained by taking the crease in M results in an increase in D. and a decrease in D.
lower envelope. It is noted that given X, the value ofp yielding (due to a decrease in B). What is then the effect on the total
optimum delay agsin does not exactly correspond to the value delay D? As an example, in Fig. 13, we plotD versusS forN = 3
of p which yields minimum blockine (and therefore maximum and various values of M. Again we only note a slight improve-
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Fig. 1. Slotted ALOHA star configuration: Minimum network delay versus S for N 3 and M > 1.
versus S for various values of M.
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Fig. 12. Slotted ALOHA star configuration: Minimum blocking versus
S for various values o M. predominant delay factor; indeed for a given S, D,, increases

with N (see Fig. 5) while D. decreases with SIN (for N = 10,
for example. SIN < 0.04). Secondly, as S remains lower than

ment in performance by going from M = I to M = 2. No 0.35 (value close to the capacity of these networks with large
further significant improvement is gained beyond M = 2. V), B is smaller for larger N rendering it ineffectual to further

The lack of important improvement expenrenced by in- decrease it in an attempt to decrease D. For example, con-
creasing M is mainly explained by the fact that the system, at sider N = 10 and S = 0.35; we have D,, - 10, B 2! 0.38 and
optimum, is mostly "channel bound" as opposed to "storage D. 2! 2.5, yielding D 25 12.5. By taking B = 0, we can decrease
bound." To show that, we consider in Fig. 14 the (a, 0) plane D. tb 1.15 providing thus a lower bound on D of 11 .15, a
on which we plot the locus of optima, for both the star and rather small improvement. Moreover, due to the queueing
FiC configurations, for = I and various values of N. For the effect, D increases with larger M.
star configuration, the curves corresponding toN - 2 andN As for the fully connected configuration, it is all too evi-
3 lie almost entirely in the 0 > of half of the quadrant, showing dent that 0 is the predominant factor and thus the FIC con-
that blocking is mostly due to the receiver being shut off. figuration is even more channel bound than the star configura-
However, as N increases, the optimum drifts to the a> 0 re- tion. Moreover, the predominance of 03 relative to a is accen-
gion. Is the system then storage bound when N is large, say 10, tuated as N increases; this is due to the larger number of con-
for example? It is easy to show that there is still no significant tending devices. Thus, in the sequel, we shall only consider
improvement by increasing M. First, with large N, D,, is the M = 1.
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C. The IFTProtocol ,wDoGoEorNIS ,k 2 4k I ,., ,k"

The motivation in considering the IFT protocol is simply an f 1  1  r
expected decrease in packet network delay due to the avoid-
ance of an initial delay at the first transmission of the packet.. ... MY. ,,, , ,TY E14.1 ,,,IM ....

In view of comparing this to the DFT protocol, we shall re- -

strict ourselves to the FC configuration as it is simpler to
analyze. Fig. 15. The imbedded Markov chain in the slotted ALOHA IFT

1) Analysis (FC Configuradon): Let nt still denote the protocol.
number of active repeaters in slot t. In this protocol, nt is not
a Markov chain since its transitions depend not only on nt- 1,

but also on whether new arrivals had occurred in slot t - I or and the stationary average number of active repeaters is given
not. Instead of formulating a Markov chain model for the sys- by
tern by increasing the state description to include an indicator N

for such events, we choose to utilize the imbedded Markov 2 o
chain technique, and derive the steady-state performance = i=o (24)
measures using arguments from the theory of regenerative N

processes [241. ffj(+l)

Denote by empty slot a slot in which no repeater under- isO

took a transmission. Denote by dk the number of active re- By Little's result, D, i/S. The probability of blocking is
peaters in the system at the end of the kth nonempty slot simply B = I - (SI/S. The access delay is given by (14) or
(see Fig. 15); dk is a Markov chain. We derive its transition
matrix P in Appendix B. Let (14a).

2)NumericalResults: The main focus here is to compare the
Irid = lim Pr {dk =i}. performance obtained with this case to the one obtained with

k-o the DFT protocol. This we do by first plotting Dn versus S

The stationary distribution fln = { 1od , 
rrd ... , rNd} is ob- in Fig. 16 and B versus S in Fig. 17 (at optimum) along with

tained by solving recursively the system [1d = fldP. We now the delay and blocking corresponding to the DFT protocol. We

derive the stationary performance measures. We define a cycle note that for the most interesting range of S, D,, is indeed
to be the interval of time separating two consecutive imbedded smaller with IFT. The IFT-system capacity for a two-hop
points. A cycle is entirely determined by the state of the sys- environment, however, is dominated by the DFT-system capa-
tern at the imbedded point which initiates it and can be labeled city (with the exception of N = 2) as shown in Fig. 8 above;
by that state. Given that the latter is i, the cycle length is equal this capacity is not too sensitive to variations in the size of the
to /i + 1, where I, denotes the number of empty slots in the network, N. The throughput-delay curves are shown in Fig. 9
cycle. The distribution of Ii and its average,ii, are also derived above. For N = 2, the IFT delay curve is consistently lower
in Appendix B. Let Si be the probability of a successful trans- than the DFT curve. For N = 5 and 10, the IFT delay is lower
mission in cycle i; we have over a significant range of the throughput, but as S increases,

the relationship reverses as the IFT system reaches its capacity
ip(l -py- 1  sooner. Thus we experience with the IFT protocol a slightly
1 +-(1 -p r 1 improved packet delay but a slightly degraded system capacity.

i - (1 -p)' ( - p
- l( 1 V-)X~ ~X)-i-~l p)' ip~ -p 1 (l ~)''~'IV. CONCLUSION

0 -( -p XlThe difficulty encountered in analyzing multihop packet

The average of the sum of active repeaters over the cycle is radio systems led us to consider simple but typical configura-

denoted by a, and is given by tions in an attempt to understand the behavior of these sys-
tems and uerive their performance. We analyzed in this paper

(N - i)X the performance of centralized two-hop packet radio networks

I  -- (I - p)(l - X)N-" employing slotted ALOHA, in terms of system capacity and
throughput-delay tradeoffs. We have also shown the effect on

By renewal theory arguments, the stationary system through- system performance of various system parameters, namely the
put is expressed as transmission probability p, the number of repeaters N, and the

repeater's buffer size M.
N The results show that, under the assumption that the proc-

oris, essing time at the devices is negligible, packet radio systems are
S N (23) channel bound; a slight improvement may be gained by in-

f Vr(t + I) creasing the buffer size from M = I to M = 2, but no signifi-
1-0 cant improvement is obtained beyond that.
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In the slotted ALOHA context, we studied the star con-
figuration and the fully connected configuration, -well as
two transmission protocols, the delayed first-transmission pro-
tocol and the immediate first-transmission protocol. For small

SLOTTED ALOHA
TW.HOP FULLY.CONNECTED NETWORKS N, the star configuration offers a higher system capacity than
*OF PACKET BUFFERS M-1 the FC configuration; this is due to the fact that the terminal

so - IFT PROTOCOL
OFT PROTOCOL access hop in the star case is more efticient resulting from

smaller probabilities of blocking at the repeaters. But as N
increases, the inner hop becomes the critical hop and both
configurations become equivalent in capacity. For the larger

0values of N, the FC configuration provides smaller packet de-
Nlays for low and moderate values of the throughput; this is

>due to smaller network delays in the FC configuration, and
Nthis is more noticeable for the larger values of N where net-

1o work delay becomes the important component of the total
H-Spacket delay.

System performance varies with the particular transmission
2 protocol utilized at the repeater hop. Still in the context of

N-3 slotted ALOHA, the sensitivity of the system performance to
variations in the transmission protocol was observed by com-
paring the IFT-FC-configuration to the DFT-FC-configura-

N'2 tion. We basically noted a lower system capacity with the IFT

2 N-2 protocol which is not too sensitive to changes in N. The packet
N-3 delay, however, has slightly improved over a significant range
N-s of the throughput, as anticipated.
N-10 In Part I! [1] we examine the same problem with the non-

- I I I persistent carrier sense multiple-access mode used throughout
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 the system.

NETWORK THROUGHPUT S

Fig. 16. Slotted ALOHA fully connected configuration: Optimum APPENDIX A

(network) throughput-delay curves. TRANSITION MATRIX FOR THE SLOTTED ALOHA

PROTOCOL WITH M > I

We denote by Pr {n I m} the probability of the one-step
N-tO-- transition from state m = (i, M 2 , -., inN) tO state n = (hi,

N-S n2 , "", nN). In any transition, the amplitude of change in ni
0.8 N-3 cannot exceed 1. We distinguish the following cases:

S-2 1) If 3 i such that I n - nI> 1, or if 3 i,j, i * , such
that ni = m i - 1 and nj = mj - 1, then Pr {n I m} = 0.

2) Otherwise (either a successful transmission took place or0.6lS.6no packet was successfully transmitted), if 3 io such that
mio = nio + 1 (indicating a successful transmission by repeater

N-3io) then
0.4 N2 Pr{n im}=Pl ( p)Xirl (M-+(l-+X )l]

jI.o Iio

. (A.1)
SLOTTED ALOHA where

02 TWO-HOP FULLYCONNECTED NETWORKS
0 OF PACKET BUFFERS M-1

IFT PROTOCOL I if mj > 0 if =

OFT PROTOCOL i= Oifmj =0 0ifms* nj

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1| ifm =nj-I |1 ifnj =M
NETWORK THROUGHPUT S i n r 0Jin "

Fig. 17. Slotted ALOHA fully connected configuration: Minimum 0 if m, >n 0if nj <M (A.2)
blocking versus S.

The term pfl',o(l - p)xj represents the probability that io is
the only transmitting repeater among all active ones. The sec-
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ond product term represents the probability of all changes, represents the probability of all possible succenfid transmis-
that is, the presence or absence of arrivals, which occurred at sions. Now for all i % 4, the number of packets increased by
the remaining queues in the current slot. one; the probability of this event is simply given by the last

3) Otherwise (no successful transmission took place), let- product term.
ting 1. = ( I mj = nj} we have

r APPENDIX B

Pr {n M}= IHr [px + (I -p)xi (1 - X + X)] TRANSITION MATRIX FOR THE SLOTTED ALOHA
i.18 IFT PROTOCOL WITH M = 1

- p F] 1 -r ,.(l- x +xr,) Letpi A, - r {dk* = i I dr =i}. For i = o. we have
pxi (I y PX( N-( X +,-

JEl -- -X)N -

* El (l-p)XAx
J01 Poi 0 j 1.

where X- and ', are defined in (A.2) above. According to the ( N -'(_ 2,3,(
model under consideration, an arrival to a repeater in a slot t is (B. 1)
rejected (blocked) if that repeater is in transmit mode during
the slot. Thus, the number of packets queued at repeater Given that dk = i, let I( denote the number of empty slots
j E 4. remains unchanged with probability py, + (I - p)Xj separating two consecutive nonempty slots. Note that, in a
(I - X + X '), provided that any transmission (represented fully connected configuration, it is only in an empty slot that
by the term py,) is unsuccessful. Since the repeaters are all an arrival from a terminal can be successfully received at the
independent, the probability of the event {m, = nj} for all repeater. Also note that with the IFT protocol, an arrival in
1 E I, is then given by the expression in the first bracket, in an empty slot ends the sequence of empty slots separating two
which the summation consecutive nonempty slots. Thus, for i * 0, N, we have

F PX., fl ( P)Xi0( 1)1 Pr {I = 0} 1 - (1 - p;Pr {1 >0} = (I - py (B,2)
JR k~jand the transition probabilities are given by (i * 0, A)

0 /<i-1I

ip(l -p)- 1

Pr { = 0} - 1
1 -0( -py

+ Pr {li > 0)}0- -0- -
+Pr {~>O}I -(I -))N-'(l -p)'

i=i-1I
1 -(1 -p-ip(l -p)--

Pr {, = 0}
Pl= I -(1 -py

+ Pr {I > 01 (B.3)
(N-t)~l--)N--11 -p1+( -)k'N-([ -ipl -py-1 --(I -py]

I -( ,)N-I(l -py

i = i.

Pr {11 > 0}(N-i,(- N--IfI--I-pl
I - (-?-,0-( -py

Pr{(>0\i - = /

, 1> i+ 2 .( - )0 -XY'(l - p,
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Finally, for i = N we simply have 1101 L. Kieinrock and F. Tobagi, "Random access techniques for data
transmission over packet-switched radio channels." in Nat. Conf.
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j N l Montvale. NJ: AFIPS Press. 1975. pp. 217-231.
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Analysis of a Two-Hop Centralized Packet Radio Network-
Part II: Carrier Sense Multiple Access

FOUAD A. TOBAGI, MEMBER. IEEE

Abstract--We continue In this paper our study of two-hop centralized tions in which traffic originates at terminals, is destined to
packet radio networks in view of understanding the behavior or these a central station, and requires for its transport that packets
systems. Trafltoriginatesatterminals is destined to a central sation. and be relayed by store-and.forward repeaters. The basic perform-
requires for its transport the relaying of packets by store-and-forward
repeaters. We consider here that all devices employ the nonpersistent ance measures sought here are, again, system capacity and
carrier sense multiple-access mode. System capacity and throughput-delay throughput.delay tradeoffs. All devices are provided with
tradeoffs are derived and compared to those obtained for slotted ALOHA onmidirectional antennas. With each repeater is associated a
in PartlIll. population of terminals, ihi line-of-sight and within range of

only that repeater. Traffic originates at terminals and is
I. INTRODUCTION destined to ,he station: thus, we consider inbound traffic

T HE difficulty encountered in analyzing multihop packet only. Each repeater is provided with a finite storage capacity
radio systems led us to consider simple but typical con- which can accommodate a single packet. The station has an

figurations in an attempt to understand the behavior of these infinite storage capacity. Packets are all of a fixed size. When
systems and derive their performance. In Part I we analyzed the transport of a packet over a hop is successful (i.e., the
the performance of centralized two-hop packet radio networks transmission is free of interference and storage is available
employing slotted ALOHA in terms of system capacity and at the receiving device), the packet is deleted from the
throughput-delay tradeoffs [11. In the present paper, we sender's queue; otherwise, the packet incurs a retransmission
continue the study by considering that all devices employ delay. It is assumed again that a device learns about its success
the nonpersistent carrier sense multiple access. or failure at the end of transmission; that is, acknowledgments

Carrier sense multiple access reduces the level of inter- are assumed to be instantaneous and for free. At any one time,
ference caused by overlapping packets in the random multi- a device can be either transmitting or receiving, but not both
access environment by allowing the devices to sense the simultaneously. The station always has its receiver on. The
carrier due to transmissions by users within range 121. In the packet processing time at any device is considered to be
simple nonpersistent CSMA protocol, a device with a packet negligible.In order to gain much of the advantage of CSMA, we con-
ready for transmission senses the channel and operates as
follows: 1) if the channel is sensed idle, the device transmits sider the FC. configuration depicted in Fig. 1, where all re-
the packet; 2) if the channel is sensed busy, then the device peaters are within range and in line-of-sight of each other and
reschedules the transmission of the packet to some later of the station. Terminals follow the nonpersistent CSMA
time incurring a random rescheduling delay; at this new poi protocol described above. A repeater, which has complEted
itim te devurri ce seransmesthedanneland reats the ao-t the successful reception of a packet from its associatedpopula-in ime, the device senses the channel and repeats the algo-
rith'm. For simplicity in analysis, a slotted version of the above tion of terminals, transmits the packet without delay. The
protocol is considered in which the time axis is slotted and repeater is guaranteed that the channel will be sensed idle at
the slot size is r s, where r is the propagation delay among the end of a correct reception since, given the system con-
pairs of devices.1 Note that this definition of a slot is different nectivity, all repeaters must have been quiet during the entire
from that used in Part I for slotted ALOHA; here a packet s reception time of the packet. This first transmission (andfromtha usd inPar I or lottd AOHA her a ackt's subsequent transmissions) of the received packet may howevcr
transmission time is equivalent to several slots. All devices are
synchronized and are forced to start transmission only at the still be unsuccessful due to collisions with transmissions from
beginning of a slot. When a packet's arrival occurs during a other active repeaters. The resc .eduling of the packet is
slot, the device senses the channel and operates according to considered to be geometrically distributed; that is, the repeater
the protocol described above. resenses the channel in the current slot with a fixed proba-

As in Part 1, we consider two-hop centralized configura- bility v; clearly, a retransmission will result only if the channel
is sensed idle. (Note that this transmission protocol is analog

Paper approved by the Editor for Computer Communication of the to the IFT protocol considered in Part I for the slotted
IEEE Communications Society for publication without oral presenta- ALOHA mode [I].)
tion. Manuscript received May 31, 1978; revised September 4, 1979.
This work'was supported by the Advanced Research Projects Agency of 11. ANALYSIS
the Department of Defense under Contract MDA 903-77-C-0272 and
Contract MDA-79C-0201. A. Characterization of Repeaters's Traffic

The author is with the Computer Systems Laboratory, Stanford
University, Stanford, CA 94305. Consider for each population of terminals Ti a time line

I As in [21, we assume the propagation delay to be the same for all
pairs. which exhibits packet transmissions from T only. Consider

0090-6778/80/0200.0208500.75 © 1980 IEEE
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Fig. 2. Slotted nonpersistent CSNIA: Transmission and idle periods
(vertical arrows represent terminals becoming ready to transmit).

associated repeater is transmitting, we here too simplify the
analysis considerably in that the processes defining each time

line T, become independent of the repeaters' timt line R; the

REPEATERS successful transport of a packet from a terminal to its asso-
ciated repeater, on the other hand, will be considered de-
pendent on the state of R (as seen in the analysis below).
The effect of this assumption on the evaluation of the system
performance is to provide rather slightly pessimistic results;
indeed transmissions from T which start during a transmis-

POPULATIONS sion period of repeater Ri are useless and contribute to a
OF higher traffic rate on time line T. It is however important to

TERMINALS note that this effect gets smaller as N, the number of repeaters,

Fig. 1. A two-hop fully connected configuration, gets larger. For N = 10, for example, T can normally hear
only l0 percent of the repeaters' traffic.

A transmission from T is said to be Ti-successful it if

also a time line R which exhibits packet transmissions from is free of collision from other terminals in Ti. Let X, denote

repeaters only. On each such time line we observe an alternate the rate of Ti-successful transmissions from T (normalized to

sequence of tr ansmission and idle periods (see Fig. 2). The the packet transmission time). Due to blocking at repeater Ri,

processes defining these time lines are evidently dependent on only a fraction s < X is correctly received at the repeater. Let

each other in a rather complex way; the dependence is deter- G be the rate of sense points on time line Ti. By the above

mined by the particular system connectivity, assumption, ) and G for this slotted nonpersistent CSMA are

Since repeaters possess a single-packet buffer, it is clear related by [21

that packet transmissions from a population of terminals to
their associated repeater are useless if the latter has a non- aGe-aG

empty buffer. Although such transmissions do not affect tie , +l)-aG
system's operation, they do affect the network performance
in that they may cause the repeater to delay its transmission where a = TT and T is the transmission time of a packet.
due to sensing terminals' carrier. Accordingly, we consider Moreover, the average idle period of time line T is
here that the repeaters use a signaling scheme which allow ae-aGI(l - e-aG), and the transmission period is T + r. We
them to distinguish between the presence of carrier due to let r be the unit time. T denotes then the number of slots per
other repeaters and carrier due to transmissions by their transmission time, and a equals IT. We characterize now the
associated terminals. One such scheme consists of having process defining the Ti-successful transmission. Let Y denote
repeaters transmit a busy-tone signal on a narrow-band busy- the time (in units of 7) between the end of two consecutive
tone channel whenever they are undertaking packet trans- Ti-successful transmissions. Simulation results have shown
missions.2 From the analysis point of view, an important that we can approximate Y by I + Z where Z is exponentially
simplification is also gained, in that the decision made by a distributed with me ,  = I/X - I. That is
repeater regarding the transmission of its packet is solely
dependent on the state of the repeaters. Pr (Y <y} = I -e - ) y > 1. (2)

B. Characterization of Terminals' Traffic
The goodness of the approximation is verified by comparing

In the environment in question, a terminal is out-of-range this density function with histograms of interdeparture times
of all but its associated repeater and thus can incur collisions obtained from the simu'lation of an infinite population of
with other repeaters' transmissions. However, by assuming terminals employing CSMA. Examples are showu in Fig. 3.
that a terminal does not inhibit transmission even when its

C Analysis
2 The busy-tone channel is assumed to be separate from the avail- Consider time line R on'which we observe an alternate

able bandwidth in question. Problems in detecting the busy tone that
may arise with the use of narrow-band channels are ignored in this sequence of transmission periods and idle periods. As in [41,
paper. 131 we consider the imbedded slots defined to be the first slot
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Fig. 3. (a) Histograms of interdeparture times in slotted nonpersistent
CSMA Ox = 0.1). Nb Histograms of interdeparture times in slotted
nonpersistent CSMA (N - 0.3. 0.55 and 0. 75).

of each idle period (see Fig. 4). The intervals between two -IMSE DOE D SLOTS

consecutive imbedded slots are defined as cycles. Let nt e
denote the number of active repeaters in slot t,. We show that
nir is a Markov chain and determine its transition probabil- 2,7 1,

ities...p

Given nte = n, let 1,, denote the length of the idle period +

(in slots). An idle period ends in a slot if either an acqtive re- CIV CLE

peater decides to start transmission in that slot, or a successful
transmission to a passive repeater from its associated popula- Fig. 4. The uibedded slots in timie line R.
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tion of terminals is completed in that slot (since the repeater With these considerations, it is clear that nte is a Markov
immediately relays it), or both. It is clear that for a Ti-success- chain. To avoid the great complexity involved in keeping
ful transmission to be successfully received at repeater Ri track of the position of time slot t in relation to the sequence
(considered inactive), this transmission should entirely take {te + Y1'}, we choose here to derive an upper and lower
place during an idle period of time line R. Consider the im- bound on performance by considering the following much
bedded slot t, and assume ne = n. Let then J,, denote the simpler arrival processes. We let Ymn' = Y1 ' and Yma ' =
time until some active repeater decides to sense the channel YN--' The upper bound is obtained by considering the
(and hence to transmit if the channel is sensed idle). J is arrival process to be
geometrically distributed; its density function is given by

Pr {k packet receptions completed in t, 0 4 k • N - n}
Pr(J k slots} 0 I- ~~-l[ -I- v)nl . (3)

With nte = n, there are N - n inactive repeaters. Let R, again =n

denote such a repeater. By the independence assumption (aX')*(l -aX')N-,-k , ,+ Y.int
between time line R ard the terminal time lines, the end of k

a cycle on time line R represents, relative to time line Ti, a
random look in time; accordingly, the probability that this (6)

point falls in a transmission period of Ti is precisely the
ratio of the transmission period to the average cycle time The lower bound is obtained by substituting Yma' for
(yieloitg 1 - X/G); the probability that it falls in an idle Ymin' in the above equation. Let Ym' denote interchangeably
period is clearly X/G. We let 1i denote the time since t, Ymin' and Ym81 ', where the subscript m is replaced by min
(the end of a cycle on time line R) until time line Tj is idle; or max as needed. If Jn < Yin' then the idle period ends
its distribution is then given by because of the start of a transmission from an active repeater;

if J,, > Y,,' then arrivals to passive repeaters are possible, and
for each slot thereon it is the contention of both active re-

PT{ Y, < Y} + 0 - y< T. (4) peaters and passive repeaters just completing reception that
G G T determine the end of the idle period in that slot. Clearly the

system state (number of active repeaters) does not vary over

Given that a transmission from T requires T slots, no success- a transmission period of time line R. With these considera-
ful reception at repeater R, can take place before slot t, + tions, it is straightforward to derive the transition matrix P for
Y, + T. Let Y' = Y, + T. From the characterization of each case. This is given in the Appendix. Let [l = {lro, rl, ""
successful traffic introduced above, we note that, following nN} denote the stationary distribution, where
te + Yi', the arrival process from Tj to Ri can be represented
by a Bernoulli process, whereby the probability of completion irl =. lim Pr {nle i}.
of a correct reception in a slot is aX', with ' = I/(I/X - 1).
Without loss of generality, we let R2. R2 , "", RN-,, be the
inactive repeaters and we let Y' • --- 4 YN-,' < - and n is obtained by solving recursively the system i = HiP. Now,
let Yo' =0. For any slot t, t, + Y,' < t 4 t + Y, 1', (and we proceed with the derivation of the performance measures,
under the condition that no arrival took place to any inactive namely the network throughput S and the network delay D,.
repeater prior to t), the arrival process in slot I is binomial We have defined a cycle to be the interval of time separating
such that two successive imbedded slots; a cycle consists of an idle

period followed by a transmission period. Given that ne = n,
Pr {k packet receptions completed in t, 0 < k <jl let I,, denote the length of the idle period; the transmission

period is of length T + 1; the cycle length is I,, + T + I. Let

i. denote the expected value of ,,; jf is derived in the
(k) aX'k. (5) Appendix. The probability of a successful transmission by the

repeaters over the cycle, which we denote by S,, is expressed
as

S. = Pr {1) <+ Y' + Pr {J. > Ym')
S - 0l -( -)"

nV(I - )- (I - g) - + (V-n)ffE(l - 'y - -~ -vr(7
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In this expression, we distinguished th case In < Ym' where TABLE I

only active repeaters contend on the channel, and the case NUMERICAL RESULTS FOR VARIOUS VALUES OFN. A AND V.

J, > Y,,' where newly received packets contend as well. Let N o (o), sdw , Sao x gin Siaoa

on denote the average sum of active repeaters over all slots -. 001 1.023 1.023 0.1534 0.S12 0.233 0.244

in the cycle. It is expressed as 0.01 1.013 1.013 0.135 0.1513 0.23? 0.243
2 0.1 0.1 1.012 1.012 0.1535 0.1513 0.232 0.243

o + = n ++ I)n + (T + l) Pr (Jn > Y' 0.5 1.012 1.01.' 0.1535 0.1513 0.232 0.243

0.001 1.528 1.528 0.4009 0.3544 0.749 0.778

0.01 1.116 1.116 0.411" 0.364S 0.737 0.772
-(-)(J -(8) 0.1 1.077 1.077 0.4232 .368 0.735 0.770

-0 -(I ~ l - .0.5 1.092 1.092 0.4220 0.36S9 0.736 0.771
0.001 1.072 1.02 0.2618 0.2476 0.476 0.504
0.01 1.022 1.022 0.2623 0.2479 0.475 0.504

By arguments from the theory of regenerative processes. we 0 0.1 1.017 1.017 0.2624 0.2481 0.475 0.504
write the stationary system throughput S and the stationary 0.5 1.019 1.019 0.2624 0.2480 0.475 0.504

average number of active repeaters ii, respectively, as 0.001 2.513 2.371 0.4535 0.3461 0.870 0.901

N 0.01 1.270 .. 252 0.4620 0.3477 0.868 0.900

2 . irnSnT 5 0.7 0.1 1.163 1.163 0.4685 0.3525 0.866 0.899

n-O 0.5 1.200 1.200 0.4650 0.3505 0.867 0.900

2 r(1, + T+ 1) transmission is successful is very close to 1. With the IFT
n=0 protocol used here the repeater is guaranteed that the channel

V is idle at the end of a correct reception since, given the system
S On o,,connectivity, all repeaters must have been quiet during the

n n-0 (10) entire reception time of the packet. (With a network delay as
N small as this, there was no need to consider larger values of M
n.0 or protocols other than IFT.)

Examining closely the intermediate numerical results, we
By Little's result, the average network delay D,, is given by observe that the stationary distributions 1mi and lmax are
5/S. As for the access delay D., we estimate it here by "identical" 3 for the optimum i, (v a 0.1), and the probability

of success [Sn, min and (SnImax are also very close to each
DNPCSMA() + B (IA) other and close to I, the average idle periods [,, n n and

I -B I [1.] max. on the contrary, show important differences affect-
ing significantly the performance evaluation. To overcome

where DN PCSM A (X) is the average packet delay of an infinite this difficulty we resort to Monte Carlo simulation to estimate
population employing the nonpersistent CSMA protocol S,, and 4,, for n = 0. 1, ---, N (a much simpler task than a
and whose output is X; 6(X) is the optimum average retrans- complete simulation of the system); then using equivalently
mission delay minimizing DNPCSMA (X); B is the probability 1min or limax we derive the performance measures. Let
that a T,-successful packet gets blocked at the receiving nte = n. The algorithm used to generate one sample of In ,
repeater and is expressed as S, and on is as follows.

I) Generate N - n random variables (y'},, IN-n accord-
s ing to the distribution given in (4). Without loss of generality,

B 1 - (12) we continue to assume that

0 = YO YI '<Y2' ... r4-n' < YN -n I =

Ill. DISCUSSION OF NUMERICAL RESULTS 2)j -0.

We show in Table I numerical results obtained for various 3). Generate a random variable J,,) such that
values of N. X, and v. These numerical results show that 1)
the performance is not too sensitive to variations in P (how- Pr {J,1i = k} = [(I -v)"(l -aX'y1(-1)
ever a very small value of v (v < 0.001) may induce degrada-
tion in performance): 2) the network delay is not much larger [I -(I -vr(l -av'yJ (13)
than one; and 3) the access delay is the predominant com- If
ponent of packet delay as the throughput increases due to an
important increase in blocking. The large values of blocking Jij < Y, I' - Yi' then do:
experienced are mostly due to the lack of synchronization in
transmissions between the inner hop and the outer hop, rather n = Yi' + 4./ (14)

than to an inefficient behavior of the inner hop. These results
are explained by the fact that with the nonpersistent CSMA, as 3 Accurate within four decimals (the accuracy used in printing the
long as N is not too large (N < 10), the probability that a results).
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nv( - '-(i-aX'Y+iaX(l -aX'y- I(I -v)"

s. = (. )
S. ~ 1- (1 - O" (1 -aX'y (5

a;'(T + 1) a.s 1
o 1,,(I + T+ l)n + (16)I - (I - P)n (I - ak'y o o ' '°  ° '

stop; .< NONPERSISTENT CSMA
0tp~.45 - FuLLYC ° NNEcTE °D

else i -- + 1 ; repeat this step. 4 FT

are ,o .SLOTTEO ALOHA
If L samples are needed, the algorithm is repeated L times. > 0 OTAR OFT

The estimates of T, S,, o., denoted by (in)sim, (Sn)sim. 0.4- Cl<

(On)sim, respectively, are obtained by just taking the average
over the L samples. The estimates for the performance mea- cc

sures S and D,, are obtained by using (9), (10). and Little's t/0 ,.-. __ /
result in which we substitute (1n)sim. (Sn)aim, (On)sim for Z 0.35 o Qo- -_0

In, S., and o., respectively. SLOTTED ALOHA JOFT;/
FULLY-CONNECTED , IFT

A. The Throughput-Delay Tradeoff
0.3

The system capacity is displayed in Fig. 5, and the through.
put-delay tradeoff for N = 2, 5, and 10, is plotted in Fig. 6. o 1 L
We note a slight improvement in performance as N increases. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

We also compare in Figs. 5 and 7 the performance of CSMA NUMBER OF REPEATERS N

to that of slotted ALOHA as obtained in Part QI ]. Contrary Figure S. Network capacity versus N for slotted ALOHA and non-
to the slotted ALOHA case in which we noted that for N> 3, persistent CSMA networks (a - 0.01).
the inner hop constitutes practically the bottleneck, with
CSMA the inner hop is extremely efficient and the terminal-
to-repeater hop becomes more critical. As N increases, the 100 - T 6T
input rate X required at each repeater to produce a given
throughput S is smaller, and therefore the "wasted" time on NONPERSISTENT CSMA

TWO-HOP FULLY-CONNECTED NETWORKSthe time lines T represented by the variables Yi' is less impor- IFT
tant; accordingly it is possible to have a larger number of M-1 0
simultaneous receptions at various repeaters, and therefore N-2I

to achieve a higher system capacity; moreover, packet delay N-tOa1

is lower since the access delay D. is also smaller with smaller
X. In comparison to slotted ALOHA we note that CSMA
offers an improvement which becomes more significant as 0 20 0

N increases.

IV. CONCLUSION
We pursued in this paper the analysis of centralized two- to

hop packet radio systems by considering that devices through- 4 0out the system use carrier sense multiple access. o /

It was shown that, with CSMA, the performance is not I
too sensitive to the transmission probability as is the case 5 0with slotted ALOHA [11. The network delay is close to one

packet transmission time rendering the access delay the
predominant component of packet delay. The high levels of o N-2

blocking experienced are due to the lack of synchronization a N-tO

in transmission between the inner hop and the terminal- 2

access hop rather than to an inefficient behavior of the re-
peater hop. The results on throughput-delay tradeoffs have
shown that in this most unsynchrortized transmission mode U _ _ _t _ _ _ _

between inner and outer hops, CSMA manages to provide 0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 05

improved performance over slotted ALOHA, especially when NETWORK THROUGHPUT S

the number of repeaters around the station increases. This Fig. 6. Throughput-delay Itradeols in nonpersistent CSMA two-hop
improvement, however, is not of the same magnitude as in fully connected network- (a = 0.01).
single-hop systems [2), due to the multihop interference
effect. The excellent performance achieved at the repeater
hop substantiates the need to consider a buffer size of only
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We now derive the expressions for Pr{Jn > Ymtn'} and (I

Pr{J. > Y...'}. Given nte = n, and the distribution for -(1--vY(T-)(N-n)
Yj given in (4), we have L

N-n- 1 (N-n- 1)! (X/G)v-"-I-k[ ( )fl N - "  + I (-1) p- .

Pr{Ym.x'T+y} = + ( ) ]h-1 (N-n-I -k)! ak+ l  ]
0 •y<T (A.4) (A. 1 0)

PT(Ynin'T~ R G () ()]N

0O<y 4T. (A.5) +(I -V n(T-1)(N -n) (Il _)rnrT

From the distribution of.!, given in (3) we note that

Pr {J, > k} = (I - P)" (-k) (A.6) a N -
n

N-n-)! (1 -/I)!

Using (A.4) through (A.6) we have N-1-1 (N-n-i)!

r . >y N-n k1 (N--n-I -k)!
Pr{JY ,,,Y.x'}=G(l-- ) I( ) +(N-n) ~/ --

G~( - X G ) - - - k  ( A .1 1

0 foT  where

+ I~~]niY (A.7) Xlg(I )"

Pr {J. > Ymin'}( = ( v)n(T [ - 1) 1 -- We are now left with the determination off],. Given that
L Ym' = y, the average idle period is given by

+ (NV- n) I P- ( ) Y jI Yyre =  Pr {J . < yAi ,, .< .,, '-

*[--( ) ]N-n-i] + Pr {J. > + 1 -(I1 V~~
G G TYJ [Y(A. 12)

(A.8) Letn 0,N;for 0<k <y- I we have

We note that the integrils are of a known form, namely Pr{I,, =k1l Y,'n, <Y}

Jme c =eax [M + M (-1)" (1--.~f(h-1)[l-(I -v)"]
T, (A. 13)

-I I -- k.l -- )"(Y- I)

m01m-l)--(m-k+1) "1

S-).m xm- J1 . (A.9) The average idle period in this case is

After some algebra, we get the following expressions: "1 Ym 'Y.J.'<Y

Pr . > Y...') Y1k(l-P)n(k-1)[1 -(1 -)n]

G I- 1 -(I -y v)(y)[ 1 )

+ (N- - (I - 1)!'(,N-L ) [1 -(0 -yl-) -)0(-1)
h-1 (N -n--k)! ciJ (A.14)
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Thus, for n *: 0, N, and for the uper bound case

10m in 1- ax"+ T +NA I

1 - (1 - i -y( -)"(Y )[1 _, -)n 1

(1 -F 0- 1 ) " 4(y  1 ) -- - 1 - d
+y(l ( 1 i)(~)d

1 1 (xy N

+ (I -v (Y 1) 
+ T + N

[- -vi [-(I -aX')N

1(I [N1-N- ))")- -

(A. 15)

Removing the condition on Y,,,', we finally have For the case n N, we simply have

in + Pr {Jn>IN (A.20)
1 -( - r ,I - (I - v)N(2

[ l(l VP I (A. 16)
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ABSTRACT 2. GENERAL MODEL

This paper presents the analysis of throughput for mul- We consider a network with N nodes, numbered 1, 2,

tihop packet radio networks with zero propagation delay, ... , N, and a "hearing matrix" H = [hij] where

employing any of a number of channel access schemes. The
model considered is Markovian in nature and is an exten- hij = I if j can hear i
sion of that used by R. Boorstyn and A. Kershenbaum for 10 otherwise
CSMA. The protocols examined ar! pure ALOHA, carrier
sense multiple access (CSMA), busy tone multiple access and hii = hii. As in [2[, we define N*(i) to be the set of
(BTMA), and code division multiple access (CDMA). The neighbors of i, not including i, and N(i) to be N*(i)U(i}.
general model is presented, and its underlying assumptions Given the external traffic requirements and a static routing
are outlined. Simple network configurations are considered function, we can compute the rate of the messages to be
to compare the performance of these access schemes, and successfully transmitted between any pair of neighbors. We
in addition a discussion of numerical methods for the ap- denote by Sij the throughput from i to j; Sii is the average
plication of the analysis to general configurations is given, number of messages successfully transmitted by node i to

neighboring node j during the average duration of a mes-
1. INTRODUCTION sage transmitted by i. Each message may have to be trans-

Until recently, the work done on the performance of mitted several times before a success takes place. We as-
multiaccess schemes focused mainly on the single-hop case, sume the message lengths to be exponentially distributed
leading to a good understanding of the behavior of one-hop with mean 1/i for messages transmitted by node i, and

.networks. Several access schemes designed specifically for to be redrawn independently from the corresponding dis-
single-hop networks or shown to perform particularly well tribution each time the message is transmitted. We also
in single hop networks may suffer severe degradation in per- assume infinite buffer space for each node, instantaneous
formance in the multihop environment. One such example and perfect acknowledgements, and zero propagation and
is carrier sense multiple access (CSMA) with its "hidden ter- processing delays.
minal" problem [1]. Several schemes have been proposed for Typically in a packet radio n twork, a node considers
multihop networks in view of providing improved perfor- a packet in its queue (if any) for transmission at some
mance, but no analysis has yet been performed to evaluate scheduled point in time. Transmission of the packet may
these schemes. Recently, a model has been developed by or may not take place depending on the protocol in use. If
Boorstyn and Kershenbaum [2) to analyze CSMA in a mul- transmission is inhibited or unsuccessful (due to a collision
tihop environment. In the present paper, we extend the at the intended neighbor) then the packet is rescheduled for
model used for CSMA to evaluate a few other multiaccess a later time, cho'.en according to a random rescheduling
schemes and compare their performance. In Section 2 we interval. If the packet is transmitted successfully, then
present the model and its assumptions. Then in Section it is removed from the queue and a new scheduling point
3, we describe the access schemes considered in this paper. is chosen, at which time another packet (if any) is taken
The details of the analysis arc given in Section 4, and ap- for consideration. In this study we consider the process
plied to specific examples in Section 5. Finally, in Section of scheduling points for messages from node i to node j
6 we discuss some computational aspects of this approach. to be Poisson with rate Xi,, and independent of any other

scheduling point process in the network. Furthermore, we
*This work was supported in part by the Defense Advanced Research assume that at every scheduling point there is a message
Projects A7ency under contract MDA03-79-C-0201, order A03717, in the queue for consideration. With these assumptions the
monitored by the Office of Naval Research. Jos6 lri io is on a fel-
lowship from the Instituto Nacional de Investigaqio Cientifica, Lisbon, global process of scheduling points for node is also Poisson
Portugal. with rate ., = j-, N(i )Xii.



3. DESCRIPTION (b) Busy Tone Multiple Access (BTMA) (1, 31:
OF THE CHANNEL ACCESS SCHEMES With the help of a busy tone transmitted on a separate
Among the many multihop access schemes which can frequency by the receiver, one can guarantee that the hid-

be conceived today using such features as carrier sensing, den nodes are inhibited from transmitting by sensing the
code division, etc., we have selected a few for considera- busy tone. Under the assumptions of zero propagation
tion in this paper, which lend themselves to simple solu- delay we have the following properties: (i) capture effects
tions (particularly product form solutions). Although other are of no relevance; (ii) as compared to CSMA with zero-
schemes can be handled by the model described above, the capture, the busy tone guarantees correct reception of the
analysis becomes more complex, and at this early stage original packet; (iii) as compared to CSMA with perfect
of this research, we restricted ourselves to those described capture, it prevents the additional overlapping transmis-
below. sions and the associated "wasted time" alluded to in the

The access schemes define the conditions under which a previous paragraph.
scheduling point results in a transmission. We divide them Several BTMA schemes exist depending on which nodes
into two major groups: the carrier sense type schemes, and transmit the busy tone [3). In the conservative BTMA
the ALOHA-type schemes. In addition, we define capture scheme (C-BTMA), any node which senses carrier emits a
as the ability for a receiver to correctly receive a packet busy tone. Thus, if node A transmits a packet to node B,
despite the presence of other time-overlapping transmis- B aad all other neighbors of A transmit the busy tone and
sions. Perfect capture refers to the ability of receiving cor- block all nodes in a region within twice the hearing radius
rectly the first message to reach the receiver regardless of from node A. In the'so-called Ideal BTMA (I-BTMA) only
the number of future overlapping messages; zero capture node B transmits the busy tone blocking only its neighbors.
refers to the situation where any overlap in transmission (Clearly this requires a node to know a priori that it is the
results in complete destruction of all overlapping transmis- intended receiver, and may not be easily implementable.)
sions. A more realistic scheme is to use C-BTMIA (or no busy

tone at all) during the reception of the header portion of
A. Carrier Sense Type Schemes a message, which allows to decode the intended receiver's

(a) Carrier Sense Multiple Access (CSMA): address, followed by I-BTMA during the remainder of the

A node always senses the channel before transmission. message transmission. In the following analysis, only C-

A scheduling point in time results in a transmission if neither BTMA will be considered.

the node nor any of its neighbors are transmitting. (This (c) A Directional CSMA* (D-CSMA):
is the scheme studied in (21.) As discussed in the follow-
ing section, the analysis of this scheme is tractable only if It is assumed here that a node wishing to transmit
we assume perfect capture. Note that with zero propaga- tracsetinnof the inte rbvsy transmi sin
tion delay, as soon as a node initiates a transmission, all transmitting) of the intended receiver. The transmission
its neighbors are inhibited. The neighbors of its intended takes place if the node itself is neither transmitting nor
receiver which are not neighbors of the transmitter, and receiving a packet intended for it and the intended receiver
referred to as the hidden nodes with respect to this trans- is not already transmitting.

mission, are not inhibited by this transmission, and may The implementation of such a scheme may be pos-

very well initiate a transmission any time following the sible if the carrier sensing operation is made function of

start of the one in question. Due to the perfect capture as- individual nodes, such as for example by directional carrier

sumption, these later transmissions do not affect the correct sensing, or via the use of a uniquely coded "busy tone"

reception of the earlier message (provided that it was indeed transmitted by a node which is busy transmitting.

the first to reach the intended receiver). If these overlap-
ping transmissions are intended to neighbors of the original 13. ALOHA-Type Schemes
transmitter then they are wasted and, in such a situation, In this type of schemes, a node does not sense the
the period of time occupied by them could be better used channel before transmitting. Two protocols are considered
for receiving packets from neighbors which are not already for analysis here:
inhibited. Moreover, the presence of these "useless trans-
missions" blocks other nodes from transmitting because of (a) Pure ALOHA:
carrier sensing, nodes which could have originated success- A node is allowed to transmit if and only if it is not
ful transmissions coexisting with the original one. If these already transmitting. This implies that if the node is busy
additional transmissions are intended for nodes other than receiving (either a valid packe tat carrier) then it aborts
neighbors of the original transmitter, then they may be
successful depending on the situation encountered at their 'For comparative purposes, and to isolate the various elementary
intended receiver. Clearly, if zero capture is in effect, then effects on the overall performance, we con.idcred some hypothetical
regardless of which the intended receivers of the additional situations which may not necessarily correspond to realistic implemen-
transmissions are, their presence causes destruction of the tations. Ilowever, one constraint in the selection of these situations is

earlier packet. again the fact that they should lend themselves to a tractable solution.



that operation and initiates transmission of the packet. For _ s
pure ALOHA both perfect capture and zero capture can be P(D) A i such that i E X, D, DU{i} E S

accommodated by the model.

(b) CDMA-ALORA:
In addition to the above rules, it is considered here that i, P(D) i the set of nodes which are not blocked wnen

that a code division scheme (CDMA) is used whereby each the state of the system is D. We note that for any j E D

node is assigned a unique code for reception. Nodes wish- we have D - {j} E S and i E P(D - {i}).
ing to transmit to a particular intended node must use the
code assigned to that node. Given the operation of CDMA,
perfect capture can be assumed. (This is the case since
whenever a receiver locks on to a particular packet, then
all future overlapping transmissions can be ignored; clearly Fig. I. A 4-node chain.
this requires that the preamble of the first packet, or a por-
tion of it, be received free of collision; but we ignore this
effect here.) However, we are making here the pessimis- B. The Markov Chain
tic assumption that an ongoing reception is aborted if a Given that X(t) = D E S, and due to the assumptions
scheduling point for transmission is encountered (hence the of exponential message lengths and Poisson nature of the
name CDMA-ALOHA). scheduling point process, the state at time t + At is given

Moreover, given the operation of CDMA, a node which by
has completed the reception of a packet onto which its DU{i}, i E P(D),
receiver was locked is ready to receive another packet, regard-| with probability XiAt + o(At)

less of.the state of the channel, i.e., despite the presence of D - E D,
other transmissions, with the same code, but onto which X(t--At) w b- j + E D
the receiver is not already locked. However, for tractability D, with probability
of analysis at the present stage of this research, we make 1 - (Xi + Pi)At + o(At)
the second pessimistic assumption that the receiver cannot
lock onto a new packet until it has encountered an idle
period. Such assumptions are definitely restrictive, and the Thus X(t) is a continuous time Markov chain. Letting

results obtained under them are certainly not a good rep- Q(D) denote the steady state probability of state D, the

resentation of the performance of CDMA schemes. following balance equations hold:

4. ANALYSIS Q(D)[ Z + I +  ,-1
cD EP(D) J

A. The State Space -j(U~j +Z:)i( i)

It can be seen from the above description of the schemes jP(D) ED

under consideration that with the exception of D-CSMA, in for all D E S.
defining a state description for the system we only need to
take into account the transmit status of each node, which
can be busy transmitting or idle not transmitting. Indeed, It is easy to check that the expression

in the ALOHA schemes, the receive status of a node is com-
pletely ignored, while in the CSMA schemes (other than D-
CSMA) it is implied from the transmit status of the neigh- Q(D) = l , Q0
bors.

We define the state of the system at time t, X(t), to with
be the set of nodes busy transmitting at that time. Since,
depending on the particular protocol, not all subsets of Gj = -
nodes may be busy transmitting simultaneously, the state Pi
space S is function of the protocol. For example, in a 4- satisfies the balance equation and is therefore the solution.
node chain as shown in l"ig. 1, the state space S for the The constant Qo is the normalization factor, given by
various schemes is:

CSMA: S ={(, (I), (2), (3), {4)},(f,3), (1, 4), {2, 4))

C-BTMA: S = {0, (1), (2), {3}, (4), (1,4)) Q( =G,

pure and CDMA-ALOHA: S = power set of {l, 2,3, 4) DESiED i

Let X A (1,2,..., N), an I D E S. We define and equals the probability of finding all the nodes idle.



Reversibility C-BTMA:
A Markov chain is reversible [41 if (X(t 1),X(t2 ), ..

X(tj) has the same distribution as (X(r-t ),X(r-t 2 ), . S - Pr(no nodes within 2 hops of i busy transmitting}

X(r - t,)) for all real t1 , t2 , ... , t,,r. (X(.) is assumed 0~i,
to be defined from -Co to +oo.) This is equivalent to the
condition that, for any finite sequence of states D1, D2, ... ,

D, E S, Example: Consider again the 4-node chain of Figure
1. Given the state space as defined above, we can write the

q(D 1 , D2)q(D2 , D3 )" . q(D., DI) following equations:

= q(D 1, D.)q(D., D.- ) .q(D 3 , D2 )q(D 2 , Di ) CSMA (21:

where q(i,j) is the rate of transitions from i to j. An Qo [1 +GC +G2 +G3 +G4 +G01 3 +GG 4 +G2G4K'

equivalent condition for reversibility is the existence of a
stationary distribution Q(D) such that S1 2  S2 1 Prf , 2, and 3 not busy transmittingi

Q(D,) -q(D,, D2) = Q(D). q(D2, D,) = (1 + 04 )Qo
for all D1 ,D 2 E S •

This last characterization implies that the steady state dis- S 23  __2 = Pr(1, 2, 3, and 4 not busy transmitting}

tribution has a very simple product form, as illustrated G23 G 32

in the previous paragraph. In this paper we selected for --Qo

analysis only schemes whose Markov chains are reversible,
having used the two above results to check for reversibility
and to derive the steady-state distributions. S 34  S43

- = Pr{2, 3, and 4 not busy transmitting)
C. The Throughput Equations G34 G43

Given that the link traffic is Poisson with rate Xi for = (1 + Gt)Qo

the link from i to j, each scheduling point is a random look C-BTMA:

in time. If we define G -- -=-,, then the ratio S GQ [1 + Gi + + 3 + 4 +
merely the probability that a scheduling point from node i
results in a successful transmission. Thus for nodes i and
j such that hii 1 we can write S12 _

02 = Pr{1, 2, and 3 not busy transmitting}

= Pr{scheduling point from node i = (1 + G4)Qo

results in a transmission and the

transmission is successful at j}. S2 1 S23  S3 2  S34

G21 023 G32 G34

Note also that = Pr{1,2, 3, and 4 not busy transmitting}

Gi Gi,. =Qo
iEW°(i)

Given a protocol and the steady-state solution for its Markov S4 P
chain, we can evaluate the above probability in a straightfor- G4-3 Pr2,3, and 4 not busy transmitting)
ward manner. (1 + G,)Qo

(a) CSMA and C-BTMA:

CSMA: If in addition we specify a traffic pattern, then we can

In the remainder of this paper, we assume CSMA to reduce the above expressions and write them in terms of
have the perfect capture property. Then only one independent variable G.. For example, requiring

the link throughput pattern to be uniform, i.e.,

S = Prfno nodes in N(i) or N(j) busy transmitting}
i, S122 = S21 = S2.3 = S32 = S34 = S43 = S

4|



and taking C as the independent variable, we get The probability of success is given by:
CSMA: S = G with S,,, = 0.128 Pure ALOHA with zero capture:CSMA S --- +sG,+2Gl

C-T3TMA:~~ ~ [ G+] with Sm,,.. = 0.2 _

C-BTMA: S - -5- I-Cs,-"T] wihSM =02- Pr~i,j and N*(j) not busy transmitting,

In Figure 2, we plot S versus G1 for the above examples. G ra
and no node in N(j) transmits during

20 the entire transmission from i to j}

- kEN() ( k i) 1 + t G)

Pure ALOHA with perfect capture:
.15Si .15-S" = Pr{N(j) not busy transmitting, and j does not

D - CSMA start a transmission during i's transmission to it}

.10 (I + G i kEN(i

CSMA CDMA-ALOHA:

Noting that

Pr{k is transmitting a packet to j}

= Pr{k is busy transmitting)
. Pr{k is transmitting to j I k is busy transmitting)

_ G ki G = G i

I+Gk G I +GA,'
we have that

S = Pr{i,j not busy transmittingJ does not startG1

e1s0 2e0 3 0 4.0 a transmission during i's transmission to it,Rescheduling rate

no other neighbor of j busy transmitting to j}
Fig. 2. S vs. G for CSMA, D-CSMA, and C-1 1 1 H 0I , 1

BTMA for a 4-node chain. 1 +GI1+Gj + GJG(.'(II+G 1+i + t' JI

(b) ALOHA-Type Schemes: D. Extension of the Model to D-CSMA

Here S = 2 ', and all nodes act independently. For In order to handle D-CSMA, the state of a node (busy

every node i, we simply have transmitting or idle not transmitting) is not sufficient, and
must be augmented to include the intended destination. If
we denote by (i,j) a transmission from node i to node j,

Pr(i not busy transmitting) the state of the system at time t becomes the set of ongoingThus i gien bsy tI + Gi link transmissions (i,j) at time t. With such a system state
Thus Q(D) is given by definition, we again obtain a continuous time Markov chain

42(D)= J)ll( +- with steady-state probabilities of the form

iED D )

For the throughput we also need the probability of node Q(D) =G Qo
" not starting a transmission during node i's transmission, (i~j)ED

given that j is not transmitting when i starts transmitting. with
This probability is just

1 4i +X' ,+ Qo [GJ

5



where D E S is a set of allowable simultaneous link trans- 1 .
misstons.

Example: For the 4-node chain with uniform link
throughput pattern, we get the following equations: .8

Qo [I + G1 2 + G21 + G 23 + G3 2 + G34 CS-ts1  scheme
+ G43 + G12G3 2 + G1 2G34 + G12G 43

+ G21 G34 + G2 tG 43 + G23G43 ]- 1 .6

S[G+ G, +G 2 +G3 + G4 +GIG 3

+ GIG4 + G2G4 + G,,1G34] - .

Slotted ALOHA

ALOHA-type schemes

leading to a maximum throughput of S,... = 0.146. S
versus GO is plotted in Figure 2.

E. Model Limitations 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0
A number of other schemes of interest for multihop S1

packet radio networks do not lend themselves to a reversible Fig. 3. Feasible regions for a 2-node chain.
Markov chain, and thus do not lead to a simple product
form solution. This was observed to be the case for example {2,3,..., N} transmit simultaneously with node 0. If such
in the ALOHA schemes if a node is inhibited from initiating a transmission is destined to node 1, then either this trans-
a transmission if it is receiving a packet (and thus requiring mission or node 0's transmission is wasted but not both
the state of a node to be one of three possibilities: either (due to the perfect capture assumption in CSMA). If such
transmitting or receiving or idle). This was also the case for a transmission is destined to some node other than node
I-BTMA where only'the intended receiving node transmits 1, then it is conceivable to have two simultaneous suc-
a busy tone. The solution for such Markov chains require cessful transmissions. However, using the analytical ap-
different numerical methods than those discussed in this proach, our expectations do not come true. If we define the
paper and is the subject of an ongoing investigation, traffic pattern by a collection of numbers (oi) such that

6. APPLICATIONS Fall pairs of neighbors a*, = I and S~i = aiS for some
S > 0, and determine the maximum 5, we find that for

We have already discussed in the previous sections the > 0, ae the m S, bfi that for

example of a 4-node chain. In this section we examine a few C.BTMA we have S,,,.. 1, but that for OSMA we gct

other simple configurations to compare the performance of 1
the access schemes. In all cases we assume the mean packet Sm iX +2
length to be the same for all nodes in the network.

First we consider a two-node network. This is a fully with
connected network, for which all CSMA-type schemes
achieve full utilization in the case of zero propagation delay. N

Also in this simple case all ALOHA-type schemes perform a, L ait.
identically, for both the cases of zero capture and perfect
capture. Figure 3 shows, on the (S1 , S2 ) plane, the hounds
of the feasible regions for these schemes. Also included,
for reference purposes, is the curve VIT + V/ 1- , cor-
responding to slotted ALOHA (5].

The second configuration we consider, shown in Figure
4 and for which we will be especially interested in com-
paring the performance of CSMA and C-BTMA, consists
of a fully connected network of N nodes (1 through N),
plus an additional node (numbered 0) connected only to

node 1. For this network we could expect CSMA to per- FULLY
form better than C-BTMA. Indeed, with C-BTMA, only CONNECTE
one transmission in the entire network can take place. With
CSMA, it is always possible to have one node in the set Fig. 4. An "almost fully connected" network.

6



The performances of CSMA and C-BTMA are equal when In Figure 5 we plot Smax versus N for both CSMA and
either ot, = 0 or at 0. Otherwise, C-BTMA always C-BTMA. As N increases the effects discussed above be-
performs better than CSMA; this is due to the time wasted come insignificant, and CSMA and C-DTMA converge in
in useless transmissions alluded to in Section 3. It is inter- performance.
esting to see that when at = 0 the transmissions by nodes Next we consider a ring of N nodes (N > 3), as1, 2, ... , N are always successful, but the transmissions in Figure 6, in which all nodes behave identically, i.e.,
by node 0 may have to be repeated because of a transmis- i,(it) mod N = OaS, S(i+I)mad N,a = (= - a) S, t - I .
sion by some node j, 2 < j N, in progress when the N, 0 < a < 1. For all protocols but CDMA-ALOIIA
transmission by node 0 starts. The useless transmissions of the maxinum value of S is independent of a. For CDMA-
0 have no effect on the throughput of the rest of the net- ALOIIA, we show in Figure 7 the maximum value of S as a
work, and so we do not have the decrease in performance function of a. This value does not depend on the number of
that occurs when, for some j = 2,..., N, ajI > 0. At the nodes in the ring. We see that the maximum S occurs for
maximum S and as a, -. 0, both Go and G, go to infinity, either a = 0 or a = 1, thus suggesting that a unidirec-
but G2,...,GN remain finite, so that node 0 can blindly tional ring would perform better under CDMA-ALOHA
try to "sneak in" the start of a transmission between the than a bidirectional ring. However, and depending on the
transmissions of 2, . . , N (sort of keeping "shooting in the exogenous traffic pattern, it may happen that the increase
dark"), achieving Sn,. = 1. Thus the golden rule seems to in throughput for the unidirectional ring does not compen-
be "say it once and for all", which can be achieved with the sate for the increase in the average path length. For an ex-
help of the busy tone. As a numerical example, we consider ample of the relative performance of the different schemes
the case of a uniform traffic pattern on rings of various sizes we consider the case a = 1/2, cor-

o1 - e o ij --- (N2 - N + 2)- ',  responding to all link throughputs being equal. This can beobtained, in particular in the following ways: (i) if source
i,j E {1,2,..., N},i 34 j. destination pairs are neighboring nodes and their traffic

requirement is uniform, and (ii) if all pairs of nodes are
-1.4 source-destinations with equal end-to-end throughput re-

.quirements, and the routing procedure is one which balances
the link traffic. Figure 8 shows the maximum link through-
put S,,,../2 as a function of N for all schemes described.

1.2 This is also the maximum end-to-end throughput for eachCBTMA source-destination pair in case (i). Figure 9 shows the sum
of all end-to-end throughputs in case (ii).

121.0 ooooooooooooooooo00 00 0 0880 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 cMA
0

.6

.4

.2

Fig. 6. A ring with N nodes.

As expected, under the ALOhA protocols the through-0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 put is independent of the number of nodes. Under CSMA
N there is a different behavior for rings with even and odd

number of elements: the throughput for rings with an odd
Fig. 6. S,,,.. vs. N for the "almost fully con- number of nodes decreases as the number of nodes increases,

nected" network. and is always higher than the throughput for rings with

7
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Fig. 7. S,.. vs. a for a ring under CDMA- Fig. 8. Maximum link throughput for a ring.

ALOHA.

As expected, the throughput for the ALOHA-type

an even number of nodes. For rings with an even number schemes decreases as the number of neighbors increases.
of nodes the throughput increases as the number of nodes The throughput of C-BTMA is just the ratio of the maxi-

increases. For C-BTMA the throughput exhibits a quasi- mum number of possible simultaneous transmissions to the
periodicity of period 3. All rings with a number of nodes number of nodes in the network. It is interesting to see that

which is multiple of 3 have a maximum throughput per link CDMA-ALOIIA performs consistently better than CSMA
of 1/6, obtained when all Gi -, oo, and corresponding to in all but the first case (a fully connected network, for
the situation when one in every three nodes is transmitting, which the hidden terminal problem does not exist), in spite
and the intermediate nodes arc blocked, of the pessimistic assumptions made in its analysis. This

Finally, we consider other regular topologies than the result suggests that CDMkA-ALOIIA inight be preferable
ring, with higher degrees of connectivity. These consist over CSMA in environments where each node has a large
of the five regular polyhedra (listed in Table 1) with the number of neighbors and the number of hidden terminals
vertices representing the nodes and the edges representing is high. Consistently with the previous examples, the best

the links. In Table I we give the maximum throughput per performing scheme was C-BTMA.
node for each of these topologies under a uniform traffic

pattern.
Table I

Cguralie Num Numberf Throughput per N6. COMPUTATIONAL ASPECTS
9 as da "ngbbon ALOHA ALOHA CDMA r .TMA In general, given an internal throughput matrix S =

-c____ Cptor, r. =ctura ALO [ S1i, it is difficult to solve analytically for the G,'s attain-
Tor-bodm 4 3 .0547 1.o819 .1193 j.2500 .2500 ing S, if they exist, in order to deterinie the maximum

Cuba 1e .067 .081 .1193 .2059 .2500

Ocedem 4 4 .0433 - -o . . -6- throughput. This entails the solution of systems of non-

20_ 3 .087 .O19 .1193 ,..T .2000 linear equations of the form
Ii'hesdr, 12 S 0350 0547 ,11S3.0116S JUT

8
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ABS TRACT
The locus or this paper is on the throughput analysis of multihop packet radio networks. Two major
contributions are presented. First, the technique introduced by Uoorstyn and Kershenbaum for networks
operating under nonpersistent CSMA with perrcct capture and zero propagation delay, and later applied by
the authors to other access schemes, is justiied on theoretical grounds. Secondly, new results are presented
consisting or the following: (i) a characterization of access protocols which lead to a product form solution,
(ii) general throughput expressions independent of capture assumptions, and (iii) the analytical solution of
the throughput equations for the case of zero capture.

1. INTRODUCTION 2. GENERAL MODEL

Packet radio networks have for a long time been We consider a network with N nodes, numbered 1, 2,
studied ror their operational properties and potential for ... N N, and whose topology is given by a hearing matrix
computer communications [1,21. A number of papers H = (liilJ, where
have appeared in the literature dealing with the analysis
of such systems 13,4,5,121. However, only recently have (1 ifj can heari
there been significant advances in the development of 0i l0  otherwise
analytical techniques for the evaluation of the perfor.
mance o packet radio networks with a multihop nature.
The difficulty in analysis has been mainly due to the ract Thus each nonzero entry lii in the hearing matrix cor-
that the access protocols introduce dependencies between responds to a directed radio link in the network from
the activity of different nodes. This is particularly true node i to node j, and vice-versa. We call node i the source
when delay results are desired, since the situation we and node j the destination for that particular link. Due
then race is that of a network of queues where the er- to the broadcast nature of the channel, a message sent
vice time at each server depends on the global state or over a given link will reach nodes other than its intended
the system (161-181). When only throughput results are receiver, eventually colliding with messages destined to
desired, a Markovian model can be defined leading to an these nodes. The traffic requirements for each link are
analytical product form solution applicable to a number assumed to be dictated by the end-to-end traffic require-
o access protocols operating under perfect capture ([g- ments together with a static routing function. It may
[ll1). In particular, in 191 and 111] this technique is intro- happen that for some links the required traffic is zero.
duced and applied to the nonpersistent CSMA protocol. We refer to these links as unused links, and all other links
In 1101 other protocols are considered. In 1101 it is also as used links. We say that a used link is active whenever
stated that not all protocols can be analysed by this tech- a transmission is taking place over that link, i.e., when.
nique, however no characterization is given for those that ever the source node is transmitting a message intended
can. Moreover, the analysis presented in these papers to the destination node on that link. The activity of the
accommodates exclusively perfect capture operation in links of the network is conditioned by the access protocol
the context or sero propagation and processing delays, in use. An access protocol is a set of rules which, given
No analytical solution exists allowing us to deal with the the current set of active links in the network, determines
cases of zero and partial capture or nonzero delays. In whether or not a given inactive link can become active.
the present study, some or these issues are addressed. Throughout the paper we consider all used links to be
In particular, the material presented in 1101 is extended numbered 1,2,...,L, and we let L A (1,2,...,L). For
to include: (i) a more precise formulation of the analyti- link i, i E L, we denote by si its source node, and by d,
cal technique, (ii) a characterization of the protocols for its destination node. Alternatively we represent link i by
which the technique is appricable, and (iii) the solution the ordered pair (si, d,).
for the non-pcrfect capture case. The formulation of a Since the entire packet radio network operates using
model for the case of nonzero propagation delay will be
treated in a forthcoming paper. a single radio frequency, each node in the network has

one transmitter, but can in general have more than one
In Section 2 we present the general model and its as- outgoing link. We consider that each outgoing link at

sumptions. In Section 3 we formulate the Markov chain a node has a separate queue for the packets to be trans.
describing the system, present conditions for the exis- mitted on it and that the transmitter is shared among
ence of a product form solution, and characterize the all queues at that node. To avoid repeated interference

protocols that lead to the product form solution. Finally, between transmissions in Ltme network, transmission re-
in Section 4 we give a general expression for the through- quests for the various queues at a node are scheduled
put, and then particularize it for the cases of zero and according to random point processes, one for each queue.
perfect capture. In this study, we consider the point process for link i,

i E L, to be Poisson with rate Xi (Xi > 0), independent
or all other such processes in the network.

*Ths work was supported in part by the Defense Ad. Consider a point in time defined by the point process
vanced Research Projects Agency under contract MDA for some link i. If the queue is empty, this scheduling
903-7-C-0201, order A03717, monitored by the Offce point is ignored. If the queue is nonempty then a packet
of Naval Research. Jo@6 lrisio is on a fellowship from in the quue is considered rot transmission. The trans.
the Instituto Nacional de Investigaqio Cientifica, Lisbon, mission nay or may not take place depending on the
PotuaL status of the transmitter at the source node (busy or



idle), the priority structure (if any) among the queues at the systent can reach starting from the idle state # (i.e.,
te sosrce node, tUe channel access protocol in use, and all links inactive) by any sequence or link activations and
the current activity on the network. If the transmission deactivations.
is inihibiLed, or if the transmission is undert ken but un- Definition 2 A suhset D =-(11. 12,.., 1) or L is said
successfully (due to a collision at the intended destina- to be directly reachable ir there exists some permuta.
tion or to a preemption by another transmission at the Lion (1li,, .,.. li.) or D such that 4i, is not blocked by
source), then the packet in question (or any other packet
in the qlieue, for that matter) is reconsidered at the next (i',, l,, ... , ,_ ,), J = 2,... , n. That is, D is directly

point in time. Otherwise (i.., the transmission is suc reachable it it can be reached by only activating the links
cesrul), the packet is removed from the queue, and the in it, in some order, starting rrom the idle sLate #.
same process is repeated at the next scheduling point for Lemma 1 Ir a subset D =1 {lI12, ,.- -,1} is directly
that link. reachable, then any subset D' C D is also directly reach.

It is assumed in Utis study that at each schedul- able.
ing point of the point process there is a packet in the Proof: Let (li be an ordered sequence of
queue tor consideration. It is also assumed that neither activations which a1lows D to be reached. The ordered
preemption nor priority functions are supported at the sctivatins ic low to be c or dered
nodes. In addition, we assume the transmission time of subsequence iz (I,, 1,,,..., I.) corresponding to links in
the messages transmitted over link i to be exponentially D' is a sequence ot activations which allows D' to be
distributed with mean l//p, (pi > 0), and to be redrawn reached directly. U
independently from this distribution each time the met-
sage is transmitted. We also assume infinite buffer space Proposition I The state space S consists o # and all
for each link, and instantaneous and perfect acknowl. subsets D C L that are directly reachable.
edgments, providing immediate feedback regarding the Proof, Clearly a set D which is directly reachable be-
success or failure of each transmission. lonp to S. To prove the converse, we let D E S be

Let X(t) denote the set of all active links at time some subset that is reached via some sequence o states
t. Given that the period of time that a link remains ac- Do, Dl,...,Dn, with Do = # and Dm = D, due to
tive is exponential, and given that the scheduling point link activations and deactivations. (Note that since the

processes which determine the points in time at which process X(L) is such that no two events can occur at
links can become active (as determined by the access the same instant, then ID& = ID1,-.i ± 1 for all k =

protocol) are Poisson, X(t) is a continuous time Marko 1,2,..., m). Since the first transition out of Do -

chain. The precise formulation o the Markov chain varies must be an activation, there is some index r < m such that
with the access protocol in use and is given in the follow- D, is reached directly. Consider D,+I. If D,+! = Dr U

ing section. Also given in the next section are the condi- (i) for some i, then D,+1 is clearly directly reachable. If
tions under which the Marko chain leads to a product D,+, = D, - {j} for some j, then D,+i is also directly

form solution, reachable, by Lemma 1. Applying the same argument

3. THE MARKO CH N to the remaining steps, we guarantee that D is directly
reachable. I

3.1. Definitions

Given an access protocol, we say that link i E L According to Proposition 1, one can generate the

blocks link j if, whenever link i is active, the protocol state space by the following algorithm, which is not neces-

used does not allow a scheduling point for link j to result sarily claimed to be the most elicient tor this purpose:

in an actual transmission. It is to be noted that if link begin
i blocks link j, it does not necessarily follow that link S := (#1;
blocks link i. L:= {1,2....L};

Let D be a set of links in L. We say that D blocks fork := 0 to L- 1 do

link j E L - D if there exists some link i E D which for every D E S$i. C. D I = k do

blocks j. We define U(D) to be the set or all links in for every IEL-D do

L - D which are not blocked by D. If I is not blocked by D,then add D U {L} to S;
In later treatments, the following two protocols are end.

used as examples:

(i) Nonpersistent Carrier Sense Multiple Access (CSMA) Remark 1 Given an access protocol and some state
1121: under CSMA, a link will be blocked whenever D E S, it should be noted that not all sequences of
its source node detects a transmission by any other activations of its elements will necessarily allow D to be
source node that it can hear; i.e., link (si,di) is reached trom #. For example, consider the 4-node chain

blocked by (i, dj) whenever he,., = 1, or si - as; o Figure I with nonzero traflic requirement over links I

(ii) Idealistic Busy Tone Multiple Access (I-OTMA)[13: and 2, and time ITMA access protocol. State (1,2) is
this protocol assumes the existence of a separate an example of a state for which the order of activationchannel arot busy tone. The destination of a link is relevant. This state is reachable by the permutation
emit. a busy tone whenever that link is active. A (1, 2), but not by the permutation (2, 1).

link is blocked if it. source node hears either a trans-
mission or a busy tone;, i.e., link (s,dj) is blocked

by (si, d,) if either h.s, -1 , -1, or Si - 8j. 2

3.2 State Space

We now define the state space S for te Markov chain
X(t). Since X(t) is the set or all links that are active

at time 9, S C 2L . Given an access protocol and its
blocking properties, not all subsets of L may be in S. Figure 1 A 4-node chain with nonsero traffic

Definition I S is the collection of subsets of L that requirements over links numbered 1 and 2

'2_________________



such that j is not blocked by D - (j)}, i.e., such that i E

RM0 -11 X A ul)IU0 U(D - {j)). Clearly, J(D) g D. Hlere too, in generali we have J(D) - D, as in also illustrated in Example 1.

WiLl thea definitionms, a sketch of the sLate-transition.-0 ,,-1 rate diagr.ant for state D and Lte transitions to and from
: .. .its neighbors can be seen in Figure 2. The equilibrium

equatiolis (1141) take then the form

Q(D) E Xi+E
Figure 2 Typical transitions to and from a node iEU(D) jED

E Q (D -(j})k, (
jEJ(D)

X2 + E Q(DUF))pi, DES
iEMID)

1I IExample I Consider the 4-node chain of Figure I with
L2 nonzero tralfic requirement over links 1 and 2 only, and

X the I-BTMA protocol. The corresponding state-transi-
2I, Lion-rate diagram is shown in Figure 3. From the deri.

niiions we have that J({l.2}) = (2), U((2}) = 0, and
M({2}) = {1). These are examples of states D for which
M(D) y $U(D), or J(D) 34 D.

IL.2  3.4 Reversible Markov Chains and Product Form
Solutions [1h

Figure 3 State space for the Markov chain of Definition 3 A continuous time stochastic process X(t)
Example 1 defined on I = (-oo,+o) is said to be reversible if

for any r E 1, integer n, and tl5t2<_..<t% in 1,
Remark 2 Recall that L is the set of all used links (X(t 1 ),X(L2 ),...,X(e ) has the same distribution an
and thus Xi > 0 for all i E L. Accordingly every state
can be reached from the empty state in a nonzero period For the particular case or Markov chains, revers-
of time with nonzero probability. Similarly, the empty ibility has a simple characterization in terms of the tran-
state can be reached from any other state in a nonzero sition rates and steady-state distribution, as given in the
period of time with nonzero probability (since pi > 0 for following proposition, whose proof can be found in [15].
all i E L). It then follows that all states communicate Proposition 2 A stationary continuous time Markov
and the resulting Markov chain is irreducible, chain is reversible if and only if there exists a collection

3.3 The Equilibrium Equations of positive numbers {q(D), D E S), summing to unity,

As noted above, the Markov chain X(t) is irreducible. such that

Since the state space is finite, the chain is then positive (D1 ).q(D,D 2 ) - j(D:).q(D 21 D1 ) (2)
recurrent and ergodic. Thus the existence of a strictly
positive stationary distribution is ensured. We denote by for all Di, D2 E S, and where q(Di, Di) is the rate of

(D), D E S I the stationary probability distribution. transitions from Di to D. When such a collection exist,
Let the state of the system at time t be D E S, let i it is the stationary probability distribution.

be any link not blocked by D, and let i E D. Given the An equivalent necessary and suficient condition for
assumptions in Section 2, the time to the next scheduling reversibility (called Kolmogorov's criterion) is that, for
point of i is exponentially distributed with parameter X, anyerinite scqlle or vs terion E S, tor
and the time to the end of the transmission over link j is any finite sequence of states Ds, Ds, ... , D, E S, the
also exponentially distributed with parameter pi. Civen transition rates satisfy
that X(t) = D, the state of the system at time t+ At is q(D 1 .D 2)q(D 2,D 3 )...q(Dv, D1)
given by (recall the definition of U(I)) in Sec. 3.1) q(D , Dn) ..qD, 1) . .. q (3)

DU(;), i E U(D), with probability
XiAt Suppose we are given a reversible Markov chain with

D - i E D, with probability state space S. Let Do be a fixed state and D a generic

state in $. LeL Do.Dl,..., D, be any sequence of states
D, with probability in S, with Dm = D, such that between any two onsecu-/ -( F /j) At, Live states of the sequence there exist nonzero transition

.eU(D) jED rates. Bly repeated application of (2) it is easy to see
that the steady state probability distribution for such a

having neglected terms or order higher than At. This Markov chain satisfies
equation define, the transition rates which we need for
writing the equilibrium equations. Before doing so we J1 q(Dt- ,Dk)
have to introduce sonic further notation. For each D E Q(D) = Q(Do) q(D,,._,} (4)
S, let M(D) be the set or all links i D such that D U k--(
(i E S. Clearly M(D) ;? U(D). Note however that it is
no necemarily true that M(D) - U(D). (See Example A solution with the form of (4) in called a product form
I below). Let J(D) to be the set of all links 3 E D solution. It is immediately een that ir te steady state

3



solution satisfies (4) then (2) is automatically satisfied for Proposition 5 (Criterion for the existence oF a
all D1,D2 E S. Thus product form) A necessary and sullicient condition

Proposition 3 A stationary continuous time Markov for a channel access protocol, together with a given net-

chain X(t) poessesiss a product form solution tor the steady work topology and tralfic rcquirements, to have a product

state probability distribution it and only ir it is reversible. form solution is that, for :%l pairs of used links i and i,
link j blocks link i whenever link i blocks link j.

Form Proof: Since the existence or a product form solution

is equivalent to the Markov chain being reversible, we
We use here Lte results of the previous section to will prove the equivalence between reversibility and the

determine the conditions on the access protocol, net- condition stated in the above criterion.
work topology, and traffic requirements tnder which the
resulting Markov chain, defined in Sections 3.2 and 3.3, (a) The Markov chain is reversible.
is reversible and hence the global balance equations (1) Assume that link i blocks link 5. If5 does not blockleave a product form solution. i, we will leave the situation depicted in Figure 4 in

which (j} E M((i}) but (") 9 U((i)), providing
Lemma 2 U(D) = M(D) for all D E S if and only if an instance of a state D for which U(D) y M(D).
J(L) = D for all D E S. But this contradicts our assumption that X(t) is

Proor: We know already that J(D) C D and U(D) C reversible, given the result contained in Proposition
M(D). To prove the desired equalitics we only need 4. Thus 5 blocks i.
to prove the reverse inclusions. Assume that U(D' ) =

M(D') for all D' E S. It is evident that J(O) = 0.
Consider now any D E S, D 34 o. For each " E D, by
definition E M(D - (j}). Since by hypothesis U(D -
{j}) = M(D - {j}), then j E U(D - {)). But this just
means that i E J(D). Thus D C J(D), for all D E $.
Conversely, assume that D' = J(D') for all D' E S. Call
a state maximal it M(D) = #. Since U(D) C M(D), W
for maximal states it is true that U(D) M 9(D). Let
now D E S be a non-maximal state, and i E M(D). By
hypothesis J(D U (j}) = D U {j), which in particular
implies that j is not blocked by D, and thus that i E
U(D). Hence M(D) g U(D). 8 Figure 4 Portion of a non-reversible chain

Proposition 4 The Markov chain X(t) is reversible if (b) The Markoy chain is not reversible.
and only if From Proposition 4 we know that there exists a state

D - J(D) (5) D for which D 3 J(D), i.e., for which there exists
f E D such that j is blocked by D- {j). Let i E D-

for all D E S (or, equivalently, U(D) -= M(D) ro {j} be some link blocking , and define D' = (i, J1.
: A e tt Since D' C D then, by Lemma I and Proposition 1,

Proof: Assume that the Markov chain X'(t) is revers- D' E S, a~d D' can be directly reached by activating
ible. Clearly (5) holds for D = #. Consider now D E links i and i in some order. By hypothesis i blocks
S, D # 0, and i E D. From (2) we have that j, and so D' has to be directly reachable from (5).

Q(D) . q(D, D - (j)) - Q(D - (j)). q(D - (j, D). Thus i does not block i.

Since q(D,D - (j)) = 1Aj > 0 and Q(D) > 0 for all
D E S, this last equation implies that q(D - {j}, D) > Proposition 5 implies that, in a reversible chain and
0. But since q(D - {j),D) can only be either 0 (it i i for any state D E S, any order of activation of the links
J(D)) or Xy (if 5 E J(D)), we necessarily conclude that in D allows D to be reached directly from state 4, and
q(D - (j), D) = X, and i E J(D). Then D C J(D) for thus the situation depicted in Remark 1 does never occur.

all D E S, and consequently D = J(D) for all D E S. For a reversible chain the stationary probability dis-
Conversely, assume that J(D) = D for all D E S. We tribution is given by (4). From the particular form of the

now show that {q7(D) : q(D) - fo 1, M ,, D S transition rates we have

with qo chosen so that EDES r(D) = 1, is a collection x(
of numbers that satisfies the conditions of Proposition 2.Q(D) ] Q() I - (6)

Let D 1,l) 2 be any two states in S. Assume first that iED
they are of either the form DI = D, D 2 = D - (j), or
(le form DI = D - {j), D 2 = D, for some D E S and for all D E S. We can ask if there can exist protocols

i E D. From the choice of q(D) we have for which the corresponding Markov chain X(t) is not

reversible, and yet the steady-state probabilities have the

,I(D) = q(D - form (6).

Proposition 6 (6) is a solution of the global balance
The transition rates between these two states are q(D, D- equations (I) ir and only if
( ) p" and, troin the assumption J(D) = D, q(D -
(5), D) = Xi. Thus, in this case, D = J(D) (5)

q(D,)(D,, DO: = 1(D2 )q(D,,Dt) . for all D E S (or, equivalently, U(D) = M(D) for all
For any other choice or DI and D 1 , q(DhD2) = q(D2, D E $).
DI) = 0, and Proof: Assume that D = J(D) for all D E S. By

q(D 1)q(D 1, D 2) - q(D2)q(D2, D1) Proposition 4, X(t) is reversible and thus the steady-state
is trivially verified. Thus (2) holds for all Di,D2 E S, probabilities have the form (6). Conversely, astme that
and X(9) is reversible, by Proposition 2. 1 (6) is a solution or (I). Bly substitution ot (6) in (I) and



simplification we obtain of the Markov chain. We do not necessarily assume re-
versible Markov chains; the material in this section is

Xi "effectively indepenticit of tle previous section. We start
IEE(D D jin this section, by prcscniting gencral expressions for the

iEAM(D)-U(D) j-D-J(D) link throughput, without specific assumptions on cap-

We now see under which conditions this equality can ture. I,atcr tie general results are particularized for the

hold. Recall that a state D or the Markov chain is said to cases or zero capture and perfect capture. Capture refers
be maximal ir M(D) = #. Given a generic state D, define to success in the reception or a given message at its des-
b maximalpath starting at t to he a finite sequence of tination even when there is overlap with interfering mes-

states Do, D,,...,Dk such that Do = D, D1+I = D1 U sages. Perfect capture refers to the ability or receiving
{i} for some i E M(DI , 1,..., k - 1, and Dk is correctly the first message to reach the receiver regard-
a maximal state. D)ne the length or the maximal path less or the number or future overlapping messages; zero
to be k, and let i(D) be the len of the lengths of capture refers to the situation where any overlap results

the maximal paths starting at D. We shall now prove (5) in complete destruction of all overlapping transmissions.

by induction on I(D). For I(D) = 0 we have that D is a By definition, the throughput of link i, Si, is the
maximal state, ror which M(D) = U(D) 4. Then long-run fraction of time that link i is engaged in success-

ful transmissions. We restrict the analysis to protocols

ou 0. and modes of operation such that the success of a trans-
mission does not depend on the behavior of tie system

jED-J(D) after the termination or the transmission in question.

Since, by assumption, p3  > 0, we obtain that D = J(D). 4.1 General Case

Assume now that, ro n a positive integer, (5) holds for Let U(i) be the collection of states D E S that do not
l sD' for which (D')<n. Let D be a state for block link i. Define S(D,i), D E U(i), to be the rraction

all states D For h i i )  M D U D i a state of time that link i is engaged in successful transmissions
which 1(D) n + 1. For all j E M(D), D U {j} is a state and the state just prior to the start of those transmissions

o have J(D {_n. =y DtU which mo sin p rt iculr tis D. S(D,i) accounts for all successful transmissions onhave J(D U {')- D U (j), which means in particular link i ila& are initiaed by a jump of the Markov chain

that " is not blocked by D or, in other words, that " E from state D into state D U i}. Summing over D we
[U(D). Then U(D) = M(D) and obtain

E ji = °  s,= Si S(,,l (7)

For a fixed D and by the strong Markov property ([161),

Again, as all Pi > 0, it follows that D = J(D). U the times or the successive transitions from state D to
state D U (i} are regeneration points for the Markov

Example 2% As an application of Proposition 5, we can chain X(t). We now consider the cycles defined by the
now prove that, with a symmetric hearing matrix, non- time intervals between two successive regeneration points.
persistent CSMA always leads to a product form solution. Let Ck(D,i) denote the length of the k-th cycle, and
Consider any two used links i and ', and represent them Tk(D,i) be the total time in cycle k that the channel
an (si,,d) and (s,,dj), respectively. Under CSMA, if i was used successfully by a transmission over link i. We
blocks j, then either si = s- or h =,ej - 1. The sym- can think of T(D, i) as the "reward" (for the purpose of
metry of the hearing matrix then implies that j blocks i, calculating the link's throughput) earned during the k-th
and thus by Proposition 5 the stationary distribution will cycle. With our assumptions on the protocols and modes
have a product form. ir the hearing matrix is not sym- Tt(D, k >I
metric we will not get a product form solution, except of operation of the network, )Ct(D, i), :jj
when all pairs of nodes si and s. for which h,, = I is a sequence of independent and identically distributed
and hi,, = 0 are such that at least one element of the pairs of random variables. In general the elements of each
pair is the source of no used links, pair may be correlated. In the following we will omit

Example 3: The l-BTMA protocol will not, in general, the subscripts in these variables whenever we refer to a

lead to a product form solution. Indeed, if the net,- generic one. If we let N(t) be the number of completed

work under consideration contains the subnetwork and cycles by time t, then

traffic pattern of Figure 1, we can find links i and " N(t)
such that i blocks j but j does not block i. For some S(D, i) = lir T(D, s
specific topologies and traffic patterns, however, I-BTMA t-kc -k
will have a product form solution. I.xarnples of these
arc a star network with arms of length I and arbitrary let E.[C(D, i)] and .(T(D, aI- T(D, i) denote the ex-
traffic pattern, or a 4-node chain in which the outer nodes pected cycle length and expected reward, respectively.
generate no traffic. Standard theorems in the theory of renewal processes

The product form (6) is especially convenient for (ITlJ) assert that, with probability 1,
computation. In the cases where it does not hold, in order E[T(D,.I)
to determine the stationary probability distribution we [(D,i = (8)
have to resort to the numerical solution of the global E[C(D,i)]
balance equations (2). The coefficient matrix for this The quantities on te right-hand side or the last equa.
system is spars, and this fact suggests the use of an The qanti te s on therigh-hantsid of the
iterative solution method. tion can be computed in terms of the parameters of the
4. TIIROUCIHPUT ANALYSIS Proposition 6 The expected cycle length E(C(D, .In is

Given a Markov chain describing the activity of a given by
packet radio network, we wish to find an expression for
the throughput of earh link as a function of the transi- E[C(D, ill D_ 1
tion rates and the steuly-state probability distribution [,Q(D) D E 1(i) . (9)
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Proof: Let n(t) denote the number of state transitions 4.2 Perfect Capture
of the Markov chain X(t) in (0, 11, and define the em. Under perfect capture we a.sm,,ne that for each link i
bedded Markov chain (Y& k k>0) by ,: - exists a set or links C(i) not containing i, such that

= X(t), for any &such that n(t) = k. ... snission over link i is successfl if and only if at the
tme it starts no other link in C(i) is active, irrespective

Y'k is the state the Markov chain X(t) is in after the k- or what happens after the start of the transmission over
th transition. The irreducibility and positive recurrence link i.
of X(t) implies the same properties for the embedded Let U.(') be tie subset of U(i) formed by those states
chain YA,, which then possesses a stationary distribution that do not contain any link in C(i). For D E L(ti)-U-(,
{w(D): D E S}. with we have T(f i) = 0; for D E U,(i), we have T(D,,) =

(D) = lin, PY& = DI 1/pi. We thus have
k cc Proposition 8 The throughput of link i under perfect

The relation between w(D) and Q(D) is given by ((171) capture is given by

Q(D) w(D}I[(D) Si = " i Q(D) (16)
Q() (DIID) D,D' E S (10) = DEU.(i)

Q(D') ,(D')I,(D,)'

where 11(D) is the expected sojourn time of X(t) in state Equation (1G) was first derived by Boorstyn and Ker-
D, given by shenbaum in [9] for nonpersistent CSMA, using a heuris-

1 tic argument.
H(D) = (11) 4.3 Zero Capture

Z q(DIDE ) Under zero capture we assume that for each link i
D'E$ there exists a set of links C(i) not containing i, such that

Given that X(t) is a continuous time Markov chain (and a transmission over link i is successful if and only if at

hence the next state after state D E S is determined by the time it starts and during the whole duration of the

the minimum of an independent collection of exponential transmission no link in C(i) is ever active.

random variables with parameters q(D, D'), D' E $), As in the case of perfect capture, for all states D in
the transition probabilities for the embedded chain Y1  U() - U, (i), T(D,s %I= 0, and thus
are easily computed; in particular, those relevant to this
proof are given by S--Gi E Q(D)1AT(D,%).

[Y&+ = DU(i} I Yk = D] DEU.(,)

,D E (i) . (12) However, in this case the average transmission time of
E q(D, D) a successful message is not I/pi, due to the dependency

D'ES that exists between the message length and its success.
The computation of T(D, i) involves the construction of

In order to compute the average cycle length we note that an auxiliary Markov chain. In the original chain, let Aa(%)
(1171), - be the collection of states in which i is active and no ele-

ment of C(st is active, let Ae(i) be the collection of states

lim P(X(t) =- DU{i), Yn(t) 1 - D] = l(DU{i}) in which i is active and some element of C(i) is active,
t cc CE(C(D, i)) and let J(i) be the set of states obtained from Ag(t by

(13) deactivating link i. With respect to these definitions, the
Developing the left-hand side of (13) gives us start o a transmission over link i which does not suffer

a collision at its very start corresponds to a transition
lit PIX(e) = Du{i, Y,()--1 = D] of the Markov chain X(t) from a state D E U.(i) into

t-oo state D U (; E A,(,). X(t) will remain in A.,(i) as long
Q(D U {i}) as i is active and not collided with. A po, ible later col-

lision of i with a transmission over some other link in
tlir P[Y,(t)-. = D I Y3(a) - U cic' C(i) corresponds to a transition from some state in A.(%)

z(D) into a state in A,(i). The successful completion of link i's
= Q(DU(i)) P[Y&+ - DU(i} I Y. = D I transmi-sion corresponds to a transition from some state

r(DU(i)) in As(i) into a state in J(i) without having previously

which, when substituted in (13) after using (10)-(12), visited any state in A,,(%.
gives equation (g). I The structures of Ui.,(i) and A,(i) are related. Any

state of the form D U (i}, with D E L,(i), is in A.,(I).
From (7), (8) and Proposition 6 we then obtain However, if X(t) is not reversible, A,(i) will contain other

Proposition 7 The throughput or link i, Si, is given states. These states are the ones that contain some link
by oj f C(i) that blocks link i but is not blocked by i. Any

state containing such a j cannot clearly be of the form

== , S' Q(D)T(D,,1 (14) D U (i4, with D E U.(t, since then we would have j E
-EUXi ) D and thus i would be blocked by D, contrary to the

Deui) definition of U,(i); but nevertheless there will be states

or, defining the normalized rescheduling rate G ) in As(i) containing such links j, nainely the state (i,j}.
ne-- Any state in Ag(i) not containing amy such i will be of

the forna D U (i, for some D E dg(i).

Si - Gi E Q(D)piT(D,). (15) The atxiliary Markov chain is now constructed by
DEU(i) grouping all states in J(%) into one absorbing state denoted
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again J(i), grouping all states in A(i) into another ab- with solution
sorbing state of the same natitc, and deleting all states
not in A,(i) U A(i) U J(i). When deleting a *tate, all P,(t) = eR ( ) t  

, t>0
arrows incident to that state are deleted. In this new \ ,
chain, the states in A,(i) are transient and, with prob. Pj(L) = .' {  

-PiR-(i)e , L>0
ability 1, X() will be absorbed in either A(i) or J(i). \ /

Front what was said above, we see that a transmission PN() = .- Ip
over link i, initiated successfully by a jump of X(t) from
some D E Ua(i) into D U (i), will terminate successfully
if X(t) is absorbed in J(i), and will suffer a collision if Note that, since the states in A.(i) are transient, eR ' ()t
absorption occurs in A4). Thus, for D E U(i), T(D,i) 0 as t -. oo. Let now T be a column vector with rows
equals the length or the time interval between the first indexed by the states in A,(i) in the same order as the
entrance to D U {i} and absorption in i(i), if absorption rows or R&) and where, for D' E A&), the component
occurs in J(' ), and 0, otherwise. with index D', TD,., is the random variable giving the

Let k be the cardinality of A.(i). By suitable reor- time to absorption in J(i) when the chain is started in
dering of the states of the modified chain, its transition
rate matrix is state D'. Then

Tp<P<e = Pj(t) , t>O

0 0 and

where R,(i) is the (k X k) matrix or the transition rates T A E{T; T < o) [Pj(oo) - Pj(tl)ldt

between states in A,(), e 4 [1... 1JT is of dimension fo
(k X 1), pie is the vector of the transition rates from A.(&) 00 R.
into J(i), p is the (k X 1) vector of the transition rates et. -),i e dt = piR-2(%)e
from A (i) into A(i), and z = [0... 0 is of dimension
(1 X k). With these definitions, we have

(I Xk).Wit thse efiitinswe aveSince T(D,i) = TDU{,), we obtain equation (17).Proposition 9 The throughput of link i under zero
capture is given by

6. CONCLUSION

Si = Gi F Q(D) PiTDU(i) , (17) We presented in this paper a Markovian model for

DEU4(i) the throughput analysis of multihop packet radio net-
works, and which is applicable to a large class or access
protocols. In the first part or the paper we described the

where TDu(i) is the component with index D U {i) of structure or the Markov chain, and studied the existence
the column vector of a product form solution for the stationary probabil-

ities. We showed that the existence of a product form
T = pi R.'2 (i)e solution is equivalent to the property known as revers-

ibility, and we gave a criterion which allows the exis-
tence of this property to be easily determined from the

Proof. As we saw above, T(D,i) is the average time specification of the access protocol, the network topology,
to absorption in J(i) for a chain started in state D U and the traflic pattern. In the second part of the paper
{}, over the set or sample paths for which absorption we derived general expressions for the link throughputs
in J(i) occurs. Thus T(D,i) can be determined from of such a system, which we then particularized for the

the probability transition matrix, P(t), of the modified cases of perfect capture and zero capture.
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PERFORMANCE OF END-TO-END AND GATEWAY-TO-GATEWAY
FLOW CONTROL PROCEDURES IN INTERNET ENVIRONMENTS*

Mehdi Nassehi and Fouad Tobagi

Computer Systems Laboratory
Stanford University
Stanford, CA 94305

AbstractAbsrc across the network at some total traffic rate called bandwidth
A performance comparison between end-to-end flow control is assumed to be known. f2 Then the average delivery delay(EEFC) and gateway-to-gateway low control (GOFC) in inter- is numerically calculated for different retransmission frequencic.4net environments is presented. The performance is measured in while adjusting the input rate in such a way that the total rateterms of average delivery delay of packets. First, a new tech- of traffic, comprising both input and retransmissions, be cqu:,lnique for computing the average delivery delay across a network to the bandwidth. Consequently the tradeoff betwees aver:tgeis introduced. It is shown that, for a given input rate to the delivery delay and throughput is obtained. Edge concludes thatnetwork, there exists an optimum time-out which minimizes the the delivery delay under GGFC is lower than that of EIFC.average delivery delay. Then the performance is evaluated for In addition to Sunshine, others have considered the prob-EEFC and GGFC in an internet environment. It is observed that lem of computing the average delivery delay tinder differentwhen the networks are in tandem, GGFC offers a better perfor- conditions. Konheim analyzes the delivery delay when eiil-to-mance over that of EEFC. However, in general configurations end delay is deterministic and the transmissions are slotted.where there is a high degree of traffic bifurcation between the [31 His assumption of deterministic end-to-end delay resultsnetworks, only under adaptive routing does GGFC result in a in an implicit Negative ACK (NACIC) eliminating tle prob-lower average delivery delay than that of EEFC. Finally, routing 1hm of tirneout optimization. Kleinrock and Kermani computeand flow control in internets are discussed, the delivery delay when packets are lost due to the destina-

I. Introduction tion host buffer overflow rather than transmission error. [41
As computer communication networks multiply in number, To simplify the analysis, they assume that only the ACK forit becomes more desirable to interconnect these networks in the Iast retransmission is accepted at tile host source. Fayolle

order to broaden their user services. The interconnection of et al. analyze the delivery delay when packet losses are due to
networks is implemented through entities called gateways, which transmission error, but they too assume that only the ACK cor-are interfaced to the individual networks as hosts. As in the case responding to the last retransmission is acceptable. [51of a single network, a reliable delivery of packets between the Here we present a new technique for computing the deliveryend hosts must be provided. When there is some probability delay when packet losses are independent as in the case whereof packet loss the reliable delivery can be insured through a transmission errors are the major contributcrs to packet losses.flow control mechanism such as windowing which incorporates In the next section, assuming that the timeouts are expunen-an automatic-repeat-request (ARQ) feature. tially distributed, we derive a compact formula for delivery delay

In an internet environment the flow control may be imple- distribution in terms of the end-to-end delay distributin. Inmerited between the source and destination hosts, or it may be Section Ilt, the mean and coefficient of variation of end-lo-endimplimented across every network on the communication path, delay are used to obtain a stepwise estimation to its distribution.i.e., between tle gateways as well as the gateways and end hosts. Then, from this stepwise distribution the average delivery dclayIn this report we refer to the former case as end-to-end flow, is found. Assuming that the mean and coeflicient of variationcontrol (EEFC) and to the latter one as gateway-to-gateway of end-to-end dc.ay are given as functions of the total traflicflow control (GGFC). Our objective, here, is to make a perfor- rate, we find the average delivery delay as a function of inputmance comparison between EEFC and GOFC. Furthermore, we rate. Throughout we numerically optimize the timeout to oh-consider the use of routing and flow control algorithms to en- tain the minimum average delivery delay. In the final section,hance the performance. The performance is measured in terms the performance of EEFC and GGFC in an internet are inves-of packet delivery delay, i.e., the time elapsed since the packet tigated. In general, our results confirm those of Edge regarrdingarrives at the source host until the first correct copy of it is the performance advantage of GGFC over EEFC. In addition,delivered to the Jestination host. This performance is a function we show that when there is a large degree of traffic. bifurcationof the end-to-end delay and probability of loss aross the network between the networks, only under adaptive routing does CGFCas well as the input rate and retransmission frequency. As we offer a better performance than that of EEFC. The advantageswill observe, there is an optimum retransmission frequency, or of CGFC under adaptive routing suggest using routing and Ilowalternatively an optimum timeout, which minimizes the average control algorithms in internets. Some routing algorithm havedelivery delay. Edge compares EEFC and CCFC in internet been developed based on control theory. [6, 7, 81 We discussenvironments according to a number of criteria, including the their application to develop a routing and flow control algorithm
average delivery delay. [lJ To compute the delivery delay, he for internet environments.uses Sunshine's approach in which end-to-end delay distribution 11. Analysis of Delivery Delay

'This work was supported by the D'fense Advanced Research Projects In this section we derive a formula for computing expectedI Agency under Contract #MDA 903-79-C-0201, monitored by the Oflica of delivery delay across a network. The packet delivery delay* Naval Research order #A03717. is defined as the time elapsed from when a packet arrives to

Proceedings of CDC '82
Orlando, FL, 1982



Lte source host unitil its first correct copy is delivered to the) Pr> t I
destination host. We shall call the delay undergone by each Prz.,. I - Z Prro = i) I'r~z
copy across tihe nelwork the end-to-end delay and assume that Co
its distribution is given. Moreover, we assume that the Ions of E (1 - L)LPr z 1 ) > (2)
copies are independent from each other and have a given fixed io

probability.
Since, in general, the delivery delay distribution of a packet where , denotes the probabirity or loss of a packet. If we denote

depends on the end-to-end delay of every copy of that packet, the probability density function of the z, i = 0,...,o by
the exact analysis requires the knowledge of the joint distribu- (r) then Eq ( can be reduced rurther flis

Lion of the one-way delays. However, realizing that this joint

distribution is often not known, we develop a simple model to
characterize the dependencies between the end-to-end delays. To Pr Z(k,,) > t)=( L) Pry(k,,)>
motivate this model, we consider two extreme cases. The first 0,-,n,°

case is that of fixed routing-all the copies take the same route 0 I k,

through the network. Given that first-in-first-out scheduling is + Y( r 1 /i + z1  >

utilized at the nodcs, the order or cc.--_s at arrival to the network
is the same as that upon their departure. The other extreme case =(I - L) Pr Yo') >
occurs when the one-way delays are independent. This situa- I I
tion is realized when every copy takes a different path across +o (ko ) >
the network from every other copy-i.e. there exists "complete + 2-'.(1 - L)Ljo lfr k1> - z.pz:&o(z)dx (3)

alternate routing". 
0I0

Based on the above observation we may model the network
as consisting of a number of identical and disjoint paths. Every In order to get a compact formula for the expected delivery
copy may be transmitted over any of these paths with equal delay we assume that the time-outs are exponent.illy distribu ted.
probability. Furthermore the copies that are transmitted over In the sequel, we compare the resulLs based on this Lssumpion
the same path, although their ordering is preserved, have the to the exact results. Let r denote the (average) tim(e-out perind.
same marginal end-to-end delay distribution. In fact in a net- Since the routing of the packets is uniform, the transnission
work where there exists a large mixing or different traffic at every time of the ith copy on path 7rk, Xlk ), has an Erlang di -trthii Lion
node we expect that all the copies in an stream experience ap- with parameter i and aes, r. Letting 1'('J) denote the distribu-
proximately the sane delay distribution. On the other hand, the tion of the d-to-end delays; we get
copies taking different routes to the destination source undergo
independent but again identically distributed end-to-end delays.
Let us denote these paths by wr, ,1r2, .. ., r,,. In the following Pr zo) /> -(I-- L)[I -

n is assumed to he integer, however, a real value may be used I 0

for 7& in the final formula of the expected delivery delay. Then cc 00
n may be interpreted as the inverse of the probability that two +2.(1 - L)L'] I - P(t ()!

x  dz (4)
copies are transmitted over the same path. It is also clear that
the extreme case of the fixed routing and the complete alternate
routing correspond to n = 1 and n = co respectively. Interchanging the order of the summation and intn.6ra.ion we

Immediately after the arrival of a packet we transmit a copy have,
of it over some path, say rko. Without loss of generality we can
assume that te packet has arrrived at time zero. Denote the Pr z (k ) > 1 -- - p(0)

delay incurred by this copy over the network by y (ko) and its

reception time bY ) Furthermore denote the time or the 0th +Lf0 n - dx (5)

retransmission that is roited over path wk by z! ) and the delay Ji- --1) - P( - -

or that copy by yi) where i = 1,... co. Finally let z ), i =
1,...,co denote the reception time of the ith copy on the path or
rk. From the description of the model we know that if j > i

tez(k ( k) __ Pr Z(k,,)
then z - k =,k I,. ..,n. Let the mith packet on the path r m

r be the first packet on that path which is not lost. Then if (f)
the delivery delay of the packet across the network is denoted = L - (1 L) P(t) - LP( - x-) dx
by T, we have, Jo nr

{ ,(k) > If we do a sionilar computation for the terms corresponding to
Pr t = m Pr'z > t (1) the paths other than rk,., we get

We shall treat the term corresponding to the path or the first p (Jk)5 > tI - L P (t- z) d (7)
copy wk. separately. 1 m,, j nr e .

Combining Eq. (fi) and Eq. (7) with Eq. (1) we get



always dccreases tie ;Lverage delivery deLky. llowevcr, we know

~ r 1-L -~ 1 that a shorter timeout period results in a larger retranamis-
Pr > ) [ -(I- L)P(t) - L -- L '-P(t z)d ;sion traffic which in turn should increase the end-to-end delay.

1 Therefore to account for this effect, we next assume that the

r-Z'~ - z)dIzl 8 mean end-to-end delay is given as a function of tile total load

- --. e-"r-P(g- (8) on the network. Then we get a more realistic behavior of the
average delivery delay versus the time-out period. It is observed

Note that the kernel or P(t - z) in Eq. (8) is the probability that the average delivery delay is minitnized for some optimum

density function of a random variable exponentially distributed time-out period.

with mean nr/(l - L). The average interarrival time In the derivation or the average delivery delay presented in

of retransmitted copies that are not lost is also exponentially the previous section, the degree of bifurcation of traffic was ac-

distributed and has the saine mean. This observation suggests counted for by the parameter n. Here, to simplify tile numerical

that we could have obtained Eq. (8) more directly by considering computations, we apply that formula only to the special cases of

only correctly-received copies. Nevertheless we have chosen tile fixed roitting (n = 1) and complete alternate rouking (n = oo).

above approach because it is independent of the distribution of In tihe results obtained in this section all the other ca.aes arc in

the time-outs. In the sequel using a fixed time-out, we apply the range between these two extremes.
numerical methods to this approach to obtain the exact results. For the case of the fixed routing the average delivery delay
We then use these exact results to check the approximate results is simply exprc sscd in terms of mean one-way delay, time-out
based on the exponentially-distributed time-outs. period and prbability of packet loss hy Eq. (10). [mm the case of

We know that the average delivery delay, T can be found the complete alternate routing, however, the relatioiship is more

as follows, complicated as can be obcserved from Eq. (12). Altho,,gh the
integrals in Eq. (12) complicate ,.le numerical analysis they also

T Pr > tdt (9) suggest that the average delivery delay T is not very :cnsitive
or to the exact distribution of the cnd-to-cnd delay, P(y). We

take advantage of this fact and approximate P(y) in such a way
For general n, Eq. (8) may be used in Eq. (9) in order to that the integrals may be performed explicitly such -s in tle

find T. there is no simple compact expression for this general following:
case and we must resort to numerical evaluation of the integral.
However, in the two extreme cases of fixed routing and complete N

alternate routing we can make some further reductions. P(,) piu(Y - yi) (13)

For fixed routing we have n I and
where

0, i < 0;
Prf t> t} = 1 -(1 -L)P(t) -, L - e--'P(t - x) d, u(.) = 0, > .

Furthermore to simplify the notation and expressions in
and using Eq. (9) the sequel, we find it .dvantageous to introduce yo = 0, aid

L ) yN+t = 0 along with po = pr, i = 0; then substituting I'()
T D + (10) as given by Eq. (13) in Eq. (12) and perfornming the integrations

we have
For alternate routing we have n o. Note that

M+1

T[ = T1 : [L+(I - L)qij

lira [1- I-c e P(t-z)dx

= pPr { [ -Lexp --. ..)] - exp }(rjj 3i
-exp -iL Px z(t1)

where
Applying Eq. (11) to Eq. (8) and combining the result with Eq.
(9), we get (14)

T= (i -( L)(t)Iexp [L P(x)d ]d (12 (14c1

1M1. Delivery Delay in a Network

Here we use the results of the previous section to evaluate
the delivery delay in a network. We start by presenting some 5 = (1id)

numerical results in a network where the end-to-end delay dis- i-o

tribution is not a function of the load. Basd on some ap- For most communication systems, analysis can only provide
proximations, we can express the average delivery delay only in the mean and coefficient of variation of the (one-way) delay.
terms of the mean and coefficient of variation of the one-way Also, results based on measurements or computer simulation are
delay in addition to the time-out period and the probability of usually imore accurate for the first few moment4 than for the
packet loss. As expected we observe that, as long as the one-way comllJete distribution of the delay. Therefore we require that
delay is independent of the load, reducing the time-out period the approximate distribution given by Eq. (13) only have its first



two mnoinenUi equal to those of the true distribution. In the following, all the rcsults are obtained using Lte ap-

Since the distribution given by Eq. (13) offers 2N degrees proximate one-way delay distribution introduced above. ilterefor

of freedoin, V = 2 shall be stiffceit for an approximation we only need the mean and coefficient or variation or tile one-way

matibtying the requirements. Therefore if we denote the mean delay as a function or the load. To siniplify the nunmerical coin-

and putations we assume that the coelicicnt of variation is constat

coefficient or variation or end-to-end delay by D and CD wiIrsctt h od hsi atrlr oda~rxza

respectively the paramecters of the approximate distribution must Lion when the traffic stream under study does not Constitute a

saisfy the following c~nditions, large portion of the total traffic on its path- i.e., when there is
a large degree of mixing.

P1 +P2 - I(154) For the mean delay across the network, we utse a one-pole

putl + ~i (15b) function. Let r denote the average total rate of packet arrival

I ~ from the traffics stream under consideration. Then the funtction
Pale ~ D +D2 2  ~ I (15c) expressing the mean end-to-end delay, D) in terms ofrr is specified

by three parameters a, b, and c as follows:

The above equations have many solutions. We restrict yl and D'r) =aFI +b-It -- (17)
y2 to be geometric inverses with respect to 0 and D: 1' i- E

D - V, Y - D Here, a denotes the micaui delay across the network uinde-r no load

11 Y (15d) from the commodity tinder considcrAtion. b canl he interpreted
as the sensitivity of thc mean delAy to the load. Finally, c is the

The above condition is justified by the accuracy of the final capacity as seen by the commodity.

resuls. If the average delay that the ACK's unldeigo is leuintcd by

Solving Eq. (15) we have, 2", the average number of retransmissions per packet w"ill be
(T' + T7)/r. Therefore if we denote the rate of input tratflic by

CD X~ the average delivery delay is given by the following imuplicit

P, (1p 1+ /f D)(16a) equation in T

+ CTD ~T=T[D (( + T +T)xCDL,r] (is)

III - ( + C CD l +CID)D (61) Eq. (15) may be solved numerically by anl iterative inethod
for 7T. In Figure 2 normalized delivery delay has beent shown

112 = 1+ 4 +C lCDD (16c) versus the normalized timeout. Here the normaliz~ation is with
DyD, respect to the average no load delay, it. We have shown curves

for both fixed routing and alternate routing ror diffe-rent sen-
Now, we can use Eq. (14) in conjunction with Eq. (16) to sitivities. Notice Lte sudden jump or the delivery delay when the

compute the average delivery delay in the case of complete alter- timeout is reduced. For all the cases there is anl optitnum timeout
nate routing; i.e., T =T(D,CD, L, r). The dashed line in Figure which minimizes the delivery delay. As it can be observed botht
1 depict-; the normalized average delivery delay as a function the minimum delivery delay and the optimnum timeout. increase
of the normalized time-out period for the case of complete al- at the same time. In Figure 3 we have drawn the miinirrit delay
ternate routing. Both normalizations are with respect to the and the optimum time out as functions Of tile u~tiliZation factor,
average end-to-end delay. The dotted curve is exact for the case Xt/(1 - L)c.
of the exponentially distributed one-way delay. It is otained by ~itretn
numerical methods using Eq. (12). The scuid curve corresponds I.Itretn

to the case of the fixed routing. IV.1 Model .
2.-COEFFICIENT OF PROBABILITY Figure 4 depicts all internet consisting of foujr hosts comn-

S VARIATION OF OF LOSS L O.0. municating across two networks. The networks are conunected by
END-TO-END

DELA C three gateways. At every gateway two levels of the conirnuranica-

J2.0 -. 0 tion protocol are explicitly shown. The first level is that of flow
0 -- 1 .0 STEP DISTRIBUTION -- control which among other things insures the reliable delivery

5- -- 1.0 EXPONENTIAL .-- or the packets to the next [low control level on tl'e conmmunica-

~~0 1. o ion path. This level was discussed and analyzed ini the previous
-J .. sections. The other level is implemented for routing the packets
O -- among the netwoks.

-- ~- ~ - 0In Figure 4 flow control exists at the gateways a- well as the
aw 1.0 00end hosts. To insure reliable delivery it is sulficient. to imple-

------------------ I~..- ment the flow control only at the end hosts. As mentioned in
o -the introduction, We call the former ease gateway-to- gateway
F" fDow control (CCFC) and the latter one end-to-end flow control:iols

(EEFC). In EIEPC and GCFC the gateways connect two net-
0 works at datagram level and Virtual-circuit level, respectively.

0 I 2
NORMALIZED TIME-OUT r/D

Fig. I Averag~e delivery delay in a load-iresensitive netivork
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NORMALIZED TIME-OUT T/8a
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Fig. 2 Average delivery delay when onc- way delay is H0 

:OESTINATION HOST
D(r) - (1 + b(r/c)/(I - r/c)] 6 ;GATEWAY

0 ROUTING PROTOCOL
F ;FLOW-CONTRQI. PROTOCOL

ooCONNECTION
Z FIXED ROUTING OR COMPLETE

DETERMINISTIC IALTERNATE Fig. 4 Example of a net work interconnection.
END-TO-END DELAY xz~g ROUTING

I- WEN I Oe I use op~m~atIon ill which tile citrol parameters or
). C4 a host pairs are optimized to achieve thc minimumn delivery

lu delay for that pair. The other i.4 system optimization which
consists of optimizing control parameters to obtain the ininimum
of some system cost measure, say the average delivery delay

Q:o) over the internet. At the end at this section, where we discuss
It an algorithm for routing and How colntiol in an internet, we

address the problem of system optimization. hlere, however,
:32 -our objective is solely to compare the EEFC and (2GFC in

Z X /terms of their performance. Thlerefore it suffices to assulme the
OIL characteristic of the networks and find the average delivery of
- ' - INIUM AERAE DLAY the host pairs separately.

~ - - -- PTIMU TIMOUT V.2 Series Interconnection
o -PROBABILITY OF LOSS L -O.2 In Section III we showed how the average dclivery delay is

LODSNITVT2 - OA
I ..- LOA S N I VIT bsO com puted in term s of the arrival rate o f new packets, into tl,c

0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.' 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 network X and the transmission timcout r. As in that section,
UTILIZATION FACTOR ).Il(I-L)cJ we assume that in addition to the probability of packet loss

L., i = 1,2, we have a discrete approximnation to the cnid-to-
Fig. 3 Minimum average delay and optimum GImICOUt vs. input end delay p.d.f. across network i, i =1, 2, denoted by p,(t, s).
load. Let us denote- the average delivery delay over network i aind its
In the following we present a numerical comparison between the minimum with respect to the timeout by TI' and 7, respectively.
performance of these flow control procedures. Now consider tile connection between the hosts US~ and If' in

The examples we censider are those of the )lost pairs shown Figure 4. Under EEFC, GI simply routes Lte packets, as does
in Figure 4. The arrowed line segments indicate the connection any other nodes inl networks I and 2. Thcrcfore G, arnd iletworks
between the hosts and gateways over the networks. H~ost II- I and 2 may be replaced by a sinlgle equivaletit network having
communicates to host. 111) over networks I and 2 with gateway the end-to-end delay p.d.f.,
C I completing a series connection. Gateways r12 and C3, however,
provide a paraillel interconnection of the networks for communica- PS (11, X) =P I (t, X) - P2 (t, X) (19)
tion between hosts Hs~ and 11D. The dotted conltours between

H~and C2 , and C.1 and 11D are to suggest the possible exis- and probability of packet loss
tence of intefrmediate networks with negligible cod-to-end delay
and probability or loss-e.g., there may be a fast access link, or Ls= 1 - (I - LI) (I - 1,2) (20)
the logical gateway may reside in thle host.

An in the previous section, in the following we shall optimiie Ifere, * denotes convolution with respect to t. Since both
timeouts and possibly the routing parameters to obtain the wfin- pg(t, X) and Pj(t, X~) consist of impulse'. ps(t, X) will too only con-
ilnm averase delivery delay. Like in any nhulli-ilser system, sisls- of impulses. Therefore we may usc the techniques Iptesent,(1
there are two types of optimisation in the internet under study. in tile previous sections to compute tile average delivery delay



aqrosa time equivalent network, T'1'(X,r). As irn the case of the 1O NT0R-* 3
sumglie network we assutnc that time ACIC delay is the smallest 9 Scposaible end-to-end delay; i.e., the position of the lowest impulse 6 a. 0.c)1
under no load.

When CCFC is implcmnented a packet is transmitted across a C0  I
network I -every T1 units ot time froni It to(PantlcllACK >'s L .10)to Q!utlai C . . .is received by Il. Siamilarly after Gi receivcs a corrcct and
unduplicated copy it transmits it to IID every r-2 units ttie =6-
until it receives an ACK. Therefore the total delivery delay TGO EEFC

5 W5
and its minimum with respect to the timeouts TG will be 42 GrvFC

T,\) = T(r) + T2 0, 2 ) (21)
T GG(X)-=7, T(.\)+ TX (22)

2

In Figure 5 we have plotted TEF anld Tr versus the
utilization factor. Here, utilization factor is defined as the ratio j
of input rate X over the mininmum at the effective capacities of 0 l 0. 02 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 I10
networks I arnd 2. In this figure we have assumed that networks UTILIZATION FACTOR )x/minl(1-L11CI,0(IL 21C2 1
I anid 2 arc identical and have the parameters given in the figure. Fig. 6 PcrformanaceofE' f 'WC and GOECi inninteriiet conisist-
As it can be observed GGFC results in a lower average delay- iog or two nutworks connected in tanduin, with differcnt prob-
EEFC inefficiently loads network I with the packets that are lost abilities or packet loss.
over network 2 and vice versa. The difference in performance and time corresponding probability at loss
between these control strategies may become even larger if some
of the network paramt-.tors are greatly different; as is the case in Lp =pL, + PL. (24)Figure 6 where the probabilities or loss are different.

1-NETWORK* 1 2 Tmen we proceed to compute the average delivery dulay

9~~' a(f)T (X, r, p) as before.
>. b 0.1 0.1 We shall consider two routing, strategies. Omme is propor-

a- S C (pitckotslfs) tional routing (Pit) in which the traffic routed over each network
WU CD I Iis proportional to its effective capacity:

7- 0.1 0.1

W>TeE(X,) T'*9F (X,r pPR) (25a)

mu EEFC0 where

4

3- The other one is optimized rouling (Olt) ini which foi. given
2- X and r thc delivery delay is minimized over p

E

T"~ (r, X) numn Tl" (X, r, p) (26)

0'0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 _1.0 From Eqs. (25) and (26) their corresponding tilicoltoptinlizcd

UTILIZATION FACTOR ),Imin (0- Lc.(. L2 c2 1 average delivery delays are ;ajzn rically ccmitItCel.

Now we turn ouar attention to 'lie case of G(.FC inl par:1,l14l
Fig. 5 Performance of EE~'C and GGFC in ani internet con- interconnection. As shown ilm Fi-::re I1, the flow control Ievvi's
sisting of two identical rctwurks in tandem, tor transmitting packets over (ililereat neL~vor!,., are logically

TV- Paalll nteconectondistingniislmahle-it thme initial ropy of' a packet is trarunmitI.oil
1V.3 aralll Intrconnctionover some network thme subsejuemat copies are t~ransmnittedl over

Now we consider the performance of (GOFO and EEFC for the same netwvork. Therefore, the average delivery delay buetween
the hosts Ills and IIi? in Figure 4. H~ere, in addition to the the hosts will be
timeout period there exists another control parameter, namely
the routing parameter p. The tractions of the traffic routed over TP0 NX p) =PT, (AX) + 0 7- (A~)
networks I and 2 are p and 0 = - p respectively.

For EEFC, as in the case at the series interconnection, we Depending on whether routing is proportional or optimizied we
mnay replace C2 , GC3 , and networks I and 2 by an equivalent net. have respectively
work. The p.d.f. of the end-tn-end delay across this equivalent
network will be T CG (X) T Gpe (X, PPR)

p~ ( , ) = P P m ( t, AX ) + p p ( , P ) ) ( 2 3 ) a n dT ' ( X m i T G P
ORP



W hen the networks are connected in parallel, we may use PR N "TWORK" ".. .

and Oil as well as ErFC or GCC which results in four cases: a(ic) 8 0 /
EEPR, EEOR, CGPIR, and G0OR. When all the parameters of b 0.1 I

c(packt 0.sl I I
the networks other than the capacities are equal, the average - /

-delivery in all these four cases will be the same for the following L 0.1 0.1 //
reason. The conditions under which minimum delay is achieved or/
are proportional routing and equal timeouts across the networks. - GGPR

It is clear that these conditions, which are achievable in all W "
the four cases, are necessary for minimizing the delay. From
Eq..(17) we observe that under these conditions absolute and
marginal end-to-end delays are the same for both networks. 2 -

Since the timeouts and probabilitics of loss are also the same, the i> EEPR

marginal average delivery delays will be the same. The equality :E-

of the marginal average delivery delays, however, is a necessary
condition for minimality of the average delivery delay.

Figure 7 gives the performance when one of the networks EEOR

has a larger noload end-to-end delay than the other one. In the I I

case of CGPR, half or the packets are routed over the network 0 0.1 0,2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0 9 10

with the large delay and since all the subsequent copies of the UTILIZATION FACTOR )klminl(t-LI)C, ,(1-L 2)C21

packets are also routed over the same network, they undergo a Fig. 8 Performance of FIEFC and GCFC in an internet con-

large delay resulting in inferior performance. The OGOR is not sisting of two networks with different end-.o-end delay load sen-

as degraded because it routes a larger fraction of the packets sitivities connected in parallel.

over network 1. In the case of EEFC subsequent packets are not timeouts are the same for the packets transmitted over either

necessarily routed over the network with large delay resulting in network. Again OR results in a somewhat lower delay by routing

a better performance. Note that by assumption the ACK delays the packets over the network with smaller probability of loss.

for E E P R and E E O R are equal to the m inim um of the end-to- 5 N ETW ORK __ ._ -. Ii

end delays across networks I and 2 and therefore less than the a ist) 1 1 j /

ACK delays for either GGPR or GOOR. This difference in ACK b 0.1 0.1
delays results. in a lower average delivery delays for EEPR and c c (pachots/s) I I I/

-45'

EEOR at high utilization rates than those of G PR or 0OR. co  I I i
~L 0.1 0.5I/

5 -NETW ORK 0 1 . •

1~~ 

0 

1w/
I 0.1 0.1 ./ EEPR / .

IL EE R
* c(packetsls) I 1 *EEOR

//2 -
o L . j / /. GGOR

,-/ 7,-.
a e 

-. /I.

>I
3- EEPR

o GGPR-
lu 

E

>2 *O- ONO 0.2 0L O4 0.5 0.6 07 O' 0.9 1.0
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X UTILIZATION FACTOR X/min(I-L,)c,. ( 1-L2 )c 21

I - Fig. 9 Performance of E C and EGEC in an internet

consisting of two networks with different probabilities of packet

..
J lo ss c o n n e c te d in p a ra lle l.o -0.1 0.2 0.3 0.' 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.6 0.9 1.o

UTILIZATION FACTOR l.min(l"L)c ,.(l-L)c l rV.4 On Routing and F,low Control in Internets
Fig.IZATIO PFACOR and Cin an ~c.intern c on- in the previous sections, we alluded to the problem of sys-

Fig. n Performance of EEo-lC and GGFC in an internet con- tern optimization regarding routing and flow control in int ,rncts.

sisting of two networks with different no-load end-to-end delays [[ere, we address some of the issues involved in this problem.

connected in parallel. First, we shall categorize the networks comprising an internet

Figure 8 shows the case where load sensitivities are different, into two classes. One class consists of those networks in which

As can be expected 0ft results in a better performance by rout- local traffic constitutes the main portion of the total traffic. The

ing the packets over the net with the lower delay. The difference second class of networks, on the other hand, includes those in

in performance where the coefficient of variations were different which a significant fraction of their total traffic is internet traffic.

was not significant. To be able to make the routing and flow control in an internet

In Figure 9 we show the performance results for networks amenable to the analysis techniques developed in the previous

with different probabilities of loss. The results are similar to sections, we assume that the internet consists of only the net-

those of series interconnection and for the same reason, under works in the first class. In view of the fact that the majority of

GGFC the timeouts are made longer for packets routed over the networks carry mainly local traffic at the present, this a .stitp-

network with larger probability of loss, but under EEFC the Lion is not very restrictive.



We observed the advantages in performance of CGOR in source hosts and the variations in the characteristics of the net-

au iternet. Consequently, we consider here only those rout,- works comprising the internet must be slow relative to the updat-

ing and flow control algorithms that implement CCOR. As be- ing frequency of the routing parameters. Moreover, we require

fore, we are only concerned with that part of the flow control the frequency of updating the inner g teOwient be much larger t han

protocol which insures reliable delivery of packets. Golestaani that of the outer segment. Otherwise, since iconvr) is ot

demonstrates how the main function of (low control-i.e., regula- necessarily convex, neither or the segents may converge.

tion of the input traffics at tie source for purposes of congestion Conclusion

minitnization--can be incorporated into the routing algorithm. A new technique for computing the delivery delay in a net-

191 The algorithm which we discuss consists of two segments: an work was presented. The main assumption in the underlying

inner segment which optimizes the timeouts to achieve the min- model was that the timeouts are random and exponentially dis-

imum average delivery delay across every network in the inter- tributed. It was shown that the results based on this assump-

net; an outer segment which optimizes the routing parameters at tion are close to the exact values. Then the average delivery

every gateway in order to minimize some cost function defined delay across the network was computed in terms of eican and

on the average delivery delays across the networks. coefficient of variation or end-to-end delay. Using tins v,chnique,

Let I[G denote the set of all hosts and gateways in the in- we evaluated the performance of end-to-end aid gatcway-to-

ternet. Let i,j E HG. If there is a direct connection from i to gateway flow controls in an intcrnet. We observed that when the

across some network, we denote it by ci. Let C be the set networks are in tandem, CGFC offers beter prformance than

of all those connections. Let Xj, r,, and Tq denote tire traffic that of EEFC. However, when there is a high degree of tralfic

bifuraction between the networks, only inder adaptive routing
rate, timeout, and average delivery delay corresponding to Cd GGFC results in a lower average delivery delay than that of
respectively. Let Dh, and rqj denote the mean cnd-to-end delay EF.We GCi mlyd h piu ieusmyb

and total load on ci respectively. The inner segment of the al- EEFC. When GGFC is employed, the optimum timous [ay be

gorithin which is implemented at every i, Vi, E) E HGAci E computed at gateways and hosts using numerical methods. Then

C, numerically optimize Ti, to achieve the minimium average any routing algorithm which minimizes the average delay in a

delivery delay, 7Xii). The numerical optimization is likely to network can be used to minimize a cost function of the average

require Tqi (Xi) and J-i Ti, (Xii) at every iteration. Ti (Xii) and delivery delays across the internet. When developing the routing
and than control algorithmi, we only corisidered those internets

TJ (X,,) may be measured from the delivery delay of packets which consists of networks carrying mainly local traflic. To de-

that are received between the iterations. Alternatively Dii (rii) velop an algorithm ror routing and flow control in the general

and -W';- Dij (r,,) may be measured and Eq. (18) used to compute case requires further research. It seems that techniques based on
q aT tcontrol theory are most promising in devising such an algorithm.T i(Xii) and ' , 7T (Xi). T he latter m ethod clearly results in R f r n e

better estimations of Thj (X\q) and ,'. Tq (Xii) than those or the References
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